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* In general, do you feel safe in your neighborhood?
7% No

93% Yes
3,364 respondents
Not from police
9 days ago

I left the house when i came back and this man... and the police were called
9 days ago

But I can take care of things myself if need be
9 days ago

No one should feel safe when the Police Department for the area has a reputation like the one that
Greenville City PD has. Unqualified, Undertrained, Power Abusing, Self Entitled, to name a few among
many.
12 days ago

Conduct yourself in a safe manner and you should be safe .
12 days ago

Criminal activity and unclear laws
12 days ago

because i live outside city limits so people stand outside and shoot their guns they are several officers in
the are even a state trooper but it makes no mind to these folks
12 days ago

Yes
12 days ago

There are too many shootings around this state - violence is far too prevalent in the south.
12 days ago

Low crime where I live
12 days ago

Drugs, guns, shootings and gangs run the streets. Hardly ever see police working.
12 days ago

I only work in the city of Greenville.
12 days ago

We live beside Greenville Tech which has added police surveillance or security of some sort. This has
always helped me feel safer at home.
12 days ago

I reside on woodruff rd there are lots of drug activity and that I feel puts my life at risk as an innocent
bystander. I god forbid get caught in a crossfire.
12 days ago
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I feel very safe in my subdivision...HOwever venturing out on whitehorse its another story....there is to
much violence from the spanish clubs and ethnic neighborhoods surrounding the area.
12 days ago

Low or no crime that I know of
12 days ago

No known safety issues.
12 days ago

Our Police do a great job.
12 days ago

As long as we have the same amount of police.
12 days ago

I know that if I need help it will be there
12 days ago

I feel safe. Plain and simple!
12 days ago

Although I do not live in Greenville, I work in Greenville on the West End. Even five years ago I would not
have felt safe but due to development of the area I now feel confident walking around after dark.
12 days ago

I live in a secure apartment building in downtown Greenville.
12 days ago

We are somewhat secluded and neighbors tend to be quite aware of suspicious activity if/when it occurs
13 days ago

*Depending on where I am and who I'm around.
13 days ago

I have become extremely disappointed in the city police department based on an incredibly unfortunate
incident and GPD’s response to it. Last Summer Trey Cox was attacked downtown and his brother, Grant,
came to his rescue. Rather than get the bad guy that assaulted multiple others the same night, the Cox
boys were arrested and the police released a false story to the media. Rather than clearing the air after
learning the truth, the GPD ruined the lives of these innocent men to save face. I will be forever disgusted
by this and my heart goes out to the Cox family.
13 days ago

I do not live in the city, however I work in the City of Greenville and I eat, and shop, etc daily in the City of
Greenville.
13 days ago

I have lived in Greenville all my life (57 years) and I was always proud of where I came from until now. on
May the 31 2019 my oldest son and his girlfriend were downtown after a wedding in which he was the
best man. after leaving the wedding party a drunk man made a sexual comment to my sons girlfriend as
they were standing waiting to cross the street, the drunk man then began to follow my son and his
girlfriend asking my son over and over if he wanted to fight he even got in front of my son walking
backwards harassing them and asking to fight, my son got his girlfriend and walked away the man
continued to harass them as they walked away and then he said I bet you would fight me if I F--- your
girlfriend my son turned around walked up to the man asking him what his problem was the man then
struck my son in the eye causing multiple cuts my son then got his girl friend and retreated for the
second time as they walked away the man stood there and watched them then swung on alight pole and
started following them again my son and his girlfriend stopped at the corner to call a uber to come and
get them to bring them home the man came up and leaned up against the building behind them. At that
time my younger son was walking up the street with two friends on there way to a restaurant when they
walked up on his brother he saw all the blood and ask what happened when the man came up to my son
who he had already hit and jumped on him getting him in a choke hold and taking my son to the ground
13 days ago

I feel safe because I know 911 is available.
13 days ago
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A lot of officers racial profile especially in predominantly black communities
13 days ago

No history of significant problems. Neighborhood very tight, watching, saying something.
13 days ago

I do not see any unusual activity or non-residents walking around.
13 days ago

The response time is always quick and they arrive knowledgeable and ready to do their job
13 days ago

Non emergency is available and easy to contact dispatch when needed.
14 days ago

The ignorance/negligence, lackluster training/knowledge, impulsive decision making, and lack of
discipline that comes along with Greenville City Police Officers, how could anyone feel safe? It is a
department filled to the brim with corruption.
14 days ago

Great presence from the city. I personally feel we live in a very safe environment in the City!
14 days ago

Although I feel safe on our neighborhood streets I am disappointed that it took several break-ins recently
to finally see patrols on the Stone Lake streets. When we moved here 8 years ago we often saw officers
driving around, like we see in the Augusta Rd. area.
14 days ago

I am a police wife. I find it hard to feel safe in recent months, especially while my husband is working 12
hour shifts (and particularly at night).
14 days ago

East Park resident. We are thankful to live close to the LEC and to have a low crime rate due to police
presence
14 days ago

There are less police patrolling in my current neighborhood (north main) than my old neighborhood (city
view). I feel safer when there are no police around.
14 days ago

Get constant ring alerts, gun shots, everything stolen that is not nailed down
14 days ago

Low crime rate
14 days ago

Quiet. Police drive through once or twice a day.
14 days ago

Constant ring door bell notifications of theft, people prowling around, stealing of anything that is not
nailed down.
14 days ago

Many criminals downtown need to be arrested
15 days ago

My neighbor is peaceful.
15 days ago

It’s riddled with crime
15 days ago
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Homeless people, many of whom are mentally unbalanced roam the neighborhood, making it impossible
to occupy my front yard. They insist on "donations" or "rides" and become very abusive when they don't
get them.
15 days ago

I live on Hampton Ave 2 blocks from the rescue mission and the sterling citizens who feel free to roam
the neighborhoods and beg for money or rides. I cannot work in my front yard without being accosted.
Many of them are mental cases who have angry conversations with themselves or some invisible person
very loudly and they are very intimidating.
15 days ago

Next door neighbor had a break in two years ago. It can happen anywhere. They didn’t catch the thieves
15 days ago

I am concerned because of all the rioting and destruction going on in the United States and locally.
Living close to Legacy Park things to bring. Some groups of people that want to chat a little and seem to
think they’re empowered .
That does not give me a good safe feeling,
15 days ago

WE know our neighbors and we watch out for one another
15 days ago

There is limited crime. Nothing major.
15 days ago

In general, yes, but Poinsett Highway does play host to some characters that cause a second look.
15 days ago

Seeing the police catching speeding cars and ensuring safety in the park is a good feeling.
15 days ago

I feel like there is a lot of crime everywhere now and I don't always feel safe.
15 days ago

I feel like I live in a safe neighborhood to begin with. I do understand that their are families and elderly
that live in neighborhoods where they do not feel safe.
15 days ago

Changing neighborhood but have good people around. There are some instances where we feel unsafe
but never truly threatened. We live near swamp rabbit trail and a lot of homeless walk through and will
nock for odd jobs.
15 days ago

Never had a problem
15 days ago

I believe if I need them they will be there
15 days ago

I am vigilant and always secure my residence whether at home or away. Living very close to well lit
commercial space seeing Police in transit is commonplace.
15 days ago

I see a police car drive by my house on a weekly basis
15 days ago

I live in a “good” neighborhood with very few incidences needing police assistance. Houses are close,
neighbors look out for one another. Police response time has been good when needed.
15 days ago

It is encouraging to see police officer around Grenville. When I see one, I know we are safe
15 days ago
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We've had meetings with officers over the past few years and were given a number to call is we need
assistance out of the range of 911. I feel safer knowing the officers in our area.
15 days ago

I live in an apartment and all the bikes were stolen.. and it seems that people keep coming back for more.
15 days ago

I know my neighbors and if we ever have problems and call the police they come quickly.
15 days ago

There is a police officer that lives down the street from me, and so I feel safer in my home knowing that.
15 days ago

We live in an area with a lot of homeless foot traffic. Nevertheless, I and my family (wife and 3 kids) have
felt safe.
15 days ago

Have always had lots of respect and affinity for the police. They’ve done a great job. Even when I’ve been
pulled over for speeding or a traffic citation, they’ve been nothing but professional
15 days ago

Neighbors looking out for each other.
15 days ago

Just feel safe.
15 days ago

We are gated at night in Swansgate and know most of our neighbors. Strangers stand out’
15 days ago

There's a lot of property theft and trespassing that occurs in my area.
15 days ago

I have witnessed drug deals and have had multiple people come to my door asking for money.
15 days ago

We live in an established neighborhood with neighbors who are friendly and watchful.
15 days ago

We have had no crime personally; however, we see speeding vehicles almost daily on S Hudson St.
15 days ago

But I’m worried that my safety could be in jeopardy with protests and riots that could break out due to all
the crazy news over the last several months. I live close to downtown Greenville.
15 days ago

Ours is a close-knit community. Neighbors know one another, support one another, and pay attention to
what is happening in the neighborhood. Good lighting, good arrangement of sidewalks and paths, and
good landscape maintenance are all helpful. Many people from outside the neighborhood come here to
walk and enjoy the nearby park. People are open and friendly.
15 days ago

Because I had a jewelry theft of my nicest jewelry.
15 days ago

There is crime near by and sometimes in our neighborhood. The police has always been very quick to
respond when called.
15 days ago

Drug activity on Crest Ln, shootings on Stall St and Crest Lane this year.
15 days ago

The fact that I have 5 dogs and I always see GPD floating around here at dark:30
15 days ago
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In general I feel safe; however, a car was stolen off of a nearby neighbor’s driveway about 2 months ago.
Until I called and asked for police to drive by on my street at night due to some criminal activity I read
about on Nextdoor, I had truly never seen a police car drive by since I moved in my home this past
March.
15 days ago

Not much crime.
15 days ago

I feel like we have very good neighbors who look out for each other. There have been some changes in
the last 42 years. A lot more theft!!!
15 days ago

I live in a small condominium neighborhood and there is very little thru traffic. The perimeter is fenced
also.
16 days ago

North Main Area close to downtown
16 days ago

I live in a retirement community and feel very safe.
16 days ago

Frequent drive through patrolling by City as well as BJU public safety.
16 days ago

Know my neighbors and we watch out for each other. The adjoining complex has less savory tenants.
16 days ago

Not really due to the riots and protests in the United States and local communities and with legacy park
near ny I get a little concern when strangers walk through the neighborhood
And sone even chant things that make me on comfortable.
16 days ago

I am very wary because we have people roaming the neighborhood every night searching for unlocked
cars and unsecured valuables. Items frequently are stolen. We lock up and rarely go out after dark.
16 days ago

Good neighbors, especially my closest ones. Would feel much better if my street were not such a
thoroughfare/cut through.
16 days ago

Retirement community
16 days ago

not a lot of crime.
16 days ago

We have gates as well as a hired officer that moonlights in our neighborhood to keep an eye on it
16 days ago

I live on a quiet cul-de-sac with close knit neighbors who look out for one another.
16 days ago

Too many race driven deep seated issues...there should never be a time where there multiple officers of
another race on any call and not one of the race of the parties involved...there shouldnt be 4 individual
cars with 4 indiv white officers of a call for a white female and black male ...THIS HAPPENS LATE NIGHT IN
SUBURBAN AREAS... THIS IS AN ISSUE
16 days ago

I live Iin Swansgate . It’s pretty quiet ...I did use to see more police drive through.i appreciate all you do .
Thanks
16 days ago
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Very good patrols and quick response by police officers when needed.
16 days ago

We live in a gated community
16 days ago

I see patrols.
16 days ago

No police patrolling.
16 days ago

There seems to be little crime. While I don't often see a police presence, I don't feel there needs to be
one since it's pretty sage already. I do feel I can contact the police if needed.
16 days ago

We live in Swansgate and everyone watches out for each other
16 days ago

We suspect that drug dealing occurs at a house on our block. There have also been issues with stray pit
bulls.
16 days ago

Not much crime and we have a sheriff's deputy living in our neighborhood.
16 days ago

I see routine patrols and traffic enforcement both of which I appreciate. When I have had a burglar alarm
go off, the GPD has responded quickly.
16 days ago

Very nice people who help each other.
16 days ago

verry low crime north main
16 days ago

They harass children in communities & theat the kids to make them feel unsafe and claim to get the kids
kick out of they house for not being home. Instead of talking to parents directly and stressing their
concerns. Before COVID-19 they got the audacity to put a curfew on being outside in your neighborhood.
Especially in primarily black neighborhoods. It’s pathetic and cause more problems then needed.
16 days ago

This survey addresses only one side of equation--police behavior. How about the equally important
behavior of blacks, when they are stopped by police? Blacks who are shot by police all have things in
common: they get high, commit an offense, shout and spit at officers, resist arrest, they batter officers,
they wrestle weapons away from officers, they run, they point weapons at officers. Stupid, inexcusable,
irresponsible behavior. Don't want to be shot? COMPLY with an officer's command. Do we need a
citizen's council to teach this life-saving common sense approach to Blacks? Obviously Blacks are not
getting life-saving advice from the rioters, who grab headlines and soundbites. Why do Blacks listen to
them? Where are teachers, ministers, and FATHERS of Blacks? BLM isn't where Blacks should be looking
for guidance. BLM has roots in Marxism. They don't want fathers in Black households. It's easier for BLM
to recruit foot soldiers from homes where no fathers reside.
16 days ago

Have not had recent crime.
16 days ago

I love in a great neighborhood with or without cops
16 days ago

However we could still use more patrolling as far as peopl speeding..We do have children that okay
outside and traffic needs to be monitored.
16 days ago
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I see the Greenville police as agents of safety and health for me and everyone in the neighborhood.
16 days ago

In general, I feel safe in my neighborhood.
16 days ago

Although there have been some break-ins in nearby homes, this is a safe neighborhood.
16 days ago

Mostly, but also feel like there seems to be way more crime “creeping in”
16 days ago

Usually we do not have any issues. I think it comes from others coming to our area to do deals and other
problems that may happen to occur when they are in our neighborhood. We have reckless people that
come through with loud music, cars cruising, or doing something that draws attention to our police.
16 days ago

I am African American, 67 year old and a female. So I don't feel safe calling law enforcement for fear of
them reversing the complaint to be against me. I am terrified for my adult children and my teenage
grand children's lives should they encounter one of these renegade cops as we call them
16 days ago

Walked up to me an asked for I'd while cutting my grass at my own house.
16 days ago

Lots of people around during the day.
17 days ago

The police have no part in how safe I feel. If there were more police presence in my neighborhood, I
would feel less safe.
17 days ago

We live on Augusta Street and people speed way over the limit and are very rarely pulled over. Traffic
control is very weak and it is dangerous for pedestrians and people on bicycles.
17 days ago

Homeless people make me cautious, especially since they are often under the influence of some sort of
substance (alcohol or drug). I have quite a few experiences with them, especially since I have worked as a
Security Guard for a building on Main Street, and had many encounters with them, or was able to
observe them on numerous occasions. I have also observed them on numerous occasions to be
panhandling, and when I called the Greenville PD, they told me that they cannot do anything about
panhandling. Panhandling can't be good for tourism. BTW, I also live a block away from Main Street, so I
have experienced this on and off the job.
17 days ago

I mostly feel safe but a neighbor was just broken into while home and though the perpetrators ran they
did have both a knife and a gun. I also had my van stolen last year out of my driveway and it was not
recovered.
17 days ago

the cops are janky in my neighborhood
17 days ago

Generally petty crime, opportunists. Neighbors look out for one another
17 days ago

North Main feels safe. We do feel apprehensive when walking on Main St between Park and Elford
17 days ago

Between Park and Academy on N. Main Street does not feel safe. The park is on one side of the street.
On the other side is a parking lot, a bench, and trees whose branches cover the sidewalk.
17 days ago
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Yes and no. During the day I feel fairly safe. At night there seem to be lots of robberies and as a
woman/mom I wouldn’t feel comfortable walking outside by myself when it is dark. I am always worried
we may have left the garage open, even though we have security cameras.
17 days ago

Never had a reason to feel otherwise
18 days ago

I live next to the police station. I’m not afraid of officers going to and from work through my
neighborhood. Though it would be nice if we could get the traffic counter we were promised last year.
Our through traffic is horrible and dangerous. No one stops at the stop signs and children are
everywhere.
18 days ago

I feel like I live in a quite neighbor, but I also feel that if i have a problem, I could count on the GPD to get
here for me.
18 days ago

I feel police have maintained the peace quite well
18 days ago

My neighborhood is pretty quiet, nothing really goes on out here.
18 days ago

After GPD’s gross mishandling of the incident with the Cox brothers, and the subsequent attempt to
“gloss it over”, I for one, don’t feel that I can trust the judgement of the GPD’s leadership and
management.
18 days ago

After the GPD’s mishandling of the incident with the Cox brothers, and the attempt to justify bad policing,
I’m not sure that the public trust is intact.
18 days ago

I have no reason to feel unsafe, generally.
18 days ago

I witnessed a robbery last week. I see the police here a lot.
18 days ago

I live in Northmain. Only a few instances of shady activity.
18 days ago

No crime. We have a neighborhood watch and know our neighbors. Not a lot of street traffic in our
neighborhood as it is a small subdivision
18 days ago

How i see it is they are are doing a great job.when they are patrolling my neighborhood i feel safe
18 days ago

I feel very safe in my neighborhood as well as all other greenville neighborhoods I have been in. The
police have nothing to do with this and in fact their presence feels more antagonizing and escalating than
anything.
18 days ago

There are always crimes at least once a month in my apartment complex and recently it was a shooting.
18 days ago

I feel safe in most places I visit in theCity ofGreenville
18 days ago

Police came and shot my neighbors son
18 days ago
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Regularly see TR city police patrol our street (we are in city limits).
18 days ago

It's because I don't see the cops in my neighborhood I feel safe.
18 days ago

I live in the Gower Estates neighborhood in the city of Greenville. In general, I do feel safe from gunviolence, gangs, drug-related crimes, home break-ins, property damage, robberies, being
mugged/assaulted on the street, and other violent crimes.
18 days ago

Response to call was prompt, courteous, supportive
19 days ago

I am dealing with a case right now where i am not guilty. 5 officers pointed weapons at me. 2 officers
tackled me. One officer smashed my head into his car & had my eye gushed in blood. I have video
surveillance to prove im nkt guilty
19 days ago

Not because of police.
19 days ago

I stay in a nice neighborhood
19 days ago

I make a point to walk my neighborhood and interact with the people who live near me. That makes me
feel safer and connected.
19 days ago

I live in Buxton— so I feel safe until around Christmas time when crime tends to pick up. For example,
mail is stolen, vehicles stolen, or I see on Nextdoor that my neighbors have video of someone walking
around with a gun.
19 days ago

I live outside the city limits but I feel safe because I regularly see Greenville County Sheriff cars when I'm
out and about.
19 days ago

I love in the projects and I'm white. I can't even get a pizza delivered. I also can't report the treatment I
receive from the community because I'm white.
19 days ago

I feel safe because of the support and care of those who love around me but the increased crime and
cars speeding through concerns me
19 days ago

I have reported the drug house near me for months now and nobody does anything. I went to the law
enforcement center, stopped cops on the street, reported to Crime stoppers AND the tip line- NOTHING
happened at all! Still selling drugs! 9 B Valentine Street Greenville SC 29601
19 days ago

There is an active neighborhood association and neighbors look out for each other.
19 days ago

I live in a quiet neighborhood, in the suburbs
19 days ago
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There has been an injustice toward two brothers, Trey and Grant Cox. They were arrested for assault
when a drunk and pot-head attached one brother and his girlfriend on MaIN sT. downtown Greenville,
and the other brother just tried to keep him from choking his brother after the drunk had hit him causing
a concussion and stitches. The police did not ask the brothers or witnesses at the scene anything, just
saying "We have this." They shackled the brothers and charged assault with mob. They left Trey,s
girlfriend standing on the corner with about 10 or 15 fellows standing there alone. Grant did what he had
to do by hitting the drunk to save his brother from a behind choke hold that was leaving him losing
consciousness. The police would not even talk to the girl and two other girls who he was sexually
harressing all the way down main street. He had already been thrown out of bars for harressing peoplle.
We found out later his mother kept him out of the newspaper, no charges and he was two times over the
drunk limit. So far, after a year, he has not been charged for anything and the Cox brothers are fightiing
for the truth to be told. Video on main st. shows him along side of these two harressing them all the
while, they are trying to get him to leave them alone. It has caused embarressment and also caused
financial problems because of this. The police were not willing to interview anyone who witnessed this
and there were plenty. Their jobs were affected by all of this when they were the innocent persons. Their
pictures were plastered on the front page, on every TV news stations, and the internet. They never even
tried to get the true story. This went on for 4 days with it on the news and TV. I have never seen anything
like this. The said the drunk and creep was hurt, but he was so spaced out on drunks and alcohls that he
didn,t even remember anything. Mr. Solicitor, you could have helped these boys if you had listened to
them and only checked the witnesses. This drunks mother must know you and the policemen pretty
good. I understand, the policemen who worked this, went to another police station. I hope all of you
know, there will be a judgement and by the grace of God, all of you will answer for this injustice that you
just closed your eyes on. My God have mercy on all of you.
19 days ago

I live in a diverse suburb where neighbors communicate and most have doorbell cameras in case things
do happen
19 days ago

There have never been any incidents t make me concerned.
19 days ago

We have very LITTLE TO no Crime.
19 days ago

We have two security cameras mounted on our home, a security system, and we know our neighbors
well. I haven't heard about any crime in our neighborhood (we've lived in this neighborhood for 2 years).
19 days ago

Very little happens here. When we call the police the response is quick
19 days ago

There is pretty much no crime. Occasionally a car "break" in- it had been left unlocked.
19 days ago

I do feel safe although I keep hearing about some vehicle break-ins and some fence gate locks being
broke into in my neighborhood a
19 days ago

WE LIVE AT THE END OF THE STREET....WE SEE EVERYONE WHO TURNS AROUND
19 days ago

We had to close the gates 24/7 to prevent car thefts, break ins etc. There seems to be constant reports in
neighborhoods around us with thefts, etc. We are fortunate to be scored to mitigate some of this but
others aren’t. I read where one person has been arrested 14 times. What is the program for repeat
offenders to get into a more productive cycle of life?
19 days ago

my home is in a fairly good neighborhood
19 days ago

Quiet quick response
19 days ago

The city police are always driving through
20 days ago
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I live downtown, and I feel that the police frequently ignore the loud motorcycles going up and down
Main Street, and I understand the homeless have few options as to where they can go, but it is very
difficult walking around main street without frequently being approached.
20 days ago

I live in a low crime area.
20 days ago

other than petty theft. I have not seen any violence in my area.
20 days ago

It is clean and always a police presence.
20 days ago

But I do wish we had a car patrol it occasionally.
20 days ago

We live in a great neighborhood. I think the feeling of safety comes from knowing so many of our
neighbors.
20 days ago

I own a business downtown, so my neighborhood is the Central Business District.
20 days ago

I mostly do but not always. There are incidents all around my area and I have seen an increase in the
homeless population along Washington/Faris
20 days ago

Well cops come rolling by all the time. So no one is gonna do anything stupid I think. And the people
around here are nice so yes I feel safe
20 days ago

I live very near to Laurens Road in Nicholtown. We have an incredibly diverse array of homeowners
surrounding my house. We have never really had any issues with the neighborhood, or police in the
neighborhood.
20 days ago

I know police are there if needed.
20 days ago

I live in a safe area and neighborhood that has vigilant neighbors who look out for each other.
20 days ago

In general. It it’s hard to feel safe anywhere anymore.
20 days ago

I feel safe, but more random patrols would be helpful.
20 days ago

I have seen the police on patrol as well as responding in my neighborhood, most recently a death of a
neighbor a few doors away. Their professionalism was extremely apparent but also their compassion and
care in crisis or family situations
20 days ago

There is a good police presence in and around Greenville
20 days ago

We have an excellent police force which I can count on day in and day out
20 days ago

We have no robberies, break-ins, strangers walking around and 2 police officers living in our
neighborhood. Plus, we k ow our neighbors & look after each others.
20 days ago
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The neighborhood is fairly well tended to by the residents, I haven't seen anything threatening or felt
threatened, and we haven't had serious incidents there since I moved there. Granted I haven't been in
this exact neighborhood for a full year yet.
20 days ago

Cleveland Forest
20 days ago

I would feel safer if my neighbors were not flying a thin blue line flag at the end of their driveway.
20 days ago

The police are doing a fantastic job keeping our communities safe
20 days ago

Me and my family feel safer when the police are not around than when they are unfortunately.
20 days ago

Live on Main Street.
20 days ago

I see patrol cars around often
20 days ago

Presence is noted in the neighborhood both in their car, on foot, and on motorcycle along the Swamp
Rabbit.
20 days ago

Lots of recent theft.
20 days ago

I work in the downtown Greenville area (East Camperdown Way) and I generally feel safe. I don't see
much of a police presence where I work, I wish that I would see them more. I have some concerns about
someone entering my work and trying to rob us or think that we have money in our building.
20 days ago

We live next door to a police substation on North Main. Over the past 18 years since we moved here we
have personally spoken with several officers regarding issues of concern to us. They have always been
polite, informative, and fair to all concerned. We have advocated for our neighbors living across the
street in privately owned apartment housing, and found them equally concerned about safety issues
within that building such as broken elevators and the some of the residents aggression towards the
vulnerable population within. We have been referred to the Fire Marshall when that was most
appropriate for our issue.
20 days ago

I live in Duncan, but I am in Greenville on a daily basis. I truly love my officers. ⚫⚫🔵🔵⚫⚫ Family
forever!!!
20 days ago

I do feel safe, but there have been an increase in break-ins lately. Mostly taking things from people's cars
in the middle of the night, so no violent crimes and no one getting into anyone's homes, but still its a little
disturbing. One issue I have with how we are served by the police dept is the fact that we are in
Simpsonville but served by the Greenville PD. We live approximately 5 minutes from the Simpsonville PD
which makes it strange, and I wonder what the response time would be from Greenville if we ever had an
emergency.
20 days ago

It’s a good neighborhood. I actually don’t perceive a lot of police presence; I feel it’s more due to the kind
of people who live here. It’s a very middle class area. Low crime rate.
20 days ago

Neighborhood is located about mile outside of Downtown Greenville. There is little transient traffic and
most residents have time in their homes, and they generally know one another. Police are fairly visible,
but little need for constant attention or surveillance.
20 days ago
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I live in a neighborhood of relatively low crime. However, every week I receive the report of crimes in my
neighborhood and there seem to be more crimes against property and more theft of Augusta Street
businesses. Also, there are some relatively nearby streets where spousal abuse continues to take place. A
few years ago we had more police cars driving through the neighborhood but rarely see any now. I know
the Covid-19 has impacted that surveillance, and I also think theft is up due to more poverty, with
desperate people trying to feed their families. We need a more holistic approach to lift less fortunate
neighbors out of poverty to reduce crime.
20 days ago

Quiet street, not a lot of activity
20 days ago

Other than a few reports of holdups in Falls park a few years ago I have not heard of any issues close to
my condo . In the case of the holdups new procedures must have been put in place since the issue was
not repeated.
20 days ago

I feel protected by my firearm and the police presence
20 days ago

Haven't had any issues in at least 10 yrs
20 days ago

Just have and never felt in any danger, at least not yet.
20 days ago

Police have
20 days ago

I have been robbed twice but I don’t fear for my personal safety (yet).
20 days ago

I live on Glenn Road - it’s quiet, everyone’s friendly, and minds their own business. I start to feel unsafe
when walking toward the swamp rabbit on Almeda
20 days ago

.
20 days ago

I live in a safe area between Cherrydale and Furman.
20 days ago

Got rid of important evidence in Charles Wakefield case
20 days ago

I feel safe in my neighborhood because I have the freedom to select where I can reside. I also have the
freedom to protect myself.
20 days ago

Street lights work, neighbors know and acknowledge each other’s presence, and police response time is
minimum.
20 days ago

I have lived here my entire life
20 days ago

We know there’s crime in our neighborhood but we all watch out for each other. It’s kind of hidden but
we know about it. We have called police before but they weren’t consistent so we don’t bother.
20 days ago

During day, yes. I live in a high homeless area and am
Not comfortable at night.
20 days ago
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I feel safe in my neighborhood
20 days ago

There's been recent break ins, and no one has been arrested
20 days ago

I always happy to see officers riding through the neighborhood and fiwntiwn.
20 days ago

I feel very well protected by our Greenville city police & I am grateful for all that these men & women do
20 days ago

We do not have a lot of crime and neighbors are vigilant.
20 days ago

High police presence in downtown Greenville
20 days ago

Live in the country surrounded by family and great neighbors. We watch out for another and have a
watch group that the police in the area keep up with.
20 days ago

Too much crime
20 days ago

Strangers can't be trusted,,break ins
20 days ago

Although this area can be rough, its not as bad as other cities
20 days ago

Always Prompt response when needed, and HOA has had officers speak at our meetings for helpful
advice. I am very pleased with our Police department!
20 days ago

I know my neighbors
20 days ago

The neighborhood consists of a lot of senior citizens therefore we have less crime.
20 days ago

I do now since I've recently moved
20 days ago

I do not see any trouble
Or violent situations where I live.
20 days ago

I’ve been in the same house near downtown for 40 years and we’ve a couple minor thefts. Lock things up
and you ok
20 days ago

I feel like the police officers are always just a call away and that is very reassuring to me.
20 days ago

I did until the past few months with an increase of criminal activity.
20 days ago

There is a police presence.
20 days ago

My neighborhood is maybe a little rough around the edges but I haven't had any issues.
20 days ago
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Good, congenial neighbors who look out for one another.
20 days ago

Except for traffic, I feel comfortable taking walks at any time of the day.
21 days ago

We know most of our neighbors and a police car patrols on a fairly regular basis, I think. The only unsafe
feeling I get is related to the Poinsett Place apartments on Summit Drive and next to my street. Cars are
always parked blocking the street throughway and trash buildup is a recurring problem.
21 days ago

No recent major crime in immediate neighborhood
21 days ago

We are watchful and careful. We have not had trouble in our immediate neighborhood but there have
been,incidents nearby.p
21 days ago

I do. I live in an area where it’s surrounded by homelessness on the outskirts but it’s a fairly wealthy
neighborhood and neighbors kind of watch out for each other. There’s a high standard here and police
are rarely needed here. The worst of it is usually the neighborhood kids getting into bullying trouble.
21 days ago

We have a very active neighborhood internet site (Nextdoor) and I think our Greenville police dept rep
monitors it. Also, the few times I have had to call the non-emergency or 911 line, there has been
immediate and appropriate response.
21 days ago

Police response and patrol is adequate
21 days ago

I live, work and most play in the downtown area. Despite some of the disadvantages of traffic, "street"
people, people doing too much partying, etc; I still feel safe. I routinely observe the GPD officers handling
situations with calm and thoughtfulness.
21 days ago

There isn’t a lot of crime. When I’ve called the police, they came quickly.
21 days ago

Ours is more of a blue/white collar neighborhood (not sub-division), and we actually live right outside the
city line, so the jurisdiction here is the Greenville Co. Sheriff. But we feel safer to see when patrol cars
drive through at times. Thankful for them.
21 days ago

I
21 days ago

Actually, I live in a crummy, trashy neighborhood, but I've never been bothered on my daily walks. And
the one time someone tried getting into my trailer in the middle of the night, I called the police and they
took him away.
21 days ago

I have lived here for 24 years and have rarely needed to contact the police department, but the times I
have needed them, they have always been quick to respond.
21 days ago

I am thankful for our police officers.
21 days ago

I live in a quiet neighborhood (off main st) but I do get cat called very regularly, at least once a week.
Once a person followed me in their car and I had to wait with the mailman until they left. Greenville is the
first place where this happens to me on such a regular basis. I've lived in Philadelphia, providence and
NYC and I'd get cat called maybe once a year there, if at all. I definitely never got followed. So for me
there is a big difference.
21 days ago
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About 3/4 of the time, I feel safe.
21 days ago

Not bc of cops. It's because it is well lit and tons of neighbors on porches
21 days ago

I live in a good neighborhood.
21 days ago

Police are a few minits away. Lucky to have a great relationship with them
21 days ago

Have not had any serious incidents , and anytime any of us on the street has had to call the police for
anything (no matter how big or small) they have been responsive, compassionate, and nice. We have a
great police force.
21 days ago

I trust my neighbors and have home security. I feel safe in our neighborhood.
21 days ago

however I feel downtown has become less safe , the police are there in presence but I feel its become
less safe, with more homeless lurking in corners and the police are in they're cars but not out in the
crowds.
21 days ago

Quiet neighborhood
21 days ago

We live downtown, and feel the GPD has an excellent presence,
21 days ago

Although there is an apartment home across the street....and the front apartment has some transient
happenings. Different people hanging out there every week at all hours. Lots of different cars parked for
30 minutes at a time from Florida.
21 days ago

I live in an area where the neighbors are alert, observant and diligent.
21 days ago

To date, there has been no overt threat to neighborhood safety.
21 days ago

This question is inherently a challenge... I feel safe in the neighborhood I live in, not as much in the
neighborhood I work in.
21 days ago

I have noticed officers drive by and a few have occasionally stopped to talk to us while we were out
walking
21 days ago

I feel the Police do a good job of working the Sullivan neighborhood and are doing what they can but our
home in Augusta Walk is just situated where there is often late noise and occasionally violent crime.
21 days ago

Green avenue area is patrolled pretty well. I had a car break in over the summer, but they didn’t take
anything of value.
21 days ago

It is rare to see a police car/officer working in our neighborhood.
21 days ago
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Generally, I feel safe, however, I have noticed more and more homeless (or people who appear to be) on
the streets at all hours and sleeping in locations that cause concern. Some of these people are talking to
themselves, some have an appearance of anger or aggression, and I've also been approached by people
begging for money. I operate a business just off of Main Street and it is not a good appearance for my
clientele.
21 days ago

Frequent police presence near and around elementary school in neighborhood
21 days ago

Yes, our neighbors watch out for each other. There is little outside traffic with the exception of
contractors coming to do home improvements.
21 days ago

I love on Rhett St Downtwon. I used to be scared to go down that street. However, since it has evolved
into more of a neighborhood, the neighbors are friendly, streets are well lit, and I know officers are
relatively close by.
21 days ago

I live on dead end street but crime is all around us
21 days ago

I do not feel unsafe in my neighborhood. I have had no issues with the police or any other essential
workers in the city of Greenville.
21 days ago

I live a few blocks from Main Street and Cleveland Park, where I notice officers actively patrolling the area
and park trails. Also, there is a Greenville police officer who represents my neighborhood and is active
online on NextDoor app. The visibility and ability to connect with an officer for questions and for nonemergency issues makes me feel safe.
22 days ago

Frequent patrols.
22 days ago

Law enforcement is doing a great job
22 days ago

I live in a part of Dunean that seems most wanted area here. I'm pretty comfortable here. We've never
had a problem, but some of our neighbors have.
22 days ago

I live on Aladdin Street in Sans Souci, and I am pretty sure people are dealing drugs on our street. Up
until a few months ago, people were living in a condemned house at the end of our street, and at the
other end, a person lives in the basement of a commercial building. Both receive lots of visitors.
22 days ago

Never know when a blm or antifa militant will let loose and will police be there to help?
22 days ago

I feel mostly safe.
22 days ago

We have lived in two different neighborhoods in the past 31 years and have never experienced any type
of issues in either one.
22 days ago

In 16 years here, I have never experienced a situation in the City of Greenville where I was afraid for my
personal safety.
22 days ago

low incidence of crime.
22 days ago
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I feel safe in my neighborhood but if i need to call the cops i am afraid someone may lose their life
22 days ago

I trust our police department
22 days ago

I’m in Overbrook where crime is very low
22 days ago

If I ever have an issue, I report it to the police and they check it out.
22 days ago

I live in the country and there’s not a lot of crime out here
22 days ago

I live in a very small neighborhood with a culdesac
22 days ago

I feel safe in my neighborhood as I've been given no reason to not.
22 days ago

Very little evidence of crime
22 days ago

THere has not been any recent criminal activity that has affected me or my family in my neighborhood. I
understand that I share in the responsibility in keeping me, my family and my neighborhood safe.
22 days ago

Very quiet, lots of professionals, near hospital
22 days ago

It’s low traffic area, low crime, and low police activity.
22 days ago

There are occasional break-ins in the neighborhood - usually stuff stolen from cars left open or yards. But
I feel safe.
22 days ago

I feel safe knowing if needed, capable dependable officers will be there to help.
22 days ago

The city of Greenville police has always responded within a few minutes of any emergency we’ve had.
22 days ago

I have had to call the Police Dept. only a few times in the 52 years of business. They have always been
quick to respond. My only complaint is the way laws are written protects the criminals and not the
business owners!!
22 days ago

Yes, I generally feel safe from theft, burglary, etc. Any feeling for lack of safety is the speed at which cars
travel while I'm out walking whether on a sidewalk or not.
22 days ago

Yes, but cautiously. I live in CBD and am always on guard for everything from cars ignoring traffic signals,
panhandlers, people not wearing masks, and of course anyone with a potential criminal intent.
22 days ago

Always see them patrolling the area. They have a good strong presence in the area, and always very
professional in their look and actions.
22 days ago

Yes, because I'm white living right outside of downtown. The only time I don't feel safe is when police,
sheriff's deputies, and other law enforcement park on my street to harass people.
22 days ago
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I have never felt unsafe in downtown greenville.
22 days ago

I live in Mauldin but I have a Greenville address therefore I pay both Greenville County & Mauldin City
Taxes. I can call both police departments depending on my location at my time of need therefore I am
completing this survey. Thus far I live in a safe neighborhood.
22 days ago

Feel there is good response time
22 days ago

Feel here is good response time
22 days ago

The men and women in our area are always willing to help and secure our community.
22 days ago

Peaceful neighborhood with relatively little criminal activity. (No murders, no apparent gang activity, few
break ins.)
22 days ago

I have no fear of walking or riding within my neighborhood.
22 days ago

I feel like Greenville City / County has a low crime rate. In general most people who live here comply with
the law.
22 days ago

I am generally a cautious person. I do feel safe in my neighborhood. I regularly see police patrols.
22 days ago

We have a neighborhood watch; people report small crimes and everyone is aware; we have police come
through.
22 days ago

Everyone knows each other and we look out for each other
22 days ago

Live in a connected and higher income neighborhood
22 days ago

We have watchful neighbors, and I am trained with firearms. We are in an upper middle class one street
subdivission in a "low income/high drug" area" but we feel safe and have had no incidents in the 12 years
we have lived here.
22 days ago

All the chaos has increased petty crime but I still feel safe
22 days ago

Police presence is here and also downtown.
22 days ago

good police presence, clean environment
22 days ago

Low crime area.
22 days ago

I live in a quiet, no crime neighborhood.
22 days ago

I feel safe in my neighborhood because of the state of the properties and my relationship with my
neighbors. There is not much of a police presence.
22 days ago
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Crime in low in our neighborhood. We live outside the City limits, though.
22 days ago

Several of my neighbors have CWP's.
22 days ago

Our neighbors are largely families with kids who play in yards and ride their bikes on the streets. Adults
walk for excersize. Yards are kept up well for the most part. We are near a fire department and police
occasionally drive through.
22 days ago

I am in a rural, out-of-the-way subdivision. We see very few outsiders.
22 days ago

Quiet neighborhood.
22 days ago

I live in downtown greenville. I feel generally safe but there are a lot of homeless who I worry about when
going out early in the morning or late at night.
22 days ago

Have police officers living beside me
22 days ago

Our neighborhood is pretty safe, but I had a specific instance where I did not feel that my safety was a
priority.
22 days ago

I live in a little neighborhood in a good part of town
22 days ago

I have lived in my house 8 years and at the 6 year mark I was robbed 3 times 2017, 2019, 2020 My
neighbor hood is in transition. But it's still not safe.
22 days ago

however speeding vehicles are getting worse
22 days ago

I own a business downtown and love the police presence
22 days ago

I own a business downtown. Love the police presence.
22 days ago

Rare to have crimes here.
22 days ago

Emergency response is quick.
22 days ago

Small community. No issues or concerns for safety or theft at this time.
22 days ago

I walk around my neighborhood without any fear
22 days ago

I see a regular police presence and know they have a quick response time of and when I need them
22 days ago

My house is on Whitsett Street. I feel safe coming in and out of my house at night. I generally get in and
out of my car outside [no garage]. Many times I am alone. I have never had any issues.
22 days ago
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My encounters work GPD have been professional and caring
22 days ago

My neighborhood is predominately made of upper-middle-class whites, while I am Asian-American.
22 days ago

I feel our police department does an excellent job. I believe community police was important to put back
in place.
22 days ago

Yes, I feel safe in my neighborhood.
22 days ago

Generally safe neighborhood with neighbors that watch out for each other.
22 days ago

Mostly safe, but I hear a lot of gun shots on a weekly basis. There are also often car break ins and people
stealing from porches and backyards.
22 days ago

I have lived in my COMMUNITY for the past 26 years...DRUG infested homes have been CLOSED and
criminals forced out due to neighborhood WATCH and COMMUNITY meeting reports.
22 days ago

The police are active in our community, they are kind and supportive and have been there every time we
need them.
22 days ago

We are lose to downtown and have plenty of access to police
22 days ago

For the most part but I stopped walking in my neighborhood when it’s dark due to increase in car break
ins.
22 days ago

I feel safe when I see a presence of police
22 days ago

I am outside walking at all hours of the day and often late into the night. I have not been bothered. I also
spend time in my yard, on my porch and in my neighborhood. . . same thing. . . peaceful.
22 days ago

Lack of support for police by city. There seems to be an anti-sentiment against police
22 days ago

A police officer lives on our block, and I live one mile from the police station. They can get here within 10
minutes, maybe 5, if I need them.
22 days ago

Cars speeding, drug sales, random gun shots
22 days ago

Down the road from me is a crossroads that is teaming with junkies
22 days ago

When our bike was stolen police brought it back
22 days ago

We chose to live in this neighborhood.
22 days ago

My neighbors watch out for one another.
22 days ago
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We are just off of Main St. and we normally walk downtown when we can. If we walk at night time, we are
more cautious as to where we walk.
22 days ago

I have had no problems in my neighborhood.
22 days ago

Our neighborhood is well-lit and I know my neighbors.
22 days ago

We are a small, quiet neighborhood but the very few times we had to call police, they were here
immediately, kind, polite, professional.
22 days ago

Yes, so let the police do their job so we don't have rioters and looters, and then we will continue to feel
safe.
22 days ago

Neighbors look out for each other and you see police cars periodically
22 days ago

It’s safe. I have police officers and sheriffs that live in our neighborhoods and community
22 days ago

Feel the police presence is adequate for our city
22 days ago

Rarely have disturbance or police presence
22 days ago

We did have an alarm system put in. Our cars were broken into 2 times. The neighborhood is mostly
older folks, and very quiet.
22 days ago

We did have an alarm system put in. Our cars were broken into 2 times. The neighborhood is mostly
older folks, and very quiet.
22 days ago

We live and work downtown and the presence of police "officers" is comforting and, I believe, makes our
city more attractive to visitation and, therefore, to DT GSC business owners.
22 days ago

We have not personally had any trouble at all that required the police. We do see them in our
neighborhood and have witnessed their speediness in arriving when needed.
22 days ago

But we rarely ever see police patrolling in our community.
22 days ago

It’s a nice gated community and a couple police officers live here.
22 days ago

Plenty of police presence is at my home and at my downtown business
22 days ago

I think we have a good police presence here. They are very responsive to those who need them as well as
considerate.
22 days ago

I think the city has enough police to patrol the neighborhoods and the local schools in the area so that
makes me feel safer.
22 days ago
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police presence is solid.
22 days ago

I live in a gated community
22 days ago

besides some petty crime, all is good but I have made my own security plans
22 days ago

Live in the mountains, hardly ever see a police officer, but is pretty quiet here.
22 days ago

Honestly, I feel less safe with some of the police (Sheriff's Department, specifically) than I do with other
people in my neighborhood. Case in point: Last year, while picking up my daughter from school in
Taylors, a Deputy knocked on my car window, saying my car, and a multitude of other cars, were parked
in a No Parking Zone. I had only recently started picking up my daughter at this school and did not know
the (only) No Parking signs were well ahead, at the crosswalk, where I could not see them. After giving
the officer my surname three times in Police Phonetics (because he could not hear me well above traffic),
I told him I would never park there again. With this, he gestured (a wave with two fingers), saying what
sounded to me like, "All right." I was later told he said, “Sit tight.” I honestly felt I was being let go with a
warning, so when my daughter entered my car, I left for home. About two and a half hours later, three
burly officers (with three police cars) pounded on my door and (roughly) took me away in handcuffs, for
“disobeying direction of a traffic officer!” I spent the next nine hours at the Greenville Detention Center
and was never offered food nor anything else. I am nearly a senior citizen, and this was my first "run-in"
with police in over thirty years! I innocently made the incorrect assumption that the officer was releasing
me, but instead, I spent a night in hell, before my wife picked me up at 2:30 am at the Detention Center.
The case is still not settled, as the officer in question refuses to throw out the charge, although I have no
priors.
22 days ago

I have never felt threatened and a police officer lives next door to me
22 days ago

I see frequent patrols and know the response time will be quick if needed.
22 days ago

Neighbors communicate well. They share news and support.
22 days ago

car break-ins are pretty common. Also reports of door to door sales people ignoring sign prohibiting
them.
22 days ago

Because I am safe .
22 days ago

When I call for the police, to aid in speeding traffic on my residential street, they never respond.
22 days ago

Very few incidents reported. Sidewalks safe. Friendly foot traffic
22 days ago

We have had very few incidents on or near our street .I would only bring up the speeding down North
Main Street as this occurs at all times each day.
22 days ago

We are in a small development and to my knowledge, no crime. I wish we had a Neighborhood Watch
program but that's up to us to start one.
22 days ago

I feel safe
22 days ago

We have god patrol by police
22 days ago
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Because I am rich and white
22 days ago

I’ve never had reason not to, and my neighbors are great
22 days ago

In a way yes but we live behind Field City Plaza(2111 N. Pleasantburg) where the homeless hang out, go
through trash and buy liquor and drink it behind the building
22 days ago

Yes but they over patrol my neighborhood because it’s mainly people of color
22 days ago

In a way yes but we live behind Field City Plaza where the homeless hang out, go through trash and buy
liquor and drink it behind the building.
22 days ago

Crime is just not a lot around me. In fact, crime is low.
22 days ago

I don't feel personally endangered, although I think a lot of petty crime goes on.
22 days ago

Police always respond in a matter of minutes
22 days ago

Police always respond in minutes
22 days ago

Where we live there is no BLM protest
22 days ago

The area in which my business is located (Augusta Street) is patrolled regularly
22 days ago

I know my neighbors and we look out for one another.
22 days ago

Although we have had some break ins in our neighborhood lately (probably due to the lack of respect for
law enforcement these days) the police have been quick to respond.
22 days ago

Police help keep peace.
22 days ago

Police help with peace.
22 days ago

There have been few incidents
22 days ago

A good number of transients move through downtown
22 days ago

I live in a quiet, older neighborhood. Although gentrification seems to be beginning, it is not yet a
problem, except that home prices are rising.
22 days ago

No known crime.
22 days ago

Yes, we need police. They protect and serve us!
22 days ago
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Wish there were more Police rounds & presence. Lots of foot traffic and drugs in vacant parking lots and
spread to nearby homes/back yards
22 days ago

While we have had more incidents that have needed police intervention...I still feel safe in my
house...and I thank the police department for their service...I wish the police reaction time could be
quicker...however...I want the police to know I value what they do...
22 days ago

No problems in our neighborhood. See periodic patrols.
22 days ago

I am fortunate to live in a quiet, upscale neighborhood.
22 days ago

We have a grenville cty and spartanburg cty officer who live in my neighborhood
22 days ago

We have a great relationship with our Law enforcement.
22 days ago

We live downtown, feels safe and well patrolled.
22 days ago

I feel safe
22 days ago

I live in suburbia
22 days ago

My neighborhood is tight knit and armed to the teeth. Absolutely no problems here.
22 days ago

CWP
22 days ago

Low crime
22 days ago

I have had quick response time when needed on 2 separate occasions, and generally we how very little
crime and great neighbors.
22 days ago

Homeless camp with active unattended fires on School road - 2 recent fires smoking out neighborhood.
Camp residents trafficking bicycle frames on a regular basis
22 days ago

Vagrants from the QT/Salvation Army area on Rutherford constantly drifting through Heritage District.
Traffic / cars cutting through speeding all the time. Main concern is traffic speed for children and items
being stolen off porch and turning down homeless for money.
22 days ago

I live in Swansgate Community which is gated at night. I have never been afraid anywhere in Greenville
where I go.
22 days ago

Mostly
22 days ago

There’s been a few fatal shootings, the Dollar General was robbed twice at gunpoint
22 days ago

Police cars are visible here.
22 days ago
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very low crime
22 days ago

The neighborhood is an older, established minority community with residents that are long-time in
community or properties passed on heirs living in residence. While the surrounding area is commercial
on two sides, the other sides are a mix of multifamily, rental, senior, and transitioning housing. The
immediate community could be said to be insulated from the remainder of the neighborhood, but there
is still the potential for pass-through traffic.
22 days ago

Fountain Inn,Greenville County is our residence.
22 days ago

I live in a relatively affluent area within the Sans Souci Community and there are constantly homeless
people wondering through the streets, multiple cars have been broken into and stolen, and multiple
home invasions within the past year and i rarely see police presence of any kind.
22 days ago

We live in a neighborhood that seems to be patrolled regularly.
22 days ago

The police patrol the city, have neighborhood watches, and are constantly trying to communicate with
the local population.
22 days ago

I do feel safe in my neighborhood. Also, I believe if I needed the police they would be at my house or
where needed very fast.
22 days ago

I live across from the Abanico and feel like the street becomes a bit dangerous around 2am as the club
empties. There is often yelling and what sounds like small skirmishes, however, I am never outside at this
hour. There seem to be many homeless people on the street lately also. I was approached today by the
post office by a man who wanted cash but refused help purchasing food.
22 days ago

When there was a shooting incident involving my neighbor, it appeared that additional police
surveillance was present in the neighbor hood.
22 days ago

we have had few incidents in the neighborhood
22 days ago

while close to gang activity in Berea, many residents are older and very alert to strangers, cars, and police
have responded
22 days ago

I work downtown, and I don't feel safe walking alone to my car after dark.
22 days ago

Homeless people that move up and down Poinsett Hwy. also come into North Main neighborhood and
steal from houses.
22 days ago

I feel safe but I know their are others who do not.
22 days ago

We don't ever recall seeing police cars cruise the neighborhood though. We feel safe because our
subdivision is off the beaten path...
22 days ago

Too many scammers around and had something stolen from my yard last year.
22 days ago

My area is generally safe, secure and community-oriented.
22 days ago
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No reason to not feel safe;
22 days ago

Sheriff’s deputies ride through throughout the day.
23 days ago

It’s well lit at night, walkable so people are out both day and night and I do see police patrols.
23 days ago

Relatively quiet neighborhood off Old Buncombe south of Furman.
23 days ago

It is a safe friendly place.
23 days ago

My neighborhood is quiet. There is some graffiti on a building but no need for police involvement for
something like that
23 days ago

General safety, yes. But I do worry about burglaries/theft as that has been a problem.
23 days ago

Neighborhood is not very busy and travelled mainly by local homeowners. Very few cases of robbery or
vandalism.
23 days ago

when needed police are a phone call away and properly react to citizen's concerns
23 days ago

enough distance from major traffic and roads
23 days ago

I live in a predominately white, affluent neighborhood (Stonehaven/Five Forks)
23 days ago

We live in a very small, middle-class 22 house neighborhood. Although we have just lived here 2 years we
feel very safe.
23 days ago

I can call police at any time and they will respond quickly
23 days ago

We live adjacent to Cleveland Park and it is very safe here.
23 days ago

We have a few property crimes from time to time but the neighbors keep an eye out and the police add
extra patrols when events occur.
23 days ago

We have a neighborhood watch.
23 days ago

I do however, the North Main area has seen an increase in vagrant activity and crime in the last couple of
months.
23 days ago

We live near Cleveland Park. There are occasional car break-ins in the neighborhood or loud gatherings
in the park.
23 days ago

I do, but it is not because of a police presence.
23 days ago
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Very few crimes reported in the area where I take reside
23 days ago

I live in Greenville where BLM and Antifa have not shown their masked faces yet.
23 days ago

I am fortunate to live in a gated community. Although there was a string of car break-ins and an auto
theft. I do feel relatively safe.
23 days ago

I’m the past three years I have had several different unpleasant experiences with the police all of which
did not make me feel safe they made me feel as if I did something wrong
23 days ago

There is tremendous amount of repressed negative emotion in the age group 16-44, in the black
community.
23 days ago

Only problem we have is speeders
23 days ago

I live 17 m iles north of the city in a rural setting and feel safe here. I own property in the city limits and
do not feel entirely safe at the business anymore.
23 days ago

I live in the West End and feel safe walking the neighborhood at daytime. Somewhat concerned when I
hear gunshots in the vicinity.
23 days ago

I ha ent seen nor personally experienced any negative issues.
23 days ago

I live in a small development close to Furman University. It is neighborly development in which residents
become friends and people keep an eye on each other.
23 days ago

Police do not come out to our neighborhood and we have speeders going down our road over the speed
limit. We have had two dogs killed on our road this year. We have drugs and prostitution business taking
place on our road.
23 days ago

Although there have been a variety of events/ crimes that have taken place in my neighborhood, the fact
that there was an quick and appropriate response by authorities and the other neighbors has lead me to
continue to feel safe
23 days ago

I always like to see the sheriff’s deputies patrolling in our area. Response time is fast.
23 days ago

The police department does a great job, especially during these times of unrest!
23 days ago

Police are generally visible and response time to calls is excellent!
23 days ago

Generally safe, yet in the last 2 yrs more home security cameras are catching nefarious characters
sneaking around backyards, along with a recent and brazen theft of a homeowners trailer right in their
driveway early one morning. This in normally quiet/safe TR.
23 days ago

There needs to be proper autism training. When I ask about this to the local depts I am always told SC
lacks funds. Even one cop said most autistics behave like druggies.
23 days ago
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Neighbors look out for each other, share info. I see police patrol cars occasionally, and this gives me
peace of mind. Theft and break-ins do seem to be on the rise, tho.
23 days ago

Since the virus I have little coat with the outside world.
23 days ago

neighbors work together to look out for each other, share info. I see police patrol cars occasionally, which
gives me peace of mind
23 days ago

I never see any dangerous activity in my neighborhood.
23 days ago

I never see any problems with illegal activity in my neighborhood.
23 days ago

I see the police going thru the park most every day.
23 days ago

I don't feel as safe as I once did. The thought of agitators coming in to destroy my city and hurl racial
insults at my police officers infuriates me!
23 days ago

Police are not supported and they are underfunded by the city. I am afraid we will be the next Portland or
Asheville.
23 days ago

We see occasional drive-thru's which is nice. We also have a solid trust in a quick and professional
response.
23 days ago

I never fear walking around my neighborhood
23 days ago

Too much sketchy (meth head) looking foot traffic.
23 days ago

I live downtown by Publix and other than panhandlers, the area is save.
23 days ago

Not always, I read Nextdoor and learn abt break-ins, theft, etc. Yesterday my neighbor called to let me
know a man was in my back yard, dressed in black. I feel like I’m always on guard.
23 days ago

established neighborhood, little if any pedestrian traffic
23 days ago

established neighborhood, little pedestrian traffic
23 days ago

I live in the suburbs of Simpsonville, away from urban Greenville.
23 days ago

I live in the mainly white suburb of Simpsonville. So not in urban Greenville.
23 days ago

I live downtown and am very happy to see police presence.
23 days ago

I have only had positive responses. We back the blue! Always have, always will.
23 days ago
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I’ve never had any problems
23 days ago

Yes feel comfortably safe, we live on N Main St so soeeding traffic is an issue, but we seem to have little
police presence.
23 days ago

Because we see random patrols
23 days ago

A sheriff is my neighbor
23 days ago

Squad cars are visible in our area and on the roads and even on bycicles in Falls Park & elsewhere in city
23 days ago

The Greenville PD is present, and visible. I feel confident in their ability to do their job
23 days ago

I am lucky to live in an upscale neighborhood that doesn't require much police presence to stay safe
23 days ago

River Bend Rd is pretty quiet.
23 days ago

Crime has increased since March.
23 days ago

Yes, I feel safe.
23 days ago

I trust my neighbors. There are no cops patrolling. The neighborhood in general is quiet.
23 days ago

Live in Dunean. History of crime there, no sidewalks, no street lights, drug dealing that goes on all day
and night.
23 days ago

Only one shooting I know of
23 days ago

Rarely see patrol cars but feel generally safe
23 days ago

Always there when a 911 call is made. Major kudos goes out to all that answered so quickly to our calls
And to 911 for staying on the phone with us in Hampton-Pinckney, ashbury and lloyd area this Sunday
the 13th of September to apprehend a major fence jumper running from the police.
23 days ago

No break ins, or loss of property. Have not heard any gun fire. Neighbors are out walking with children
and dogs which makes me feel safer.
23 days ago

Our Greenville Police Department goes above and beyond the norm to serve and protect citizens. We are
fortunate to have these men and women risk their lives in service on a daily basis to protect all of us.
23 days ago

Despite living in a rougher area, there is usually enough patrol and general civility among the community.
23 days ago

I do not feel safer, especially after seeing Greenville PD’s miscarriage of justice by their violent, over the
top reaction towards BLM protesters
23 days ago
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Our neighbors are watchful and the Greenville police have always been very responsive any time there's
been any issue of safety.
23 days ago

Some small crime like breaking in to cars.
24 days ago

Lots of suspicious people
24 days ago

Very little crime that I'm aware of downtown
24 days ago

I’ve lived in large metro areas, so honestly, this is one of the safest places I’ve been.
24 days ago

No derelicts camping on streets; no low-lives. You see, I'm from California and boy do I know all the signs.
Oh yes...fecal matter - human.
24 days ago

Very little pass through traffic, easy to keep an eye on who belongs here and who doesn’t
24 days ago

I have grown up in Greenville. I have had unjust encounters with the police, Bob Jones University security,
& white neighbors.
24 days ago

I live in University Heights, it is very safe
24 days ago

I live in University Heights, outside of random violence and occasional theft I see in the news, this is one
of the safest places I have ever lived.
24 days ago

Police officers don't have enough training or education to enforce the laws of our Nation. The Police
academy should not be a ~6month curriculum. Make it a 2-4 year program, like many other careers.
24 days ago

Random man banging on my door at 2am yelling let me in!!!
24 days ago

People mind their business the crackheads don’t be stealing because they know homeowners will shoot.
24 days ago

There has been officers on my street lately looking for someone but I generally feel safe
24 days ago

I live in a white neighborhood.
24 days ago

Generally, but cars get broken into every few months here, so I don't go out alone after dark if I can help
it.
24 days ago

Only 2 issues in 25 years.
24 days ago

There is a cordiality among neighbors. Their is a respect among neighbors. The police are quietly in the
background
24 days ago

No patrolling of our area. Cars drive too
24 days ago
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But the safety I feel in my neighborhood has nothing to do with the police.
24 days ago

It’s common knowledge cars in our neighborhood are checked nightly for unlocked doors. Therefore
criminals are in our neighborhood and yards daily. Within the last year a van was stolen off our street
mid-morning, a man in the neighborhood was jumped by 3 armed men, mail/packages are stolen often
from boxes and porches, and a homeless man that appeared to be under the influence of drugs rang our
Ring in the afternoon asking for work. I’m afraid to let my dogs out at night and only let kids out if I can
see them. So much for our ‘nice’ neighborhood.
24 days ago

Great job in all areas by GPD
24 days ago

Not be afraid
24 days ago

I feel safe to go to sleep at night and be afraid.
24 days ago

I feel safe to go to sleep at night and not be afraid.
24 days ago

I am a Black female. Assault complaints filed against white males were each discounted. A video was
provided in one instance, still discounted.
24 days ago

Yes. I have wonderful neighbors and a strong neighborhood association
24 days ago

There doesn’t seem to be much crime in the immediate area, neighbors wat h out for each other, police
are responsive to calls.
24 days ago

Low crime area
24 days ago

Had good interaction with city police
24 days ago

Our neighborhood is pretty quiet, not a lot of people around that do not live here. The neighbor’s do a
good job looking out for each other as well. Do not see a lot of police patrolling though. Only once in a
great while.
24 days ago

Police response is slow. And I’ll never call them again anyway out of concern for their improper & unsafe
manner of response against myself or the person I’d potentially be reporting.
24 days ago

I am fortunate to live in a city neighborhood with suburban attributes.
24 days ago

Although the police never patrol my street, There hasn't been a lot of crime in my neighborhood lately
24 days ago

Cops terrorize me
24 days ago

Although we have had some breakins, neighbors watch out for each other and the police respond
promptly. Also, many have security cameras.
24 days ago
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We have lived in North Main for 7+ years and never had a concern for our safety. Although our neighbors
have had thefts (from vehicles and sheds) we have not.
24 days ago

I feel safe in my area until the police show up. I’ve never once felt safer when I see a squad car roll
through.
24 days ago

I live on the Eastside of Greenville where I have grown up all my life. It’s always been safe here with
minimal crime.
24 days ago

Extremely fast response times on the 2 occasions we've had to call police. Very impressive and
appreciated!
24 days ago

We have a problem with dogs off leash. There is no one to call to help in the city. The police refer you to
county animal control and they refer you back to police. We need 24 hour animal control to protect
humans and pets.
24 days ago

My neighborhood is rarely policed, therefore I feel safe.
24 days ago

I like that there is a presence from the GVL police on nextdoor.com This allows me to read some of the
outreach in my neighborhood (Alta Vista)
25 days ago

We live on a busy street with good lighting at night, plus we have a home security system, video cameras,
and electric gate across our driveway.
25 days ago

Generally yes but I also have neighbors who have displayed confederate flags and other racist symbols
that have made me feel unsafe. They have taken down the flags and symbols but I am still uneasy.
25 days ago

We experience little crime.
25 days ago

My neighborhood does not feel safer because of police, because there is virtually no police presence in
my neighborhood.
25 days ago
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I am a citizen of Gvl city and have been waiting for an opportunity to express my concerns. I hope this
Committee will help. There are many citizens discussing this “fugitive Friday,”your interim chief approved.
Very unprofessional! This was brought to my attention when the Cox Brothers were pictured. I have met
the Cox family and have researched this situation and talked to many people and this is a disgrace what
those boys were put through and what the failures of the officers, did not do their homework /
investigation before they charged them and the DiMaggio Kid whose mom is the VP at Gvl Tech who is
over the police (ironic?) was the victim. When did the city start allowing a VERY Drunk/drugged man
follow and sexually harass a young lady in the presence of her boyfriend, attack the boyfriend and even
when the young man walked away he continued to be followed and his brother was walking down the
street and saw his brother being held in a choke hold and went to help him. Two other young men were
with him when they saw the brother being choked. The brother saved his brother from a drunken idiot in
our city. The brothers were arrested and the idiot was never charged? How does this happen?
Is this another case of favoritism and who you know in Gvl? That’s what this city is hearing and it doesn’t
feel good as a citizen. I did some research and I hope this Committee takes interest in this Situation
because those boys deserve a public apology. One brother lost his job and I know of the youngest and
recently heard a podcast about him as a Clemson baseball player. These two boys are hero’s in my
opinion. I did hear the DiMaggio kid was thrown out of Ink and Ivy and a video exist. Also was told
DiMaggio was arrested again after that event. I will not go downtown with my family because if Gvl cops
do not follow policies and do a proper investigation before ruining the lives of citizens, it is not worth the
risk of going downtown. This sounds like another case of favoritism, under Miller’s leadership but the
question is why has Thompson and other Gvl leaders not made this right with this family. Also, the
arresting officer is now in Pickens for misbehavior in city. So don’t fire him, send him to Pickens. Also,
there were two young ladies who were harassed prior to the DiMaggio guy following the Cox boy and his
girlfriend. They tried to seek help from cops but were ignored. They were African American so why?
So no I do not feel safe and expect more from this city. A nice start would be talking to the Cox’s. They are
a delightful family and I hope this review committee will ask some question about the officers involved
and how poorly they have been treated by a system that should protect them and all of us. This case is a
great example to lead this review committee to the many opportunities you are seeking. The community
continues to talk about this situation. I would request a meeting with The Cox family with this new board.
25 days ago

I live in an upper middle class neighborhood. Crime is low overall with the occasional car break in.
25 days ago

Neighbors look out for each other.
25 days ago

Greenville is segregated and the poorer side lives rough.
25 days ago

There are people at home and walking in the neighborhood during the day which makes me feel safe.
25 days ago

My answer does not reflect that I feel safe due to the police.
25 days ago

This is not due to police but thanks to a good community that has been established by the people in the
neighborhood
25 days ago

I don’t feel safe cause police don’t drive around the streets
25 days ago

I'm white and live in a suburb
25 days ago

However, I am very concerned about the growing number of “protests” and how quickly such “protests”
can turn violent. We have observed this in other cities and I fear that these “protests” could expand into
riots if not limited and contained. While I feel safe in my neighborhood (which is outside the city limits),
my entire family avoids going downtown or to other areas where protests have occurred; and we will
continue to avoid these locations until we believe that the City of Greenville will fully support the police in
their efforts to protect the public from these “protesters “.
25 days ago

People do not follow basic public safety laws.
25 days ago
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Quiet subdivision, very little trouble (some car break-ins and mail theft)
25 days ago

I live in a street with a strong connection among neighbors. I would be aware if people were being
affected by criminal activity because we stay in contact.
25 days ago

25 days ago

I live in North Main area, which is mostly safe.
25 days ago

little crime, good neighbors
25 days ago

Police may watch a stop sign for violations, but never patrolling the streets of Gower Estates.
25 days ago

No break-ins. Nothing stolen from outside in the last 7 years. No solicitations at my door. No one bothers
me or my family when we out for a walk in the neighborhood.
25 days ago

Yes, I see a police presence all around our city.
25 days ago

When there has been a reason to call the police they responded or investigated promptly.
25 days ago

I have as we try not to temp anyone. Lock our auto doors and front of home while in back. But just few
days ago a problem in area that guns were used. Also about month ago folks representing ATT coming
another and doing wired things. att almost impossible to reach. By an office did come and on nextdoor
we sort of keeping up where this att men were. So I say I am I between with safety. We also have motion
lights and ring. There are 2 of us to in home so feel pretty good neighbors have dogs and if anyone gets
about they bark. World little different I think we may see more if economic does poorly.
25 days ago

Other than frequent car break ins at night (usually due to people not locking their vehicles), we do not
have much crime.
25 days ago

We have lived in this house, which is in the White Oak Community, for 48 years. Good neighbors, people
walking the streets, League Academy just across our back fence, and so much more. Do we have crime?
The obvious answer is "Yes". But I do not live in fear of hearing gun shots or drug dealers selling their
merchandise, etc. And we frequently see a patrol car cruising our neighborhood.
25 days ago

Rare to have problems and neighbors look after each other. Police and firefighters always responsive
when called b
25 days ago

Low crime area. not much through traffic.
25 days ago

We originally lived on Dobbs st when we moved here (had to rent sight unseen) and absolutely did not
feel safe.
25 days ago

There is little police presence in my neighborhood, the houses are mostly families.
25 days ago

I feel safe downtown in the day. After dark, I don't go too far toward the East End.
25 days ago
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Downtown is pretty safe. For sure during the day. I don't go too far down the East End at dark.
25 days ago

The police do a great job in keeping the criminals in check.
25 days ago

The police do a great job of keeping the criminals in check.
25 days ago

I see cars out from time to time.
25 days ago

There seems to be no crime in my neighborhood
25 days ago

While we're close to several shootings (less than half a mile), I don't think those have an impact on my
neighborhood
25 days ago

No problems in my neighborhoos.
25 days ago

However, it seems like an increase in crime and social unrest does concern me.
25 days ago

Every now and then there are incidences of robbery, or some issues at our park, but overall it's a safe
neighborhood. We specifically have had trouble with our cars getting rummaged through and things
taken out of them (couple of our cars are old and don't lock). We have never had any car theft or broken
windows in order to steal out of the cars though. The police are good about casing the neighborhood for
a while after someone reports criminal behavior.
25 days ago

We are blessed to have outstanding Police Officers and neighbors who look out for each other.
25 days ago

I live in a gated condo community so I feel somewhat safe.
25 days ago

Too many small incidents in the area - stealing plants, car break-ins, etc.
25 days ago

Not much goes on. It’s not the best neighborhood but it’s not the worst. There’s always room for
improvement.
25 days ago

I live in Gower Estates. I’ve had my cars broken into twice and have neighbors that have had things stolen
from their sheds/yards regularly.
25 days ago

Police will come if needed!
25 days ago

Feel the police is not empowered
25 days ago

So far, there hasn’t been a reason for me to feel unsafe. Live in a nice neighborhood. No crime to very
little (maybe a car break-in) around me
25 days ago

I have lived in my home all my 62 years in the City of Greenville - as far as the Police go we live in a city
with some of the BEST Police Officers and the response times
25 days ago
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I live downtown and if there has been any "suspicious" activity there has always been a quick response
25 days ago

I see GPD and GCSO all the time in my area😁
25 days ago

Although I have not really seen a heavy “patrol” presence in my neighborhood, there is a great police
presence in the areas around me by GPD on Augusta Rd and every once in a while GPD does speed
enforcement which is great. I think In an emergency GPD would be here fast as they always have officers
in the area, either conducting traffic stops, or answering calls for service, or doing routine patrol. Since
moving here recently in a area off Augusta Rd in the past year there is not much, if any suspect activity
that I fear and I think it is because of the high standards and proactive patrols and policing that GPD has.
The contact that I have had with GPD was not in a investigative manner, or a call for service, it was when I
contacted GPD for the ride along program and was able to go on a few ride alongs and I loved them. I
look forward to doing more ride alongs and even doing a citizen’s academy when ever the current
pandemic calms. I appreciate the hard work that I have seen the officers do and how they have the
discipline to get through some of the worst things but keep high integrity and a professional demeanor
and I know it is a thankless job sometimes. I am thankful for what everyone does to keep us safe and
appreciate the high standards. I am happy to see the great support that GPD and GCSO gets from the
community.
26 days ago

Our neighborhood is fairly quiet with low traffic. However, there is an occasional police presence which is
comforting.
26 days ago

No crime in neighborhood since we have lived here.
26 days ago

Downtown seems to be very concerning. I moved my family to Greenville years ago and part of the
decision was based on the appreciation of the downtown area. We now avoid that area unfortunately,
particularly after the event with the brothers last spring. I do not know them, but I have heard delightful
things about those young men from my son and daughter. I cannot imagine what their parents have
been through. As a citizen of Greenville City, I am concerned along with many others in the Augusta Road
area. I hope others take the opportunity to take this survey and share their concerns. Greenville City
needs to recognize that family in some way.
26 days ago

I live in a nice neighborhood
26 days ago

Police do a great job.
26 days ago

If something were to happen, I do not feel safe calling the cops. They make any bad situation worse.
Their only intent is to either take your money, put you in chains, put you in the ground or kill you. That's
all they do.
26 days ago
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EDIT: Please share. The family member does not live here and has not for over a year. This was explained
to various people INCLUDING GPD before they showed up to question my son. No crime was being
committed. NOBODY contacted me. Not even a card.
EDIT: the police office drew his gun because my dog was barking and holstered at some point before
entering my home. With only a minor present. And I guess that makes it okay.
Today police came into my house. Drew a gun on my 13 year old who opened the door. I was running
errands. They were here for a well check for a family member who called a suicide number LAST NIGHT.
My 13 year old was home alone. He has autism and has been through shit. They searched my home
because my 13 year old was scared. Made him show "ID". Still told the family member after "some girl"
talked to them. That "girl" was a 13 year old autistic boy.
Greenville Police need a wake up.
To say I am livid at the way police act in an understatement.
Police NEVER called me. Never told me. Just drew a gun, searched my home, told my 13 year old a family
member had "tried to kill himself and was hurt" and left. Didn't give any identification. Didn't leave a
card. Didn't try and call me. SPOKE to the family member today. But we don't have a police problem,
right?
This person reached out for help LAST NIGHT. This happened at dinner today.
September 10, 2020
26 days ago

I frequently see patrol cars on neighborhood streets apparently responding to neighbors' calls. I also see
major thoroughfares being monitored for speed limit compliance, and both police and fire vehicles
assisting EMS at wreck sites.
26 days ago

I feel fine in my neighborhood but we do not trust the police.
26 days ago

We feel safe in our neighborhood because local police are readily available and empowered to address
and apprehend criminal behaviour.
26 days ago

We have multiple ongoing issues with drug dealers
26 days ago

Like to be off the street (Main St) after 10:00 or so
26 days ago

Great area, very limited access, great neighbors, great law enforcement protection.
26 days ago

Neighborhood watch. I dont recall seeing a police car come down my street in a long time. Doesn't mean
that they don't. I just haven't seen one
26 days ago

We have too many car break-ins overnight. But, I feel physically safe.
26 days ago

GPD is one of the best police department in US. They have a great present in the downtown area keeping
our community safe, keep up the great work.
26 days ago

I live in a community where neighbors watch out for each other and report any irregularities. Also, my
neighbors are generally honest and do not commit crimes against their neighbors.
26 days ago

I live in community where neighbors watch out for each other and report any irregularities. Also, my
neighbors are generally honest and do not commit crimes Against their neighbors.
26 days ago
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Our HOA's and management communicate regularly with residents. Neighbors look out for and respect
each other.
26 days ago

Our police are very responsive and attentive.
26 days ago

Police have always been there when I needed them
26 days ago

We appreciate the pretense of law enforcement in our neighborhood
26 days ago

My perception is that the police force does not have a plan for handling milita groups with guns that
appear during peaceful protest.
26 days ago

Love neighborhood. Feel very safe
26 days ago

I live downtown, and enjoy the walk ability to everything our city has to offer. Without the commitment of
our police to keep the area safe, the draw to love here wouldn’t be here. I appreciate and respect the
police presence in ensuring my and my family’s safety.
26 days ago

I live downtown. Great police presence downtown. They keep it safe
26 days ago

I know police will respond quickly to an emergency, will be professional, and will be professional. They
work to serve the public as required.
26 days ago

Routine burglaries of cars
26 days ago

I feel comfortable walking alone at dusk, taking garbage cans to street at midnight, etc.
I make a practice of keeping my house locked, even if I'm working in back yard, and my car stays locked in
the garage. There is good visibility of the back of my house from neighbor's yards or from a side street.
Lights stay on at front and back doors 24/7. One window which would allow a person to walk up to the
house and look inside is completely covered at all times with drawn blinds. All of that is preventive, not
due to any particular concerns. There have been occasional break-ins in the neighborhood, but I feel like
the design/location of my house, and my own actions mitigate against it happening here.
Several years ago a large package that I wasn't expecting until the next day was taken from my front
porch while I was away from the house. Due to neighborhood observations, it was already in the hands
of the police by the time I arrived home again, and a car was waiting for my arrival!
26 days ago

I feel comfortable walking alone at dusk, taking garbage cans to street at midnight, etc.
I make a practice of keeping my house locked, even if I'm working in back yard, and my car stays locked in
the garage. There is good visibility of the back of my house from neighbor's yards or from a side street.
Lights stay on at front and back doors 24/7. One window which would allow a person to walk up to the
house and look inside is completely covered at all times with drawn blinds. All of that is preventive, not
due to any particular concerns. There have been occasional break-ins in the neighborhood, but I feel like
the design/location of my house, and my own actions mitigate against it happening here.
26 days ago

I'm in a gated apartment complex. Most of the neighbors will watch out for each other. I would like to see
more police patrols.
26 days ago

When I have had issues and called the police, they were not helpful or understanding.
26 days ago

We have an alarm on our house. The only think that we know is an issue is how fast people go down our
street. They don’t obey they one way signs.
26 days ago
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We have had car break ins over the past few years.
26 days ago

it's a quiet neighborhood, not much to worry about
26 days ago

It's outside city limits and i have a gun.
26 days ago

As much as I feel safe anywhere - which at this point isn’t very safe.
26 days ago

Yes. The only time I feel unsafe is when I see the police approaching me or moving in my direction.
26 days ago

Sometimes...
26 days ago

Most of the time yes, I feel safe. There have been times when I’ve had strangers come to my door at
inappropriate hours and we’ve had random things stolen. But in the whole, I feel safe.
26 days ago

Thompson for Chief
26 days ago

Except for the protest that are allowed downtown, I feel safe.
26 days ago

There’s a lot of “good ol’ boys” that wear the uniform and in my line of work, I hear them talk a lot of shit
about their jobs and it doesn’t inspire confidence.
26 days ago

Officers I have dealt with have been professional. Also Greenville is nice quiet place
26 days ago

There seems to be adequate police presence.
26 days ago

We are a diverse neighborhood and are friendly with our neighbors.
26 days ago

Speeding and lack of care from city government to resolve the issue
26 days ago

I feel very safe in the neighborhood I live in now which is within the city. We moved from another
neighborhood very close by that was in the county and I was scared all the time.
26 days ago

In general the West end that is close to Downtown is a safe area. There has been some perceived issues
since the start of the protesting across the US. The unpredictability is creating fear.
26 days ago

I don’t put myself in to bad situations,. If you do t do anything wrong you will be okay
26 days ago

I have not had any problems or heard of any issues going on in our neighborhood.
26 days ago

GPD does an amazing job!
26 days ago

I live in a well traveled established area with neighbors out and about.
26 days ago
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Best police force ever! Thank you all!!
26 days ago

Because GPD officers are always patrolling and specifically an officer Kraft is phenomenal at his job
26 days ago

We have a strong neighborhood group and are always encouraged to contact police if anything is
happening.
26 days ago

Greenville police do a stellar job in my opinion
26 days ago

I live in the Augusta Circle area where I feel safe (because I’m white. I think that if I were Black then I’d feel
scrutinized and unfairly judged)
26 days ago

We are armed citizens
26 days ago

I live in the Augusta road neighborhood which has adequate patrol and attention from police.
26 days ago

I only feel safe because I live in a gentrified area with a bunch of white people so I know the police won’t
patrol it.
26 days ago

Everyone knows me and I don't play and I don't trust anyone also I passed the test for my cwp.
26 days ago

yes, there are always police in and around. Also they are always a phone call away!
26 days ago

Yes and no. Relatively safe but not because of a police presence, don't ever see them on my street.
26 days ago

Where are our officers? Not patrolling just look on augusta behind the funeral home 4-6 officers talking
can be found there all the time. I see 2 K9 officers sitting there for hours. Also behind Big 0 on laurens
road, 4-6 parked there talking and not patrolling. Speeding, and DUI's I dont feel safe driving. 5 people
killed in 2 weeks for speeding and dui. Did you know greenville with all the bars does not have a DUI unit
like most places, and no traffic units at night? Why not!! Drugs, gangs, guns, shootings out my door all the
time. Nothing is being done. I stay locked in my house. Please get the officers out working, not sitting. I
want to see blue lights and people going to jail. But I also understand there supervisors dont wont them
working, and also here and see the city judge drop most cases and put people on good behavior, there
no consequences, fines, jail for anyone. The city judge don't put people in jail because it cost money, and
it takes away from his budget so officers don't work hard because there are no consequences for there
risk and paperwork.
26 days ago

This year there has been an increase in crime. Car breakin's, theft, shootings at night, drugs and gang
activity. I see officers ganged up for hours behind buildings, on augusta street and at restuarants. Why
are these officers hiding and talking and not out working and being proactive. I refuse to go out at night
and will not go out in the downtown area because of the protests and large crowds that could turn
violent. Our officers need to do more enforcement, I want to see blue lights. But I also understand that
officers have internal issue with supervisors, and the courts dismiss alot of charges even crimes against
officers. When the judge makes a person get an attorney that wants to plead guilty, there is a problem.
Speeding and DUI are a major issue. Our dept does not have a DUI patrol, and the traffic units only work
day shift. That makes no sense to me when we just had 4 people killed on main street and another off
laurens road. But where is the full time enforcement?
26 days ago

We have had car break-ins within the neighborhood, but thankfully that is all...
26 days ago

no explanation needed
26 days ago
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Violent crimes are unusual in my neighborhood.
26 days ago

Most of the time
26 days ago

I feel relatively safe, but there could be more lighting & sidewalks in my neighborhood.
26 days ago

No issues
26 days ago

We live in a gated community and all our neighbors are very attentive.
26 days ago

Live in west Greenville.... It's ok during the day, but not so much at night
26 days ago

Police tend to cause more danger when they do show up. Last year a black man was murdered on his
porch by police.
26 days ago

Acab
26 days ago

I have a violent neighbor who waves a gun around down the street at night when he drinks
26 days ago

Because of inviduval isolation in living to practical known to me.
26 days ago

My neighbors are not violent.
26 days ago

We have a quiet area and people know each other.
26 days ago

You police patrolling and great neighbors
26 days ago

I have a police officer who is a neighbor and parks a police car near by.
26 days ago

My neighborhood is gated.
26 days ago

I live on an outskirts of Taylors & the people i need to worry about are meth-heads, but they are smart
enough to keep to themselves.
26 days ago

Police are generally present and appear to have the support of those above them to do their job.
26 days ago

At this time there is a homeless man camping out on the wooded empty lot adjacent,to mine.
Called,police first time i saw him, appeared frantic and manic. They said they would check but never
came back to me to give me an update. That was inMay. Since then he’s been back leaving trash, clothing,
furniture. I live alone and am concerned,for my safety.
26 days ago

The police do a wonderful job in Greenville.
26 days ago
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I have lived in the same neighborhood for over 20 years in Greenville. If I didn’t feel safe there, I wouldn’t
be inclined to stay living there.
26 days ago

Gated Community
26 days ago

I don't think I've ever seen a police officer in my neighborhood and I feel very safe.
26 days ago

Always feel safe w/our Greenville men/women in blue
26 days ago

Always feel safe w/our men/women in blue!
26 days ago

I see officers patrolling the surrounding neighborhoods, and the one time I had to call them about four
years ago, they responded quickly and conducted themselves professionally.
26 days ago

I live downtown on the west end. I notice the right amount of police present.
26 days ago

With all the unrest of BLM & Antifa there is a lot of uncertainty because these groups have put targets on
caucasians.
26 days ago

Our neighborhood has only one entrance and I have lots of guns.
26 days ago

I live downtown west end. I notice the right amount of police appearance.
26 days ago

I do my part and keep things locked and do not leave things in my car to steal.
26 days ago

I feel the police department is quick to respond and address any issue that comes there way. Chief
Thompson seems like he takes every problem and is honest with the City and the communities
26 days ago

I have had several instances where I was targeted in lower income areas, including falsely being pulled
over for a traffic violation I did not commit and one where I was working and delivering to a low income
area in uniform with the pizzas next to me in a bag and I was pulled over without reason and my car was
surrounded by 4 or 5 officers who asked me at least 7 times if i had drugs or weapons. It was crystal clear
they were profiling people based on their financial status, especially since this sort of thing hasn't
happened a single time since I got a different car. I am a single father, so I fear being pulled over and
ticketed wrongfully any time I drive as it would be devastating to my son and I financially. I also saw how
protesters in greenville were treated by you and it was very clear the police were trying to incite violence.
Use of lrads on the peaceful march on the first day, arresting an organizer who stopped an agitator,
kettling, and using tear gas and wrongfully detaining protesters, even assaulting at least one of them
while they were walking to their vehicles at the end of the second night is disgusting behavior and what
has caused riots in other cities. You should all be ashamed and charges should be brought on all officers
who participated in these violent acts, but unfortunately I know they will not be held accountable.
26 days ago

Crime rates have reduced significantly under a Police Chief who has a good working relationship with the
community and officers of the Greenville Police Department.
26 days ago

Crime rates have significantly reduced. A presence in high crime areas is always seen.
26 days ago

With the exception of my immediate neighbor who's on probation for multiple felony thefts, I feel safe.
26 days ago
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I feel safe with people and pedestrians in my neighborhood, but the lack of speed enforcement on my
street frequently results in accidents and near misses.
26 days ago

I have been falsely stopped for a traffic violation I haven't committed and targeted while working delivery
to a sketchy place because my vehicle at the time had bad paint. My car was surrounded and the several
officers that stopped me asked me at least 7 times if I had any drugs or weapons even though I was in
my work uniform with a bag of pizzas on the seat next to me for delivery. They were in an area that was
low income and it was clear this was harassment and profiling based on my and others' income status. I
am a single parent that commits no crimes and I fear wrongfully being ticketed and harassed by the
police.
26 days ago

I live in a lower crime area
26 days ago

Crime in the city of Greenville is extraordinarily low relative other places in the country
26 days ago

GPD does an excellent job
26 days ago

I have had the unfortunate need to call the Greenville police on two occassions and they were at my door
within minutes..! I am grateful for their response as I truly felt threatened by the perpetrator, so THANK
YOU ALL..! I hope this stupid idea of defunding the police never happens. 🙏
26 days ago

I live beside unoccupied land where I know homeless people reside in the forest. At night I don’t feel safe
on my own outside of my home.
26 days ago

I live within a mile of the Greenville Detention Center, and as a result, there are frequent issues of theft,
trash, and panhandling around the Spinx at Washington ave and Laurens Rd.
26 days ago

I live in a neighborhood with mostly owner occupied homes with a HOA
26 days ago

I live in Simpsonville and my subdivision has a HOA, with mostly owner occupied homes..
26 days ago

I feel as though I live in a place where people watch out for their neighbors and communities.
26 days ago

Good police presence in the city. Crime is dealt with appropriately.
26 days ago

In my neighborhood, the Sans Souci area of Greenville, South Carolina, Greenville County Sheriff’s Office
has the jurisdiction and responsibility of patrol. But it seems like they are stretched and strained, unable
to frequently patrol the area which I live. I’ve seen a rise in breaking and entering, petty larceny, and
aggravated assault. I feel for all law enforcement officers at this time as the pandemic is stretching all
their resources and time thinly.
26 days ago

My husband and I live near Monoghan Mill and have had MANY car break-ins over the 20 years we have
owned our home. In addition, we have asked for speed bumps to assist us in getting people to slow
down on Smythe Street and Hellams. It is awful how drivers speed through our neighborhood, as both
streets are kind-of "cut-thru's" to Highway 183. It feels very dangerous. We LOVE this historic
neighborhood, and will likely never leave this beautiful, old home.
26 days ago

My neighbor is not crime free but Greenville City PD is always quick to assist when something is going
down.
26 days ago
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Police are in evidence quite often and it is comforting to know they are around.
26 days ago

Neighbors look out for each other and our properties. It's a quiet location.
26 days ago

For the most part I feel very safe in my neighborhood. There was a recent incidence where a guy was
caught on video going through a car holding a gun and then several gun shots fired; this was just a few
streets over from me.
26 days ago

I live in the West End and for the most part I think it is a safe part of the city.
26 days ago

In general I feel Greenville is a safe town. Feel safe outside walking around.
26 days ago

My neighbors are good people, they are responsible adults and contribute to the community.
26 days ago

No issues, Good neighbors= safe
26 days ago

It is a gated neighborhood off north main. Although we do have car break ins throughout the year, along
with all of north main which is so frustrating.
26 days ago

North area is relatively old/established neighborhoods & most know their neighbors. Unfortunately,
there has been more break-ins & vandalism recently. Our area is not commonly patrolled but they have
increased recently, great!
26 days ago

No one is safe. No neighborhood or community is exempt from experiencing danger, violence, or crime. I
do not feel that police, as they exist now, add a feeling of safety. I think in most cases they add to the
nonsense.
26 days ago

I feel safe because of the visible and consistent presence of law enforcement in Greenville.
26 days ago

I believe that there is too much racism and division. I've personally encountered aggressive driver and
rude police offices. Greenville could be doing much better.
26 days ago

I see regular presence of GPD and they have always been responsive.
26 days ago

undercover armed security guards are needed!
26 days ago

It’s a small neighborhood and homeowners here are vigilant. Police are quick to respond whenever
there’s an issue.
26 days ago

Our neighborhood seems relatively safe. We are not aware of much crime occuring. We see officers out
in the community patroling and most are pretty friendly.
26 days ago

I see the police cars in our area driving through the neighborhood.
26 days ago

Conservative older families with a good mix of younger families
26 days ago
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I have great neighbors and a good location.
26 days ago

It comes from a general safe feeling from feeling and seeing little to no crime around me.
26 days ago

I see GVL police cars ride thru my neighborhood occasionally and like their presence.
26 days ago

We live in a small quiet condo Community, mostly senior citizens, 48 units, and never had any issues.
26 days ago

Yes, but depends on which neighborhood (probably not Nicholtown, West Greenville, or Piedmont
Manor)
26 days ago

I live near Riverside High School. It's mostly a residential area and a budding area. I feel safe enough to
walk around with my daughter without being harmed.
26 days ago

I've never witnessed or felt any threatening presences in my area, and feel comfortable (as a white man
on the large side) going running at any time of day or night.
26 days ago

Not aware of safety issues in immediate vicinity
26 days ago

I do not live in the city but I have never felt unsafe while walking downtown or at any of the parks.
26 days ago

I’m privileged enough to live in an area that’s safe for the most part.
26 days ago

I am confident that my neighborhood is safe, day and night. The street is well lit, people from within and
outside of the neighborhood frequently walk or bike here, and we always know the police are available if
a incident would occur nearby.
26 days ago

I would feel safer if I saw less police presence in my neighborhood.
26 days ago

I have experienced no reason then to feel safe.
26 days ago

I have experiences no reason other than to feel safe in my neighborhood.
26 days ago

Visible police presence
26 days ago

My neighborhood is quiet and filled with good people: I feel safe but not because of police.
26 days ago

Because I live mostly around retirees, not because of the police
26 days ago

Love our policeman . Citizens should NOT be denied safety do to unrest in this country . That’s not right.
26 days ago

We live in a culdesack and few people come by.
26 days ago
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I have lived in my community over 35 years and have never had any problems
26 days ago

I believe that with an actual courtesy officer on the grounds in this community it makes the area safer
26 days ago

We feel like we can leave our door unlocked most of the time.
26 days ago

The police are a threatening presence in my neighborhood, spying on everyone who lives here.
26 days ago

I live in area where neighbors know each other also it is not on a main traffic artery.
26 days ago

We have a neighborhood where neighbors look out for each other, where police are present, and where
people are able to communicate concerns and get timely reponses
26 days ago

no reports of property theft, vandalism, or violent crimes in our area
26 days ago

My neighbors are wonderful and we have a great community that looks after each other.
26 days ago

My neighborhood is fairly diverse so there’s a great understanding and respect, for an individuals culture.
26 days ago

Police don't patrol it so it's pretty safe because of that.
26 days ago

I live in a well-off neighborhood away from town.
26 days ago

I do not live in Greenville but my work has me traveling in Greenville on a regular basis. I dont feel my
safety would be protected in the even I encountered a group of protesters during my travels.
26 days ago

I do not live in Greenville but my work has me traveling in Greenville on a regular basis. I dont feel my
safety would be protected in the even I encountered a group of protectors during my travels.
26 days ago

We’ve had no problems.
26 days ago

I’ve lived on Main Street or Rhett Street for almost twenty years now. I keep my car in Spring Street
garage and I walk everywhere. I’ve never felt unsafe in my neighborhood.
26 days ago

It is mostly related to a close-knit neighborhood and not due to any police involvement.
26 days ago

I love on Galliano Street, near the Northgate Soda Shop. A very friendly area although I would feel
uncomfortable going too far away, say, 1 mile towards the Radio Room/Spinx gas station.
26 days ago

I mostly feel safe, but there have been a few situations where certain activities in the neighborhood make
me uncomfortable. Additionally, the rioting happening outside Greenville has made me feel less safe. I
value the police patrols taking place in our area.
26 days ago

got plenty of guns, and our neighbors look out for each other
26 days ago
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It is over-policed which makes my neighbors and I nervous.
26 days ago

Very little crime. I like that we get a monthly report from the GPD on crimes of in our area at our West
End Neighborhood Assoc.
26 days ago

Too Many Transits allowed to hang out on South
Main (Pendleton Street). Also they use the portable toilets lethargic are there for construction,
26 days ago

The police do not patrol hardly at all traffic is terrible and seeders get away with breaking the law daily.
Running stops sign and almost running people over all day long.
26 days ago

It's a very quiet neighborhood and the neighbors look out for each other.
26 days ago

Crime is terrible.
26 days ago

In general, yes. But there are still issues of speeding in my neighborhood, despite the recent installation
of speed bumps.
26 days ago

I have lived in my neighborhood for 16 years. I walk it regularly and know several neighbors.
26 days ago

Violent crime is very low. I know my neighbors and we all look out for each other. We live near Roper
Mtn. Science Center
26 days ago

Always available on-site call, telephone or Neighborhood app
26 days ago

I live by the Greenlink Station and am regularly harrassed by transients. My teenage son and daughter
have both been physically threatened multiple times by aggressive, intoxicated homeless/transients.
Plus, the City now routinely allows Downtown bars to stay open until 2:00 AM and there have been a
number of late night altercations near my home from intoxicated people leaving the bars. The City seems
to rubber stamp zoning variances to stay open unit 2:00 AM in its constant catering to businesses/tax $'s
vs. balancing resident quality of life and safety. Not to mention the recent BLM protest that was allowed
to go late into the night far past the permitted time resulting in a very large group of aggravated people
directly outside my home and police having to use of flash-bang grenades, etc. - that was the last straw,
and we have decided to move out of the City. I'd like to know if the City Manager and Council Members
support setting up a homeless shelter in front of City Hall on Main St. and welcoming a non-permitted,
late night protest outside their homes vs. allowing these things to occur on the mixed-used/residential
"back streets" of Downtown.
27 days ago

There are no police officers hence the safety
27 days ago

We live on a quiet dead end street. That keeps car and foot traffic to a minimum.
27 days ago

I have neighbors I trust. There's not a lot of through traffic and I see police cards driving around
occasionally.
27 days ago

Live in greer, pretty quiet community
27 days ago

Over the 11 years I have lived year, the first 4 years I did not always feel safe. With (3) break-ins, theft and
other issues, the first 4 yrs living here did not make me feel safe.
27 days ago
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I feel safe here but not really because of police. I feel safe because we have one entrance, about 40
homes, and alert neighbors.
27 days ago

Police live nearby
27 days ago

Quite semi rural neighborhood
27 days ago

Low rate of crime incidents, good communication between neighbors, good response from GPD if
called/needed.
27 days ago

People seem to look out for each other and the police drive through occasionally.
27 days ago

In my neighborhood the police do a great job! As of late, I don’t always feel safe downtown. On Sundays
there is too little visible police presence and vagrants are around shouting at shoppers, visitors and
residents. This situation has gotten worse than it used to be. Also blaring radios from vehicles and
motorcycles on Main St. Not something I expect of Greenville
27 days ago

Not because of the state, but because of my neighbors.
27 days ago

Little foot traffic, I know my neighbors
27 days ago

Constant littering, vandalism and gunfire
27 days ago

I don’t feel the police don’t put the citizens first and prioritize “protect and serve” over keeping
themselves safe first.
27 days ago

I live in an apartment complex, and I’ve had to call y’all once for yelling / domestic dispute and the
officiating arrived quickly.
27 days ago

Besides a few car break ins, I know my neighbors and don't see a lot of crime
27 days ago

I am a white woman.
27 days ago

The caveat is that I am a white woman.
27 days ago

I live in the county.
27 days ago

I frequently see police patrolling our neighborhood.
27 days ago

I feel safe in my neighborhood because it is not a Black neighborhood that is more heavily policed by
armed and militarized police officers. I would feel less safe if there was a greater police presence
27 days ago

Not a lot of crime. Some car break-ins, but a lot of neighbors have cameras, and our community pays for
an off-duty police officer to patrol. Our community knows our officer by name and people feel
comfortable reaching out to him. (Officer Jonathan Jackson)
27 days ago
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I live in a upper-middle class community and everyone gets along and is kind/respectful. Mental health is
something that is taken seriously and important in general.
I do not live near lower income or poverty areas, because those individuals suffer from mental health
problems and cannot afford help. This contributes to criminal behavior.
27 days ago

I respect people and their property. I obey and respect the law and expect others to do the same
regardless of color.
27 days ago

the cops scare me
27 days ago

The police have nothing to do with that though...
27 days ago

The police make me feel unsafe due to their militarized equipment, and poor training.
27 days ago

We have generally low crime in my neighborhood. The police presence is noticeable / adequate in my
opinion to help as a deterrent.
27 days ago

The presence of armed police keeps the threat of violence constantly looming
27 days ago

I live in the N Main area and generally feel very save.
27 days ago

Being an African American man I fear more for my sons safety . The perception of guilty of something is
always a factor.
27 days ago

I feel safe because I don’t have cops constantly on my block.
27 days ago

There are no police in my neighborhood and I live in a diverse neighborhood.
27 days ago

Greenville is a great and safe place to live.
27 days ago

I feel safe due to my neighbors are friendly but quiet and the flow of police presence matches the
community
27 days ago

The GPD does great in their work in the city
27 days ago

I live in a white, wealthy neighborhood
27 days ago

City officers care about the citizens.
27 days ago

Yes, but we do have car breakins in the area, that causes concern. I don't think at night patrol is out
enough to make an impact
27 days ago

We regularly think we hear gun shots and have seen police respond to neighbor's homes; two particular
incidents come to mind in the past several months.
27 days ago
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I don’t feel threatened in my neighborhood.
27 days ago

It’s nice and quiet and out in country
27 days ago

Little issue with crime as we look out for one another
27 days ago

I no longer live in Greenville, live in Gowensville. However I am responding because we had an incident
involving an off duty City of Greenville police officer. One of many encounters with Law enforcement that
have changed my opinion from positive to negative.
27 days ago

Lack of presence. It’s not only the presence it’s the lack of pro activity. I see many 4-6 cars parked
together at restaurants, behind buildings on Augusta street beside the funeral home and not patrolling
for hours. Usually see 2 k9 u it’s hiding there also. They need to be pushed to be proactive.
27 days ago

My son and his wife were attacked in downtown Greenville by a gang of blacks. My son’s jaw was broken.
Police did very little to help find the people who did it. And this was in broad daylight.
27 days ago

Little to no serious crime, visible police presence as they pass through, quick response when I have called
for assistance.
27 days ago

Yes
27 days ago

We are gated and Police respond quickly.
27 days ago

There is almost no violent crime in my neighborhood and very little non-violent crime.
27 days ago

* Have you had any direct contact with the Greenville Police Department in the past 3
years?

43% No

57% Yes

3,223 respondents

No data to display...
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* What was the situation? Check all that apply.
36%

Other (please describe below)

958 

19%

During a traffic stop

506 

17%

Prefer not to answer

457 

17%

I attended a neighborhood meeting or community event

440 

11%

A family member or friend is a GPD officer

303 

11%

I was the victim of a crime

302 

7%

I was a witness to a crime

2%

I participated in a ride-along

57 

2%

I was stopped while walking/riding my bike

56 

1%

I attended the Citizens Academy

30 

1%

I was the suspect in a crime

27 

1%

My child participated in a GPD program

15 

181 

2,644 Respondents
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* How would you rate your overall experience with the Greenville Police Department?
Use your mouse or finger to adjust the slider below.
Average

Bad

Excellent

f*** the police
9 days ago

I was not pleased
9 days ago

They cover up the truth by making sure the story fits their own narrative, whether its by falsifying witness
statements, improper investigations, unprofessionalism, etc. If the Greenville City PD's reputation is
involved, they will do whatever it takes to cover it up, even if its against the law. Just ask Interim Capt.
Howie Thompson how he has went out of his way to cover up the mess that his own police officer's
make, I guarantee you he will avoid the conversation at all costs. Corruption at its finest
12 days ago

was called a liar and was dis respected and dealing with the public they should know better
12 days ago

They do their job. Other than being pulled over for speeding, I’ve had no reason to contact them.
12 days ago

Have not had any encounters
12 days ago

Have not had any encounters since moving here 5 years ago
12 days ago

In the Disadvantaged Committed the police are usually hostile, harassing and disrespectful regardless of
the call
12 days ago

You respect other you will get respect in return
12 days ago

The officer responded quickly and handled the situation in my neighborhood appropriately. He listened
and was professional and courteous
12 days ago

I have a good experience with officers because I work alongside them daily in school. My experience has
been good but I often wonder if it would be the same if my position was different??
12 days ago

The police were decent during the protests but I am not happy to hear there will be no citizens oversight
council. There needs to be citizens oversight. The for profit prison system needs to end.
12 days ago

like my family and friends in NY and NYC troopers Sargeant and some get caught up in the bad stuff. I
lost faith in justice since we were betrayed 2 times for nothing we did wrong.
12 days ago

Overall I think the police are appropriate
12 days ago

Polite officers and very friendly. But to friendly to criminals.
12 days ago

I have approached a few different officers and been pulled over as well as having personal friends on the
force. I have always known officers to be friendly, helpful, respectful, and doing an excellent job.
12 days ago
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He was very nice. Every encounter, whether in public out and about or other has been top notch.
12 days ago

The greenville police dept is an excellent example of how a proffessional police dept should be...my
dealings with the dept have always been respectful and successful.
12 days ago

I have always respected and admired the work the dept has done
12 days ago

Wonderful agency. They deserve better pay for what they do!
12 days ago

I work and am a proprieter of a business on Main ST in downtown greenville ..i have never seen such a
professional dept in a city as is it is in Greenville
12 days ago

Officer was very professional and polite treated me with respect
12 days ago

I haven't had any experience with them.
12 days ago

I have not had an experience with GPD.
12 days ago

Officer was rude and automatically treated me like a criminal from the get go.
12 days ago

Overall, my experience with GVL police has been neutral, but I did once wittiness two officers tackle a
teen boy (black) who had been skateboarding near Grill Marks. When an officer left his patrol car and
asked the boy to go to him, the boy picked up his board and quickly walked away. At this point, the officer
began to follow him and call after him to stop. The boy did not, do another officer joined in to stop him.
They got him on the ground at which point, the boy began yelling expletives and trying to get back up.
From across the street at the crosswalk, I found the whole thing disappointing.
12 days ago

I have never committed a crime so I have never had a problem with the police.
13 days ago

At times I feel like too much emphasis is put on minor traffic incidence when resources would be better
spent on more serious /criminal activities.
13 days ago

I won’t go back to cops for help. Actually... what help? More like torment.
13 days ago

I do not have any experience, but I believe they are doing well
13 days ago

I was stopped by police about 1 mile from my home after coming up behind two police cars stopped in
the middle of the road (Bennett Street) with no lights on. It was obvious I was stopped and waiting for
them to move and they finally did. They then came back behind me and stopped me for “Following to
close”. Literally four police cars with lights on surrounded my car. I was given a sobriety test for
absolutely no reason. I was then given a warning. I have never been in trouble with the law.
The other two times when I was hit by a car running downtown (no fault of my own and with witnesses) I
had to actually drive to the LEC for the first time because there was no one to respond to the hit-and-run.
The second time the officer had to call his supervisor because he did not know what to do. Both of these
encounters showed incompetence and a true lack of empathy.
13 days ago

responsive, respectful
13 days ago
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Made a statement. Not much to judge.
13 days ago

I have not had a personal interaction with Greenville Police
13 days ago

I have never had a negative interaction with the Greenville Police Department as I have never had any
interaction with them at all outside of social situations.
13 days ago

the dispatcher caught on quickly to what was happening with out giving away anything to the perp that
was listening to my side of the phone call
13 days ago

When I call, the person is professional and takes my information seriously.
13 days ago

My most recent experience was, that I had an individual ride and to my front yard doing damage to a
holly tree. The individual that was driving appeared to be under some sort of substance his passenger
did not fare well and the Heat and the driver try to get away before I could contact non-emergency
Services he did move his car from my front yard and abandon the car and the middle of the street. I then
called non-emergency City and a deputy was luckily in the neighborhood and assisted me until
paramedics and fire department and another officer and or Deputy arrived. Both officers or deputies
were very polite and professional
14 days ago

Deputies and or officers have always been respectful and informative when contact was necessary with
them.
14 days ago

My expectations for Greenville City PD were low to begin with and I can assure you that they have met
those expectations at every turn.
14 days ago

Once again. As a resident and business owner in the City I couldn’t be happier!
14 days ago

I believe most of the officers are attentive and show concern, however, I have seen several displaying
behavior that should not be permitted (texting while driving--yes I witnessed this!!!, disrespectful
behavior towards a neighbor reporting a crime)
14 days ago

I have always found GPD officers to be courteous and friendly when I am out and about (and not just
when I am with my husband).
14 days ago

Very nice people
14 days ago

Courteous and respectful interactions. Officers have been professional and fair.
14 days ago

I have not had any personal experience with the police. What I would say is that there are homeless
people in the downtown area that I have recently felt threatened by. Specifically outside of the takosushi
restaurant. It seems like the police do nothing about this.
14 days ago

I was arrested for shop lifting. But the cop treated me as of I had murdered his mother! He was rude to
me!
14 days ago

Always polite, kind, caring, interested.
14 days ago
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They do Great Work
14 days ago

Normal
14 days ago

Always helpful and profrssional
15 days ago

Overall my experience has been great. I’ve only run into one cop that couldn’t disguise the hate he felt for
me.
15 days ago

I am very disappointed that when a fellow runner was hit by a car in a crosswalk the officer stated “what
do you want me to do”.
15 days ago

Police initial response was excellent. I was the victim of identity theft and the assigned detective never
followed up with me. The perp is still at large.
15 days ago

Very polite and professional officer.
15 days ago

N/A no contact
15 days ago

Officers have seemed over worked and checked out. Didn't seem to care about the people involved as
much. Curt in a word.
15 days ago

Responded quickly, very professional
15 days ago

N/a
15 days ago

To a person every officer I've ever spoken with has been courteous, well spoken, and "squared away." I'm
glad to have met and spoken with Allen Jacobs during his time on the force.
15 days ago

Police were onsite in about 15 minutes. I would have preferred it to have been quicker, however they did
a good job of surveying the perimeter and inside my home and it was determined that a picture had
fallen off the wall which activated the glass break alarm.
15 days ago

Didn't feel threatened at all.
15 days ago

Na
15 days ago

Most of our interaction has been good.
15 days ago

They have always been helpful.
15 days ago

The officers are very friendly and always help with questions, safety, etc
15 days ago

Every county/city police officer I have met has been very kind to me.
15 days ago
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The police officer was very nice and helpful.
15 days ago

Arrived quickly but didn’t seem to think vandalism to my car was very important.
15 days ago

They were very polite and checked out the situation but couldn’t find the man. They checked the
neighborhood for several days after that.
15 days ago

They have invariably been professional, responsible and concerned about any issues that arise in our
neighborhood.
15 days ago

I was stopped at a dui checkpoint.
15 days ago

I have always been impressed with GPD
15 days ago

They were very nice and helpful with good suggestions
15 days ago

Officer E.M. Koepke did not read my rights before detaining me in handcuffs. Officer Ferris was on the
scene as well including the detective investigating the case they “claim” I fit the description of. Detective
even admitted I’m not the person they’re looking for nor does my car resonate to the incident; Officers
confiscated my firearm (which was registered & I was in the process of receiving my CWP but due to CoVid, the process was a little slow. I explained everything to both officers but they were so headstrong on
taking me to jail. I notified the officers while they approached my car (which is my property, as well as my
firearm) . Officer Koepke didn’t acknowledge anything I was trying to tell him, I was sent to jail from 10
am - 5pm causing me to miss my shift at Harris teeter, lost my job, had to pay $150 to get my car out of
the tow shop, & now I have to serve PTI for a false accusation case & pay an additional $350 for a
mistaken case due to an officer’s assumption (Keoke) .
15 days ago

Very professional. Familiar with our neighborhood.
15 days ago

I’ve had no interaction with the police.
15 days ago

When i've been at Starbucks at the same time as the police, they haven't really engaged so I don't have
first hand experience
15 days ago

I haven’t had any encounters with Police.
15 days ago

I see them patrolling, responding to calls for help, and interacting informally with others. All very
professional and respectful.
15 days ago

I find them professional and courteous. And lenient on minor infractions (like not fully stopping at all-way
intersections)
15 days ago

I have had no direct contact with police only EMT when I was taken in an ambulance per my doctor’s
orders.
15 days ago

The word "excellent" speaks for itself
15 days ago

Officers have always been efficient and courteous.
15 days ago
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Under the circumstances..... The officers handled themselves very well.
16 days ago

City of Greenville police focus on certain areas in a negative way.
16 days ago

Stolen bike issue seemed to be a big problem and very difficult to police. Found officers to be courteous
and interested in helping but open in terms of futility to resolve.
16 days ago

They were very kind and helpful.
16 days ago

I have had interactions with the police when my security system went off for no reason. They were very
nice. I also had an experience 7 years ago with police who gallantly extracted my injured pet whom I
could not reach from a nest of vines at 3 AM. They were gentle and wonderful. I never will forget them.
They could easily have said that was not their job.
16 days ago

The officer that responded to the call was helpful in filling out the police report but made me
uncomfortable by hitting on me and offering private self defense classes
16 days ago

I had no contact with police
16 days ago

I’m in the middle because the first time I called in to make a report on the non-emergency number, I was
given bad information. I ended up on a wild goose chase going to Family Court, which I found out was
not correct. In fact I had to drive to Gantt Summary court instead. I received such conflicting information
everywhere I went. But then when my son was missing and threatening to kill himself, there were two
officers who came to my home and were as nice and helpful as could be. Face-to-face is definitely the
way to go.
16 days ago

T th he only experience that I have had in the last three years is speaking to the off duty police officer
that we have hired to patrol our neighborhood. He was very nice.
16 days ago

I see them while I walk on the trail. They all very friendly and make me feel safer..
16 days ago

CORRUPTION FROM THE CHIEF DOWN...ANYTHING THAT ISNT DONE WITH GENERAL PUBLIC SHOULDNT
VE DONE PERIOD...LET US ALL GO WITH THE DUI BUDDY SYSTEM...NO PUNISHMENT FOR CLEAR
INSUBORDINATION OF UPPER POSITIONS
16 days ago

No problems .
16 days ago

No experience
16 days ago

The traffic stop occurred in my neighborhood and over a small late fee on registration. Resulted in a
citation and court date for an issue I took care of online in 2 minutes. Officer never showed for the court
date and ticket wasn’t enforceable as it was filled out improperly by the officer. Waste of my time and
could have been handled better by the officer.
16 days ago

Our car was stolen from Fairway subaru. The only way it was found was from my investigative work and
multiple calls to starlink and the police dept. I feel safe in my area but I do see car break-ins far too often
in the Gower neighborhood on the Nextdoor app
16 days ago

I’ve had no experience
16 days ago
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Usually VERY impressed - am only a BIT shy of excellent because they do TOO good a job being overly
pleasant and accommodating to some of the upstate community "agitators" who the media constantly
cover for, but who I and they KNOW cannot be fully trusted.
16 days ago

Watched police handle the BLM demonstration by Luna Rosa in the evening when things were tense
16 days ago

I didn't feel like the police officers took my concerns about the stray pit bulls seriously. One officer even
said "I can tell you're not from around here. It has been this way on this side of town for decades and
that's not going to change any time soon." I've also seems like my community police officer is always
changing, so it is hard to develop a relationship or know who to call.
16 days ago

I have always found the officers to be courteous and fair in doing their duty to protect our citizens.
16 days ago

Overall, the interactions have been fine. My only concern is that responses to inquiries are slow or do not
happen at all.
16 days ago

My only frustration with GPD is how officers consistently speed when they don't have lights or sirens on.
I've been next to officers on Augusta and Pleasantburg who accelerated to at least 10 miles above speed
limit (because sometimes I am going above speed limit myself) only to sit next so me at the next stop
light. At worst, it makes streets less safe with them speeding for no good reason, but it's definitely a really
bad look.
16 days ago

The neighborhood said our music was to loud and a cop showed up and he was cool with us
16 days ago

Haven't had any direct experience in the last three years.
16 days ago

I think that the officers need to go back to getting out walking around getting to know the people in the
neighborhood..In order to rebuild the trust.
16 days ago

Over all the experience has been nice. I try to speak to some officers that seem to be to be response to
someone speaking to them. Some of them see you have spoken to them and just roll by face forward. I
understand why they partrol my area they way that they do. I have also heard that this is one of the areas
that new police that drive the crusers are sent to learn what is out there.
16 days ago

I personally have not had any bad encounters with our police officers. I try to be pleasant to everyone
and speak to those cops are receptive enough to make the effort to be cordial. There are those cops that
we feel come through with disregard and contempt and make everyone feel uncomfortable.
16 days ago

My husband & I where victims of an attempted break-in. I called 911 and the police were here within
minutes which was very reassuring. They were very professional. In addition, I received a follow up visit
from one of the detectives. Also very professional
16 days ago

No comments
16 days ago

I've had no interaction.
16 days ago

As far as I know, excellent. I don’t recall hearing of any dirty cops etc in GSP, only Sheriff’s ofc. When I go
places, I feel protected when there’s a police presence. I am VERY thankful for them & believe their
salaries are WAY too low for the job they do, risking their lives daily for all of us‼
16 days ago
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I witnessed a wreck while out on my lunch break and was the only witness. The cop comes to me first
and immediately runs my tag then ask for my license to run my license. Mind you I was not involved in
the accident I only witnessed a 3 car accident which occurred right in front of me. I ask why my tag and I’d
were being ran and was told it was standard procedure. However the officer could not identify what the
procure was. As an African American woman I immediately felt threatened because the officer took these
actions without my approval and before asking for my view of the accident. This occurrence has changed
my entire view of police and I was not able to enjoy my lunch break the officer refused to allow me to
leave until my license and I’d check were cleared.
16 days ago

I feel safe with most of the Black officers, but anytime I see a white officer I know for a fact that there's
going to be some kind of trouble, and I will be on the loosing end, regardless.
16 days ago

Little to no contact
17 days ago

Have had very little to no interaction
17 days ago

Something wrong with survey. I have not had any interaction with the police.
17 days ago

The judges are terrible too.
17 days ago

Wrongly accused and written 2 pointless tickets that
17 days ago

No data to share
17 days ago

Officer simple said the street crew had a permit and did not enforce the noise ordinance in the middle of
the night in a residential neighborhood.
17 days ago

Excellent response when called (except once), and most of the time were able to take care of the problem
(except panhandling, and bothering strangers)
17 days ago

got pulled over for speeding but couldn’t tell me how fast . cop lord under oath saying she pulled me
over for turn signal . wasnt given a warning or ticket for either ! couldn’t have been speeding as there
were stop signs and speed bumps not to mention the officers were out there car doing god knows what
i’m someone’s yard so if i was speeding how come i didn’t get away
17 days ago

I was asked what the hell I was doing down here and to show my ID. Yes I was a well dressed white male
with black friends
17 days ago

Officer came to look at video and offered options including increasing patrol at night. Very polite and
concerned and professional.
17 days ago
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I was struck from behind while stopped on Augusta Street at Jones Avenue. I called the city Police Dept
immediately after the accident. The driver of the Mercedes SUV would not exchange insurance
information and stated that he had no insurance. He became angry when I called the police. When the
officer arrived the person who hit me from behind tried to get out of it, and the officer told him he could
try that with his insurance company. I spoke up and informed the officer that the other driver had hit me
from behind when I was stopped. The officer took my information and told me I could leave while the
other driver continued to try to blame me. I stood my ground and did not leave until I had called the
other driver's insurance agent and informed him that his insured had been given the ticket. The other
driver left. After that I got in my car and called my ins. agent.
Then the officer pulled up beside my car when he saw that I was on the phone speaking with someone. I
rolled my window down and he asked if I was ok.
Had he not been so arrogant during the
meeting with me and the other driver I might not have written this complaint.
17 days ago

My husband witnessed a car crash in front of him. He pulled over to see if the people in a Mazda (who
were Hispanic) needed a witness. Well once the city of Greenville police arrived, they Threatened to take
my husband to jail and tow his car because they thought he was racing. The officers thought that my
husband and the Mazda were racing even though a red car that hit the Mazda was at fault. The two teens
in the red car were also HIGH on weed because you could smell it like there was no tomorrow. The cops
also preceded to assume that my husband knew the people in the Mazda when he never did. The officer
was super rude, Stereotyping, and simply an ass! I also have this recorded. I had my sister who is a nurse
show up to assist my husband, and her husband who is a lawyer.
I also work in downtown. One time I called them into our building because there was blood EVERYWHERE
in the restrooms and they had the audacity to say it was paint until my business manager said “ I would
assume it’s blood since the way it’s smeared “ and they just left.
17 days ago

I haven’t had any.
17 days ago

The worst experience I had was with officer Jones out by Five Forks. He stopped me and gave me
multiple tickets for violations I did not commit. He was incredibly rude too.
18 days ago

Every time I have had contact with a Greenville cop, the experience has been bad. They are rude and pull
over drivers for no reason.
18 days ago

Involves constant barking dogs. Always solved for a while after police speak with owners
18 days ago

3 officers were very considerate and helpful during my minor car accident to myself and the other driver
18 days ago

Every time my husband assaulted me I would call the police and my husband would meet them at the
street and tell them I was not taking my medicine which was a non issue, and without asking me a single
question, they would take me to jail.
18 days ago

The only negative experiences I have had is lack of caring when you report a minor crime and this one
huge mean ass female office who had a dog. She was the most threatening officer I have met. She needs
an attitude adjustment and maybe a new job.
18 days ago

I was put on no trespass and forced to sit outside in freezing weather back in February by a GC PO, whom
I heard specifically ask the roommate I lived with, if he wanted me out tonight or would he prefer to evict
me, and after relentlessly providing evidence that I was a resident, and that I paid rent and lived there, he
kept smiling/laughing and saying “well I’m still putting you on no trespass”
As a result I lost the majority of my belongings, and since then, other officers have confirmed that he was
wrong based on the circumstances of said matter.
18 days ago

I saw something and I said something. The dispatcher was helpful and the officer I spoke with was polite
and attentive.
18 days ago
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For the most part It’s in the middle. I was was stopped during a routine speed check while I was still in
high school. I was speeding and I lost my license, and received two tickets I showed up to court with the
money for both tickets, the office dropped the tickets because I showed him I took a class at school and I
only paid the court fees, so it was nice of him. I never been pulled over but with everything going on I
have been extra caution since I am a fairly large young black man. But I never been pulled over and I
have worked with former police and they are nice people but at times I do get worried when I see them
cause you never know who is good or who is bad..
18 days ago

I was stopped in MY neighborhood while walking and being chased by a dog. I screamed once and
somebody in the neighborhood called the police. They stopped me and 3 police cars came and 4 officers
approached me, a 17 year old 4’11 100 lb Hispanic girl and the white officers proceeded to ask me
questions and when I answered as to why I was outside (I just enjoy walking in my neighborhood
sometimes because it clears my mind) the white male officer was rude and making racist comments and
threatening to arrest me for absolutely no valid or legal reason. He had his hand on his gun the whole
time and he was the only one talking, getting loud, in my face and cussing. I felt very unsafe and scared
for my life because he could have very easily harmed me and gotten away with it. I stopped walking in
my neighborhood because of that encounter. I feel unsafe and immediately get frightened with police
officers now. On the other hand, I have been pulled over one time at night for the lights on my moms car
I was driving. He was also a white male and was very nice and the stop was quick and simple, no
complications. I had to call my mom and he spoke to her and things went smoothly. I know not every cop
is bad or racist but it’s sad that I or anybody else has to fear for their life when certain police officers
encounter them.
18 days ago

Already responded with first comment
18 days ago

As a minor Was wrongfully arrested along with regular harrassment and profiling towards myself along
with my entire friend group
18 days ago

The police responded immediately, were professional and helpful knowing we were traumatized.
18 days ago

Most experiences have been fine but they covered up the facts surrounding the circumstances behind
my sisters death. The Greenville Police have a severe problem with telling the truth when it concerns one
of their own.
18 days ago

I was pulled over for striking a pole with my vehicle causing minor scratches to the side of my truck on a
small road in Greenville, I could explain further but it’s a long story. But to the point I had been drinking
that night like I explained to the officer and I had 5 mixed drinks over the course of about 7 hours and
hitting the pole was a simple mistake and not one under the influence as I was sober at the time. The
officer pulled me over and conducted the stop and was respectful and doing his job the best he could.
Unfortunately his judgment led to his decision to arrest me for a DUI and took me to jail. I don’t hate the
officer for trying to do his job even though I spent the night in jail. But even though I was against his
decision and knew that I was not drunk, I fully cooperated with him and followed his instructions and
nobody was hurt and everything is fine today. I did it the right way and went to my lawyer who is getting
the charge dropped. Respect the police and do things the legal way instead of arguing in the streets and
getting people hurt.
18 days ago

Improper filing of paperwork resulted in him being in jail 10 hours longer than necessary.
18 days ago

I'm really indifferent because I have not encountered them for anything specific. I've ran into a few of
them I know while out and about. Chit chat for a few minutes and that's it.
18 days ago

I recently was stopped by a police officer for a defective light and the officer who stopped me was
courteous and spoke in a calm and pleasant manner. I don’t know what other people are saying but I rate
the SC police department especially officer Garnett T-B with flying colors.
18 days ago
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The homeless man who was bleeding that I called an ambulance for was responded to with 7 cops
showing up. He was in shock and they were all surrounding him. The way they handled the situation was
inappropriate for a man who was in shock. During the protests they aggressively chased me and many
other protestors. they were shouting antagonizing things trying to egg me and the others on to fighting
them. It was myself, a Black mother and her very young son on foot, and two Latino teenagers. Imagine
officers trying to pick a fight with teenagers. I am glad that as a white man in my late 20s was there, I
wonder how much worse they may have acted if I werent there actively discouraging them from acting
like that. One officer bashed the sign out of my hand, had he hit even an 8th of an inch lower he wouldve
broken my finger. I was running away from him. None of us had done anything illegal what so ever. The
police have repeatedly kettled peaceful protests which only antagonizes groups and instigates panic and
fear. These protest groups are made up of everyone from street medics, legal observers, religious
leaders, parents, young children, pet dogs and service animals, teenagers, people of various disabilities
including being wheelchair bound or asthmatic, and they are people of all races. Police do not need to be
present for these events. I also observe many arrests, and one of specific note was when a woman was
possibly having a schizoaffective episode and 4 grown men were carrying her out of her house each
holding her by an appendage. She was not being violent in anyway and maybe weighed 120 pounds.
They saw me and then allowed her to walk on her own. There was obviously no reason to carry her like
that and their response was again extremely inappropriate for mental health response. They should not
make mental health responses ever, they are obviously not trained to handled those situations.
18 days ago

I am a victim and a survivor of child-sexual abuse that occurred in the city of Greenville. My experience
with Greenville City Police officers in the juvenile investigations/investigations department concerning my
child sexual-abuse case was not good and in fact was very harmful to me. My experience with Greenville
City Police officers who came to my home on more than one occasion to help with the neighbor who was
harassing me was excellent. I am putting the slider in the middle due to the excellent experience I had
with Greenville City Police officers at my home and the very bad experience I had with Greenville City
Police officers in the juvenile investigations/investigations unit regarding my child-sexual abuse case.
18 days ago

I am a victim and a survivor of child-sexual abuse that occurred in the city of Greenville. My experience
with Greenville City Police officers in the juvenile investigations/investigations department concerning my
child sexual-abuse case was not good and in fact was very harmful to me. My experience with Greenville
City Police officers who came to my home on more than one occasion to help with the neighbor who was
harassing me was excellent. I am putting the slider in the middle due to the excellent experience I had
with Greenville City Police officers at my home and the very bad experience I had with Greenville City
Police officers in the juvenile investigations/investigations unit regarding my child-sexual abuse case.
18 days ago

The officer was friendly but the war on marijuana within this police force needs to end. Every time you
get pulled over, it’s automatically “do you have weed in the car?” I’m a 28 y/o male with no criminal
background yet every time I get pulled over the police feel the need to search my car for marijuana.
19 days ago

Our police officers are professional, friendly, approachable and respectful
19 days ago

I was scared for my life when two highway troops pulled me over for speeding or not staying in the line. I
told them if I could call my mom and the officer grabes the phone out my hand while I was sitting in my
car and was extremely rude honestly it was upsetting.
19 days ago

Was sitting with friends when officers arrived, someone around us threw drugs in the bushes all of us
were arrested for it
19 days ago

I was pulled over while dropping a family member off. I was told I was in the wrong neighborhood and
told that anytime the police department saw me in that neighborhood they have the right to pull me over
and search my car due something I was charged with as a kid 11 years ago.
19 days ago

Great experiences with POC officer, but in all 3 incident, there was a serious reluctance to create a case,
and was attributed to the City of Greenville not wanting show any more crime than they absolutely had
to.
19 days ago
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There have been many community focused officers that I have met who are active in getting to know the
'regular faces' in downtown Greenville. But there is one officer in particular who exudes anger and
doesn't appear to have the emotional intelligence that should accompany a badge and a firearm.
19 days ago

It was a traffic stop in West Greenville. We did not stop long enough at the STOP sign. When we got
pulled over we pulled into our driveway. The officers approached us. For absolutely no reason at all other
than the fact that we live in the “hood” and we are people of color they asked my partner to get out of
the vehicle (to this day I don’t know why because we had absolutely nothing in the car but a baby seat.
And bottled water .So probable cause goes out the window). They pat him down without asking him. Tell
me to stay in the car . And I asked him why they were searching him. (Because I had never in my life had
to get out of the vehicle for a traffic stop) He again told me to just stay in the car. He asked me where we
had been at all day (it was Saturday) I told him working. Of course they found NOTHING! They gave us a
citation and left. The neighbor told us they had been trying to bust people all day. Thanks for doing your
job and not making me feel like police officers are racist and just want to catch someone doing
19 days ago

The policeman was very attentive and he took my son to jail with no problems.
19 days ago

I appreciate their courage snd sscrifice
19 days ago

Solid
19 days ago

Given a violation for speeding at 10pm at night in a school zone with clear speed limits and time and only
going 35 the set speed limit
19 days ago

Finding the missing person from the county was a bit rough because city and state police got their wires
crossed, and I ended up getting lectured by state police for leaving the scene even though the missing
person was picked up by the city already.
19 days ago

Whenever I'm in the city of Greenville which is almost every day, it makes me feel good when I see a city
of Greenville car on patrol.
19 days ago

I have not had a direct experience.
19 days ago

I was the victim of a hit and run about a month ago, and even though they never found the guy that hit
me, I did feel like the officer really cared and was very kind and understanding
19 days ago

3 days after a dispute with my same sex partner the police knocked on my door saying they just needed
to speak to us. I let them in. The preceded to arrest us both. The followed me around my apartment as I
was searching for my cellphone with their hands on their guns yelling at me and threatening me. I let you
into my apartment. They lied to us and said we'd be out in time to pick our son up from daycare and we
have no family in state and we were both arrested. They shattered my cellphone. Bruised my wrists. Lied
to me. And made jokes about dinner while booking us. They are racist, sexiest, gay hating, fascists. Our
son was left with no one to pick him up. I was treated like trash. He is 7 years old.
19 days ago

No recent experience
19 days ago

N/A
19 days ago

No experience
19 days ago
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Officer was extremely nice and handled the situation in a very professional way. This was in the middle of
the night and he was top notch.
19 days ago

There were several break-ins and I didn't feel like there was enough investigation done to see if there was
a connection.
19 days ago

I have had no experience.
19 days ago

representatives are always professional and polite.
19 days ago

The police were stationed throughout our neighborhood, they let us know what was going on and
advised us to stay indoors until the suspect was found. All were very polite and professional.
19 days ago

acceptable
19 days ago

I feel that downtown Greenville is not safe for anyone to walk down the street at night.
these two brothers were minding their own business. One been to a wedding and him and his girlfriend
on their way to their car and one showing his new boss downtown Greenville. I would not recommend
anyone go downtown anytime, because if you ask the police for help which that is why they are
downtown, but the one they ask to get this drunk away from them did nothing. He was on his phone and
did not CARE. Needless to say, the girl with Trey, who was from Charlotte, said she would never go
downtown Greenville again and I feel the same way. I have been living in Greenville County 79 years and
have only been downtown since it changed to what it is now, one time. Mr Mayor, hope you can sleep at
night too.
19 days ago

Was very saddened by what I saw
19 days ago

I have not had an interaction with the police
19 days ago

When calling in to report something the officers tend to be very rude and condescending. In person they
can either be kind and patient or once again rude and almost annoyed I’m taking their time
19 days ago

Very positive. Great to get to personally spend time with an officer.
19 days ago

Very respectful and committed to his profession
19 days ago

Have really never had an encounter with the Police Dept.
19 days ago

Very professional
19 days ago

Respectful and polite but serious demeanor.
19 days ago

Very professional and friendly
19 days ago

The officers I have had contact with have been courteous, respectful, and professional. They seem to love
their job and the impact they can make on our community.
19 days ago
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NEVER HAD A PROBLEM....I OBEY THE LAW
19 days ago

When I was 20, I got caught with a bag of marijuana. The arresting officer detained me to force me to
give him a name and demanded I give him my phone number. This same officer called me a week later,
called me Ms. Gullible rather than my last name and told me he was going to “f*** me in court” if I didn’t
go through with a wire tap for a dime bag. This officer was asking me to put my life in danger over a very
small amount of cannabis.
19 days ago

When I was young I believed I could look to the police if I needed help. Now I feel they are the last
persons I want to involve in a problem - they would likely make it worse. My experience of police officers
is that they are egotistical bullies who want the badge and gun and fear their position gives them. If you
do not show them the proper level of "respect" they will make you pay.
19 days ago

I have not had any direct interaction with a member of the Police Department but I have observed a
general, overall attitude of professionalism among them.
19 days ago

Have not had a
20 days ago

it was a quick and respectful traffic stop
20 days ago

First rate👍
20 days ago

I have not had any contact other than a friendly hello. I have not seen any reason to mistrust our police
force.
20 days ago

The Citizens' Academy was an excellent experience for me!
20 days ago

The police department is great
20 days ago

I’ve never had any interaction
20 days ago

Every interaction we have with the Greenville Police Department is positive. The police have always been
supportive, professional, and helpful.
20 days ago

Officers seem helpful and concerned about public safety. I hope they are showing the same courtisies to
our non-white neighbors.
20 days ago

The police were being verbally berated - held their ground and were respectful.
20 days ago

I have read comments on the neighborhood blog where people are responding I a positive way
20 days ago

I was detained when I questioned an illegal search and they literally pulled me from my at the 4 yr old in
the entrance of my apartment complex. They had no regard to my and my child's safety.
20 days ago

Excellent in all ways I have observed
20 days ago
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The first time the police officers were very helpful and left us information to call them. Unfortunately,
there was no one in the tents when they arrived, so they left their card in the tent. The second time we
called, the officers were not very helpful and said they could not do anything for us since there was no
one in the tent. They brought someone to reach out to the homeless, but the tenants had left the tent
again.
20 days ago

I was parked on Main by Mast General next to the spot marked for police vehicles. As the police car took
the turn to come into that spot he clipped my car. When I came out of Mast the policeman was there
waiting for me to explain what happened. He was so very sorry , assured me it would be taken care of
and followed thru on my satisfied outcome. Could not have been a better story and one that has left a
lasting impression
20 days ago

I haven’t had any experience. I’ve tried to research the response of recent events, but haven’t seen
anything major.
20 days ago

Very professional and friendly police interaction
20 days ago

Considering my situation with a medical emergency, they were less than kind, used non-therapeutic
comments, and spoke rudely and disrespectfully to me. I was upset to begin with, and they enhance my
anxiety.
20 days ago

Have not personally had any experience with the GPD.
20 days ago

No contact
20 days ago

I haven't had much personal experience so I'm leaving the rating right in the middle.
20 days ago

It was RACIST and my sons rights were violated but I was too poor to afford legal counsel unfortunately
for my son. It is a TRAVESTY that young black boys/men have to go through this AND so many WENT
ALONG with the "OFFICER" just cause. I DEMAND some form of apology and please note that my son
successfully completed the community service he was assigned but he feels he was too done wrong by a
racist and oppressed system. Ms. West
20 days ago

Professional, safe, understanding 10/10
20 days ago

The officers who responded left the victim in danger and seemed more interested in moving on without
doing any paperwork than ensuring the victim would be safe when they left.
20 days ago

A recent protest at the Confederate monument next door to our building gave us an eye above the event
in which we watched police handle the disparate groups attending with skill. They spoke personally with
individuals, and removed a few who became aggressive. The most impressive part was the after event.
Most of the crowd had left and a few individuals with opposite opinions on the issue remained. I
observed the police speaking directly to both sides and apparently monitoring their shared
conversations. My husband told me he thinks they were employing the skill of debriefing. It worked, all
parties left eventually with no violence. I might also mention that local authorities planned in advance for
the gathering, which meant extra work of placing barriers filled with water, down both sides of the street
which began at 3 or 4 AM the morning of the street. We are extremely pleased with how the effort paid
off.
20 days ago

Live next to the confederate monument, they did an excellent job, had a debriefing with opposing sides
and themselves after the protest. The armed militia presents was obscene!!!!!
20 days ago
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Policies and group think seem to trump common sense.
20 days ago

Did not feel there was much resolution. More patrols needed in the area after hours.
20 days ago

I think the PD does a very fine job.
20 days ago

I got pulled over for expired tags. I was breaking the law and the officer was doing his job. He was
respectful and professional.
20 days ago

I have very little interaction with the police. A son of my adopted grandma is a retired policeman and
seems very nice, kind, responsible. But I personally don’t have much reason to interact with police. The
last time I spoke to officers was a few years ago when they were called to my workplace to disarm
someone who brought in a weapon but was not brandishing it. They were calm and professional.
20 days ago

Burglary. Prompt response, exhibited courtesy, empathy, awareness, and support. They analyzed,
investigated, questioned and made suggestions. Maintained dialogue about event with us.
20 days ago

I think the police do a wonderful job and want them to have all the tools and support necessary to
continue
20 days ago

The professionalism of the officer was just impeccable and his caring attitude was definitely perceived by
all who witnessed the incident.
20 days ago

While waking on Easley Bridge Rd I discovered a gun clip on the sidewalk. Thinking it could have been
thrown out of a car during a crime I called police. The responding officer had an attitude that I was a
threat and treated me very coldly. He picked up the clip with his ungloved hands and treated it as if it
could not possibly be involved in a crime. He put it in his coat pocket and left without ever thanking me
for reporting the issue. Because of this experience I will never make this type of report again.
20 days ago

I have participated in some public gatherings of protest and been impressed with the manner in which
the GPD handled the crowds and interacted with the peaceful protests. They (thankfully) do not turn out
looking like the armed riot police seen on TV recently, and I hope they never do.
20 days ago

Prompt and kind
20 days ago

Officer was courteous and professional.
20 days ago

The department has always been top notch
20 days ago

GPD treats everyone guilty until proven innocent, including VICTIMS. GPD officers witnessed a woman
near me get assaulted and did nothing. One told her to "call 911 then." But refused to help her.
20 days ago

Both good and not so good. At the death scene the officers were bumbling and insensitive to shocked
relatives; for example, writing contact information on their hands instead of In a notebook and chatting
and laughing nearby.
The officer who addressed the neighbor and his gun was efficient, knowledgeable, and understanding of
the situation for both parties: the shooting man and the frightened and angry person who called.
20 days ago

The officer was respectful
20 days ago
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Overall, it has been ok.
20 days ago

At the BLM Breonna Taylor Rally, there was an officer who was there to start TROUBLE. Instead of deescalating the situation, his commanding officer defended him. There was one officer truly there to deescalate, and I wish I knew his name. The one who was originally there to start trouble and who wrote
the ticket, upcharged the ticket (picketing, I believe, at a permitted event??), when what she had done was
bring a backpack without knowing you can’t bring a backpack. The officer writing the ticket was
aggressive in his demeanor, arrogant, and had a mentality totally inappropriate for the situation.
Honestly, as did his egotistical commanding. They both need some mental health and implicit bias
training prior to being allowed back into the field. The one officer who de-escalated the situation handled
the situation correctly.
20 days ago

It took 2 hours for them to get to my car accident. Awful. But once they were there they were helpful.
20 days ago

Evidence came of missing Charles Wakefield case
20 days ago

Would suggest that they learn their laws more on what to arrest people on. Just giving people charges to
just give them a charge cause they can is OUT OF CONTROL. A person asking her husband for car keys
because he is being arrested, and she needed to get home is not DISORDERLY CONDUCT. And yes, it was
all on news and your police cams.
ABSOLUTELY 💯!!! UNNECESSARY
20 days ago

Officer Stanton of Nicholtown totally disrespectful and should not be wear a badge. He racially profiles
and does as little as possible to get things done. He doesn’t listen to the victims and avoids doing his job
with excuses.
20 days ago

They stopped some black dude walking who had stolen something
20 days ago

The officers I know are nice and organized downtown. I have had some be demeaning in traffic stops
using very demeaning words. I was at a red light checking an email when a light turned green and was
told “stop playing on your phone.” It was inappropriate.
20 days ago

Very good experience in citizens academy. Traffic stop a bit intimidating based on officer behavior.
20 days ago

I do not believe officers should be able to lie to get desired outcome
20 days ago

I don’t have experience with the PD but I am glad they are doing this survey because I have wanted to
have some community discussions with and about police. Hosting a “get to know the PD” or town hall
would be nice so we can learn more.
20 days ago

PFC A. Bradshaw was the rudest officer I have ever encountered. I loved GVLPD until Bradshaw threw a
card at me and wasn’t wearing his mask and gloves.
20 days ago

The Officer's that I had interactions with were very respectful of me, as I was of them. They were also
polite in letting me know the laws in the City of Greenville pertaining to riding my bicycle through Falls
Park and during a traffic stop.
20 days ago

was told that it didn't look right for me running in this neighborhood. And that i could have been up to no
good
20 days ago
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They were fantastic!!!
20 days ago

I attended and graduated from the Citizens Academy where I learned about the training and workings of
the police. I also served on the Fire and Police Practices Commission Committee..
20 days ago

The officers are rude and racist
20 days ago

Professional and courteous
20 days ago

My son was attacked by two boys that have been in trouble with the law several times. My son had never
and still hasn’t since. The two boys attempted to lynch him and he hit one in the jaw with a bat someone
tossed him. They were high school kids during this time but not in school property. The boy he hit called
the police and we received a call from Officer Waters. He told my son, over the phone that he had a right
to defend himself against a lynching but he did t like that he used a bat. Charged my son with 2nd degree
assault and battery with ZERO investigation into the situation. Lazy.
20 days ago

Everyone that I have meet through my family has been professional and kind.
20 days ago

Follow-up communication after the robbery could have been better. Also the officer and forensics agent
were bickering the whole time at the scene, which came across as less than professional.
20 days ago

Officer was very nice, but still gave me a speeding ticket .
20 days ago

Most of the officers ae professional but I have observed that spme officers might need diversity training
for a rapidely changing Greenville. Certain areas might be more troublesome and can contibute tension
20 days ago

I answered the question NO. I have not had any contact with GPD in the past 3 years. Therefore none of
these apply.
20 days ago

Very responsive, friendly, outreaching.
20 days ago

Very professional, courteous, and understanding.
20 days ago

They always seemed professional and doing their job properly.
20 days ago

The police came and found the kids at one of their homes and involved the mother as well. The police
talked to them and outlined all of the things that COULD happen and if it happened again WOULD
happen. The kids were scared but the officer ended it in an upbeat way.
20 days ago

In my experiences, the representatives of the Greenville Police Dept have always been courteous,
professional, pleasant and helpful.
21 days ago

The officers were very polite and helpful.
21 days ago
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They seemed more interested in protecting those folks with whom their personal opinions were most
closely aligned. They disagreed with us, so they didn't spend as much time looking out for our group and
allowed the others more latitude in their level of harassment towards us. The police also regularly harass
the unfortunate people who have no homes and are unlucky enough to have gotten to the shelters after
they were full. Where else are they supposed to sleep other than in the woods or on the street?
21 days ago

Officer couldn't have been nicer. Checked out the house thoroughly.
21 days ago

When my mailbox was blocked by construction crews, the first policeman arrived and was unsure of
regulations, but clearly saw my mail could not be delivered. He called for a more experienced policeman
to come and they together decided to leave a note that the equipment would be towed if not removed.
They also realized that the trucks and flatbed were parked at an illegal distance from the corner stop
sign, obstructing traffic view and creating a hazard. Because of their actions, the trucks and flatbeds were
removed the next day.
21 days ago

The officer was so helpful, kind, and had his head on right to see what I saw. He did a drive through to
see when I wasn’t around and witnessed exactly what I did and was just so kind about it all, when I could
have been left feeling silly. He took it seriously and that made me feel valued as a citizen and more likely
to trust the police of this city. He was someone trying to make things right in an appropriate way for all
involved
21 days ago

The officer was very polite and helpful
21 days ago

The officer was professional, concise and courteous.
21 days ago

I own a business downtown and any time that I have needed them they have responded quickly, and
professionally which gives me a sense of safety.
21 days ago

my experience has been positive but that is not why I am responding to this survey. I am not responding
to reflect my own personal experience, and so I am not rating my own personal experience. I am a long
time resident of the city. I'm a middle aged, affluent white female who lives in the sullivan
neighboorhood, which I woudl characterize as a diverse and mixed neighborhood. Prior to that I lived on
McDaniel Avenue. What I am concerned about is that we listen to the the marginalized members of our
community, particularly persons of color, who do not have good experiences and who have serious
concerns about police reform, training, better funding for mental health experts to assist law
enforcement, and accountability.
21 days ago

The officers did not remove the tenant and gave us some not so up to date information
21 days ago

They kinda take a while to show up, but besides that, their interactions have always been very
professional and helpful. I did get a green reflective house number sign posted, so that should help them
find me more easily if there is a next time.
21 days ago

My bikes werestolen & i reported it over the phone (covid). No follow up, but i didn't really expect any.
21 days ago

Police officer was very professional and respectful and kind and caring
21 days ago

They don’t seem to do much when out downtown. They seem to be hanging out together talking rather
than enforcing any rules. When called to neighbors house 8 cars will show up to what appears to be a
minor domestic issue which worries me that things will escalate unnecessarily.
21 days ago
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My neighborhood police office and I get along very well due to the fact that we know each other and talk
often
21 days ago

I am more afraid that trustful. I was followed a few weeks back by anti maskers who had refused to mask
up in a supermarket. They followed me with their car, and I managed to lose them. A friend later asked
why I didnt drive to a police station for safety. The idea had not occurred to me, i think because I might
not associate it with safety. It might be my mistake but it's the perception I have. I would have been afraid
that I would have been the one blamed for angering these people (the folks who refused to wear masks).
21 days ago

I drive a beat up, bumper sticker covered car. Had a broken tail light. 3 cops swarmed my car. As soon as
they saw I was a nice, middle aged white lady, they were nice as can be. Wonder if their reaction would've
been the same if I wasn't a nice, middle aged white lady.
21 days ago

Neutral
21 days ago

Great guy.
21 days ago

I was stopped for speeding on I-385 by a young Officer. He was as courteous to me as I was to him. I am
in my 70's and in an earlier life, was a serving police officer myself in an English Traffic Division. I have a
high respect for law and order. The Greenville Officer gave me a Caution.
21 days ago

Very positive
21 days ago

Unfortunate for the traffic stop situation
21 days ago

no actual interaction
21 days ago

During the protest, officers addressed our group with one set of instructions and informed us of what we
were permitted to do. However, about an hour later, officers changed their instructions and required us
to move.
21 days ago

very concerned and helpful
21 days ago

In both cases the police officers were very professional and courteous.
21 days ago

They have helped several times, wish they would take the mentally ill in for evaluation instead of an
arrest and then to jail. Charge them with fines when they live on SSDI. Perhaps there is something that
could be looked at more.
21 days ago

I witnessed someone sitting outside my neighbor's house smoking crack and called the cops. Dispatch
said they would send someone out, but nothing resulted. During another instance, a 911 call came from
my neighbor's house (from a woman) and the police responded and there was apparently no woman in
the neighbor's house. Police then came over to our house and made me get out of bed to confirm with
them I wasn't the one who called the cops. I have reason to believe that there actually was a woman next
door (frequently saw her coming in and out) and she was likely in the basement. Cops told us they had
responded to issues at our neighbors "hundreds of times" over the past couple of years and they'd likely
be gone soon. Overall, the cops didn't seem that helpful and I didn't really feel any safer with them
around.
21 days ago

All actions were professional and respectful toward me and my son in all respects.
21 days ago
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No interaction with GPD, except to say hello
21 days ago

Overall good.
21 days ago

I have found the GPD personnel to be respectful, courteous and helpful.
21 days ago

My experience was definitely different because of who I am. I was involved in some of these things
because of how others were treated.
21 days ago

The officer was just saying hello and 1 asked how the disk course was
21 days ago

Not applicable
21 days ago

The officer who came to report the car break in was very polite and professional along with the forensic
officer.
21 days ago

Later I spoke with Office Kouzeili on the phone to thank him for his professionalism and kindness. He
was very humble.
21 days ago

Officer Rami Kouzeili responded to an auto accident that involved my daughter. He was very professional
and treated her kindly. He made my daughter and her best friend feel at ease when the other person
was not so respectful to the girls or Officer.
21 days ago

1st I was accused of CDV; when I was also a victim. After PD left the scene they then came and arrested
me immediately after the other party lied about it. 2nd they entrapped me with a prostitution sting, 3rd
when my vehicle broke down the idiot cop wanted me to break my transmission to push the vehicle off
the road! I absolutely refused! and waited for a tow.
21 days ago

I have never had a negative interaction with the Greenville Police Department as I have never had any
interaction with them at all.
21 days ago

As a small business owner, I appreciate the police officer checking in, specifically during busier holiday
times, to make sure everything is ok.
21 days ago

I am an upper-class white lady who is usually on a bicycle. My experiences with the police have ranged
from benign (fair) to surprisingly positive. At my current address I have never seen a lot of trouble even
though Project Host is at the end of my street and there is the potential for less-fortunate citizens to have
negative interactions. I have been pleasantly surprised by both the citizens and the police force.
21 days ago

Officer was polite and gave clear advice about what to do and not to do.
21 days ago

The neighborhood meeting was clear and informative. It helped us in the neighborhood make some
good decisions.
21 days ago

Both experiences were great officers friendly and professional.
21 days ago

Much better than Sherrif's office. They are cowboys.
21 days ago
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Officers were polite and appropriate.
21 days ago

I have had no contact with the city of Greenville Police with in the last 3 years.
21 days ago

They have been professional and reasonable.
22 days ago

My experience has been very frustrating. I have seen absolutely NO police interest or pursuit of fugitives
who are on the run from from Family Court/Civil Court Orders.
22 days ago

No direct contact
22 days ago

I overall feel fine about GPD.
22 days ago

NA
22 days ago

I am not sure if you mean in general or in the instance above. While I totally understand that a police
officer sees a lot of wonderful things humanity has to offer but they also see the absolute worst things
we are capable of and it can change them. I took/take that fact deep into my heart and I have always
been willing to give authorities the benefit of the doubt. That being said I find in general Law
Enforcement is as a whole forget that part of their mission is to "Protect & Serve" and they readily
approach ALL citizens with an unnecessary use of an authoritative attitude. In my opinion most citizens
already respect Law Enforcement's authority and that respect should be reciprocated as human to
human contact. If and when a citizen questions them it should be recognized that is the citizens right to
do so as long as it's in a non-threatening way.
22 days ago

Always kind an peaceful
22 days ago

That experience was good i have had others that where not
22 days ago

I’ve only had one negative issue that I can remember and that was with Ofc Klausen(sp?) I explain the
issue to another officer who said he would take care of it.
22 days ago

Usually prompt (mine were not exactly emergency calls), but always courteous response
22 days ago

We interacted with the Greenville Police Department in Leadership Greenville. They were professional
and informative. We visited their training facility on Mauldin road and learned about their training, their
hardships, and current areas of concern.
22 days ago

Probably four or five officers responded, with all those cars in the street in front of my business, which I
thought was a little out of proportion to the call made.
22 days ago

Again, I am in support of our policemen and am thankful they risk their lives for us. I just had one
unfortunate experience that I described above. My lesson: let someone's pocketbook be stolen!
22 days ago

Even though it is a small department, the GPD is well equipped to handle a wide range of potential
criminal activity. They work hard to promote the concept of community policing. Everyone is responsible
for creating an environment which reduces the chance for criminal activity.
22 days ago
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Response was incredibly slow, but officers were polite.
22 days ago

Police are the best, easiest to talk to, pleasant n informative... talked with several police at a gathering for
The Silent Americans...I pray for our police safety n thank them for their selfless service to protect us all
22 days ago

The officers were cordial, but not warm or very informative. They also made some stereotypical
comments regarding my situation and others who find themselves in abusive relationships.
22 days ago

They've always been responsive and respectful.
22 days ago

Its been several years, but they were very helpful in both an identity theft case, and assisting Furman
police department when my car was broken into along with several others while at Timmons Arena for a
work event.
22 days ago

The police never showed up to write up the car accident. After calling 9-11 twice... being transferred &
disconnected three times when calling the Greenville Police department only having them to transfer me
to a non working number. Then finally speaking to a person who was lackadaisical... told me she had
dispatched an officer... then after waiting 45 minutes I called the same number back & the dispatcher
with all lackluster of a snail said she would transfer me to another department to find out the status
which turned out to be a non working number... the person who hit me in the rear while stopped at a
traffic light... exchanged information & left after waiting for 58 minutes in the heat.
22 days ago

I received a ticket for 7 miles over AND was forcibly detained on the side of the road while the officer
LECTURED me on highways are sideways blah blah blah - just give me the damn ticket
22 days ago

All the officers I've interacted with are all professional, courteous, hard-working individuals. I feel very
safe living, working, and socializing in Greenville County.
22 days ago

Thank you all very much for your service to our city. I pray for you often. Few are willing or capable of
doing what each of you do every day. Please know it is greatly appreciated.
22 days ago

I work at a retail establishment and the CBD police are always great to work with.
22 days ago

I was treated with respect. As I showed him respect.
22 days ago

Employee theft - police were not helpful and case never went anywhere.
22 days ago

Very thankful for the men and women who offer themselves for my personal safety.
22 days ago

They are very professional and courteous.
22 days ago

Officers I chat with while my family is out and about are extremely courteous and professional. Keep up
the great work and know that we stand behind you!
22 days ago

In less than 12 minutes, two law enforcement vehicles were on the scene. Great response time. I directly
spoke with an officer and provided photos from my phone to assist the officers in finding the individual.
The officer was very polite and helpful.
22 days ago
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They were extremely professional and offered options to the person and me. I felt as though they treated
everyone fair and with no force necessary.
22 days ago

No experience - no contact.
22 days ago

Have not had one.
22 days ago

Professional and exemplary.
22 days ago

I have not had direct experience, but every officer I see is kind and polite.
22 days ago

The officers that I encountered were efficient. They did not make me feel warm and fuzzy. I was always
on my guard. They were a lot more authoratative when speaking to me
22 days ago

The officers I encountered were attentive, helpful, and obviously focused on being public servants during
these interactions.
22 days ago

Response time sucked for an accident at I385 & Pleasantburg.
22 days ago

officers always friendly and willing to assist
22 days ago

Pulled over a 5am while not speeding. Officer said my license plate light was out while speeding down
Church St in opposite direction. How’d he even see it. Then proceeded to question where I was going
which I refused to answer
22 days ago

The officers seemed to care about my well being. They were interested in getting to the bottom of the
crime. They also seemed a little numb to the impact of the crime on me and my family (we had tools
stolen from a shed in our old neighborhood).
22 days ago

I wrote the mayor and asked why motorcyclists are allowed to make very excessive noise on Main Street
Greenville. The mayor forwarded my letter to the police department. An officer replied and said that the
police cannot catch the violators due to traffic congestion. I could catch them BECAUSE of the traffic
congestion. I can usually walked faster than the traffic. The officer just blew me off with a stupid answer.
22 days ago

I have a son who is Schizophrenic. I called for help while leaving the grocery store with him and fully
explained the situation. I finally got him to walk home and Iwas going to drop the groceries at his house.
The dispatcher told me she would feel better if someone came to escort me to his house. I waited and
waited at the grocery store but no one came. I kept hearing lots of sirens up the street. When I went to
the scene the police had decided to confront my son while he was walking instead of coming to me. They
had him in an ambulance and they had tased him. One of the officers touched my son and he fought. My
son loves in a reality where everyone is a transformed alien. He is terrified of being snatched and never
seen again. You can imagine how he fought for his life. The police need more training on mental illness.
The next week an officer was needed for my son again. This officer kept his distance, talked calmly and
my son willingly went with him. It was in stark contrast to the previous week's experience. The police
have an unbelievably difficult job. I know mental health issues vary tremendously but some good training
on basic tactics for dealing with a person in a full blown episode is missing from many of the officers.
22 days ago

Very professional conversation.
22 days ago

Friendly
22 days ago
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We have a strong and respectable team & their commitment and sacrifice is honorable and truly
appreciated. It’s disturbing to say the least of disrespect that is know shown to these Men and Women.
22 days ago

I was shouted at agressively to "get off the trail" when walking through a small section of the Swamp
Rabbit near my home. I explained to the officer that I was indeed 10 feet away from getting off the trail if
he didn't stop me at that point. It was not a very pleasant interaction. This was at the start of the
pandemic when City of Greenville decided to start closing random parts of the swamp rabbit.
22 days ago

I called the police to come to my home because I believed there was an intruder. They took 45 minutes to
arrive. Another time, I was a victim of a crime and the response I got was almost patronizing. Until I took
the matter to a higher level of officer.
22 days ago

Neither good or bad. Police do not readily interact with the public. They stand off stone cold with an
attitude about them. A stick up their butt so to speak.
22 days ago

I just feel safe as I know several officers with gpd
22 days ago

Cordial; professional; efficient; effective
22 days ago

Only experience was when I was carrying a heavy box and a couple blocks from my car in summer heat
and I jay walked across an intersection, I was stopped by the police. After telling me I was jaywalking, he
kindly gave me a ride to my car. Thank you.
22 days ago

Great deal of respect for GPD
22 days ago

The Greenville county police are well trained and respectful. My only issue is they are severally unstaffed
and can only respond to crime scenes. Not prevent Crime. In my experience of being broken into.
Nothing ever came of the criminals even with security camera footage.
22 days ago

they are cordial and present
22 days ago

I called in a suspicious vehicle in the Augusta Rd library parking lot one evening. Police came and checked
it out.
22 days ago

Calls to the Greenville Police Department and 911 dispatchers are always answered promptly and
courteously. Response has always been instantaneous.
22 days ago

I am a law abiding citizen who respects the police. I am grateful for their presence in the community and
for the care and safety they provide. I am appalled at the horrible treatment these men and women in
uniform are experiencing as they go about doing their job to protect our community. It’s sickening and
the abuse of the officers should be stopped by any means possible.
22 days ago

The officers with whom I have had contact with are courteous, able to keep a situation calm and ask for
thorough information.
22 days ago

No interaction in the last 3 years
22 days ago

On every encounter with the police, traffic stop, traffic accident, forums etc every officer has been very
polite and professional
22 days ago
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I have not needed them for anything personally, thankfully, but I have seen them respond to calls in my
area. They are always calm and professional.
22 days ago

Courteous officer
22 days ago

No problems at all. I support the police, 100%! Thank you to the men and women in blue who protect us!
22 days ago

Multiple thefts at our home with no results from Police
22 days ago

I work in a public school in downtown Greenville and all policemen and women have always been such a
positive presence
22 days ago

Great police officers.
22 days ago

I have had zero interactions!
22 days ago

Always polite and professional
22 days ago

Having lived on main st for many years I was the victim of numerous auto break ins, minor petty crimes
and things like mail theft. To my knowledge zero of these incidents ever resulted in any follow up
information delivered to me by GPD. I stopped making the PD aware because it just added complication
to the situation with zero benefit to me or other citizens.
22 days ago

They were respectful and nice and came and told me the result of speaking with the teens and the one
teen's parents.
22 days ago

The officer did not want to file a report on the incident UNTIL a friend who is an attorney stopped (he
was nearby) to check on us and insisted on a report. I had already asked for one since my insurance
company was on the phone and said they required a report. The officer complied to the attorney’s
request, but not mine (I was in the accident; he was just stopping to help.)
22 days ago

The traffic stop was pleasant and was a courtesy check in or something. The officer was very kind. The
other time I was a victim of a hit and run during a high speed police chase and in that instance the
officers were very sweet yo wait with me until the highway patrol showed up. However, one experience I
had with a desk officer who answered the phone when I called to complain about noise issues...plain and
simple was a jerk. He was rude and disrespectful and refused to help me and actually ended up hanging
up on me. Typically, I would not tolerate that and would’ve followed up on it but life got too busy in that
moment and I left it alone. This did not leave a very good impression and I understand that noise isn’t a
murder or drug bust or anything BUT I live in the City of Greenville and I expect more from my police
dept. This was an ongoing issue and I wanted the issue documented as being reported and he refused.
When I specifically identified the area and section of law that was potentially being broken, he was
unable to assist. As a result, I dealt with it myself and the issue is now resolved.
22 days ago

indifference
22 days ago

Didn't think it was necessary to come for me for a simple traffic violation running priority 1. I, along with
others got over thinking an officer needed to get to a major crime, but nope...just me for driving 12 over.
22 days ago

Officer who responds to my calls at my business makes us all feel safe
22 days ago
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I’ve never interacted with them
22 days ago

A drunk driver hit and run occured at my neighbor's house. The officers who responded found the guilty
party within one hour and even circled back to give us all an update. We went back to bed knowing that
the person would not be back on the road that night.
22 days ago

Stop sign was promptly replaced
22 days ago

Someone had tried to pry open our back door
22 days ago

I have not had any experience with GPD other than being in a seminar with some officers.
22 days ago

The officer was very supportive and helpful and I was extreamly impressed at the level of dedication and
professionalism.
22 days ago

They are always professional
22 days ago

n/a
22 days ago

They are not as friendly as they used to be years ago. I almost feel contempt from them despite NEVER
having criminal issues
22 days ago

I see police in alot of areas around Greenville, tells me they are looking after all of us
22 days ago

Just a brief interaction in the community saying “hello” with my son.
22 days ago

Always polite, kind, professional
22 days ago

I complain occasionally about loud motorcycles and some automobiles which disrupt outdoor dining and
general enjoyment of our streets. Officers say they must catch offenders in the act, which they say is
impossible, but anyone can read the license plate of offending motorists and I believe police could make
arrests if they chose to, but it's always an argumant
22 days ago

I have met many policemen and women in Greenville under various circumstances. They have always
been professional and helpful.
22 days ago

One officer was exceedingly professional. Still gave me a ticket but exceedingly professional. Another
other was disconnected and seemed unable to do his job with any degree of competence. Quite a
contrast.
22 days ago

There should be a city ordinance prohibiting citizend from obstructingsidewalks. i wastold there is no
such ordanceand therefore,the police couldnot stop tje harassment of mybusoness.
22 days ago

We live off of Greenville Blvd. Not sure if there are EVER police officers along the stretch from Charles
Blvd to 14th Street, but cars are going 80 miles an hour, and racing there.
22 days ago
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There have been occasions when I observed police presence but felt they could have been more attuned
or observant to the surrounds.
22 days ago

Police do not speak or greet citizens in the community.
22 days ago

Valid stop for license plate sticker. Officer was very polite and professional.
22 days ago

I feel things have really improved over the past year.
22 days ago

good follow up and communication at the scene
22 days ago

I think they do an excellent job
22 days ago

I don't have any experiences to be able to offer opinions
22 days ago

I was arrested in handcuffs from my home for a traffic violation ("disregarding the direction of a traffic
officer"), which is not even a misdemeanor!! I spent the next nine hours with a lot of criminals who were
in for drugs, assault, attempted murder and similar things. I was not offered food. I USED to believe the
police were indeed "Peace Officers," but that idea is quickly being quashed.
22 days ago

I do not have any experience, but I am concerned about doing a universal survey. In this climate of
division, people are
not truthful; bigoted; mentally compromised, etc.
22 days ago

generally helpful and willing to assist
22 days ago

An officer was supposed to respond to my neighborhood to retrieve the wallet but never showed up so I
took it to the station.
22 days ago

See previous notes.
22 days ago

About two and a half hours following the traffic stop in question, three burly officers (with three police
cars) took me away in handcuffs, for “disobeying direction of a traffic officer!” I spent the next nine hours
at the Greenville Detention Center and was never offered food nor anything else. I am nearly a senior
citizen, and this was my first "run-in" with police in over thirty years! I innocently made the incorrect
assumption that the officer was releasing me, but instead, I spent a night in hell, before my wife picked
me up at 2:30 am at the Detention Center. The case is still not settled, as the officer in question refuses
to throw out the charge, although I have no priors.
22 days ago

they were all very professional and polite
22 days ago

I just gave a positive image of the GPD
22 days ago

No experience
22 days ago

No experience.
22 days ago
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Don't have experience with them.
22 days ago

I notice them speeding sometimes on park at shift changes - I live near the jail downtown.
22 days ago

Always responsive and pleasant
22 days ago

I find it amazing when the Mayor of Greenville put a mandatory order on wearing a face mask, but I see
groups of GPD officers standing in groups, and they aren’t wearing masks. If we are ALL ordered, then
they should be too.
22 days ago

Haven't had contact. You need to fix your survey!
22 days ago

Absolutely awful
22 days ago

5 years ago I had problem with parking issues at my place of business. The police arrived and handled it
very professionally and were polite.
22 days ago

The time was near 2 a.m. and the officer showed great restraint in shining a light into my window. He
politely informed me the music was far too loud, politely asked me to turn it down. I really appreciated
the positive interaction and was treated with courtesy and respect even though it was obvious this was
my error.
22 days ago

I have only interacted with one officer that was not at the same professional level as the others when it
come to dealing with my guests or myself at the hotel
22 days ago

They ask questions like where are you headed when doing a traffic stop. When they should just be telling
you why you were pulled over.
22 days ago

The officer seemed arrogant and unwilling to listen to community input. However, he was far more polite
than the county deputy
22 days ago

This would be related to my witnessing a crime not generally
22 days ago

The officers were always very professional
22 days ago

I hated getting stopped for speeding...but I was...the officer was professional and competent...I was going
37 in a 30 mph...my neighbor on the other hand had a home invader try to break into their home at 3
am...the police got there in 8 minutes...the invader had left the scene of another crime...It took 8n
minutes for them to get there...it is so very comforting to know the police are there to handle the
situations homeowners do not need to handle...
22 days ago

With the police you are guilty till proven innocent they treat you like crap in fact the entire Greenville
system treats you like a criminal even though you did nothing wrong
22 days ago

The police officers were respectful and supportive.
22 days ago
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I was stopped for turning right against the light at Academy right by the railroad tracks. There is a "no
turn on red" sign there, but it's on a line that is diagonal, so for the last 8 years I have thought it was to
control people turning onto Academy St. I was stopped, although the officers didn't ticket me.
22 days ago

Very bullying and inconsistent in execution
22 days ago

The deputy that approached me gave me wrong information. (Said I could not be sitting still on a major
road waiting for carline and this was confirmed later to be incorrect) but even when I tried to have
respectful dialogue with him and ask questions he was not willing to listen to me, or discuss the situation
with that school administration like I asked. Acted like I was a threat. All the power of his position went to
his head.
22 days ago

As much needed, police officers forget they are here to serve and protect the people not to oppressing
them
22 days ago

Have always had positive experiences with Greenville police officers.
22 days ago

Capable, trustworthy and doing a good job.
22 days ago

Called about drunk man walking down Farris in a hospital gown. Asked police to make sure he did not get
run over. Dispatch spent a really long time asking if he was armed. Then then sent a patrolman who
gathered him up. He had walked out of the hospital.
22 days ago

Friendly, professional, caring
22 days ago

Greenville City police have always appeared professional, approachable, and respectful from my view.
22 days ago

In the above mentioned situation, there were 5 officers on property & 5 cars, which was an unnecessary
amount. One officer was completely rude & acted as if I was the issue and not the alleged "victim" of a
domestic dispute.
22 days ago

The officer arrested everyone in the car bc he found a tiny bit of drugs and nobody claimed it. He went
out of his way to be a prick.
22 days ago

Me and my wife were pulled over due to someone stealing my tag and putting it on a stolen car. When
we were pulled over the rookie cop would not tell us why they pulled us over and guns pointed at us like
we were John Dillinger or something. This policy has to change! They searched our car and searched my
wife’s bag.
22 days ago

We have worked with Chief Ken Miller to open dialogue within the minority community.
22 days ago

Probably about 10 years ago, our car rear bumper was vandalized with a black liquid substance while
parked in Walmart parking lot on Woodruff Rd. Because we had groceried needing refrigeration, when I
went inside to make a Walmart claim for police report, they said a police officer would come to our home
for the report. An officer did come and make a report, however, no one was found and acused for this
violation of property.
22 days ago

Haven’t had interaction but I fully support our law enforcement here in Greenville.
22 days ago
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It is outstanding.
22 days ago

Very good but I believe we can and should recruit more officers of color, encourage GDP to allocate an
officer to be part of community outreach in plain clothes, train all officers on best practices for people
experiencing homelessness, establish a Homeless Court to strengthen relationships between people
experiencing homelessness, service providers, public defenders, and GDP. I believe our officers truly care
but the community lacks long term solutions. I have seen officers go above and beyond in their response
but know the lack of solutions requires their time to be used in an inefficient way.
22 days ago

Of course no traffic tickets are wanted but I did receive one a few months ago. I didn’t like it but officer
handled it good for the most part. I did what he asked and no issues
22 days ago

I follow the GPD Instagram page and am always impressed with the positive community work the police
department is doing. They seem to try really hard to have a positive impact on young people in the
community. It seems like a model department, and I would love to see more money going into raising
their salaries rather than spending an astronomical amount on more commercial space, I.e, the country
square. Downtown Greenville can only be successful if people feel safe walking the streets during the day
and in the evenings.
22 days ago

Officers were very professional & helpful. They brought in various departments to help with the
investigation.
22 days ago

The officer was polite and explained what I did wrong. He advised me how to move from my position and
he protected my vehicle from other traffic.
22 days ago

Never had any interaction. A few officers have lived in my neighborhood and were good neighbors to
have.
22 days ago

I met Chief Miller several times at community meetings and really liked him. I was very disappointed to
hear of his ethical lapse.
22 days ago

Officer made report and was very polite. I don't feel the police department ever took action. I solved
crime myself.
22 days ago

very professional, very timely and very respectable
22 days ago

Office was not very friendly, short, and it was for a ten miles I was going over the speed limit.
22 days ago

Where are the officers???
22 days ago

Officer came out about a stolen item in my yard. He was very good.
22 days ago

All of the officers I have observed have been professional and helpful.
22 days ago

I've interacted with dozens of GPD officers while downtown for work and leisure. All of the officers I've
interacted with have been friendly and professional.
22 days ago
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I was accused of making it up. I wasn't but even if I been they could have filed the report and kept
opinions to themselves. Much less likely to report crime in the future now. It was a waste of time and I
was degraded
22 days ago

I was just moving here and had out of state plates. Person who hit me was resident and seemed to know
everyone. Clearly appeared to me bias to the other party. Ticket ultimately dismissed and insurance
conpanies assigned responsibility much differently than police officer. I was called by officer twice trying
to get me to accept fault. Whole think convinced me there was a good old boy network in place. I am now
a resident but have not lived here long enough to expect I am part of that network. Seemed very small
town to me.
23 days ago

I am a 17 year old girl who slightly talked back to the cop that pulled me over for running a stop sign that
I do not believe I ran. The cop placed his hand on his gun as if he was going to pull it on me. I showed
zero signs of aggression. This is unacceptable
23 days ago

They are overall a good group of officers.
23 days ago

It was fine. They tried to be informative and a bit friendly while still exuding authority over the situation.
23 days ago

Regarding the protest at the Confederate monuments on Main St. near the Springwood Cemetery this
summer, I was very disappointed that the police didn't disperse the Sons of Confederate Veterans
members who arrived early and took over the space that Bruce Wilson had reserved for 10:00 that
morning. It was almost an hour before his group was able to occupy the space they had reserved and
received a permit for.
23 days ago

My husband is a type 1 diabetic and was having a medical emergence. I called 911 and they arrived.
Because of his being glucose low his behavior was erratic. They worked with me and him to finally calm
him which allowed the EMS to administer the care he needed. In both incidences the police conducted
themselves with professionalism, courteously and efficiently.
23 days ago

The police handled the case extremely professionally and courteously.
23 days ago

I've always had positive interactions with the city police department. I attended one of the BLM protests
and was impressed by the responsible hands off approach demonstrated by the police.
23 days ago

This is mostly because recently dozens of police brandishing automatic weapons descended upon my
neighborhood for what turned out to be a "false alarm." Having dozens of police brandishing automatic
weapons feels...never right unless there is an active shooter in a very public area, and even then it would
still worry me about that many police with that much firepower.
23 days ago

We have had no dealings with the GPD.
23 days ago

One of the officers directing us (School Bus Drivers) when dropping off students did so in an arrogant,
discourteous manner using a gruff, commanding, condescending tone of voice, which was not
appreciated.
23 days ago

Officer stopped me because of malfunctioning tail light. Extremely professional and courteous. Thanked
him for reminding me to get the light repaired.
23 days ago

The officers are very visible downtown and always professional. The way they open and close streets for
festivals and manage the crowd is excellent. I see them while riding on the Swamp Rabbit Trail and their
visibility makes me feel safe.
23 days ago
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Doing a great job!!
23 days ago

As an elderly person, I have not had any direct contact to be able to observe them in action.
23 days ago

A daytime garage petty robbery occurred at the home next door while the owners were home and we
were also home with our grandchildren. The police response was excellent!
23 days ago

Very positive, very professional , Thanks,
23 days ago

The officers were knowledgeable about the law, professional, and efficient.
23 days ago

Shortly after I left the one of the most recent BLM protests, I read testimonials and news from witnesses
that peaceful protestors were being arrested, tear gassed, and had concussion grenades thrown at them.
I saw several eye witness videos that confirmed this. Who cares if they were there past curfew? They were
peaceful and the officers present (I heard there were over 40 present for 15 protestors), just escalated
the situation with their response. Also, I have pictures of an officer getting out of a van during the protest
at about 4pm and cocking a gun as he did so. Why??? To scare us?? This is unacceptable behavior that
incites fear and violence into a community it should be serving.
23 days ago

Neutral. I have not had direct contact with the GPD.
23 days ago

I felt the Chief was attentive but both he and I know the department has no interest in solving a “ solved “
crime. That being the murder of Lt. Frank Looper
23 days ago

I’ve never had direct contact or experience with GPD
23 days ago

I’ve never had a direct experience or contact with them
23 days ago

The police tried to be helpful but were unable to do anything about the trespasser/vagrant living and
trashing my property because they can't catch him in the act.
23 days ago

NA
23 days ago

I have had no experience with the police department at all
23 days ago

I have not had one on one with the Greenville Police Department in many years but when I did I was
living downtown and the situation arose from a loose dog that went after my dog and wound up biting
me. The police were super responsive and demonstrated concern. I felt "protected."
23 days ago

Don’t come when called out...
23 days ago

professional and courteous
23 days ago

Have not had a direct experience, see #2
23 days ago

Greenville has an amazing force that we should be proud of
23 days ago
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The police officers were highly professional in their actions and demeanor.
23 days ago

Needs people training! Autism is needed because it was highly noted they help with search. Autistic
children grow up to drive, be part of society. Community support is needed.
23 days ago

have had no experience
23 days ago

No personal experience - just observations
23 days ago

Officer was polite and I was actually speeding. When I informed him that I had a CWP, he handled it in
very professional manner and it didnt seem to bother him--which it shouldnt. So overall as good as a
getting a ticket can be I guess.
23 days ago

N/A
23 days ago

N/A -- No direct contact with Police
23 days ago

Very helpful
23 days ago

The officer was hired for an event at our facility and when asked to keep a door closed (as required by
our CEO) he refused and was very aggressive in his response to myself and another employee.
23 days ago

Very professional and dedicated
23 days ago

These guys and ladies are professional, courteous, and aware. Love seeing them out and about at
restaurants etc. They are always friendly.
23 days ago

N/a
23 days ago

See comment below
23 days ago

I've had good experiences with them, but I also saw them slam a drunk man on the pavement. His pants
were half mast and non violent, just incoherent. Not the best first impression moving here
23 days ago

Two police officers often came to our community meetings. They were very arrogant and made several
discriminatory inferences about those causesing disturbances without actually knowing who in fact was
causing problems.
23 days ago

I have only had minor experience with the police as I am a law abiding citizen. But I see their interactions
with others on the news and TV.
23 days ago

Acting police chief unnecessarily took actions which escalated tensions and nearly caused a
confrontation when march was ending. Police need much more training on de-escalation.
23 days ago

I do not take drugs or commit crimes that cause the police to have to engage with me in a negative
manner.
23 days ago
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They responded quickly to the call, but did not collect evidence at the scene.
23 days ago

Very professional and courteous
23 days ago

Courteous, polite and no nonsense
23 days ago

Polite, to the point, empathetic
23 days ago

Very quick to respond, kind and were very thorough
23 days ago

Friendly and professional.
23 days ago

Indifferent
23 days ago

Okay
23 days ago

Officer Burnett was thorough and took the time to address the neighbors, answer questions, share
safety tips and give us his card to contact at any time.
23 days ago

No personal experience other than a brief "hello" when passing an officer on the street.
23 days ago

We are too new here. No interaction with Greenville police.
23 days ago

I observed the police control opposing groups at a demonstration with tact.
23 days ago

In both instances the officer was extremely professional and helpful
23 days ago

The few officers I have had interaction with are nothing short of amazing. They have always treated me
with respect and dignity no matter the situation.
23 days ago

We have not had any contact with the police dept.
23 days ago

I have no relevant personal experiences to rate.
23 days ago

Okag
23 days ago

I think about the impressive Greenville law enforcement representatives I met thru the ride along and
Citizens Academy often while watching reports about the riots and confrontations in Seattle and
Portland. I am so grateful for the competence and compassion I saw in every police officer and
supervisor I spoke with and learned from. Really impressive at all levels.
23 days ago

No real interaction since they mostly stay in their cars on their cell phones. They could walk around some
and meet and chat with people.
24 days ago
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Always professional and friendly
24 days ago

No problems
24 days ago

After my house was broken into while I was not at home, the officer's suggestion to me was to get a gun.
I never want to do that and it made me very uncomfortable that he even suggested it to me.
24 days ago

I called 911 when one of my nephews was struck by a car. The fire department came quickly, no police
officer was even dispatched. I had to call 911 three times before an officer notified. When the officer
finally arrived he showed no interest in doing his job.
24 days ago

Both accidents I drove by had a cop directing traffic that was screaming rude comments to ppl. The cops
seem like they are at max stress level with veins popping out of their necks, just trying to direct traffic. Its
not that complicated...
24 days ago

Officers are rude, they get a lot of our tax dollars, and they treat everyday citizens so poorly. The officers
that smile and wave, make me feel safe and welcome.
24 days ago

I work late in the village of West Greenville. If I leave the village after 2 am, I get pulled over. Once I had a
tail light out, once 1 of 2 tag lights were out, three times officers said it was a safety check? Two other
times, they gave no reason, but kept my info,when they were running my info, for about 30 minutes. I
feel harassed, by the local traffic cops.
I drive the longway now to avoid these people. Everytime they pulled me over with my wife they seemed
ok, but I were alone it was really disturbing.
24 days ago

Not nice
Too aggresive
24 days ago

I’ve had no personal contact.
24 days ago

First time calling the officer seemed more concerned about the suspect than us. Second time the officers
never even asked us questions!
24 days ago

Wasn’t a good experience but he didn’t have to be so accusing like he was
24 days ago

N/A
24 days ago

I was pulled over for Traffic Violation, and had an OUT of STATE WARRANT, I was treated with DIGNITY
and DECENCY. even though I was arrested, it was the MOST HUMAN EXPERIENCE I have EVER
Experienced by a POLICE OFFICER, Considering, I have lived in FIVE or other STATES and many Encounters
with POLICE which left me with TRAUMATIC Experiences that I still Suppress and receive THERAPY from,
Yet My ENCOUNTER with GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA POLICE (SHERIFF and POLICE) gave me HOPE
that ALL IS NOT LOST, SOUTH CAROLINA has the GOLD STANDARD for POLICING and I Salute the ENTIRE
STATE of POLICING for HONOR, DIGNITY, DECENCY which the Police DISPLAY-OFFICER THOMAS MOOR,
THANK YOU-21 GUN SALUTE!!
24 days ago

Have never had interaction with police
24 days ago

Professional, deliberate, non emotional
24 days ago
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It has been along time since my last traffic ticket in Gville, but I have nearly always been treated with
respect and kindness by the police here in Gville. Except when a policeman harassed me as a teenager
and threatened me which was never reported. I don't think he works for the police anymore.
24 days ago

They made note of it. Didn’t want to see video. Didn’t show interest in how person got to house.
24 days ago

They have always been professional and showed concern in all situations.
24 days ago

I feel safe in my neighborhood.
24 days ago

My elderly neighbor was being taken advantage of by the evil people that took over her house.
24 days ago

Based on my understanding of the video evidence involving the Cox brother, the police did not preform
their duties.
24 days ago

Their presence in the neighborhood and checking on my neighbor caused the criminals to disappear.
Thank you so much!
24 days ago

Greenville Police are great. Let them do there job
24 days ago

I am a 70 y/o Black woman, subjected to "a routine traffic stop," One kop approached on driver side and
demanded that I let my back window down. On the other side, I was approached with GUN DRAWN by
kop who came up behind me on passenger side.
24 days ago

The only problem was related to the situation mentioned above. Family member requested the
individual not be contacted by police unless she was informed first. Apparently an officer came across
the report and didn’t notice that request and went ahead and called the person, which inflamed him.
24 days ago

Officer courteous, and was helpful In that I didn’t have to make the trip to the station to turn the wallet
in.
24 days ago

Some young men broke into our house and the police did a good job. Some of our stuff was actually
returned.
This was over 3 years ago though.
24 days ago

Rude, unhelpful, cocky, I’ve called as a victim and was arrested in turn, and due to shoddy investigations
from a report against me, was falsely arrested and it took more than a year and a $10,000 lawyer to get a
misdemeanor charge that ruined my career off my record and expunged. Crappy treatment in the
detention center. Should be reported and investigated but I’m always too traumatized to follow up upon
release.
24 days ago

The officer responding to the accident was calm, efficient and professional.
24 days ago

I haven't had any contact with police in a looong time.
24 days ago

They all acted like they had some sort of superiority over me, as if they were God.
24 days ago
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The young white male Officer was most kind Even though he was writing me a ticket!!
24 days ago

I feel they are overall a good police force. Definitely not an easy job.
24 days ago

My answer was no to the previous question
24 days ago

Again, we need animal control 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
24 days ago

I have had no interaction.
24 days ago

A lady pulled out in front of me and I totaled my car. I was distraught and tried to pull my insurance up
on my phone. I couldn't log ik n my mind was blank. My insurance officer gave the deputy my ik info but
he still cited me for no insurance. Because of this i had to go to court 1 month later and show proof well i
had no car and out of work because of the accident. I couldn't. Ad a result my license suspended and are
still suspended when i did nothing wrong. The officer made me stand there in the road when i told him
my chest hurt and i felt i needed to go to the hospital. Later I was told I had a bruised sternum. Not to
mention the amount of bruising on my abdomen from the seatbelt.and a black eye from the airbag.
24 days ago

An officer approached me in my own neighborhood, walking alone, asking if I had seen a dog. The way
he drove slowly behind me without using his lights, I thought he was following me and I got very scared.
24 days ago

Good
25 days ago

When I reach out to police, I have had good experiences. I have witnessed some behavior at public
events and gatherings that did not sit as well with me.
25 days ago

It was somewhat difficult to navigate the system after someone falsely reported an employee and we
had to work with the GPD to resolve the issue.
25 days ago

All of the police officers have been most professional. Participated in a meeting with the Chief and senior
officers to discuss the use of drones.
25 days ago

GPD was respectful and kind to me. They have always been kind to my children.
25 days ago

None
25 days ago

When is a traffic stop interaction ever good exactly? When they're relatively nice and give you a warning?
25 days ago

The younger, more inexperienced cops are sometimes very rude in downtown Greenville. The older,
more experienced cops seem friendly and helpful.
25 days ago

I have NOT had any direct contact with the GPD.
25 days ago

slow response
25 days ago

I have never had a positive interaction with Greenville police.
25 days ago
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I feel that they have to work better with Hispanic
25 days ago

Police should not be in unmarked cars. They should be there to provide for public safety, not generate
revenue.
25 days ago

Response time was thirty minutes or more.
25 days ago

I don’t remember the officer’s name, but he was kind and professional.......and I really was speeding!
25 days ago

At one of the BLM protests downtown, I was at the very back and heard several officers making fun of
protestors and making comments about how the organizers are unorganized. I was appalled and
disappointed by their attitude. They even made one towards me like they thought I’d laugh.
25 days ago

Street behind me has traffic greatly exceeding limit; 3 days one week, an officer ran his radar. Many were
caught, but location of his car encouraged slower speeds. Before and since, no enforcement. I'd REALLY
like something done
25 days ago

No experience
25 days ago

Any time I call or have dealt with GPD I have at all times felt respected and comfortable. I appreciate all
the hardwork and difficult decisions that come with being a police officer, especially at such a challenging
time.
25 days ago

This is a ridiculous survey question. I just said I had not had any experience with the police in three years,
so how can I describe the situation or rate the experience? This doesn't inspire confidence in the Citizen
Advisory Committee.
25 days ago

I haven’t had any encounters
25 days ago

I three been 2 other occasions that I called I do not feel respond was reasonable. Man had chickens and
burns the trash from them terrible smell, they didn’t check it out. Another incident. Was a blue car drivin
st lease 80 down Parkins mill every evening. I finally followed him and called in the plate and I got all this
run around why they couldn’t ck it out. I knew the car was I. Neighbor hood , wanted to tell me couldn’t
run a check as I might just be vindictive. No I hoped I might be saving a life. I dint appreciate their
response to those things. .
25 days ago

The men and women who serve and protect our community are brave, diligent, and, most of all, human!
But I don't know of a better way to fight crime. And, heaven forbid, if the police are disbanded and a
panel of citizens takes their place then who will show up at my home if I am taken hostage? How will the
judicial system handle the evidence collected? Who will collect that evidence?
25 days ago

None
25 days ago

Very friendly!
25 days ago

My son committed a crime. I think some undo force was used but cant fully confirm as i wasn't witness.
25 days ago
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I haven’t personally had any interaction but based on the lack of patrolling that seems to occur on the
roads, I’m not a fan. Maybe if more people were ticketed for poor driving out insurance rates wouldn’t be
so ridiculous
25 days ago

My personal experience has been unremarkable (neither good nor bad experiences).
25 days ago

I haven't had any interaction with the Police. I do commend them for keeping the rioters from our city.
25 days ago

No experience with them.
25 days ago

Not always friendly at city events...ie. Fall for Greenville...they should always acknowledge a citizen when
thy are spoken to.
25 days ago

Casually aproached a police officer when he was close by.
25 days ago

From my interactions, seem very well trained and versed in dealing with persons who suffer substance
abuse problems. Patient, courteous and respectful.
25 days ago

Polite and courteous
25 days ago

Ive been working downtown for 6 years so I see the same officers patrolling on foot or working
community events outdoors. They are not very personable.
25 days ago

My tag had expired and I was not aware. The officer just told me to go and get the new one. He was very
helpful and kind.
25 days ago

I wasn't harmed by the officer, but the officer did nothing about me being assaulted in my front yard.
25 days ago

Someone was stealing our plants out of our garden at 1:00 a.m.! The officers who responded couldn't
have been nicer and handled the situation better.
25 days ago

The response to the situation could have been much better
25 days ago

Our Police are great!
25 days ago

I am concerned for the “bro” mentality among officers and other armed forces/first responders. Where
they wouldn’t treat investigating their own peers as seriously as someone else.
25 days ago

Based on comments I have been witness, some officers have a bias to certain neighborhoods and citizen.
They have made negative comments to white citizens regarding certain communities without realizing
that the individual lives in that community and their opinion was not solicited nor correct. And all black
men are unfairly picked on (i.e. - stopped for tag light out, only when the individual ask to look at the tag
light, the tag light was working properly, the officer states' must be a short'; no apology for the stop, but
the officer felt it was justified. Other negative experiences fall under previous leadership. But overall, as a
black person the direct experiences have not been positive nor do I feel they protect or serve all the
citizens.
25 days ago

My experience with GPD was very positive.
25 days ago
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I have had one extended direct contact. They did not show ID and repeatedly asked for my name and
where I lived without cause.
25 days ago

It was a speed trap. I can’t complain too much because I WAS speeding.
25 days ago

Haven’t had any direct contact
25 days ago

I was victim of identity theft and attempted robbery of $2100. I filed report and received follow up letter. I
called with further info and received no return call.
25 days ago

Officers were kind and polite and used discernment to resolve the issue without writing a ticket
25 days ago

GPD are some of the best trained in the world
25 days ago

These men and women are wonderful. They’re polite, helpful and brave everyday. I feel blessed to have
such great law enforcement officers and staff.
25 days ago

Greatly appreciate all of our police force.
26 days ago

I have never had any negative experience with Greenville PD. They have always been excellent to work
with.
26 days ago

Neighborhood police and they r all great
26 days ago

Officer was extremely rude, and pulled me over for going less than 5 miles over the speed limit when
people around me were going 20 over.
26 days ago

Very rude to me even when I’m the one that did not commit a crime.
26 days ago

I was requested by a friend to get him released from jail. All law enforcement personnel @ the LEC were
very helpful and courteous, even though I was not successful.
26 days ago

Very professional, in control of situations
26 days ago

Very friendly
26 days ago
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EDIT: Please share. The family member does not live here and has not for over a year. This was explained
to various people INCLUDING GPD before they showed up to question my son. No crime was being
committed. NOBODY contacted me. Not even a card.
EDIT: the police office drew his gun because my dog was barking and holstered at some point before
entering my home. With only a minor present. And I guess that makes it okay.
Today police came into my house. Drew a gun on my 13 year old who opened the door. I was running
errands. They were here for a well check for a family member who called a suicide number LAST NIGHT.
My 13 year old was home alone. He has autism and has been through shit. They searched my home
because my 13 year old was scared. Made him show "ID". Still told the family member after "some girl"
talked to them. That "girl" was a 13 year old autistic boy.
Greenville Police need a wake up.
To say I am livid at the way police act in an understatement.
Police NEVER called me. Never told me. Just drew a gun, searched my home, told my 13 year old a family
member had "tried to kill himself and was hurt" and left. Didn't give any identification. Didn't leave a
card. Didn't try and call me. SPOKE to the family member today. But we don't have a police problem,
right?
This person reached out for help LAST NIGHT. This happened at dinner today.
An officer told my 13 year old autistic son a family member hurt themselves, drew a gun, searched my
HOME, and did not feel it was necessary to even contact me or his father.
26 days ago

We can't trust any organization that has qualified immunity, that counts on tax payers to pick up the tab
for their sins (every officer must carry their own liability insurance), we can not trust any internal
investigations because you guys take care of your own and could care less about anything else. (we must
have a rotating citizen oversight committee that will investigate every complaint against an officer) No
more paid vacations when cops are investigaed. If they are found to be innocent, they can get back pay.
Normal people don't enjoy a tax pfunded paycheck while their potential crimes are being investigated.
Why should officers?
26 days ago

We called ahead, drove all the way down to the station, gave our statement and were treated like WE
were the perpetrators
The police said they went to the offenders office and took their side because the woman acted all
innocent and sweet
26 days ago

Please know I’m a fan of GPD. I have never had anything but positive experiences in the past. (Even when
getting a warning!). This particular incident occurred to a friend of mine who was a fault and accidentally
hit a city truck. The collision itself was minor no one was hurt.. she called me from someone else’s phone
because she left here’s at home and could only remember my number. When I arrived, everyone was
standing around. She was pretty shaken up as it was her very first accident in probably over 30 years..
she’s 60. The officer who responded was basically just an uncaring, unsympathetic jerk in both body
language and tone. I actually was quite surprised as I’ve never witnessed an officer with such an attitude.
He was smiling and more than pleasant with the city personnel, basically disrespectful and appeared to
be disgusted when interacting with my friend. It was mid afternoon on a beautiful day. His attitude and
demeanor REALLY surprised me. Until this incident, I have always viewed the police as human and on our
side. ( I have two adult sons, who are not perfect, in their younger years they had a run in or two and
they always told me the officer that gave them the citations were professional and kind..). This is the first
and ONLY time I’ve witnessed and heard of an officer with an unnecessary attitude. Yes, she was at fault,
but he could have handled the situation more gently and with a little compassion, we all make mistakes.
That’s why it’s called an accident.
26 days ago

Average
26 days ago

Very responsive even to minor issues
26 days ago

It was a minor crime. My patio furniture was stolen but they were quite prompt and arriving courteous
and respectful.
26 days ago
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Always courteous and respectful, because I'm courteous and respectful to them.
26 days ago

Came when I called. Knowledgeable, kind, professional
26 days ago

The Citizens Academy provides citizens a real life appreciation of what officers encounter every day. The
video incident let’s one know how quickly things can turn deadly for an officer.
26 days ago

My only experience is living in the city, walking often, even through a recent protest on Main St that was
handled very peacefully and kept minimal (just to a block). Officers were professional and courteous.
26 days ago

Was walking early morning for exercise with friend downtown....officer called us out as he drove by and
told us to move to the sidewalk. Was before 7 AM with no traffic! Could have been more polite and asked
us to be safe and mindful if a car came by.
26 days ago

They put off good vibes. Friendly, but in charge.
26 days ago

Outstanding. Professional. Nothing but respect for the department
26 days ago

Outstanding. Professional. Nothing but respect for the department
26 days ago

Most have been very cordial.
26 days ago

Excellent with this incident. Have had no other recent interaction.
26 days ago

The greenville police have always been wonderful
26 days ago

When I was new to town and trying to find my way around, I got pulled over because the officer thought I
was intoxicated (in the middle of the day) when I was really just lost and unaccustomed to city driving. It
was about to become a whole ordeal until he told me (verbatim) "it's your lucky day" because he had
been called to respond to something more urgent. I don't feel protected, just bullied.
26 days ago

Had officers being over aggressive in enforcing petty offenses, cutting me off while attempting to explain
my side and then almost putting me on tresspass for things that I did not commit, with numerous other
bystanders stating the same.
26 days ago

Had a guy, obviously on drugs break into my girlfriends house while I was there, trying to escape from
some imagined pursuers. Greenville pd took forever to show up then copped an attitude when we didn't
want to press charges on a man who obviously needed mental help, not jail time. At least they didn't
shoot him.
26 days ago

One cop who is downtown Greenville a lot is very rude. And does not take his job respectively. He is very
careless with his authority.
26 days ago

N/A
26 days ago

Some experiences have been absolutely abhorrent. I have stood with Black Lives Matter and supported
their movement and I can honestly see why people of color feel intimidated and afraid of the police. I
have not seen one time where cops join the protest. They are usually antagonizing.
26 days ago
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Good
26 days ago

Thompson for Chief
26 days ago

The officers I spoke with were always helpful and professional
26 days ago

Officer who handled my accident was professional and did his best, but Judge was giving away the farm. I
was hit by a person who rtan a red light and the judge was all set to just let it all go away.
26 days ago

Having had no direct contact with the Greenville Police Department within the time frame specified by
question #2, I cannot answer either way as to an overall experience with the GPD
26 days ago

Encounters were not pleasant
26 days ago

N/a
26 days ago

The Police were professional and informative since it was a cyber crime
26 days ago

They are just trying to protect and serve
26 days ago

The officers treated me with respect and made me feel at ease by explaining what was going on and the
steps that needed to be done
26 days ago

Having had no direct contact with the Greenville Police Department within the time frame specified by
question #2, I cannot answer either way as to an overall experience with the GPD
26 days ago

Excellant
26 days ago

Every experience I've had with GPD has been positive
26 days ago

I live off of Wade Hampton Blvd. and I witnessed a burglary before and all the officers involved were
polite, professional, and absolutely stunning.
26 days ago

Prompt response and courteous officer.
26 days ago

Even though the accident was my fault, they were helpful and professional.
26 days ago

Always professional
26 days ago

The officers were very rude to my husband. They started to question why he was there and what his
relationship was to the individual. The tone seemed extremely inappropriate especially since we called to
get help for someone and waited for help to arrive before continuing our commute to work.
26 days ago

N/A
26 days ago
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N/a
26 days ago

This police officer drives by my elderly neighbor's house on a regular basis to check on her. When she
doesn't take her medication she has paranoia and has called the police numerous times. The officer
stopped to ask me about her and how she was doing. He was so kind and considerate.
26 days ago

Fine
26 days ago

We almost walked off Main Street with alcohol during a festival. The officer very politely reminded us that
we couldn’t do that.
26 days ago

Presence in community meetings
26 days ago

N/a
26 days ago

Officer League, in particular, has been quite helpful.
26 days ago

I was pulled over by an officer who told me he pulled me because “I cut him off”, after he purposely
intimidated me by driving close beside me in another lane. The resource officers at my school regularly
work to intimidate and scare students because they “don’t want them to do anything stupid”.
26 days ago

When asking for officers badge number at a community event and protest, no badge number was given.
This was asked of multiple officers all on film, as they put their backs to me and wouldn’t give their
number and walked away. Police have also used excessive force on peaceful protesters who weren’t
event involved in an incident, leaving bruises. Police have also told us to call 911, even thought there
were over 20 officers a on site. The list continues.
26 days ago

No interaction
26 days ago

Wonderful experiences. Officers are helpful, patient and kind. Most go out of their way to resolve
situations through deescalation techniques and patience.
26 days ago

I have issues with officers not working, and not being in my community working. I want to see blue lights,
and arrests. Drugs have shot up because there is no narcotics unit in the city anymore. No traffic unit, no
DUI unit at night and people are dying. Listen to the scanner of all the shots fired calls all over the city.
Greenville is a mini Atlanta and if the city dont get a hold on it, the criminals moving in from atlanta and
charlotte will.
26 days ago

I saw a parking spot two spaces down on a one way when the street was closed from the other side. So I
turned left, and proceeded to back down the one way to access the spot knowing no one could come
from the opposite direction. (Main was closed and this was on Camperdown near Halls). An officer
approached with an abrasive and angry disposition. I wasn’t aware I was doing anything against the law
by backing down the street. The officer had escalated the situation no matter how I would have
responded by his angry disposition. It made me think that this is why people distrust police and why
situations escalate so rapidly.
26 days ago

Every police officer I have had contact with has been professional. I am concerned about racism.
26 days ago

excellent is the answer
26 days ago
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I have not had a problem but am disturbed by violence in Greenville.
26 days ago

No experience.
26 days ago

Pricks. High nosed pricks
26 days ago

Was wrongfully arrested for domestic violence. In the situation, I was the victim but I was also arrested.
My mental health wasn't stable and the officer suggested to a family member that I be forcefully
committed due to depression.
26 days ago

Police couldn't do a thing about my house robbery.
26 days ago

.
26 days ago

Every encounter I have ever had with the police department has been outstanding. I am grateful for their
service and in full support of our Police Department!
26 days ago

Cultural Awareness and Emotional Intelligence classes are strongly needed for our law enforcement
26 days ago

received police help whike when auto accidents occurred.
26 days ago

I saw a woman getting beaten in her car, I described the car, the cops never even showed up.
26 days ago

The officer that spoke with me was rude, unempathetic, spoke down to me, and told me she would be
embarrassed if her child did what mine did. She told me that I was lucky that she was allowing my child
to be released to me. Any time I tried to discuss what was happening she spoke over me, raised her
voice, and even told me I needed to leave the school. When I just looked at her, she then tried to get the
principals to tell me to leave. They told her they didn't want me to leave, and calmly, kindly spoke with me
with respect about what happened, not TO me, and said they knew my child was joking, and it was ouy if
their hands because the officer had decided to escalate the situation. A child that had never even had a
days trouble at school in her life. Police need to be trained to be EMPATHETIC and speak with people with
humanity and respect, and give children some leeway in childish mistakes.
26 days ago

no specific commnets.
26 days ago

I have not interacted with GPD officers.
26 days ago

I feel more confident in the GPD than the county sheriff's deputies.
26 days ago

Though SWAT was not necessary and scary for the public to see, the presence of friendly police was
appreciated.
26 days ago
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My boyfriend and myself discovered our roommate had passed the day after we had gotten back from a
vacation. We were both distraught and traumatized. The EMS were the ones that helped comforted us.
When the cops showed up there were 3. 2 younger close to my age and an older one. They were there
maybe 10 minutes before the older one came back outside, where I had been sitting crying, and my
boyfriend had been asking for them to bring him her phone so that he can unlock it and they can notify
her parents. The older officer ignored him, only agreed so that he could enter the house and then came
out to say "Don't worry we do not believe you had anything to do with this." Which is not something that
should have been said to someone that was crying because they saw a dead body. He should learn how
to talk to someone that is grieving.
26 days ago

N/a
26 days ago

My personal experience has not been negative at this point. However, over the last 9 years, members of
my family have had 4 or more negative experiences with the Greenville Police department and they are
all black men.
26 days ago

He did not come back and give,me an update on what action was,taken, if any
26 days ago

We were concerned when we first moved to Greenville about the noise levels on Main Street and groups
of motorcyclists who were driving recklessly and playing extremely loud music. The officers we spoke
with understood our concerns, affirmed that the city does have noise ordinances, but admitted that they
were not in a position to enforce the ordinances at this time. They were well spoken, polite, and
empathetic.
26 days ago

The officers were very polite and professional
26 days ago

He did not give mean update on what action was taken, if any
26 days ago

I felt the officers were brusque in the court house until they learned I was a nurse, then they were
friendly. Although I can understand they must deal with difficult people and situations daily. The officer
involved in the case I was on the jury for, seemed to have profiled the defendants and the judge threw
out the case. It was clear they were guilty but proper procedure in pulling them over was not followed or
justified.
26 days ago

Police are overloaded with
26 days ago

just an average stop.
26 days ago

As I indicated in my first answer, the officers who responded to my call conducted themselves in a
professional manner and handled the issue as I would expect.
26 days ago

No contact in the last 3 years
26 days ago

They are very friendly with law abiding citizens. They should be tougher on criminals and those that don't
comply with directives.
26 days ago

Untrustworthy
26 days ago

I used to have a store and the police officers were always very professional when someone stole my
stuff.. I have been stopped by city police for going too fast and the police were very nice and gave me a
ticket once when I was guilty. They are always willing and ready to help.
26 days ago
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Wrongfully pulled over for traffic violation I did not commit and was told when i said i was very sure i did
not commit the violation that "usually when you argue with us we ticket you anyway", was profiled,
pulled over and harassed while working my delivery job in uniform with the delivery in full view of the 4
or 5 officers who asked me at least 7 times if I had drugs or weapons, saw your mistreatment and
attempt to incite a riot at the blm marches in downtown greenville using lrad, pepper spray, kettling
peaceful protesters and wrongful arrest of an organizer who stopped an agitator.
26 days ago

It would be nice if they could enforce all the laws and not avoid calls they don't want to take.
26 days ago

I had two interactions, after being the victim of a crime and reporting a crime at my place of
employment. As the victim of a hit and run on the street near my home, I was satisfied with the dispatch
response when I called in the incident and the police report as written was helpful when filing the
insurance claim.
26 days ago

Excellent
26 days ago

I have no personal experience with the Greenville Police
26 days ago

While working downtown I've met and chatted with City officers many times. A couple of times I've had to
ask for help from officers and they've always been extremely professional.
26 days ago

Glad they are working for us. Very dedicated
26 days ago

All of my experiences have been very positive.
26 days ago

The experience was bad for the reason being pulled over.
26 days ago

No experience
26 days ago

Thoughtful. Quick to help reassuring kept me safe
26 days ago

Friendly and easy to talk with.
26 days ago

All officers have been polite and courteous to me.
26 days ago

I see the cops driving around everywhere but I interact with them very rarely.
26 days ago

Officer seemed as if he were on steroids. Was texting and when he stopped and looked at me he barked
out a command. Since I was already complying I replied "Hold on cowboy I'm doing that now" Officer's
and other officer's approached me as to intimidate. I actually thought they were going to beat down the
Primary Custodial Parent of my children. Do random steroid screening of officers. I can't text on my job,
why should a officer on duty?
26 days ago

I was concerned that the police employee didn't wear protective face mask.
26 days ago

The police are always polite and when present, never intrusive. However, when my son had a bad fall off
the curb, a policeman was there in minutes, asking if we needed help, It was really appreciated
26 days ago
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police indicated there was not much they could do about car break-ins.. however we had a car stolen out
of our driveway and police recovered the vehicle after about two months. That was amazing.
26 days ago

I’ve done ride alongs with 7 different departments now. All have had their faults and places to improve,
but GPD has always shown a very high level of excellence, attention to detail, care for the community,
respect for people regardless of race, income, or legal standing, and have never ceases in their goal to
better themselves while serving the community.
26 days ago

friendly, courteous, open
26 days ago

I have lived in many cities, and not usually seen such efficient handling of crowds leaving events, or quiet
presence at festivals. Because we live downtown we see them often and are glad that they are there.
They help make Greenville a safe place to enjoy.
26 days ago

We see them downtown or along the SRT, and they are always friendly and helpful. We're glad that they
keep an eye on these important locations to ensure good experiences for everyone who uses them.
26 days ago

I feel unsafe around the police and feel like I am treated like a suspect in any interaction with them.
When I have been the victim of a crime, there has never been any resolution or positive outcome.
26 days ago

Every experience I have had with the PD has been pleasant and/or respectful from their end.
26 days ago

Cops participate in a system that is inherently unjustly. They enforce the status quo and protection of
property
26 days ago

When I was stopped for a burned out tail light, the officer was kind and informative. When an officer
came to my house to take a report about mail stolen from my mailbox, he was super friendly and let my
children take pictures with him. He explained parts of his uniform and gear to them. When the officers
come to our neighborhood meetings, they always give out their phone numbers which inspires
connection and confidence.
26 days ago

The only time I remember calling for assistance they came quickly and were very polite.
26 days ago

I've called non-emergency a couple of times to report crimes, and not gotten responses.
26 days ago

I can’t give a 100% excellent rating because I got pulled over haha! Although it was my fault! The officer
was very professional.
26 days ago

My loved one was missing for weeks the winter of 2018. I was able to speak to the office in regard to the
status of the case. At which point he assured me that he would contact me if more information was
available. I’m still waiting for the call. I found out from the news that my loved one was located.
26 days ago

Even though I was stopped for a speeding ticket! ha ha
26 days ago

The officer was polite and personable. I was in the wrong and received a ticket, but overall it was a
positive experience. (And I learned my lesson!)
26 days ago
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There just seem to be way too many cops around downtown all the time. I've never seen anything to
warrant this many police - like do we really need armed cops at the farmers market? It makes me feel
more worried about things than less.
26 days ago

Conscientious and respectful
26 days ago

The one time actually speaking to an officer they acted entitled, rude, and aggressive. It's no wonder
police respond to so many violent calls, they're the ones escalating the aggression with their bad
attitudes!
26 days ago

They’ve always been very professional and responsive.
26 days ago

the Police officers did not file a report, due to none of my dogs were injured!
26 days ago

I’ve had one less than stellar interaction with local police when my daughter (now grown) was in high
school, and was chased from a party by an officer whose intent (he stated to me after the fact) was to
tase her. She was 15! At any rate, she was too fast for him 😂
26 days ago

A construction truck ran into our house and the police at the scene were very communicative and
reassuring. They walked me through paperwork as they gave it to me. The firefighters at the scene were
also wonderful. Yay for GVL first responders!
Second incident was a van the collided with 2 cars parked on the street in front of our house and a police
officer politely came to see if our video doorbell camera had caught the incident (which it didn’t).
26 days ago

Even though I was stopped for speeding, the officer was professional and polite. He was just doing his
job, I was not happy at the time, but I was speeding.
26 days ago

Officers were very polite, friendly and helpful. I felt reassured that my concerns were heard.
26 days ago

Very professional.
26 days ago

Officers always polite and professional when I see them or talk to them.
26 days ago

Feel comfortable walking along Main Street, I know it is patrolled and safe.
26 days ago

My daughter was physically attacked by her mother, I defended and protected my daughter, and I was
the one that went to jail. I never was allowed to explain the situation or reasonably defend myself.
26 days ago

Someone shot a firearm 5 times at our intersection late one night, 3 patrol cars responded to our home
in mins and searched the area for gun shells.
26 days ago

Just chatting with them, to let the know we support our Police
26 days ago

Very professional and personable
26 days ago

The negative part of my experience was filing the report with a deputy over the phone. He really didn’t
seem to care or take it seriously. He seemed irritated with me for even calling.
26 days ago
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Officer mistook the smell of my wife's hair products for alcohol.
26 days ago

The officer I spoke to was kind and clear in his information, and he treated my mother in law with respect
and even helped her with her wheelchair.
26 days ago

Accessible by phone and willing to answer some questions I had relating to credit card number which
had been stolen
26 days ago

I called to report active drug use while driving a vehicle, as the driver beside me drifted in and out of
conscienceness.....the dispatcher never helped, I was put on a hold and eventually hung up.
I called to report a HORRIBLE car accident on Lauren's Rd, and was again put on hold and eventually
hung up.
26 days ago

Officer during stop was superbly professional. The officer who showed up in court was not the officer
during the stop; had no belief in his testimony and this was a scam that the citing officer did not show
up.
26 days ago

Don’t seem to care about animals
26 days ago

When i was assualted I was told I shouldn't of put myself in that situation. And when I was stopped I was
accused of impersonating someone else cus im trans
26 days ago

I responded that I had no contact. Why is your survey asking for details of an incident that did not occur?
26 days ago

N/A
26 days ago

They never speak, they never look you in the eye. And they look like they don’t want to bothered.
26 days ago

The officers were courteous and helpful; they followed up and provided feedback.
26 days ago

I have fortunately not been personally involved with police misconduct.
26 days ago

neutral
26 days ago

Polite, positive, and helpful interaction.
26 days ago

we opted to not press charges.
The officers were grateful for that show of mercy, and even though there was an outstanding warrant for
not appearing in court, and the man was taken into custody, they saved all of his personal belongings
and his bike, so he would have them when he got out the next day.
We have had multiple multiple situations over the last 19 years, both with a rental in our downtown
neighborhood, and with crimes/ tresspass/ crazy stuff at our business in West Greenville .
The cops have always always always been professional and impressive.
I have walked away from the 15 or so situations amazed at how well they conduct themselves, both city
and county, given what they face in their profession.
I love our police and sheriff's dept.
26 days ago

No experience
26 days ago
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When our newspaper was stolen 4-5 times, we send an ring video identifying the person and requested
that he not be arrested, but just that someone would talk to him, From then on, the gentlemen ceased to
steal our paper.
26 days ago

Do not feel like I can trust them, being around the police makes me feel uneasy
26 days ago

I don’t know . Fortunately never had to call for help
26 days ago

I have never had to call on them but if i did i would not have a problem with them
26 days ago

none
26 days ago

It has been mostly great - especially with Officer Jenkins who hangs out at the Swamp Rabbit Cafe. My
one complaint is that when I called the cops because I heard a woman screaming while she was being
attacked on the Swamp Rabbit Trail near Caine Halter, I found her and let her use my phone to call the
cops and we waited over 45 minutes and called 2 more times before anyone arrived at the scene - all
that when I had JUST seen a police vehicle in Nicholtown on my 5min drive to the Y 10min prior to the
attack. I was very disappointed in that response time and that did make me feel very unsafe.
26 days ago

I requested copy of report and didn't receive it or an explanation- no response or follow up.
26 days ago

Good response when requested. Helpful. Fair when dealing with a teenager issue.
26 days ago

no 1st hand knowledge since I have not had any direct encounters with police
26 days ago

Two different experiences:
1st - I was the victim of a sexual assault. The officer that came to the scene was a female, and was
amazing. She was very sympathetic and understood the situation. However, the detective that took over
the case was judgmental, misogynistic, and unprofessional. He made me feel dumb and like I did not
matter. He also made me feel like the assault was my fault and that there was absolutely nothing that I
could do. This made me feel like our justice system is not just at all and helps the assaulted and ridiculed
the victim.
The 2nd time - my car was broken into. The police officer that came was very professional and respectful.
I also work for a nonprofit, and we work with the police often. The police officers always seem respectful,
but also like a “good ole boys club.”
26 days ago

Wonderful police force. Unfortunately the 24 seven new cycle is only getting very small bits of bad news
and no context. I am certain the bass and Jordi of clear thinking intelligent individuals know the truth
there’s nothing wrong with our police force. There are just bad apples in every walk of life because we are
humanity.
26 days ago

I was pleased with the response
26 days ago

GPD has always been professional with me. I have stopped and talked to many officers while in town.
26 days ago

Both incidents, the dispatcher and officer were polite and professional.
26 days ago

Not fond of being tear gassed and flash banged
26 days ago
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Waited hours for assistance from bumper damaged on downtown reedy river bridge.
26 days ago

I was insulted. I witnessed unnecessary acts of force.
26 days ago

When I was stopped he was perfectly respectful, I went on a ride along and I saw nothing but respect
with the officers and the public's reaction to them. Many of the people we met were thanking the
officers, in all races
26 days ago

My license plate was stolen, was a hassle to fix but they were nice over the phone
26 days ago

He was such a jerk. I was ran off the road by a car in front of him and he didn't even look up from his
computer to see.
26 days ago

Traffic stop
26 days ago

N/A
26 days ago

It was a good discussion, but I don’t know if any changes were acted upon.
26 days ago

I had a statue stolen from my front yard. It was never recovered, but my interaction with the Police
Officer was very positive
26 days ago

Dispatch was so incompetent that the arriving officers had little chance to catch the criminals.
26 days ago

Good
26 days ago

Anytime I have witnessed the City of Greenville Police performing their duties, it was a positive
experience in my perspective. People just need to obey commands.
26 days ago

Some police officers like to intimidate citizens
26 days ago

They have always been friendly. When I was much younger, I did meet some that were arrogant and
seamed to like their authority. I have not had this experience in a long time.
26 days ago

Generally when I see them they’re poorly directing traffic downtown. That’s why we already have stop
lights. The machines are better at directing traffic, you’re just creating more issues.
26 days ago

He was polite and professional.
26 days ago

It’s been more that 3 years but between having rental properties and being president of my
neighborhood association for 15 years I have had multiple interfaces. Everyone has been totally
professional and kind!!
26 days ago
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The Police have always responded promptly and addressed the situation professionally to the best of
their abilities. The issue is the City Council's lack of effective ordinances and various forms of police
support (funding, training, policies, etc.) to address the growing, serious quality of life issues and crime in
the downtown business district.
26 days ago

Due to multiple interactions please see below for answers:
2009 Incident) Property break-in & theft: responding officers (2) were professional with taking my
statement. They were not professional by asking me why I wanted to live in this neighborhood and that it
is unsafe and I need to get a dog because of who I live around.
2010 Incident) Property break-in & Theft: responding officer, forensics & detective I worked with were
professional. Evidence Clerk I interacted with when getting (1) stolen item returned was not professional,
stating: "You should wash that bike off when you get home, a black person was on it."
2011 Incident) Attempted break-in: responding officer was professional.
2014 Incident) Property Theft: responding officer was professional but resisted the act of filing a police
report.
2016 Incident) Attempted property theft: responding officer was professional but resisted the act of filing
a police report.
(2018-2020- Neighborhood monthly meetings: Mixed feelings regarding overall experience. Officers were
always polite, respectful, helpful but other neighbors and myself found that they were usually not
prepared regarding incident reports, specifics related to attempting theft, shootings, stabbings or drug
busts in our neighborhood. I often found a lack of follow-up or accountability to provide credible
information and/or information that advised an issue had been resolved. Other times, incidents that
neighbors were aware of would not be addressed by the police representative and no resolution was
ever found.
Overall experience: Our neighborhood has witnessed a large fluctuation in consistent representation at
neighborhood meetings. Officers change, Lieutenants change, etc.. and neighbors find it frustrating to
never know who to contact for assistance besides "greenville cares." We have a responsive police
department, dispatch has always been helpful but the conduct of individual police officers is of serious
concern.
26 days ago

Officer was helpful and sympathetic after auto accident
27 days ago

Officers were professional and courteous
27 days ago

Very proud of our Police. I wish the Sheriff's Department was half as good.
27 days ago

I felt like I was talking to a robot without any sympathy or understanding. Even when I spoke with him at
the hearing he seemed completely apathetic even to friendly exchanges. It was for a speeding ticket
where I was going 7 miles over the speed limit and safely driving, and spoke with respect to the officer,
and followed safe protocols like keeping my hands on the wheel during the ticketing, however in every
situation I had he treated me like a complete criminal at every exchange. He used his "power" to treat
others inferior. Pretty disappointing experience, but not surprising unfortunately.
27 days ago

guilty until proven innocent
27 days ago

The officer was as polite as possible but still firm in enforcing policy.
27 days ago

most officers act smug as if speaking to a person like me was below them. They are over armed and
military looking gear give off an intimidating , unapproachable feeling.
27 days ago

N/A
27 days ago

It's fine.
27 days ago
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A second officer was called for a traffic stop for going 10 MPH over. It felt excessive and threatening for a
simple traffic stop.
27 days ago

it took 2 hours to have an officer respond
27 days ago

Every officer I’ve talked with has been professional. The ride a long was a great experience.
27 days ago

As a white woman I am aware that my interactions with the police occur within the protection of my
privilege and are not indicative of the whole communities' interactions with the police.
27 days ago

I have not had direct interactions with GPD
27 days ago

The officer pulled me over for speeding. He was rude and dismissive when I explained myself. He cited
me for not using my turn signal for a left turn, but he was behind me with his lights on, and I was afraid
he would think I wasn't going to be pulling over to the right if I used my left turn signal. (I was taught to
signal to the police that you plan on pulling over as soon as it's safe.) When I tried to explain that, he
dismissed it and still cited me for it. He also falsely identified the speed limit. It was a bad experience.
27 days ago

Response time was very quick. Officer professional and helpful.
27 days ago

My friends experience at the jail, was poor. I am including my perception of the jail in this since they are
part of Greenville and it is located in downtown.
27 days ago

Every police I've observed seems to have little patience, and an combative attitude. To make it worse,
they're armed with military-grade weapons, which makes me feel unsafe for myself and my kids.
27 days ago

I wish all officers would act like the law, NOT ABOVE IT. Includes driving.
27 days ago

I would agree with the public perception that not all are treated equally. I am stating this from the
perspective as someone who probably received preferential treatment.
27 days ago

The police officer harassed an attendee of the protest for having a bookbag
27 days ago

Over all I've had good experiences with the county police but not the city
27 days ago

Officers, detectives, and forensic teams we're courteous and competent.
Also been stopped in my vehicle for speeding and although I received a ticket, the offer was professional
and relatable.
27 days ago

I was not treated as if I was human.
27 days ago

A cop pulled two friends, my fiancé, and myself over when we were about to cross a street on the Swamp
Rabbit Trail. The cop was very aggressive and only left once other people were on the trail. I am still
haunted by that experience and the fear I had that the cop would hurt myself or my fiancé or our friends.
27 days ago

During my car accident, cops took nearly 30 minutes to show up. Further, cops have harmed my friends
with tear gas at BLM protests downtown. One friend was punched my a cop. Police smirk and laugh at
BLM protestors.
27 days ago
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The responding officer was highly professional.
27 days ago

My issues management of the greenville county jail. Its poorly run by county council who only cares
about money. Officers who care about inmates are treated poorly and encouraged to be mean. They play
favorites and officers who kiss ass are moved up. Horrible and GCSO needs to take over
27 days ago

Myself and my daughter had traffic stops and both officers...were professional, cordial, and helpful in
providing information and assistance
27 days ago

no contact
27 days ago

I would see officers at breakfast before COVID, general impression is that are professional
27 days ago

have had no experiences
27 days ago

I have not had any direct interactions with the Greenville Police Department.
27 days ago

Listened to what I was told to do
27 days ago

My young daughter was involved in accident where she was charged.Wrongly in my opinion. A driver
blew through the intersection near Haywood mall, all looked clear, she started to turn and was slammed
by an off duty City officer, presumably chasing suspect. I arrived, 3 SC Troopers on scene, so I knew
something was up, why were they there? I was a Urban planner and knew that was inside city limits.
Called City Dispatch to request video. Was told there were no cameras there. Not true. We felt lucky no
one was seriously injured because he hit her with such force in a huge truck, we counted our blessings
and moved on. But still angry about it to this day and wish I had pursued a lawsuit.
27 days ago

Always respectful and helpful.
27 days ago

Every time I encounter officers they are polite, responsive and genuinely seem to care about the public
and their concerns
27 days ago

officer was responsive and listened
27 days ago

27 days ago

only good experience i feel safe
27 days ago

I would like to see a more proactive police agency that vigilantly enforces all laws without politics being
involved.
27 days ago

excellent
27 days ago

The police need to get control over the gang activity in downtown Greenville.
27 days ago
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The officer is always very friendly and approachable. He actually wrote me a ticket a little over 3 years
ago for california rolling through one of the stop signs in my neighborhood. During that stop he was very
polite, respectful, and professional.
27 days ago

Meh
27 days ago

All seem thoroughly competent and helpful. I feel proud of all of them.
27 days ago

If you don’t break the law, you don’t get in trouble.
27 days ago

* What is your level of trust and confidence in the Greenville Police Department? Use
your mouse or finger to adjust the slider below.
Average

Low level of trust

High level of trust

f*** the police
9 days ago

OK
9 days ago

Zero until things change.
12 days ago

Just to know they are trying their best to do their job. I do not feel they are prejudice in making arrests. If
you do what they say, there will be no problem. Blacks do NOT do this and that is why they are always in
trouble !!!!!!
12 days ago

just being treated right by the employees
12 days ago
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* Would you hesitate to call the Greenville Police Department for assistance?

20% Yes

80% No
2,665 respondents
I don't need them. They do dirt just like anyone else.
9 days ago

Absolutely.
12 days ago

Would probably be a situation in my neighborhood where we have some folks that will actually crazy
from time to time.
12 days ago

listed already
12 days ago

If I need police assistance, I would definitely call.
12 days ago

No reason not to
12 days ago

no coment
12 days ago

way would ?
12 days ago

Our Police Department has a hard job to do, and if I need them, I call them. I count on them to do their
jobs. I also expect offenders to treat our officers with respect and obey their orders when they respond,
whether proven guilty or not. This is what causes all the problems. I also do not agree with all the
attention to the black race and everyone playing the race games. There are more than two races in
America. Only the black people think they should be exempt from following the rules. I am not a racist,
and have many black, white, Hispanic, Asian, Brazilian, French, and Spanish friends. What about the rest
of Americans? OUR LIVES MATTER TOO! ENOUGH ALREADY! This movement is RACIST and is dividing our
country even more. It all started with the Obama administration (regardless of political side).
12 days ago

I did coll and reprocess was prompt and professional
12 days ago

I will not risk someone I know being harassed, hurt or killed by the pope on the streets just because they
committed a crime. I would rather take the list of property or pride
12 days ago

I called the police when my boyfriend was having a mental health breakdown. I was very impressed with
how fast they found him but I was saddened that he was not given the mental healthcare he needed.
There needs to be mental health professionalS on call for these types of calls - police can’t do it all and
shouldn’t be expected to. I want change to protect all of the good cops and to eliminate the ones who
should find a another career.
12 days ago
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I would not hesitate to call the police for normal assistance but I would hate to be a victim of a crime or
accused of a crime based on the track record of the detectives.
12 days ago

nobody took time to help and nobody is going to make the time. Nobody cares and others got away with
perjury, threats and free so I will not try again. Justice failed me 2 times and did nothing but the bad ones
go free. I am not feeling safe and disabled but who cares. Not one look at my evidence. What happened
to mediators...they see the lies and they need to help people with officers. I respect all of the honest
great police who put lives on line for us, i appreciate their service. Thank you Angie
12 days ago

If I need help I would call.
12 days ago

I have called before for assistance in a situation and it was handled perfectly fine with respect and
immediate action.
12 days ago

It depends on the situation, but I feel Black and brown people/communities are usually kept safer by not
involving the police.
12 days ago

the police dept has always responded quicklyu and positively to any time i would call them
12 days ago

They will get the job done
12 days ago

My past dealings with the GPD have always been positive
12 days ago

I trust this department.
12 days ago

I have complete confidence in law enforcement in Greenville city and county
12 days ago

I would only call GPD for assistance if the situation I found myself in included weapons, because I do not
carry.
12 days ago

I would only involve the police if the situation warranted it, but should a situation arise, I would definitely
contact the police.
13 days ago

I don't want to hesitate, but I will and I do. If something can be resolved without interference and not
having to watch friends get arrested, or asked if I have drugs or a gun, or drawing a gun in a house with a
13 year old autistic kid because they hear a dog barking....then it will be resolved.
13 days ago

I’ve never had successful help in the past and I don’t trust cops at all
13 days ago

No, I would not hesitate to call if needed
13 days ago

They are still the only people to call.
13 days ago

I am a white, mature male. An officer would treat me with respect and see to help.
13 days ago

I would not hesitate to call them, but would also back them if in trouble or if requested
13 days ago
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Not for a true emergency; we need our police but after what has been done to the Cox boys, I am afraid
of the integrity of some of the officers and the leaders of the Greenville Police. The new Chief refused to
meet with the family. They have uncovered unlawful actions and unlawful activities that you need to
know about.
13 days ago

I hit wrong and. I would not hesitate to call on my police force
14 days ago

There's no other entity involved to assist with crime or non-emergency police matters at this time.
14 days ago

If I needed assistance there isn't any other organization that would help me
14 days ago

Absolutely not. The unprofessionalism, lack of protocol, unfair witness treatment, favoritism, malicious
charging, improper investigations, spoliation of evidence, tampering with evidence, civil rights violations,
arrests without probable cause, cover ups, corruption, etc. the list goes on and on. I would never feel safe
about calling the Greenville Police Department for assistance due to the fact that they do not "assist"
anyone except for themselves.
14 days ago

I feel totally comfortable calling the city PD
14 days ago

As mentioned above, I believer overall the department has solid officers who do their job in a very
professional manner and appreciate their service
14 days ago

We have a great police Department.
14 days ago

No reason to hesitate to ask for help due to high level of trust
14 days ago

I don’t trust the police department to respond to crime in a humane way, especially if a person of color or
minority is involved. As a queer person, I feel threatened by the police.
14 days ago

I would hesitate to call any law enforcement office except for the most violent of episodes.
14 days ago

Depending on what I needed
14 days ago

They respond appropriately
15 days ago

It all depends on the situation.
15 days ago

I don't want to be the reason a situation escalates unnecessarily
15 days ago

I would never call cops on black people or homeless people unless I was witnessing a SERIOUS crime. No
matter where I live. I have however called them on white people before!
15 days ago

Id only call if legally necessary or absolute emergency. Not concerned about my own safety or anything
ridiculous, just don't expect anyone to really care at this point
15 days ago

They are all professional and respected.
15 days ago
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We have seen a few packages get stolen and the last thing I want to do is call the cops for such a small
crime on a black person knowing I could be the reason they get shot by a cop.
15 days ago

Unhesitating
15 days ago

Of course, it depends on the situation.
15 days ago

I would hesitate to call the police unless I knew for 100% sure the situation could be resolved without
police.
15 days ago

I know when I need them. They will come to help.
15 days ago

I trust that they are trying to their best..
15 days ago

I do rely on police and respect them.
15 days ago

I would call w/o hesitation
15 days ago

I know they will come and help.
15 days ago

no explanation, just wouldn't hesitate
15 days ago

I believe they would be helpful
15 days ago

Because in the heat of the situation, are you coming out to do your job or serve justice when peace
could’ve been the alternative?
15 days ago

History of response time and ability to handle situations
15 days ago

Not a moment’s hesitation. If I needed help or saw a situation that needed police attention I would call
right away.
15 days ago

I'm a white female in a good neighborhood
15 days ago

I have no reason to hesitate to call Greenville police!
16 days ago

You have to its not good to take the law in your own hands..... You just pray for the best.
16 days ago

Police need to be approachable and they are not.
16 days ago

No reason to fear the Police.
16 days ago

I am confident that they would respond to my emergency in a professional way.
16 days ago
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They are professional and good people, all races.
16 days ago

If needed In an emergency situation, I will definitely call.
16 days ago

I believe they are here for us.
16 days ago

I have complete trust in the Dept
16 days ago

Please FUND our police department so they don't have to worry about silly revenue generating issues
and they can focus on real police work. THIS makes our neighborhoods safer.
16 days ago

Slow to respond.
16 days ago

Those who have come to my house on a call or alarm or in any neighborhood matter are excellent.
16 days ago

.
16 days ago

I would have liked to call for some noise violations, but I worried that things could escalate. I wouldn't
want someone to get hurt for a noise violation.
16 days ago

I would call if there is an imminent threat to my life or someone else. I would call other community
resources if there are other underlying concerns.
16 days ago

Y’all take to long to show up to help so if something bad happens I would rather take matters to my own
hand
16 days ago

The trust
16 days ago

I would call; however, I think that the response time could be quicker. I think they are through when they
do come out. They make sure they check out all avenues that warrant their suspicion. We do not have a
lot of the issues of some other neighborhood because of our policeforce and what is expected if you
come into our area and you catch the eye of one of the crusers; all I can say is I hope you have all your
ducks in a row. I have not seen any of our officers do any uncecessary roughness to anyone. Some of us
have a fear of not being justly handled and sometimes abused by "bad cops."
16 days ago

No comments
16 days ago

Due to incident noted above
16 days ago

Because they (not all) can not be trusted to handle the situation fairly and justly. They don't really scare
or intimidate me personally because I'm old and it wouldn't be as bad for an old lady as it would be for
someone younger.
16 days ago

I live alone. Who else would I call?
17 days ago
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I wont call them. At all. If there were a way to call a fire truck or ambulance without calling the police, the
world would be a better place.
17 days ago

I am white. And I have been taught since an early age that I can trust the police.
17 days ago

My experience has been that they always (when they can), take care of the job in a very courteous
manner
17 days ago

This is the second time we've had more than 8K of property stolen from our residence and I just wish
more could be done. I hear from other neighbors that seem to have more attention paid to similar cases
and sometimes I wonder why.
17 days ago

they cannot be trusted
17 days ago

I’ve only been harassed by Greenville police in any encounter unless I was wearing my schools football
uniform
17 days ago

The dealings I’ve had have been great.
17 days ago

There are other services that are more helpful and less dangerous than the police.
18 days ago

Had confidence in them
18 days ago

If I feel endangered or someone needs help I would call police.
18 days ago

Most things do not require violence to solve. Only call the hammer when you actually have a nail. If we
were able to call someone else for non violent answers I would call them. I would be more willing to call
the fire department. Those guys feel like family and even come check on the little old people who live
across the street every once and a while.
However. If there was violence enacted in my neighborhood I would call the police very quickly. There is
so much potential with our local police department. I support them.
18 days ago

I would fear being arrested if the matter annoyed the police officer.
18 days ago

Not any reason for me to NOT call police if needed
18 days ago

Unless I’m Getting Shot At
18 days ago

I have hesitated before when my mom overdosed on a suicide attempt, just simply because I was scared
to encounter them and for them to talk to me after my last experience.
18 days ago

Already answered in initial comments
18 days ago

If I were in need of the police, I know they would come and I know they would help.
18 days ago

Not all Police officers are bad. Most of them are true heroes.
18 days ago
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I’ll be a lot safer if I call them
18 days ago

Correction: They strike fear in people who's friend or family has overdosed and so do not call when
overdose support is needed, leading to deaths that easily could have been avoided.
18 days ago

They are totally inappropriate for mental health crisis and response. They strike fear in people who have
overdosed and so do not call when they need overdose support. They do not test rape kits. They do,
however, profile people, antagonize them, fight them, and make people feel generally unsafe.
18 days ago

Because police across the nation are too trigger happy and so are the police here
18 days ago

I do not hesitate to call 9-1-1 or contact the Greenville City Police for help as it is important and often
critical to call for help. It is also the duty, responsibility, and the job of the Greenville City Police to help
citizens regardless of age, skin-tone, race, ethnicity, national origin, socioeconomic status, educational
background, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, physical appearance, or any inherent trait.
18 days ago

I do not hesitate to call 9-1-1 or contact Greenville City Police for help as it is important and often critical
to call for help. It is also the duty and responsibility of the Greenville City Police to help citizens.
18 days ago

I respect our police force and would not hesitate to call in the event of emergency.
19 days ago

It depends on what I’d be calling for. There are deeply racial biases ingrained in our systems and I fear
how my brown and black brothers and sisters are treated.
19 days ago

It depends on what I’d be calling for.
19 days ago

i literally had a gun to my head, and a knife to my throat, trying to not be killed so i could make it home to
my one year old and i got the most horrible, skin-head police that let a felon walk free after attempted
murder. HORRIBLE police. never knew stalking (MULTIPLE reports, security footage, texts, phone
records,) attempted murder, harassment, unlawful use of a weapon, child endangerment, false DSS
reports, etc. were things you could walk free for. oh wait, i don’t fit the description of a white woman in
distress, so my white ex gets to live life while i’m in constant fear and have been for OVER A YEAR! i HATE
Greenville PD.
19 days ago

Bad experience
19 days ago

I will never dial 911 it’s too risky
19 days ago

No reason to not call. Criminals should be afraid to call but not someone who needs help.
19 days ago

Trustt
19 days ago

Since I have a high level of trust and confidence in the GPD, I would have no hesitation calling them for
assistance.
19 days ago

It would depend upon the situation.
19 days ago
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Well, my partner called for assistance which they didn't provide. Then we were both arrested and hit with
fines we can't afford. So they made the whole situation worse. It was already bad. We were fighting
because her mom is dying of cancer and I didn't want her to leave me in sc again to go to FL to take care
of her. Thanks for the help GPD. You really saved the day.
19 days ago

I have total respect for the Greenville police Department even though I’ve never interacted with them. My
husband was a policeman and graduated from the LAPD Academy. He’s no longer a policeman.
19 days ago

In many cases, I probably still would call, but I would think about the likelihood that the situation could
escalate and whether the need was worth that risk.
19 days ago

They haven’t done anything but tell me to call the top line. These people smoke so much weed I can smell
it inside my house with my child. They drive by here and don’t do anything. All they have to do it roll the
window down.
19 days ago

no I would call them immediately if needed
19 days ago

I have a mentally ill family member who does unpredictable things. She doesn't live here anymore so I
am not sure if the department still trains what was a wonderful program for dealing with dealing with the
mentally ill...as far back as twenty years ago and was much appreciated and I aways thanked the officers
who helped so well.
19 days ago

With everything going on, I would hesitate to call any police department.
19 days ago

Its the leadership of Greenville I do not trust.
19 days ago

Hopefully they would respond with empathy
19 days ago

No because I think even though there are some bad officers most try to do what’s right
19 days ago

It takes forever to figure out the non emergency line or what numbers to click within the options and I
have never needed to call 911 directly but worry it would be the same treatment of making sure you
know they are the ones with power
19 days ago

It the situation was an emergency, I wouldn't hesitate.
19 days ago

Very professional and fast
19 days ago

They do a great Job, responsive and professional
19 days ago

Sometimes it's not worth it because if you want to remain anonymous and not "speak to the deputy"
then they don't send anyone out!
19 days ago

No, I would not hesitate to call them.
19 days ago

WHERE DO YOU GO IF THERE ARE NO....POLICE TO PROTECT AND SERVE.
19 days ago
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if not the police department, then who would you call?
20 days ago

I trust then
20 days ago

I believe we are all responsible for our own actions and safety. We should be aware of our surroundings.
But if trouble comes I have no problem calling the police for assistance
20 days ago

They are great
20 days ago

Currently, there is a sense of unease and distrust of cops nationwide, as I am sure you are aware. These
feelings are very justified based on actions and behavior exhibited over many years. I would need to see
concrete examples of the GPD not displaying said behavior before I would feel comfortable calling them
in situations that weren't absolutely necessary.
20 days ago

I think they would go all to help.
20 days ago

I'm a fit, young white male so I don't think I would be in need of police assistance. HOWEVER - if I did, I
feel like the greenville police are mostly great.
20 days ago

The needs to be better training with the officers and the public....especially with people of color and
when it comes to briefing a supervisor because yall lie quicksand dont care who it effects
20 days ago

Anytime, anywhere. I used to live in Chicago so I understand and appreciate police as an important part
of our lives.
20 days ago

We have called the police over the years about several incidents (armed robbery, shoplifting, homeless
people...). They have always been responsive when we call. It depends on the officers that arrive. Some
of them are very helpful and some of them tell us "there is nothing we can do."
20 days ago

According to what I needed assistance for. Because I have tried to look for certain policies and cannot
find them, I would be hesitant to call for assistance with anything mental health related or if someone
with Black or Brown skin was present.
20 days ago

Who else are you going to call? It's naïve to think someone would not call the police,
20 days ago

I am a white woman, but I am also afraid of police looking for a reason to arrest me or hurt me because
of what I've seen throughout the country with the riots. There is a power trip in many cops. Many are
good, but they are also quiet and don't speak up about the bad ones, and that makes me afraid of all of
them. Which one of your 'good cops' would sit back and watch while one of the 'bad' ones hurt my
family?
20 days ago

Because I don't want them to harm my neighbors. Even if I have concerns about something going on, I
would hesitate to call because I don't know how the police would show up to the scene
20 days ago

I would not want a small incident that I called in to escalate to someone getting killed or seriously injured,
so I would hesitate to call the police to prevent that from happening.
20 days ago

Dépends - if it were for me, possibly (certainly in the daytime), but at night or for m’y African husband,
much less so
20 days ago
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I have called when I witnessed events, and always found their response appropriate and timely. Once, I
was asked by my neighbor who had to make a court appearance against one of her neighbors in the
apartment building across the street for support. I volunteered and called the local police officer with
whom I had spoken many times. He volunteered to attend with us if available. His presence made us
more assured as she testified. It was favorably resolved.
20 days ago

I wouldn't, but that is easy for me to say because I'm a middle class white woman who owns my home, is
married to a white man, and has a couple of white kids. So historically and generally speaking, I do not
have to feel worried about calling the police if I needed to.
20 days ago

NEVER
20 days ago

They do a fantastic job
20 days ago

I worry about the safety of people who come into contact with the GPD
20 days ago

Trust
20 days ago

no hesitation, but as I mentioned previously I am concerned that my house is located in a zone that could
take an extended period of time to reach if there was an emergency based on how we are served
(Simpsonville vs Greenville)
20 days ago

I might if I were a minority just because of the things you hear about going wrong in the news, not any
reported problem with GVL PD in particular. I say this after talking to coworkers who are black. But as a
white person, I feel very safe calling police. And I feel that the GVL PD has a good record. I’m especially
impressed that they handled recent protests with professionalism and peace.
20 days ago

But I'm a white female, 71 years old
20 days ago

They are hired by me to protect me.
20 days ago

In a life-threatening situation, I would not hesitate to call the Police. For other cases I would need to do a
judgement call if the police would be a help or add to the problem.
20 days ago

I trust that the GPD will assist me with my problem. We have had in the past, and do now have an officer
designated for our neighborhood and we receive periodic bulletins (or did so before COVID) that keep us
updated on things. We also have a direct e-mail and phone number to reach that officer. We know the
difference between an emergency and other problems and have a difference phone number for each.
20 days ago

I've called GPD for assistance before. Because of their negligence in accurately taking down info at the
scene my case was thrown out and the men who assaulted several women were freed,bo charges. They
you, GPD!!!ruined my
came back after us. I fully blame GPD, their notes were WRONG at the scenelife.
and****
it completely
20 days ago

Our police force is ours. We have to believe that everyone is trying to do their best, even if aincapable
few seemof
choosing well.
20 days ago
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We lived next to neighbors on Skyland who were always drinking, loud, and got into arguments. We
hesitated to call the cops even though we knew stuff was up because we know how police officers in this
country handle black folx vs. white folx, especially in the South, and especially when they didn’t stop
white Supremacists with GUNS OR protect BLM protestors at the Confederate statue - they only arrested
BLM protestors. If BLM folx can’t have a backpack at a rally, why can white supremacists bring guns?!
Where’s the logic there?!
20 days ago

I believe in our police and their duty to serve and protect our communities. I have a nonprofit that gives
back to them, United States Jeep Association but I do believe at times some arrests can be avoided and it
seems charges are just given cause they can give them a charge.
20 days ago

I would instinctively call police in a situation in which I needed assistance.
20 days ago

They will either take forever to come or treat you like a suspect
20 days ago

I’m in an interracial marriage. Greenville is better than most but I will still be hesitant that my husband
could be seen as a threat. I’ve also seen too many wealthier people get away with too much.
20 days ago

At this point, I would be concerned to report something suspicious, afraid it could result in the death of
that person. So it would depend on how severe, whether I report.
20 days ago

I overheard two officers joking about turning off their body cams in certain circumstances. That's
INCREDIBLY troubling.
20 days ago

I would have absolutely no hesitation in calling Greenville City police as I know they will help the best way
possible
20 days ago

I am glad we have the PD. It is very much needed.
20 days ago

They aren’t to be trusted. They don’t serve to protect. Just plain rude
20 days ago

I’d want to avoid needlessly escalating a situation that could be handled without law enforcement
intervention.
20 days ago

Because being a black person it could get you killed or in trouble. Most of them talk to you like
child,shows no respect.
20 days ago

better to call them on somebody then you doing something stupid and you go to jail
20 days ago

they are there to help even if there might be little to no help
20 days ago

They have always responded in the past.
20 days ago

I dont trust them
20 days ago

I’ve always been impressed with our city police as to professionalism and courtesy.
20 days ago
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It would have to be a major need or emergency
20 days ago

I know that the police officers are there to help me and anyone else that needs help
20 days ago

As a white woman, I always hesitate to call the police due to history of police violence and their tendency
to escalate rather than de-escalate crisis
20 days ago

I don't think police should be called for most things they end up being called for.
20 days ago

Helpful and attentive.
20 days ago

Fear of the police overall
20 days ago

I trust they will do what is needed.
20 days ago

I would feel comfortable calling the,police at any time.
20 days ago

I've always had good response from the police.
21 days ago

I have never been in a situation with the police that would cause hesitation.
21 days ago

With the state of policing now a days, I would definitely reconsider calling the police department unless
absolutely necessary.
21 days ago

I'd have to consider past experiences, both mine and those of my friends, weigh them against the
seriousness of the crime I'd be reporting, decide if I wanted to deal with the humiliation I'd likely suffer at
the hands of the police via questioning, and make a decision based on that. Is whatever was taken from
me worth my pride? Is it worth being blamed for having been assaulted? Is it worth being made to feel
like I deserved whatever happened to me? Probably not.
21 days ago

I wouldn’t. If they’re not there to help, why are they there and what are they paid for? I have called for
help before. They were helpful. If something wrong happens, it just does and you go from there. They are
accountable for what happens as in what they do/don’t do, just as I would be if I were a CEO. It would
hold more weight if I were somehow hurting those under me in intended to serve. Like a nurse doing the
wrong thing with a medication and patient. It doesn’t make all nurses bad or mean people shouldn’t ever
call EMS. Just means they may be scared to call. We can’t be in control of everything in this world that
may go wrong. We do the best we can.
Might be different if my family were brutalized by an officer, but I’m not fearing police everywhere I go.
They are real humans doing a sacrificial, low paid job for the betterment of the community and most of
the good they do goes unnoticed.
It’s sad the reputation comes from the select few bad apples of the bunch and police have to work extra
hard not to be a symbol of fear vs help.
I’d say I’d call but depends on what it is. If I were stuck alone somewhere, I’d rather call a friend to help
me home.
21 days ago

My few experiences have all been positive.
21 days ago

I pay taxes and I pay their salary for service
21 days ago
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again, how I feel is irrelevant. It should not be "counted" in the survey to make folks feel good.
21 days ago

It all depends on what the situation is
21 days ago

I've only hesitated when I knew the cops must surely have better things to do than deal with my rude
neighbors blaring their music in the middle of the night and waking me up. I have called a few times
about the situation, but it's been hard to find a non-emergency number that someone will answer in the
middle of the night. I feel pretty silly calling 911 about loud music.
21 days ago

However I am white and upper middle class and highly educated. If I wasn’t I would worry
21 days ago

I am thankful for our police force.
21 days ago

I have trust in the police.
21 days ago

Afraid of things escalating unnecessarily.
21 days ago

A couple of times I've driven by houses where police is arresting people, and I understand that it cant be
an easy type of situation, but the scene always looks like a violent gunfight is about to erupt. Once,
maybe a month ago, a person was on the ground and I think police had guns out (I am not certain, I saw
that it was tense and drove away as fast as I could). I wouldnt call the police because I'd be afraid that
they escalate a situation, or that they shoot someone, including me. The times I've seen them in tense
situations (which is the context in which I would call them I suppose), I haven't seen people negotiating or
trying to establish communication. I've seem armed officer surrounding a place a bit like in a war
situation. That I think explains my answer and why I definitely would hesitate before calling them. I might
do it, but I would be scared. Again, if I perceived police as able to communicate and de-escalate a
situation, I think my answer would change.
21 days ago

It would depend on the situation.
21 days ago

They will escalate the situation.
21 days ago

It depends on the situation. The police often can escalate situations or pose an unnecessary risk to
certain people or in certain situations. So probably would not contact them unless in danger.
21 days ago

I believe in trusting the Police Force when the situation demands their authority.
21 days ago

Be glad to call them
21 days ago

See above. They are responsive and very nice. I also liked Chief Miller.
21 days ago

I am a white woman.
21 days ago

I am glad that I can call them. I have had to call them before and will again if needed.
21 days ago

If I think the GPD would do more harm than good, I would hesitate and think about what other resources
I could call to resolve the situation (i.e. mental health resources, etc.).
21 days ago
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I trust that the police would do the right thing.
21 days ago

I consider them to be first responders in time of need.
21 days ago

I have on numerous occasions, not called the police when I felt that an individual needed assistance...
Simply because of the neighborhood that my office is in, or because I was concerned that the result
would have been worse for the person that needed assistance.
21 days ago

From dispatch to officers I have been pleased with friendly and helpful service.
21 days ago

I have called several times over the past 5 years about noice complaints and the car break in. The police
department handled every situation appropriately and professionally. Thank you all for your service! I
greatly appreciate your hard work and dedication!
21 days ago

21 days ago

You dont want to do anything but stack people in jail
21 days ago

I am a white female, upper-middle class business-owner, and therefore feel that I'm not a typical "target"
of a bad officer. This isn't a point of pride, but rather a recognition that we have a problem in this
country. I am hopeful the problem doesn't exist here.
21 days ago

I will always try the "correct" course of action first. Again, I do get a little nervous when I imagine involving
the police in an expectionally tense situation. So if I were to call upon the police for help I would be
equally nervous for whomever else was involved.
21 days ago

If I needed help I would indeed trust the Greenville Police.
21 days ago

All exchanges with officers have been positive. There were three. Not sure all went into system.
21 days ago

Much respect for GPD
21 days ago

I would not hesitate to call the Police if I needed to.
21 days ago

22 days ago

I answer no because it is their job to help when help is needed and if I am in any way in need of
assistance I am going to call them. It's what I as a tax payer expect to be able to do because I pay their
salary but I also expect to possibly be treated like a 2nd class citizen when they arrive. I have that
expectation so that I am not taken aback if they do in fact treat me that way and pleasantly surprised if
they don't.
22 days ago

It depends on the situation. I would fear if they would diffuse or escalate a situation, if they were needed.
22 days ago

If the situation called for it, no hesitation.
22 days ago
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Due to remarks that where made by the sheriff on issues that state that someone should have complied
instead of address the death of african americans shows he agree with killing and that he will allow it to
happen here
22 days ago

Greenville Police behave professionally from what I have seen.
22 days ago

I would contact them should I have an emergency or a concern.
22 days ago

I’m thankful for the police department. I think our country and our city would be in dire straits without
them.
22 days ago

I would want to be sure calling the Police was appropriate
22 days ago

They have not given me a reason not to trust them.
22 days ago

Definitely depends on the situation; but I am also a white female and thus don’t have the same feats of
discrimination as other marginalized groups.
22 days ago

The Dept. vows to serve and assist to the community of Gvl. I have faith that 98% of them uphold that.
22 days ago

Definitely, not. I typically would call 911 first. But have used non-emergent lines before to report
incidents in other communities.
22 days ago

Because it appears all persons of color are suspects. African Americans are just treated differently. This
has to stop.
22 days ago

I mean maybe...when the police show up...the show up to enforce.....not serve.....so maybe
22 days ago

I'd only call the police if absolutely necessary. If it isn't, I'd rather they not get involved. If it is, I wouldn't
hesitate to call.
22 days ago

Calling the police increases the likelihood of a fatal shooting. The police should never be called until a
situation has resolved itself.
22 days ago

In my experience, they take a lengthy amount of time to show up. I understand that they have other
things to do, but calls do not seem to be prioritized in any particular way.
22 days ago

I have trust in the GPD and would not hesitate to phone for assistance.
22 days ago

Calling the police is a very serious matter, and it would need to be a true emergency for me to call.
22 days ago

If I have a concern I will call the police
22 days ago

I have called non emergency line and have always gotten a quick response.
22 days ago
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They have always responded promptly in our neighborhood.
22 days ago

I feel they would respond quickly.
22 days ago

There have been many cases of police being called by people about a family member, only to have that
person killed by the police. That has happened elsewhere and it can happen here. A few years ago, a
black family called about a 95 year-old family member. The policeman who killed her, had previously
killed someone.
22 days ago

I trust their ability to help.
22 days ago

They have helped me in the past. I had a brother that was an addict and the police always helped us get
him to leave if being violent.
22 days ago

I always try my best to deal with my son without involving the police because I never know which type of
officer will respond... one that understands mental illness or one who does not. There are LOTS of
homeless people in Greenville who have clear Mental Illness symptoms. Not everyone is a drug addict or
criminal. I get these people, particularly when triggered, can be very dangerous. I have lived this reality
for 25 years, but the method of dealing with them and de-escalating the issue should take their issues
into consideration.
22 days ago

Trustworthy
22 days ago

Not for myself as a white person but i have a mixed race family so yes. White men and police are
inherently scared of people of color. Given 400 years of training each other to fear the other is no
surprise.
22 days ago

I feel that police don't try to protect you before a crime takes place, they only respond after a crime.
When I had concerns about my safety, they told me to "buy a gun" - The police should protect their
citizens not encourage them to self protect.
22 days ago

Depending on the situation I may not call the police.
22 days ago

Anybody who said different is likely a BLM member and is lying because that's exactly who they would
call because it's likely some spoiled white 30 year old.
22 days ago

Depends on the situation... I have seen others hurt or killed in Greenville
22 days ago

Police are here to help.
22 days ago

Law and order must prevail. All law abiding citizens must support our local and state police.
22 days ago

Greenville Pilice really care about the people they serve in my neigborhood and around town. Along with
EMS and Fire Department Station 3 (Augusta Rd) first responders, City Police have been prompt and very
helpful in instances where a family member has needed life-saving assistance. Always only seconds
away.
22 days ago

Hate to call for assistance in a situation and those innocent end up in jail for whatever reason.
22 days ago
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I know every time I call they will show up
22 days ago

I know they have a quick response time. I have also seen how they react to different situations. I live in an
apartment and I have seen them come for loud music after hours, people who did a little to much
partying by the pool and they always separate the people then try talking to them before any other
action was taken.
22 days ago

The police department has always been extremely responsive when I have needed them and fortunately
I haven’t had to call on them in the last few years.
22 days ago

The Police are there to help and protect the citizenry
22 days ago

Who else could I call but fireman?
22 days ago

It would have to be a very serious issue for it to merit a call to the police.
22 days ago

Depends.
22 days ago

They are the police and needed...just need to be sure they are at their best
22 days ago

The police cannot do everything
22 days ago

Only slightly. I have had only positive interactions, but others in the neighborhood are afraid that calling
the police will make them a target for crime.
22 days ago

This is due to what I experienced when witnessing a shooting
22 days ago

Depending on the situation.
22 days ago

I must consider that there may be at least some unconscious bias because I'm black, even if I'm an
obvious victim.
22 days ago

I am always grateful for their help.
22 days ago

I feel they are trained to handle any situation in a proper manner
22 days ago

If it is a no, it needs no further explanation.
22 days ago

Fear
22 days ago

Depending on the situation I would be concerned that it would not be held fairly.
22 days ago

I believe that they would assist.
22 days ago
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Some community's are afraid of police officers being white supremacists
22 days ago

I have confidence in the GPD.
22 days ago

I feel a lot of situations are escalated with police involvement due to improper training.
22 days ago

I believe involving police escalates situations due to their lack of training.
22 days ago

I would call them immediately if needed!
22 days ago

From everything I have heard and experienced I trust that the GPD would respond immediately.
22 days ago

I have confidence in Greensville governance
22 days ago

I have confidence in SC's fastest growing city and their demonstrated governance
22 days ago

I would not want to jeopardize the safety of my neighbors of color.
22 days ago

you're the first place to call
22 days ago

I no longer have a high degree of trust in them (the Sheriff's Dept., specifically).
22 days ago

But I would be hesitant to call if the incident involved someone with a mental condition like autism.
22 days ago

Why would I not?
22 days ago

I am so grateful for the police department, especially knowing that if I am ever in need of assistance...that
I DO have an option for protection. I am NOT a gun owner or hunter so if I felt unsafe I would call without
hesitation for help...I choose to leave the gun
22 days ago

Only if TR police department couldn't handle it.
22 days ago

This is clear . We believe the police are a resource to call on
22 days ago

Only if the TR police department couldn't handle it.
22 days ago

The police is not trustworthy
22 days ago

Every time I pass by and wave a greeting, the police department is exceptionally courteous! An absolute
great group of professionals.
22 days ago
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It appears to me that cops are afraid to be on the streets, and this is why they are so quick to draw their
weapons. I think that probably escalates almost every situation. I would rather try to work things out and
save lives
22 days ago

They always respond and act professionally
22 days ago

if have a need help no problem with calling, but you ask my perception, which is I am white, my
perception is if I was black i would not call because I could die. I have black friends and coworkers who
experienced bad results just saying
22 days ago

I have called both on the 911 emergency line and the no emergency
22 days ago

I dont have a choice
22 days ago

over my 30+ years in Greenville...the police have been to my house only a handful of times...one time I
had an unconvincing bomb threat for my home...probably a crank call...but when I reported it to the
police...they were very attentive...thankfully...it was not credible...and all was well...I appreciated the
police involvement...
22 days ago

If I needed help I would feel comfortable calling the Police department.
22 days ago

only once in my life have I been in a difficult situation with a police officer. Now that I'm an old lady, I
don't see that coming up again.
22 days ago

I offered to provide testimony to office Motz and he treated me poorly. Ie no thanks No follow up
22 days ago

I am white but can understand why black people might hesitate
22 days ago

But I'm white
22 days ago

Believe me, if I have to call GPD the S has HTF.
22 days ago

Very professional all around
22 days ago

It would depend on what for. I do think there is some bias towards people of color. Also, field cops seem
to have weaker knowledge of mental health
22 days ago

I have a high level of trust in Greenville PD
22 days ago

Goodness no! They've been trained to help and the majority have an innate desire to help...the very
people that I would need to call in a bad or unfortunate situation.
22 days ago

Would not hesitate to call for crime issues. 911 dispatchers also need training to discern what is a crime
vs a mental health issue and dispatch the right resources to prevent untimely, unnecessary injuries or
death.
22 days ago
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They’d probably find a reason to arrest everyone involved for something stupid. Something that shouldn’t
be a crime in the first place.
22 days ago

Don’t trust them.
22 days ago

I would hesitate only to insure the dispatch understood the situation so that no misunderstandings as to
who were the victims and who were the threats and that the information was conveyed effectively to the
officers responding to the event.
22 days ago

I have no reason not to call the Greenville Police Department for assistance. I have full trust and
confidence in their ability to respond in an professional and personal manner.
22 days ago

I have explained it three times and I will not do it again.
22 days ago

I would not hesitate to call the Greenville Police Department for assistance in any area. Examples : If I
was assaulted, If I needed help in some type of medical emergency, If I was involved in an automobile
accident, etc.
22 days ago

I would not hesitate to call the Greenville Police Department for assistance.
22 days ago

They are professional and prompt when they are called for assistance.
22 days ago

They are quick to react when called upon.
22 days ago

Officers are here to help us in situations where we need them. Very thankful that they can always be
counted on.
22 days ago

I have seen no reports that course me to question the department’s integrity.
22 days ago

Not directly because it’s the Greenville PD, but just because of current tensions in our country.
22 days ago

Not sure, have lived here less than a year and although outwardly I see them in a positive light, I don't
know about a personal situation.
22 days ago

Depends on what it is for. I would not call about a mental health crisis because I would be uncertain
about the level of training that officers receive in dealing with this type of problem, and my call might
result in someone being shot.
22 days ago

If there is an emergency, we are calling you.
22 days ago

If I were black or brown, I would hesitate.
22 days ago

If the officer doesn't feel like taking the report they'll just tell me I'm lying and that they have better things
to do
22 days ago
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I would not hesitate, but do not feel that it would be resolved appropriately. I have since learned that the
Coty does not want to take the time to write out reports.
22 days ago

I don’t want to get killed or anyone in my family get killed
23 days ago

I fully believe we need a strong department and assume that on important matters the police would
work to do an appropriate job,
23 days ago

I believe the response would be fast and fair.
23 days ago

I wouldn't want someone to be hurt or killed because of a phone call I made trying to help.
23 days ago

Because I'm white.
23 days ago

I would be concerned about the level of training, the individuals' backgrounds, whether they have had
training in de-escalation methods, use of force, etc.
23 days ago

There aren't many instances where I feel the police can help deescalate and the chances of an escalation
or a problem for others is too strong so my first instinct is how can I deal with this issue myself.
23 days ago

Especially if I was a witness to or aiding a Black or brown person who needed help. I would be fearful that
the GPD would disregard the safety of the person in need and create a dangerous or fatal situation.
23 days ago

I trust the police and would not hesitate to call if I needed assistance.
23 days ago

Actually, we are in the county and would call the Greenville County Sheriff.
23 days ago

Always professional and helpful going beyond what they have to!!
23 days ago

That is what police are for (assis
23 days ago

Who else could I call?
23 days ago

I would add that my neighbors or fellow civilians would be more appropriate at de-escalating a situation
that a police officer.
23 days ago

From past experiences with other police departments, where I was the victim of a crime, police officers
were not the ones who solved it, nor were they the first on the scene. I feel there are other agencies that
respond more appropriately to a given situation.
23 days ago

See above
23 days ago

My experience is that the police are always professional and want to help.
23 days ago

if i need help, i need help.
23 days ago
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In a time of distress I would could a friend or family member first to see what to do because I do not
trust the department
23 days ago

I’m white
23 days ago

That is their job and they do it
23 days ago

I trust they would responded promptly if called.
23 days ago

Despite my comment about the upper echelon of policing, i have massive respect for the individual
police and consider them heros because they are there when you need them, at the worst of times.
23 days ago

I have the non emergency number programmed in my phone and have used it to quickly report vehicle
accidents or trees which have fallen.
23 days ago

From what I observe, the Greenville Police are responsive to the community at large. It seems to be a well
trained force although I recognize there may be room for improvement.
23 days ago

would call them without hesitation if needed.
23 days ago

Don’t come out
23 days ago

Have already done this and found the officer on duty very helpful.
23 days ago

They are there to assist!
23 days ago

If I were in the city limits, I would immediately call for help if needed.
23 days ago

I’m white and affluent.
23 days ago

I believe our officers are hard-working, well-intentioned people who put themselves in danger to support
the law
23 days ago

Unless its an extreme emergency, Im not going to want to get the police involved. It rarely works out like
you think it will, and in many cases, all you're doing is making them fill out paperwork for something that
will never get resolved. Best to just save the resources.
23 days ago

If a person of color was involved, I would hesitate to call the police, out of fear that the situation might
escalate and someone might get hurt.
23 days ago

If I saw something I would report it
23 days ago

After participating in a ride-along a few years ago, I saw what they have to put up with and where they
have to go to answer the call of duty. They think quickly and have experience dealing with unsafe
situations that might be new to me. I wouldn't hesitate for a second to ask them for help for me or any of
my family.
23 days ago
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Not specific to GPD, but I think I would hesitate to call them for a non-emergency situation where their
presence could escalate the problem
23 days ago

If it was anything serious I would probably hesitate. Have seen excessive force a couple of times.
23 days ago

I fear the police escalate situations and make them worse.
23 days ago

For a traffic accident or minor crime yes, but if I saw suspicious activity by a group of minorities such as
blacks or latinos, I would fear that they would come in guns ablazing instead of trying to calm a situation.
23 days ago

I’ve only used the non-emergency number but all that have responded the few times needed, did not act
like I was wasting their time.
23 days ago

So far, I have found the police in general to be polite, attentive and careful.
23 days ago

Would not hesitate
23 days ago

My experience has been very positive recently and in the past.
23 days ago

I have been raised to respect and honor the law and have had no experience that alters my perspective
23 days ago

Feel CONFIDENT in Response time
23 days ago

I support and back the blue 100%
23 days ago

depends on the situation. I would much rather have a non-armed option to call in most non-emergent
situations
23 days ago

I do not trust them not to potentially escalate/misinterprete the situation and cause harm
23 days ago

I have called for assistance for neighborhood disturbances and concerns. Responses take too long.
23 days ago

I say no, b/c I have no problems with the police, but many of us have had issues getting through 911 to
get the help we've needed. 911 def needs fixing.
23 days ago

They are responsive to check on concerns when calling the non-emergency number.
23 days ago

I have the highest respect for the GPD.
23 days ago

Why should I hesitate?
23 days ago

I feel they would do their job as trained
23 days ago
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I feel safe because I know I can call them and get a swift response.
23 days ago

Depending on the situation, there are times I would rather not call the police. I have had minor robberies
and not called, as I felt it was not worth the hassle or stress of dealing with officers.
23 days ago

I am not sure whether or not they would treat me as a suspect if I called them
23 days ago

Would never hesitate.
23 days ago

It depends on the situation--I would be hesitant to call regarding any incident that involved a person of
color or someone suffering mental health issues, as I would be concerned for that person's safety.
24 days ago

I ended up going to jail after calling the police for something I’m not sure 1 of my white neighbors would
have. Charge was dismissed without intervention program/plea but was a very stressful time obviously
as this was my only negative encounter with the law.
24 days ago

I'm a white female, so I have privilege
24 days ago

Full trust in their response
24 days ago

Who else would I call? Black Lives Matter?
24 days ago

No
24 days ago

I wouldn’t have issues, however I know others who would
24 days ago

I would hesitate because I am not sure they are properly equipped for all emergency situations,
especially ones that do not require guns or a violent response. There are a lot of homeless people in my
neighborhood that are harmless but do have erratic behavior such as coming up to you suddenly or
moving in a jerky manner. Those people need compassionate assistance, not to be arrested or shot, and
I am afraid that may happen.
24 days ago

I have called in the past. Sometimes with good results and sometimes with no results.
24 days ago

Police escalate situations, I would not call a police officer unless I know that violence was occuring and
only a person with a gun can stop it. Otherwise, they really are not trained for anything else.
24 days ago

Don't won't to be shot.
24 days ago

Please see the"privately-submitted comment", feel free to make that public.
24 days ago

Greenville County has the highest officer involved shooting rate in the state. I don't want that anywhere
near me. i don't like guns or people who think that is how you solve conflicts.
24 days ago

I have called in years past, but not recently.
24 days ago
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The national take on police officers point at their lack of understanding of their duties, especially when
dealing with minorities.
24 days ago

Never know what they are going to do. They do not keep us safe!
24 days ago

Some police is better than none
24 days ago

I will never call the police again. They have only made my life worse.
24 days ago

Once I called 911 during a medical emergency and was hung up on. Also have had friends be charged
with crimes during medical emergencies due to being drugged.
24 days ago

I would call Greenville Police for advice and concerns criminal or civil
24 days ago

I would worry if calling would get a person if color killed.
24 days ago

I Trust Greenville Police Department, for HUMAN Decency
24 days ago

I would call if I felt the need
24 days ago

You guys have almost hit me 2 times in the dark. You don't turn you sirens on you just jet out of areas or
from a red light, when I have the right of way and then when I brake to avoid being hit you turn on your
lights and zoom even faster away. If you guys can't even follow basic traffic laws, how can I trust you with
anything else? If it is an emergency look both ways like a normal person, turn on your lights then drive.
It's really not that hard.
24 days ago

a number of the people in my life have mental health difficulties and i don't trust the police to interface
with them without causing harm.
24 days ago

When I called over a guy threatening me, they showed up and victim shamed me. So yah... not really sure
I’d call them for help if a date loses his mind ever again.
24 days ago

I’d call because it’s the right thing to do. Do I think more would be done than taking a report if we were
victims of burglary, no I do not.
24 days ago

No, if I needed help at my house or was in an accident or felt scared, I would still call the police with no
hesitation.
24 days ago

Full confidence in the force
24 days ago

I’m white
24 days ago

The Cox brothers called for help as did others that night on their behalf. The result was that they were
arrested and their names were drug through the mud. One of the brothers was a victim of an attack by a
drunk individual and the other brother was only trying to protect him.
24 days ago
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I trust their actions and knowledge.
24 days ago

I have utmost respect for the Greenville Police Department and have had many positive contacts with
members of the force.
24 days ago

I answered no, however it would depend on the situation. I would be very hesitant to call GPD regarding
someone having a mental health crisis especially if that person happens to be a member of a minority
community.
24 days ago

I think I already said why in my first response. Danger to community. Lack control & respond on impulse
and emotion. Can not trust for violence not to occur and someone to get hurt or worse.
24 days ago

They escalate the situation.
24 days ago

I’m white so I have the privilege of not being afraid of Police or mistrusted by police.
24 days ago

Every police officer who had ever interacted with me has been courteous, kind, personable, and
professional. Of course I would call the police if I needed them!
24 days ago

On multiple occasions they sided with my abusive parent over others because that parent was crying.
They also escalated a suicidal situation with a family member due to sheer carelessness, made crass
jokes about an injury, and planted alcohol on a younger member of my family who was my sober driver
in order to write them a minor in possession ticket.
24 days ago

I hope I never have to.
24 days ago

I have had concerns about the homeless panhandling or neighbors smoking weed or partying too loud.
But I am concernend it would be overkill to call the police.
24 days ago

It would depend on the situation.
24 days ago

Why call trigger-happy white supremacists when you could call literally anyone else to solve your
problem?
24 days ago

Really depends on the situation. If I don’t have solid video evidence of the crime I feel it’s a waste of time.
25 days ago

If I were in dire physical danger I would call the police. I would hesitate if I were interacting with someone
who were homeless or drug-addicted who was, for example, trespassing but not actively a threat
because I wouldn’t want to put that person in a worse situation if I didn’t have to.
25 days ago

As a white woman I know my privilege enough that I would do virtually anything in my power to address
a situation before calling the police because I don’t trust how they would treat anyone involved with the
situation - especially my neighbors many of whom are BIPOC
25 days ago

As a white woman no, but if I knew it was going to potentially inadvertently harm a black individual, yes.
25 days ago

I would only call if I felt a life was in danger.
25 days ago
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Our past requests for assistance from the GPD have all been excellent.
25 days ago

Considering the historical treatment of people of color and lack of diversity in the police force I would be
hesitant to call the police. I feel like more training is necessary for the police department to respond to all
the situations they are asked to deal with.
25 days ago

My hesitation would be due to a general lack of fa ith in officers ability to de-escalate a situation
25 days ago

If the issue was surrounding or involving a person of color I would be more hesitant. I would want to stay
and be involved in making sure everything was fair.
25 days ago

Just hesitant because one of the brothers called cops and because a bystander only videoed a portion of
the event and the cops ignored the two girls and the brothers were falsely charged.
Also the media said for four days the DiMaggio kid was in critical condition. I know he was discharged on
day one. I also know from talking to a neighbor, his alcohol level / drug was toxic. Why did the bar kick
him out knowing how intoxicated he was? On video from what I hear. Again, this case is very disturbing.
Please hold those accountable that caused those brothers to be arrested, reputations tarnished and one
of them lost his job. This could have been me and my wife.
25 days ago

I know that if I need to call the police for help in the city, they would come and be as helpful as possible.
25 days ago

not at all
25 days ago

If I needed help, I'd call.
25 days ago

It would depend the ethnicities of those involved but for the most part I don’t see a need for me to call
the cops. Even when I’ve been in accidents I report but do not ask them to come out for safety of myself
and other drivers.
25 days ago

depends on the situation .
25 days ago

There is not proper oversight of Greenville police for me to feel safe calling them. Who protects me from
the police?
25 days ago

I have a child with special needs
25 days ago

Cause a long time ago there was a shooting next door I call different numbers could not reach cops my
son was being bullied after he got off from I tried calling cops they didn’t give me a solution
25 days ago

Greenville does not fund the types of services that can adequately respond without threat of violence.
25 days ago

No, not at all. We need police to protect us
25 days ago

Why would I? They are the police and they want to help.
25 days ago

The last time I called 912, my husband was arrested for a having mental health health issue. It wasn't in
the City, but now I'll always pause. More money and training needs to go to mental health.
25 days ago
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Yes, if there was a POC involved I would hesitate to call.
25 days ago

Grateful that they are there for us. I trust in their judgment, training, and discretion for the most part.
25 days ago

I feel that if I need them, they'll respond
25 days ago

If I need help with a security or police matter where else would I go? Of course, I would not hesitate to
call them.
25 days ago

Never call the police, i dont need yall goong to the wrong house and killing someone
25 days ago

For some situations I don’t know how they could be handled safely otherwise.
25 days ago

On next door folks will say something and first thing I say did you repot it. That is what police do help
keep us safe. Proactive is my thinking. Keep bad things from happening if we can.
25 days ago

I wouldn’t hesitate to call the Police Dept.
25 days ago

If my home is being burglarized they would be the first people I would call! Who else would arrive,
wearing a bullet proof vest and carrying a weapon, with the purpose of protecting me - even at the cost
of his/her life?
25 days ago

No hesitation to contact
25 days ago

Aren't you supposed to call the police in an emergency?
25 days ago

I don't own a gun or tazer so if something happens that requires force or that type of training, I will call
the needed authorities.
25 days ago

I would hesitate depending on the situation.
25 days ago

They do a very good job.
25 days ago

If the situation required to call the police, I certainly would not hesitate to call.
25 days ago

I’d have to think very hard about whether the situation involved a real crime requiring an armed
response. Any other situation, I would try to find an alternative to calling the police.
25 days ago

I would never hesitate to call the police. Although I've called the non emergency line a few times and
never got a response
25 days ago

Have always trusted
25 days ago

Trust them completely.
25 days ago
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The Greenville Police Department is not helpful. I will not waste my time or endanger my neighborhood
by calling them again. It is unfortunate that calling the police will accomplish nothing after being
asaulted. Greenville Police Department doesn't care about assault.
25 days ago

If I felt they were needed to help me!
25 days ago

Yes, I will only call police as a very last resort for any issues including emergencies.
25 days ago

You can always count them to help you.
25 days ago

Depending on the situation yes- I have family members who are veterans and first responders who may
require the police to be called on them one day. I worry the “bro” mentality among groups and peers
would interfere with the report and investigation.
25 days ago

If it warrants an emergency call, I will not hesitate to call.
25 days ago

I don't expect they qould be effective.
25 days ago

Depends if it’s a mental health crisis or not.
25 days ago

I TRUST THEIR LEADER HOBART LEWIS to get his daily directions from GOD, then he leads his popeople.
25 days ago

I trust them!!!
25 days ago

Unless I witness an emergency, or I am involved in an emergency, I most likely will not call the police.
From my experience, police tend to escalate a situation. They make people nervous and many times they
are called out for things that are not an emergency (e.g. a person calls the police because their neighbors
are having an argument).
25 days ago

I'd only hesitate to contact the police department in reference to nonviolent situations involving
minorities. Based on reports from the Greenville News, a lot more people of color are victims of excessive
force in this city, county, and state at large than other groups.
https://www.greenvilleonline.com/in-depth/news/local/south-carolina/2019/09/29/south-carolina-policeshootings-involve-more-black-people-than-whites/3210201002/?
fbclid=IwAR2hyc34bYDIRquedCQQmVFUkUlv5mlExcJkcrQKxMa-W5WKyPjw_OtgoaU
25 days ago

When you need to be protected from crazy people, you should call the police. The Police are getting all
labeled as bad when there only are a few “bad apples”. Aren’t there “bad apples” in every organization?
Don’t over generalize and label all police as bad. If I need them, I’m calling tjem
25 days ago

I depend on the Police to be there and to protect the citizens and property in the City.
25 days ago

I’m white
25 days ago

I don’t call but if I do it’s for a very good reason or in need of immediate help.
25 days ago

Of course not!
26 days ago
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I believe most situations can be solved without a person with a gun.
26 days ago

You guys don’t do anything for the safety of women during domestic abuse and regular domestic cases
like a man unlawful getting into the house or apartment of the woman’s and he guys say something like
“oh well he has a toothbrush here” or “he has a bill here” all the while their names are no one on the
lease or mortgage. In the case of domestic abuse cases a friend of mine got out of one with the father of
her son and got an apartment of her own. Her name on the lease. Not her husbands. He didn’t pay a
cent towards the housing or utilities. He came to her place to harass her. Knock on the window of their
sons room to cause him to cry. Refused to leave and you guys told her that since they were still
technically married that he could do all that he was doing “legally”. In the state of mental health you use
excessive force and call names, be down right mean.
26 days ago

I have complete confidence they will respond as quickly as possible.
26 days ago

They are rude and lazy only do it for a job not to genuinely help
26 days ago

They protect us
26 days ago

It isn't safe to contact police.
26 days ago

They only make the situation worse. Huge egos and qualified immunity means they can kill, beat lie
etc...and nothing ever happens to them.
26 days ago

No reason to hesitate to call if felt in peril.
26 days ago

No reason to hesitate if felt in peril.
26 days ago

I feel like they do not take action
26 days ago

Police are a vital part of this city, we need to respect them. They should be considered our allies. As I
previously said, I’ve never had ANYTHING but positive experiences, even when at fault. (Like not stopping
at a stop sign or going a little too fast on 385 about 10 years ago)
26 days ago

I believe that GPD is doing a way better job than a lot of the country right now. They have amazing
training and I completely trust them. I do believe that some of the nation’s police force do need to do
better. I believe that GPD is miles above what has happened other places.
26 days ago

By and large I believe that the police are doing what they can to safe guard communities. That doesn't
mean reforms aren't needed though. I run near downtown a lot and during recent protest notice a large
presence of well armed individuals wearing body armor circling the downtown area in unmarked
vehicles. A stark contrast to the bike cops on display here. I think we need to do better than we have in
the past. Especially here in the south.
26 days ago

If there were a Black or person of color involved, I would hesitate to call.
26 days ago

Who's to say that cop won't show up and take my life or arrest me instead of protecting me?
26 days ago

I think that the police are fair and very competent, especially when the public is polite and respectful to
them.
26 days ago
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Police officers need to bond with the Black community.
26 days ago

I personally feel that officers are not trained properly to deal with the Black community. Black community
are over policed by officers that have not developed a bond with the community.
26 days ago

Assuming something serious was occurring
26 days ago

I trust them. They are hard working, courageous, and outstanding. True public servants.
26 days ago

Police officers chose this profession to serve the public, and comply with laws. I know they will respond
and assist.
26 days ago

Depends on the circumstances. I do not feel confident of their training or judgment in dealing with
mental health crisises. Adding trained social workers or psychologists to the staff to accompany officers
when responding to calls, as has been done on a volunteer basis in one or more cities, would greatly
increase my sense that a situation would be appropriately handled
26 days ago

If the need arises I would call. I would like a non emergency number to be published. I can't seem to
locate one.
26 days ago

I wouldn’t
26 days ago

Every time I have called I have been helped or gotten the answer needed
26 days ago

In general, I can't remember the last time calling the police has improved the situation – even when
threats of bodily harm are involved
26 days ago

I’ve hesitated because I feel as if I burden the system. That or that the resources on hand are able to deal
with the problem and come up with a solution
26 days ago

I have dogs. I'm not trying to get my dog shot.
26 days ago

I would hesitate to call any police dept
26 days ago

If I needed immediate or emergency assistance, I would still always call 911.
26 days ago

Thompson for Chief
26 days ago

I have no hesitation in calling the Greenville police.
26 days ago

Like there is a choice? Really?
26 days ago

When I have asked questions, you get different responses. Police Officers not aware of the law they are
paid to enforce and then they turn on those asking questions.
26 days ago
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N/a
26 days ago

Again the Police are partners in the community
26 days ago

no hesitation
26 days ago

They are responsive
26 days ago

Incompetent
26 days ago

I will always call the GPD unless I’m out of the area of course.
26 days ago

I trust in the integrity of our police.
26 days ago

No hesitation.
26 days ago

Not sure if they would yep considering I’m a person of color living in one of the more prosperous areas of
town.
26 days ago

That's what their job is.
26 days ago

I would rather call services more qualified in situations where deadly force is absolutely not necessary,
such as calling social services for people with special needs going through mental health breakdowns.
26 days ago

I have had a couple of encounters with the police over the years and they are always professional,
courteous, and helpful.
26 days ago

As opposed to Mauldin City, I haven't experienced or heard from friends any incidents of possible
discrimination or profiling from GPD.
26 days ago

I am white in a mostly black neighborhood and I could never live with myself if I called the police and
unnecessary harm came to a neighbor.
26 days ago

Depending on the situation calling would be the last resort given the lack of accountability the police
have to not abuse there power.
26 days ago

anxious that there would be bias
26 days ago

As a person of color I have had people in my car pulled out and questioned for a minor traffic infraction
(one of my tail lights were out). It was traumatizing and did not make me feel safe.
26 days ago

In spite of being uncomfortable around police, I would call them if the benefit outweighed the risks.
26 days ago
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Because cops escalate situations more often than deescalating, leading to wrong arrest, or sometimes
death. It’s been clear that in certain crucial situations, cops are clueless on what to do, and that can lead
to accidents that are fatal.
26 days ago

The officers are good and I call them. There polite and respectful. Some just need not to be lazy, and the
boss needs to be out working and showing officers how work was done back in the day. These thugs
would not have been in the streets back in the day. They need to follow policy from the top down. They
need a new judge who puts people in jail and fines them. They need a night time traffic enforcement and
DUI full time since Greenville is a bar town.
26 days ago

It would depend on the situation
26 days ago

I have always been treated well by Greenville Police. Even when the accident was my fault.
26 days ago

I think the police do a fantastic job! Yes, there are bad cops...but, we can't villify all of them! They are
putting their lives on the line every day.
26 days ago

the answer speaks for itself
26 days ago

Maybe.
26 days ago

No reason to hesitate.
26 days ago

The police are needed in certain scenarios
26 days ago

I’m scared to call the cops. I feel threatened by them
26 days ago

Slow response time
26 days ago

Yes, as a law abiding, educated minority, I always hesitate to contact law enforcement bc I've personally
witnessed how it often goes negatively for people of color, when I am the person actually requesting
help. I haven't had a negative experience like that with Greenville police but I'm wary of all police due to
my multiple negative experiences in multiple areas of the country.
26 days ago

They take forever, they seem uninterested in the plight of civilians, and there's a not-insignificate chance
that they'd murder someone who didn't need to be murdered.
26 days ago

You feel like they do not take your concern as serious as minority culture group's concerns
26 days ago

Idk who does the hiring but every officer I’ve talked to is top notch without a doubt!
26 days ago

Tried many times, half the time they don't show up, and after seeing how they are so quick to use
violence without even assessing a situation, I would feel better if they left most people alone.
26 days ago

I would not call unless it was a dire situation. I do not trust some officers ability to deescalate and be
empathetic.
26 days ago
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Police have a tendency to make minor situations worse
26 days ago

I will not hesitate to call when police help needed,, but environment is not conducive for one or the other
like electronic sound sense.
26 days ago

I have no reason to hesitate to call if I needed their assistance.
26 days ago

I trust the police
26 days ago

I have seen too many incidents of police not handling a situation well and it ends in extreme violence (for
instance with those with mental issues).
26 days ago

What can they do that others couldn't? Fire Department are better equipped to handle stress-underpressure situations than what I've witnessed police officers do. Also knowing that when there is even a
thought of fowl play within the department police officers are never the first people that are suspected,
unlike fire departments. In domestic disputes there should be someone that knows how to descalate
situations and not pose as a threat, which is a hard thing to present. If a retail worker can handle being
yelled at by people on a daily basis, then officers of the law should be able to stay calm. If there is a
mental health issue why would I call police? There are too many in Greenville that do not believe that
mental health is an issue.
26 days ago

The City Police Department is the only choice for assistance needed for criminal incidences.
26 days ago

I'd hesitate (as a mom of two black sons), but I'd call.
26 days ago

Whenisaw the homeless man in the woods beside my house, I called immediately, but not,911
26 days ago

I in no way trust the police and feel that involving the police will escalate a situation to people being
assaulted or even killed. Officers have a superiority complex and do not treat people other than each
other with respect.
26 days ago

The idea that there are rogue cops or racist cops is fiction. Anyone who looks at the statistics knows this.
Democrats are simply trying to remodel society into a Marxist hell.
26 days ago

I live in a not-great neighborhood w/ a lot of minorities - I would not call the police unless I thought
someone's life was in imminent danger, and even then I would be scared they'd focus on the wrong
person.
26 days ago

I'm white.
26 days ago

Why should I?
26 days ago

They come to our neighborhood meeting and this is a wonderful thing to hear what we should do to help
prevent crime . They try very hard to help with whatever problem you have if they can. Nice people.
26 days ago

Absolutely! They're too unpredictable and too quick to respond with force.
26 days ago

If I were involved in an incident with a person of color, I would make calling the city police my last resort.
26 days ago
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If there were Black people around, I would worry that they wouldn’t be treated fairly
26 days ago

Why would a responsible, law abiding, sober citizen have any hesitation to call the police?
26 days ago

I would have to had been a victim of a major crime or in distress to call because summoning the police
increases your chance of getting shot or arrested.
26 days ago

Truthful and candid in all of my interactions.
26 days ago

I completely trust the G'ville Police.
26 days ago

If I see suspicious activity I contact the GPD as a precaution. The officers have always been very
responsive and positive. I live near downtown and the neighborhood gets foot traffic going from the
mission to the soup kitchens and QT.
26 days ago

I would not hesitate to call for my own assistance, however I recently contacted first responders on
behalf of a non responsive male (suspected under the influence of drugs or alcohol). The police were the
first to respond and he attempted to flee. Maybe a social services or crisis management specialist would
have been more appropriate?
26 days ago

It is definitely context-dependent, but I will now endure much more nuisance due to a fear of
unpredictable police officers
26 days ago

I think the community needs options other than just cops. Social workers, paramedics, mental health
specialists should be added to the on call team.
26 days ago

GPD is also one of the few departments that has never blown me off when I needed help. Regardless of
the problem, day or night, their response time and speedy problem resolution have been 10/10 every
time.
26 days ago

They are there to help and want to.
26 days ago

I would hesitate in cases where people of color or with mental illness are involved because I think they
might be at higher risk for use of force that hurts or kills them.
26 days ago

I do not know if they will respond violently.
26 days ago

I don’t exactly trust the police as a government entity because the system is broken but there are good
officers out there. That being said, if I found myself in a situation that required intervention I would call
the police to say that I did my part to get help.
26 days ago

I have no reason to not call them.
26 days ago

Depending if the community has the resources to handle an infraction.
26 days ago

We have a great team of Officers that assist our community as needed.
26 days ago
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I feel some policies require them to arrest first, ask questions later. It seems they are always always eager
to arrest someone for something, even if that's not the helpful or right thing to do.
26 days ago

I believe most police officers want to do their jobs well and to help the citizens of Greenville. I don't think
they are harboring resentment or malice toward anyone who gives them the same level of respect and
decency. A two-way street.
26 days ago

I would have to be in DIRE need, in many cases police make the problems worse.
26 days ago

I'm worried if they showed up they might escalate any negative situations instead of taking a
nonconfrontational approach to resolving it. The fact that they are always fully armed with guns and
tasers I feel likes always makes all interactions more tense.
26 days ago

Because I believe they are dedicated to protecting us and our city!!
26 days ago

serve and protect!?
26 days ago

I believe we have one of the finest,professional law enforcement agencies in the country
26 days ago

When I need assistance I would not think twice about calling the GVL police. The do an outstanding job of
protecting us citizens, I feel very safe in GVL.
26 days ago

The Greenville Police, according to my experience and others I know, usually find a way to make a bad
situation worse.
26 days ago

While I haven’t personally witnessed issues, friends have
26 days ago

It needs to be said and said loudly. COPS ARE NOT THE PROBLEM!
26 days ago

I think more inquiries need to be done in to what goes on while officers are on the clock and in state
vehicles. I live in Anderson Country, but you can bet I would have already filed suit with what I know if my
tax dollars were paying for what some of those so called “Captains” do everyday. It’s an absolute joke!!!
26 days ago

Especially for lower class or POC involved incidences given the current climate involving police brutality
and injuring to individuals. I myself, would be afraid for an officer to come to my home in fear my family
and I may be harmed accidentally.
26 days ago

Since police have a monopoly on lethal force, calling the police inherently escalates the danger level of
any emergency by adding additional dangerous elements.
26 days ago

Experience positive thus far
26 days ago

Every time iv called its only made things worse or I wasn't believed/ not enough was done
26 days ago

Yes and no. It depends on who you send. Is it someone that truly cares about the community or do they
care only about their power and Authority. I grew up in Greenville SC. Born and raised and stayed. Very
disappointed in how a lot of things have been handled in our city.
26 days ago
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I know that they are here for the benefit of us as Greenville residents.
26 days ago

I do not trust police to handle any situation that is not immediately life threatening.
26 days ago

no
26 days ago

I live in West Greenville. There have been a few times I’ve felt a need to call 911. One example was when
a man was clearly having a mental breakdown on the sidewalk and yelling at all passerby. This isn’t
uncommon, as our street has a lot of walk through traffic. I hesitated on calling the police department
because, while the man clearly needed help and was potentially a danger to himself, I was unsure how
the police would respond. I didn’t want it to escalate into another police/civilian issue. I also hesitated
becuase I don’t think it should be the police officers job to deal with mental health crises, but didn’t know
who else to call. So, the bulk of my hesitation has to do with what I see in the news and wanting to avoid
perpetuating it in my area. However, I usually end up calling the police because there isn’t an alternative
agency to call.
26 days ago

I would anticipate the assistance to continue to follow past positive expectations.
26 days ago

My greatest wish for our public safety is that we had a mental health unit on call. Sometimes it is clear
that someone is having an episode and they are potentially dangerous to themselves and/or others, but I
also fear that especially if that person is a black male, he might feel even more scared and unsettled if I
call the police to help him. I also regret that when someone reaches out to a suicide hotline, a police
officer shows up to ask "are you okay?" and then leaves. That is not an acceptable mental health solution.
While it may scare the person into waking up from their state and realizing what they were considering, it
is not taking that person out of harm's way. So that is why I wish there were certified counselors on call
either within the 911 network or in the police department itself.
26 days ago

I have never had to deal with any criminal person so yes I would call Immediately
26 days ago

I yrust them
26 days ago

I completely trust the Greenville Police
26 days ago

none
26 days ago

I work in downtown Greenville and frequent that area i feel very safe around the Greenville Police that i
see patroling the area
26 days ago

I have a high level of respect for Police Officers
26 days ago

Slow and sometimes attitude prone.
26 days ago

Based on my experiences as a sexual assault victim, I am very hesitant with calling the police. Depending
on what the situation is, I would error on the side of caution to avoid feeling helpless and shamed.
26 days ago

Didn't y'all kill someone recently?
26 days ago

If a black person is involved, I would try to handle the situation without police for fear of someone
getting hurt
26 days ago
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I’m white so I’m not worried about them responding to my call
26 days ago

Again. Guns, not needed.
26 days ago

I don’t have a problem with the police
26 days ago

I worry someone will get hurt, so I’d rather investigate local resources available.
26 days ago

I used to call the police for minor issues like noise complaints or public intoxication. I now worry about
what could happen to the people I’m calling then police on. I would only call if I felt my life was in danger,
which is honestly the only reason we should call the police
26 days ago

I feel that I can call 911. I called about 2 years ago about a dumpster fire at our building and the FD
responded. I would not hesitate to call again if it were necessary.
26 days ago

Absolutely NO hesitation. I have great Respect for our Officers and others who protect us!
26 days ago

Calling the police interfered with my ability to help my family, protect myself or even to get a better look
at the criminals.
26 days ago

You don’t prevent crime you just react to it.
26 days ago

I've never had any reason to doubt the integrity of the Greenville Police. Ever. And no, I am not a member
of the force nor do I have family members or any other connections. I am merely a city resident with
experience.
26 days ago

With everything going on in the world, it makes you second guess your decision to call the police or not
26 days ago

I have had positive experiences
26 days ago

Exactly who else would I call if I felt unsafe? I have upmost faith in GPD
26 days ago

I will continue to contact the police for assistance when needed. It is also my responsibility to
communicate clearly when contacting 911 to clarify what type of assistance I need.
26 days ago

I do not trust officers to handle a situation with correct use of force
27 days ago

I don't trust police officers to do what is right for the safety of the community.
27 days ago

I'd rather take care of a situation My self
27 days ago

In my experience things only get worse when police are involved
27 days ago
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My husband who works for djj is a black man.
If I ever needed assistance I would have to actually take steps to ensure that as the police arrive they
wouldnt assume and racially profile him or our teen boys. These facts affect my decisions.
27 days ago

I have seen a lot of incidences in the news the last few years. I fear if I phone for help, I may become a
victim of poor training, coercive behavior, or lied to. I see a lot of stonewalling and chest beating from the
office: no apologies, no accountability or transparency. I wouldn’t have anyone over with those traits.
27 days ago

Would not hesitate to contact...always responsive.
27 days ago

These guys/gals work tirelessly to ensure that our city is safe. They should be given a raise!!!!
27 days ago

Not at all. They are trustworthy
27 days ago

They're the police
27 days ago

I would be worried that they wouldn't respond well in the event of a mental health emergency
27 days ago

I don’t believe all police will react with the proper response but with violence and aggression instead. I’m
more concerned someone will die if police are calling during these times.
27 days ago

As a white woman I am aware that my interactions with the police occur within the protection of my
privilege and are not indicative of the whole community's interactions with the police.
27 days ago

I feel like they would respond and be helpful if I was in danger
27 days ago

I don't want someone to die because we called for help.
27 days ago

I would call the police in a heartbeat.
27 days ago

Police write tickets, seize legal assets, and murder people over traffic violations (see: Michael Culbertson).
They do not protect people or solve crimes. I would not call GPD under any circumstances, even
attempted murder or armed burglary.
27 days ago

Yes, because communication skills are key to solving a lot of problems. Police come in and do not seek to
understand want to be defensive and have that power aspect and actually escalate situations.
27 days ago

No, but I do document police encounters more now than I ever have; even as a bystander.
27 days ago

With all that's going on now it's hard to trust police
27 days ago

I respect the job the police do and realize they have a difficult row to hoe in the community. I think each
experience is unique to individual personalities (both from the police and the community).
27 days ago

I believe that the police act with impunity and there have been too many stories about police responding
to emergencies and innocent people being killed
27 days ago
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Don’t call the cops. They will overreact and/or make the situation worse
27 days ago

If I need help I would call
27 days ago

I can protect my family and property with there help.
27 days ago

I hesitate because the cops are only equipped to respond to events with violence. They are not equipped
to handle mental health situations or helping homeless people to find shelter, etc.
27 days ago

I only need to call the police for car insurance purposes if I get in an accident.
27 days ago

When the police are there, there’s a much higher likelihood of someone being arbitrarily executed. I can
think of very few situations in which it would be worth that risk.
27 days ago

I’m not a criminal.
27 days ago

If I needed help I would call immediately
27 days ago

Based on all things that we can see, sometimes we don't need police to handle some kinds of calls.
Sometimes we just need specialized social workers, not tasers and guns
27 days ago

No , I would not hesitate, but I would also not expect a pleasant experience. I would expect them to
arrogant and non responsive based on my personal experience in multiple jurisdictions. To be fair , my
husband started in Law Enforcement, and we still have family members serving. There are exception
cops, but good grief, something has changed, get back to being Public Servants to treat EVERYONE
equally or do a different job.
27 days ago

I wouldn’t want to be the cause of someone getting shot
27 days ago

I had to call GPD for a loud noise at my house. They were more than accommodating.
27 days ago

27 days ago

I would call them if needed
27 days ago

I'm never a fan of calling the police, in general, but if a situation did arise in which I felt I needed their
assistance, I wouldn't hesitate to call.
27 days ago

Trustworthy
27 days ago
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* In general, do you believe that law enforcement throughout the nation treats all
racial/ethnic groups fairly?
44% No
43% Yes
13% I don't know

2,496 respondents
Hell no, they all lie
9 days ago

I think this is a very touchy situation currently. In my heart I want to believe that they are doing the right
thing. but being black or being white or being any particular race shouldn’t give you a right to commit
crimes with no reprocutions or be treated any differently than anyone else. For example if you shoot at
police officers, they will shoot back. If you put yourself in a criminal situation you will be treated like a
criminal. If you’re sitting in a library reading a book you will be treated like a librarian.
12 days ago

A criminal will never like or respect police nor their families
12 days ago

Please also see comments in my previous response. Not the black people call attention to themselves.
However, there have been some bad cops who have abused people (some just happened to be black and
there was a reason they were trying to be arrested). and those officers need to face their punishment for
abusing a human being. It does not matter what the race is. All people should be treated humanely. I
should point out that black people in general think the world owes them everything. White people did
not make them slaves. Their own race did this generations ago to them. No one today is special - black,
white, Asian Indian, etc. get out and get a job and stay out of trouble. Respect our police so they can
protect everyone.
12 days ago

Overall the police automatic see African Americans as criminals
12 days ago
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* In general, do you believe that Greenville Police Department officers treat all
racial/ethnic groups fairly?
54% Yes
25% I don't know
22% No

2,484 respondents
Hell no, do not trust them
9 days ago

It seems more so recently people are looking at the police officers reaction instead of understanding the
cause of the police officers action. While there are some very few exceptions, as a general rule police
officers don’t simply go around shooting certain races or ethnicities for no reason.
12 days ago

Yes. I see everyone being treated fairly by our Police. However, our police do not get the respect they
deserve
12 days ago

No encounters or interactions
12 days ago

Many on the force are outward racist and prey on Disadvantaged communities because it's less likely
they will have to resources or knowledge to follow thur with complaints
12 days ago

I think so so far
12 days ago

Most try but I am shocked what I witnessed. Very disheartening.
12 days ago

I think there giving ppl that complain or raise the race card a break when they should be going to jail.
12 days ago

GPD is part of the systemic racism of the institution of the police.
12 days ago

I have yet to see the Greenville police dept to not be fair in teh treatment of any race
12 days ago

But like I said, there are some officers that may not be fair to all people
12 days ago

No and community’s don’t treat them fairly
12 days ago

There may be one or two bad police, but overall, I believe everyone is treated two.
12 days ago

I have seen comments and behavior of officers to believe otherwise.
12 days ago
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Context is important for sure, no. Obviously not.
13 days ago

Please see above
13 days ago

The media is monopolizing the action of a few and trying to characterize all law enforcement as racist
because the criminal elent doesn't follow law enforcement orders
13 days ago

As a former detention officer I have witnessed personally the disparity between officers and deputies
and their treatment of individuals brought in for the same crime.
14 days ago

The 1 or two times I have interacted with GPD have been positive and helpful. A couple friends have told
me that they have had negative experiences.
14 days ago

I have not interacted with GPD. I have friends who say they have had bad experiences.
14 days ago

They do not treat anyone fairly, anyone being - black, white, ethnic, etc. They place malicious charges
without proper evidence to back said charges that ruin peoples lives even after they are acquitted then
face zero disciplinary actions as a result.
14 days ago

I
14 days ago

No evidence to suggest otherwise
14 days ago

In my interactions through NAMI CIT training, I’ve found the officers to be professional, caring,
enthusiastic, intelligent, respectful, and proud of their community service. If they can perform this way in
understanding a mental health crisis, they aren’t likely to be racist in their treatment of citizens. Bias
certainly exists in all humans. It is intent and acting on bias which can cause issues. Additionally, police
officers maintaining their own mental health is a critical factor in order to perform their duties under the
modern day media microscope seeking to divide people and police.
14 days ago

I can only speak for myself. I didn’t grow up the same as most people around here.
15 days ago

From my observation in the city.
15 days ago

I’m white and therefore unable to speak for other racial/ethnic groups and their experiences.
15 days ago

I've got friends/family/acquaintances who are members of the police force who are actively and vocally
racist.
15 days ago

Same as above answer. There are definite stereotypes, whether I agree or not
15 days ago

I have not had personal experience with this, so I can’t make a judgement call on it
15 days ago

I do not believe this could be answered with just a simple yes or no
15 days ago

I personally have never seen an issue.
15 days ago
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I believe we have come a long way and I am
Proud that Greenville does a good job. We love each other and that’s the difference.
15 days ago

More black people in jail, more black people in poverty, less opportunity and the cycle of poverty where
crime is the only option with rascit white cops, less officers of color on the job and larger environment of
unrest between poc and the cops make for a heated situation. South Carolina is no exception.
15 days ago

I have to assume they do.
15 days ago

I’m only limited to my interactions and friends/family interactions
15 days ago

I don't think they treat black property and safety the same as white property and safety/.
15 days ago

They see everyone equal.
15 days ago

They are a great group.
15 days ago

I have never seen data or evidence to the contrary
15 days ago

I have not heard that they dont
15 days ago

I can't speak to this because I come from a place of privilege.
15 days ago

i want to believe that but I do know my black friends do tell me (i'm white female) that they are asked for
ID when their white peers aren't or when they are pulled over, the questions and actions required are
different than for their white friends so that doesn't feel like it is
15 days ago

I don't see any redneck trouble makers getting a free pass. And I don't see African American policemen
unfairly targeting whites. I see them arresting whoever is braking the law, regardless of race, color, or
creed
15 days ago

I hope so.
15 days ago

Greenville police are probably among the best anywhere in that regard
15 days ago

I don’t know for sure, but I assume they do. I haven’t heard of any egregious mistreatments for anyone.
15 days ago

I have not been witness to any mistreatment of minorities or ethnic groups in Greenville but I have only
lived here less than a year.
15 days ago

I sure hope that we weed the bad ones out
15 days ago

I have no reason to believe otherwise. I am sure there have been incidents but I do not believe it is a big
problem or we would hear more about it.
15 days ago
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See previous comment
15 days ago

Greenville PD treats minorities differently. If you have to ask the question you already know the answer.
16 days ago

No personal experience of seeing anything other than patience with active situations. Have had no
personal interaction or direct experience other than observing police on street with young vocal
protestors in recent demonstrations.
16 days ago

I have not seen a film or read accounts of police brutality in our region like I have nationally.
16 days ago

For the most part, yes. I know some wonderful county deputies who are kind individuals to everyone. But
the law enforcement employees have a very difficult job. They definitely deserve higher pay in my
opinion. I hope they will continue to go through training for dealing with mental illnesses though and not
just a one time and forget it class.
16 days ago

GPD IS racially diverse itself - there have been no objectively racists incidents that I am aware of in the
City - no matter your race, if you behave remotely appropriate in your interactions with GPD, you WILL be
treated fairly. Any perceived "unfairness" is merely appropriate reaction to UNAPPRORIATE actions by the
citizenry, with race being immaterial. Unfortunately, our UPSTATE community agitators know full well that
SOME of our media will pathetically help them shape whatever narrative they wish until the police and
the citizenry are forced to point out their errors.
16 days ago

I trust the police to do their best . Thanks
16 days ago

again observations-16 days ago

No reason to believe otherwise
16 days ago

Inevitably, personal racial bias affects decision-making while on duty.
16 days ago

My guess is 'probably' - I doubt GPD is too different from the national stats. There is a need for more
training!
16 days ago

I believe the police department is allowing armed white militia members to threaten protesters with
guns.
16 days ago

I want to think it's different in Greenville. My black friends have said they find sheriff's deputies to be
problematic, but I haven't heard as much about police. But I can't say for sure.
16 days ago

Same as above. 99% are good 99% of the time. 1% of 1% behave badly.
16 days ago

No I don't think so because I have seen cased where a black man was stopped for what ever reason and
was instantly taken to jail. A few months later: a van full of a suspious white family kept circaling around
my area. The suspected them of looking for drugs; however; there was young children in the car and
senior adults in the front seat. The responding officer took the baby out of the van and into the cruser;
letting play lights on the cars and what not. Not one of them went to jail or was written a ticket or
anything. I thought Wow! If that had been a black family under heavy suspinion wouldn't sat around like
that and drove away. Whites do get away with things concerning the law that would get most blacks killed
or life sentences one way or another.
16 days ago
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Same comment as above. Most problems occur when someone talks ugly to an officer, resists arrest, or
tries to flee.
16 days ago

In MY experience, yes...but can’t say that I KNOW that to be fact. As far as anyone else I know directly, I
would say yes also.
16 days ago

Because Greenville is one of the most racists counties in SC and as long as our county is being run and
governed by republicans and conservatives or other stubborn old white people who feel ENTITLED
African Americans and others as well will never be perceived as a normal human being to them.
16 days ago

Too quick to pull the trigger instead of resolving issues without force. Need for community involvement
to build trust and respect.
17 days ago

They don't treat anyone fairly
17 days ago

I base this on observations I was able to make while working as a Security Guard on Main Street, and was
able to observe numerous interactions between Greenville PD and various ethnic groups
17 days ago

NO they’d tereotyoe your skin your car and the area you are driving in or from
17 days ago

I believe they do.
17 days ago

My response can be explained in a previous explanation I gave about a car accident .
17 days ago

I think they tend to treat everyone fairly. But, I have no evidence to prove it.
17 days ago

As far as I know, all racial/ethnic groups are treated fairly. I am not in a position to personally observe
many local interactions between police and racial groups.
18 days ago

My recent traffic accident was between two different races and economic levels. The officers treated us
with equal respect and care even though I was the one at fault
18 days ago

I don’t know
18 days ago

I have not ever been targeted since I moved here so I have hope.
18 days ago

I don't have any reason to believe they don't.
18 days ago

Even though y’all have treated me like crap, I’ve seen y’all treat POC like shit too.
18 days ago

I've NEVER seen Greenville police treat anyone any differently.
18 days ago

Like o said I have seen anything that would make me say otherwise l, I’ve heard somethings but I haven’t
seen anything so I would say yes but I’m sure there have been some cases where some groups were
treated poorly...
18 days ago
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SOME of them profile people due to their color and some of them immediately treat a minority different
in situations where the police are needed than they would a white individual.
18 days ago

I really have not heard they do or don't.
18 days ago

Racist sentiments continue to permeate this state, there is absolutely no way the police force is not also
racist. But watching them line up and stand guard while KKK stood on our states capitol I think says all it
needs to. If our communities want to be safe and protected we must protect ourselves and one another
and that includes not calling the police who may "accidentally" murder your autistic son or sleeping
daughter.
18 days ago

Unfortunately racism is still alive and well in the South.
18 days ago

They probably don’t, but I haven’t seen any evidence of specifically racial profiling
18 days ago

I do not know in general whether the Greenville City Police Department officers treat all racial/ethnic
groups fairly, but I am concerned due to the unprofessional conduct and behavior of police officers
nationwide. I know that the Greenville Police Department officers do not treat people who are
homosexual, transgender, and in our L.G.B.T.Q.+ community fairly and equally as they do people who are
or are thought to be heterosexual.
18 days ago

My personal experience
18 days ago

I’m a white male so I can only speak on my personal experiences. I feel there is a few bad apples in every
department but for the most part we have pretty good officers and I don’t think many racial disparities
happen within our community.
19 days ago

Same as above— the data shows that brown and black men and women and children are treated
differently.
19 days ago

From my experience, I have been treated unfairly and so have some of peers from the same race. From
what I have heard from some of my friends that are not the same race it’s a different. They have never
had a bad encounter with the police department
19 days ago

I there is to much political interference. Only contact any of the council should have with the Police is
through the Chief. There is a clear cut chain of Command. Council Sets Policy, Chief of Police follows it or
is replaced. Leadership is not being in Charge it is being responsible. Just create the policy , change it
when needed and let them Chief direct it. If the Council spent as much time with BLD Standards or or
Trash pick up as they do with the police, we would have nothing building and some streets would be full
of trash others pick up every day.. Only avenue if it is not corrected is to make the Chief an elected
position and answer to the voters like the Sheriff does. Let the Police manage the Police. If they need
additional resources, training, logistics, or direction, his job is to come to the Council, without having to
worry about displeasing them and having to protect his job. City Council needs to only set policy and
approve budget or cut it. Way too much back and forth in funding , policy and information handled out of
channels.
19 days ago

I've never witnessed any unfair treatment in Greenville.
19 days ago

I believe Greenville Police Department treats all racial/ethnic groups fairly.
19 days ago
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One of my close friends is black and shared how his brother was detained for three hours without an
explanation. This is a family who is highly conservative and has had family serving in our military for
years. No, I don’t think this is true if this kind of thing happens to them.
19 days ago

I saw the officers in the jail treat black people differently and more harshly than others.
19 days ago

Not enough experience to say, and I am not a minority.
19 days ago

Personal experience
19 days ago

to my knowledge yes. I have not heard of any bad situations here that have happened in other places
19 days ago

I am a white male; it would be impossible for me to answer this question.
19 days ago

Have not witnessed many occasions
19 days ago

one time i called them to come help a minority person get a ride to the bus station as they were just
sitting on a bench on our property and seemed very lost. The policemen who arrived did just that and
were very courteous. This was about 5.30am
19 days ago

I’m white so can only go off my own experiences and my friends experiences. What I can say is there is a
good deal of sexism.
19 days ago

The situations in which the police have to be involved and the People they have to dell with usually
makes a situation .
19 days ago

I have observed police officers interacting with different types of people, and I have never seen any
disrespect on the officer's part.
19 days ago

I believe that it would be nearly impossible to treat the people living in low-income, high-crime
neighborhoods the exact same way as the people living in rich, low-crime areas. I do not believe the
police, except for a very small number, are explicitly racist, but I do believe that it is human nature to
have implicit bias against someone based on their appearance. However, because this is human nature,
police must receive EXTENSIVE training to learn about implicit bias, recognize it in themselves, learn ways
to combat it.
19 days ago

They are professional
19 days ago

Routinely patrol black neighborhoods SO heavily but are never in wealthy white neighborhoods. wonder
why.
19 days ago

At least I hope so.
19 days ago

Same comment as above. You need more clarifiers. More questions.
19 days ago

I do not know. I have not experienced any time that they have not treated ethnic groups fairly, however
Greenville is not immune to the nation wide issues we are dealing with in our country in terms of police
brutality of blacks.
19 days ago
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I have no personal knowledge of how they treat other people
19 days ago

Just based on news reports. observation at events
19 days ago

I've not been witness to racial inequality in my city or county. Do I think it doesn't exist? No....but i believe
Greenville does a fine job with equality.
20 days ago

They treat you fairly
20 days ago

The police don't want a fight anymore than the public. But if you resist the police then they are going to
and should take control.
20 days ago

I would hope so. I do not have any personal experience with any unjust actions, but would like to talk to
others in Greenville who may have personal experiences that are concerning.
20 days ago

Same as above
20 days ago

I am moving to Greenville soon, and have studied there the past four years. I have not seen any serious
examples of the GPD treating POC unfairly or showing preferential treatment to white people, and my
hope is that this is indicative of the department's behavior as a whole. As a citizen of your state and soon
to be resident of the city, my hope is that the GPD does and will treat all people with fairness, stands with
those whose rights have been denied, and will be an upright example of what police should be.
20 days ago

I have not heard otherwise. See comment above.
20 days ago

I have not had any direct interaction or read anything that would make me think otherwise.
20 days ago

I haven't heard much about GPD treating people unfairly based on race but again, I am a white male and
may just not pay enough attention.
20 days ago

Same answer as above.
20 days ago

This media narrative is bullshit. I’m a black man, but to the police I’m a man.
20 days ago

In every thing I have observed and read about our local conditions I will rate our police department as
outstanding
20 days ago

I think it depends on the officer. Some are good and some are bad.
20 days ago

While I don't know, I must say I was so grateful that protests in Greenville were largely peaceful. If the
news I read is accurate, I believe that stemmed from the police meeting with protest organizers ahead of
time. Respectful relationships need to be built among parties with good intention. I was sorry to hear
that police had to deal with a small group of protesters who would not leave at the end of curfew but I
support their actions.
20 days ago
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Again, not a yes or no question although I believe most would strive to do so. I remember the teenager
who ran from police near the Swamp Rabbit Trail a few years ago, 2014 and was killed in the chase. He
had been engaged in a community program, and was one of our church camp scholarship applicants.
Sadly, I don't recall his name.
20 days ago

I have little experience with GVL police.
20 days ago

I said "I don't know" only because A) I'm white, and B) I don't have much first-hand experience with the
GPD. However, given all that we know about racial bias in policing throughout the country - as well as the
history of vigilante/citizen policing stemming out of slave catching in the South - it seems fair to say that
the GPD like most any police department, has work to do in order to ensure fairness for all citizens.
20 days ago

I have only lived here for a year and haven’t witnessed enough interactions w the police to give a fair
assessment
20 days ago

I’ve not had direct contact in this area yet. I am hopeful they would.
20 days ago

Overall..I would say yes......
20 days ago

I give them the benefit of the doubt, but I have seen in the news certain statistics indicating they arrest
more minorities than white people here. I think the PD needs to be able to explain these stats. On the
other hand, I’m relieved that we haven’t had any headlines about officers here shooting someone
unarmed or anything like that; my impression is that the police here are better than average or have a
pretty good record compared to other police departments.
20 days ago

Its just my perception. There are probably countless incidents that are being handled every day and in
general the Greenville PD is very fair in treating others
20 days ago

I'm lucky enough that it's never been an issue for me, but I would hope that everyone is treated fairly.
20 days ago

I believe GPD has been able to maintain its professionalism.
20 days ago

Implicit or explicit bias is an issue, regardless of an actor's self-perceived lack of bias
20 days ago

I had one bad experience in Mauldin but to out that one Officer & “brand” all of Greenville’s police - you
would have to ask a person of Color.
20 days ago

I believe that the majority of the GPD officers do treat all racial/ethnic groups fairly. However, I suspect
there may be some who do not, especially if there is no adequate diversity training, and if the GPD itself
is not racially and ethnically diverse.
20 days ago

I've seen/experienced GPD discrimination, I dont need statistics to tell me that GPD is racist and does not
treat all races/ethnic groups fairly. Been there, done that.
20 days ago

I want to think so, but I don’t know. We’re in the South; we have a complicated history of race
relationships. All of us. I think most white people are woefully ignorant of just what has been done to our
black and brown neighbors both intentionally or unintentionally by everyone; certainly not just the
police.
20 days ago
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I’m sorry, I just don’t know. I haven’t had a negative experience but I have little confidence that we never
will.
20 days ago

Police work is built on white supremacy. That’s history, plain and simple. Police Departments don’t thrive
unless the black folx are oppressed. Every single officer needs a lesson in black history and the history
for policing in America, especially in the South.
20 days ago

I believe Greenville is better than a lot of cities, but still work to be done. Education and empathy are key.
20 days ago

Absolutely, there is no issue with how any police department treats any racial ethnic group and 98% is
treated fairly.
20 days ago

I’m not sure. The numbers don’t show an outright disparity.
20 days ago

The rich and influential can commit a crime and nothing will happen if you are white. Also if you are seen
as a political threat they are always trying to make an example of you or run you out of town
20 days ago

Better than nationally yes.
20 days ago

Everyone has bias and if we cannot identify these biases they affect those we are biased against. This can
be life or death in some situations.
20 days ago

The comment I heard about turning off body cameras was in response to the civil unrest in our country
spawning from racial inequality.
20 days ago

See above. Though I have not had personal interactions with the PD so I cannot confirm personally.
20 days ago

Unfortunately the whole system is set up to racially profile, look at patrol assignments for white and
black neighborhoods
20 days ago

Based on my experience.
20 days ago

Yall are f***ing ridiculous f*** you.
20 days ago

one incident a Mexican hit my car and being the driver didn't speak English, he got off and his id was
never ran
20 days ago

I’ve lived in Greenville/Greer area for 55yrs and have never seen any racial/ethic groups treated unfairly.
20 days ago

I have not heard of any real problems, except young black men say they are stopped too often because
of their color.
20 days ago

Most dont like people of color
20 days ago

I have friends of many different races and they all agree we are happy to have the police officers around
to protect us
20 days ago
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I recall when a female officer was struck in the face by a homeless man two years ago. I am sorry the
officer was hurt . There should have been better intervention to prevent this serious injury. They should
have let a social or mental health worker assist them with this African American male if they wanted him
removed from the streets.
20 days ago

I have only seen the good. Nothing bad at all.
20 days ago

But would lean towards yes unless I start hearing and reading about direct situations in our community.
20 days ago

I have not heard or seen otherwise.
20 days ago

I have not had any experience with regard to this
20 days ago

It is probably very difficult for officers of the law to keep their biases at bay when dealing with the public
and experiencing everything they are faced with on a daily basis. We ask a lot of them and then we
question their actions when they use those experiences when making judgement calls. I doubt that they
treat everyone fairly. They are human.
21 days ago

Same as above, but I'm prone to believe our area has better officers in general. That could be my bias
though, since I've always had good experiences with them.
21 days ago

I think so. See my above answer.
21 days ago

Not always
Question too broad
Always some bad apples
21 days ago

What I have observed is all positive. However, it is usually an individual that tarnishes a police force and
not the typical officer.
21 days ago

There are some officers who still don't understand how to speak without an accusatory voice when
confirming a black person and someone who is mentally ill.
21 days ago

I don't think Greenville is special and unique, although we try to tell ourselves that. we are just like other
communities in terms of our systemic racism.
21 days ago

Cannot answer this fairly.....my response is maybe
21 days ago

Same as all groups of humans - some work to be aware of biases and some are outright racist and most
are in between
21 days ago

For the same reason above, when I see a black person stopped there is almost always multiple cars to
assist the officer
21 days ago

I think it depends on the officer.
21 days ago

I see cops hanging around higher homeless populations and black nbhds when this is unwarranted
21 days ago
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It is impossible for me to accurately answer this question.......WHY?.......because I wasn't there!! However, I
hear of animosity shown by the African American community quite often. Comments such as "banging
the Racist drum". I lived in South Africa for 24 years so understand the insecurity often shown by black
people in confrontational situations with other (usually white) nationalities.
21 days ago

Good relationship
21 days ago

I have no reason to think otherwise.
21 days ago

Same comment as above. And I would add that improvements should be made within communities by
the people who live there as well. It's not a one side is completely at fault situation.
21 days ago

As far as I can tell and have been acquainted with
21 days ago

2 friends of my (of color) were stopped at 8;10 am on Greenville High School's track 2 weeks ago, and
both men were confronted at the end of their workout. The 2 men were extremely shaken up by the
words spoken and tone. Both very elite athletes training to try to make the Olympic Trails. They are 23
and 25 years old.....both felt very vulnerable and voiceless. Their (white) coach came running over to
assist and the tone immediately changed.
21 days ago

I have no reason to believe otherwise but don’t have personal knowledge
21 days ago

I have witnessed it first hand in Greenville. Multiple times.
21 days ago

YES! Again, I have witnessed our police in action at gas stations, the mall, and during a traffic stop. Our
officers handle themselves well
21 days ago

From what I have observed, the police department itself is highly racially diverse and serves the
community fairly.
21 days ago

I would hope so. This is a town growing in diversity. It is growing fast! And it will be open dialogue,
education, and free expression of feelings which create a trusting and open atmosphere toward policing
in Greenville.
21 days ago

ALL is a strong word. I am sure that there is a small percentage of officers who react based on prejudice.
But we cannot overlook the many who serve at great risk to themselves. I believe
Those few who violate proper procedures for any reason should be held accountable.
21 days ago

Although I have not witnessed unfair treatment, I have been advised by others that they or their children
have been treated differently because of their race.
21 days ago

I have had no contact with the Greenville Police department or heard of excessive force being used by
the city of Greenville Police.
21 days ago

My experience is yes, though not a comprehensive view.
22 days ago

Same as previous answer. Respect begets respect. Want to get violent then prepare for the
consequences.
22 days ago
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While I think the good ol boy mentality is being slowly sifted out of GPD as the generations retire and new
ones are hired I do think that GPD does suffer from bias.
22 days ago

I am a middle-class white/caucasian female, so I only have my experience. Which isn’t one that matters in
this instance.
22 days ago

I'm not sure, but I would like to know the stats.
22 days ago

However, from what I hear from POC, they are not being fairly treated.
22 days ago

We currently live in Easley, so I cannot give an exact answer to this question, but if I had to respond, my
overall thoughts would be "yes."
22 days ago

I don't know the statistics for our area. I have always been treated fairly, but I am white.
22 days ago

I have not lived here long enough to make a judgment
22 days ago

No reason to feel differently. Racism/ethic issues are complicated. It goes back to access to resources,
access to education, etc. In general, these minority groups start at a disadvantage.
22 days ago

As I said in the previous response, I’m sure there is some racism because we are all flawed and sinful
people. But, not just toward African-Americans!
22 days ago

What I see day to day does not necessarily match what I see in the news, etc., but then again, I do not
think that my situation is necessarily the norm. There have certainly been situations reported nationally
that do not seem to match the high level of responsibility and trust that I have given to law enforcement.
I have not personally seen a situation that I would describe as unfairness.
22 days ago

My experience as a white woman has been good with the police, but I can't speak to the experience of
minorities.
22 days ago

Again, no one can honestly answer this question one way or the other.
22 days ago

I’d like to think so. Greenville is a different kind of place.
22 days ago

We have a low crime rate here, I am guessing that our Police Department tries to be fair and
professional. There is very little news about racial tension and discrimination in our newspaper. It’s really
hard to say because I think it’s just not reported on.
22 days ago

Same as above. There will always be a small percentage of bad people in any group.
22 days ago

I've never witnessed nor have been treated unfairly, however, I am not part of a minority group.
22 days ago

I’ve already explained previously. No they do not.
22 days ago

I have not seen or heard anything to make me think that the GPD is racially biased.
22 days ago
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GPD has certainly had it's issues (just look at the TAKEN expose from last year in the Greenville News),
but I don't have enough experience in the area to speak to how fairly GPD treats people of other races vs
white people.
22 days ago

I’m sure most officers try to be fair, but there are too many ways the cards are stacked against certain
neighborhoods.
22 days ago

Police cannot treat all racial and ethnic groups fairly because even if the officer is not racist themselves,
the institution of policing is a racist holdover from slave patrols.
22 days ago

I hope very much that they always do.
22 days ago

I've lived in Greenville all my life and I am thankful for the officers that serve Greenville city
22 days ago

See above.
22 days ago

I believe most police officers are good and fair people, who treat all people with respect.
22 days ago

I have seen nothing that would cause me to think otherwise.
22 days ago

I have not witnessed an experience one way or another, but the issue of racists wearing blue in this
country is so pervasive that I would not be surprised if I heard of a situation where a Person of Color was
abused, brutalized or otherwise mistreated by a Greenville Police Officer. If the "a few bad apples"
defense is going to constantly be used, I must subscribe to the "one bad apple spoils the bunch"
counterpoint.
22 days ago

If you treat officers with respect, they treat you with respect.
22 days ago

I once asked an officer who I thought was a pretty cool guy to speak to a youth group and kind of hang
out with them periodily. He told me my job is to arrest them not be their friend.
22 days ago

The only people being treated unfairly right now are law abiding citizens and Police. Is it fair to cuss out,
damage property, ambush and shoot the officers who stand between criminals and the public? The
current environment has made policing one of the most difficult jobs in the world...according to BLM
there is never a time when an officer can do his/her job when a black person is involved without being
called racist.
22 days ago

They are doing their job while risking their own lives. If people would just listen, put hands up when
asked to do so then no trouble would happen. Now police are constantly being filmed by radical people
in their faces, being spit on, and being disrespected . They have great restraint but enough is enough. Just
do what the officer asks you to do and it will be sorted out without harm to anyone. Also, they treat the
homeless with respect in downtown. I do wish they would wake them up more when lying on the ground
or benches due to all the visitors Greenville gets. It doesn't look good for the city to have them sleeping,
asking for money.
22 days ago

I was impressed by the restraint and discipline exhibited by city police in the recent demonstrations
downtown. Detailed planning, dialogue with aggrieved constituents, and coming alongside
demonstrators showed excellent training and leadership.
22 days ago

I have not seen otherwise. Law Officers should be respected. That should be learned in the home
environment.
22 days ago
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See above
22 days ago

Same as above.
22 days ago

I suspect that the Greenville Police are not better or worse than the police in Baltimore, Ferguson and
Cincinnati.
22 days ago

I have not had any personal experience with the Greenville Police Dept and race.
22 days ago

Don’t have knowledge or experience with that.
22 days ago

For same reasons already stated.
22 days ago

I have not witnessed any racial / ethnic discrimination on the part of the Greenville Police department.
22 days ago

I’m Caucasian. I live in a well off neighborhood. My interactions with the police is always going to be for
the most part positive.
22 days ago

No frame of reference. I'm am an "entitled white person" who happens also to be relatively law abiding,
compliant, and non-agressive
22 days ago

Most but not all
22 days ago

I feel the department(s) have these officers...it just hasn’t come to light.
22 days ago

Ditto, above. Officers here do welfare checks on people in the neighborhoods they patrol. All races and
ethnicities. Officers are always just a phone call away. As long as I can remember over my 70+ years,
Police have been a welcomed presence.
22 days ago

I have noticed that equal treatment has improved over the years. The city police officers are definitely
more professional than county officers. GPD is aware that their public image and job quality is one of the
most important factors of how Gvl is viewed by citizens and visitors.
22 days ago

Same as above . I’m a Hispanic woman who has been stopped for traffic Violations and never felt I was
racially profiled
22 days ago

Just based on the few times when they have responded to my area they seemed to treat everyone the
same. In my complex we have a good racial mix and I have never noticed anyone being treated
differently based on race.
22 days ago

ic don't have any reason to believe they don't
22 days ago

I am not aware of any issues with GPD.
22 days ago

Same answer as above.
22 days ago
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POLICE officers INFORM their relatives of local DRUG bust prior to warrants issued - TRANSPARENCY is
needed for across the board ARREST data despite RACE or ECONOMICS of criminal guilty of a crime.
22 days ago

I have never witnessed unfair treatment.
22 days ago

Never seen them treat folks differently
22 days ago

I know there are all colors in the police dept. The first traffic ticket I received many years ago came from a
black officer! So I think that means (or should mean) that racial discrimination isn't a problem.
22 days ago

GPD does a good job of being involved in the community. I would like to think that this leads to fair
treatment of all people, in general.
22 days ago

It's something to strive for, but a police force made up of people will carry the biases of our society.
Providing incentives for questioning the gut - especially when black or brown people are involved - will
help.
22 days ago

From what I have observed, yes...but again I typically follow the rules of law and when I have had police
interaction, I have followed instructions and never had any issues.
22 days ago

The entire American society is based on the inferiority of people of color, which doesn't exclude GPD.
22 days ago

By and large, they do, but this isn't a profession which can allow outliers. Outliers are a poison that can
infect the bunch, especially if they are in positions of power
22 days ago

I’ve never seen our police department not be fair
22 days ago

More black and brown people arrested for
22 days ago

Their lack of diversity speaks volumes
22 days ago

All people have to do is Comply. If they did nothing wrong they will be on there way
22 days ago

As an upper middle-class white woman, I don't feel qualified to answer this question.
22 days ago

Yes, jump off the bandwagon. Oh I'm sure it is just a coincidence that Greenville is looking into this now.
22 days ago

I can only speak for how I have been treated but I have not seen any indication otherwise
22 days ago

I think we have a very good police force in Greenville but improvements can always be strived for
22 days ago

I have not experienced any racial injustice from Greenville Police. I've lived here over 50 yrs
22 days ago

I’m hopeful that they were well vetted and trained.
22 days ago
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I have personally witnessed unfair treatment of blacks. I am white.
22 days ago

Most want to do the right thing as in any industry
22 days ago

I have not personally exprienced or witnessed any behavior to the contrary.
22 days ago

I have not personally experienced any behavior to the contrary.
22 days ago

I hope so, but can’t judge
22 days ago

Nationwide pattern
22 days ago

I truly believe that the question should be reversed: do all racial/ethnic groups treat the GPD and all
other PDs fairly and respectfully?
Authority is necessary for law and order.
22 days ago

See answer above.
22 days ago

I worry about my male family members that could be targeted by police.
22 days ago

Greenville police are no different. They treat black peoples differently and hang out looking for potential
crimes in black neighborhoods.
22 days ago

I haven’t heard of any major incidents involving profiling locally. I also don’t think our community would
tolerate it.
22 days ago

If that is so why was a white man given a lie detector test and because he could pass he got away with
commiting a hate crime? What a joke!
22 days ago

I have not personally witnessed anything in Greenville that would show one way or the other.
22 days ago

Again, its my perception as I have no negative view so I am assuming the best for our police
22 days ago

I have only lived here full time for 6 years....as a white American...I do know? I do not hear negative
things...my hope is that it does not happen?
22 days ago

I have seen nothing to dispute that.
22 days ago

Black people are often treated unfairly.
22 days ago

This is apparent .
22 days ago

Given what I have heard from my black/brown friends it is not the same as my white experience.
22 days ago
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It doesn’t matter what color or race you are, if you’re disobeying the law, then all consequences are equal
22 days ago

The only interaction with the GPD has been in positive social situations. I have no idea how all
racial/ethnic groups are treated.
22 days ago

See above
22 days ago

I have little evidence either way.
22 days ago

Please see above. Plus you’ve been in the news with stories showing you don’t. What on Earth made an
officer go after the downtown singer? He’s harmless and a fixture. And then things went badly. Why do
you have to mess with people when they aren’t doing anything wrong?
22 days ago

Nope especially people of color
22 days ago

I don't know. I do not know the statistics in our city/county. I am impressed with the way our Police
Department worked with the Black Lives Matter Protesters this summer and how they managed the
white supremacists groups that held alternate protests.
22 days ago

I have seen them treat both blacks and whites the same when I have had to call them
22 days ago

this is my assumption and hope
22 days ago

this is my assumption and hope...
22 days ago

Black people that I know tell me they are unfairly stopped for walking, driving, or hanging around. These
are things I have not seen myself, so I can't judge. But I have good relationships with the people who
have told me this and have no reason to doubt them.
22 days ago

I don't have any reason to think they don't, but I don't know.
22 days ago

There has been little in the news but I have not participated in any protests due to covid. I do not care for
some of the comments from local police on their feelings about protests.
22 days ago

I like to think that everyone is treated equally under the law. There will always be individuals who will use
their power irresponsibly but that happens in all walks of life. No group should be labeled due to the
actions of one person. IE: all blacks are criminals because a black man once robbed me.
22 days ago

White folks are favored, as are wealthy
22 days ago

I believe, in general they do.
22 days ago

Yes they are very careful to be fair in my opinion
22 days ago
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I participated in the Greenville Police Academy and each week we were introduced to officers and
command. My impression is and was that GPD has excellent training and goes beyond what is required
to resolve each situation in a respectful and fair manner for all. I admire our officers who sacrifice their
well being each day to protect our community.
22 days ago

n/a
22 days ago

I've noticed that this advisory committee has no plans to examine the GPD budget and suggest reallocations to the community. This should be #1 PRIORITY! Please allocate a significant portion of the 28
million dollar budget to: Education in majority Black and low-income districts, Low income housing that
reflects income disparities in Black communities, Provide avenues of economic justice and economic
development for Black communities, Eradicate racist forms of policing and invest in counselors and
specialized advocates, Provide slavery reparations.
22 days ago

Same as above
22 days ago

I say yes, because I believe the majority of police officers want to keep us safe and protect the public.
22 days ago

I have never known of any case where a Greenville police officer treated someone unfairly. Again, if you
do the crime, no matter what race/ethnic group you're from, then you should pay the price for doing the
crime.
22 days ago

I see 2 or 3 cop cars for a POC and I see 1 cop car for white folks
22 days ago

I believe there’s a systemic issue that creates the inability to treat all people fairly.
22 days ago

I have never witnessed any Greenville Police Officer demonstrate racism.
22 days ago

I don’t have any direct knowledge.
22 days ago

we recently had an incident in the neighborhood with a minority person who chose to stay on the porch
of someone they didn't know. The GPO were able to discuss the situation with the person and calmly
provide a non-confrontational solution. Well done and professional.
22 days ago

We have had very few incidents compared to larger forces.
22 days ago

I really don't know enough to say, but there is inherent racism in our country and it would be naive to
think that it doesn't affect how people react, even subconsciously.
22 days ago

My experience with GPD, has been fine, but I do keep up my guard when dealing with police officers
22 days ago

We just moved here in April and I do not have enough information to make a judgement or form an
opinion. I do have a positive view so far
22 days ago

I certainly hope so!
22 days ago

Every experience I've read indicates that GPD officers treat every person they interact with in a fair and
professional manner.
22 days ago
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There was that video from a year ago in which the police officers were punching a black man on the
ground when he was not even the suspect, just "fit the description" but that was only one instance and I
know the news tends to sensationalize these things
22 days ago

I think Gvl in general has better race relations than other cities, but since I am not a person of color, it
would be hard to know if they feel that they are treated fairly.
22 days ago

Have not seen data to support otherwise specifically for Greenville.
23 days ago

This is a tough one. I am white, and thus unable to relate to the experience of other races. I do believe
the GV police are more fair than many other city's police departments.
23 days ago

As a nation we all must be doing better and that includes those in Greenville. We're not above this
systematic issue.
23 days ago

Because of my earlier answer about the rally at the Confederate monuments this summer. They should
have dispersed the white people immediately who didn't have a permit to be where they were standing
and they did not. The majority black protesters were not listened to when they asked to be allowed to
occupy the space they had reserved.
23 days ago

I know of no incidents locally but that is not to say it hasn't happened.
23 days ago

I'll be nice and say 'I don't know' but there is probably a 2% chance that this is true.
23 days ago

See above, I've also heard first hand stories about police harassment and excessive force. Also the
incidents of mentally ill people of color being abused or killed.
23 days ago

I don't have personal experience
23 days ago

I have no reason or experience of an unfair situation
23 days ago

In any case I would like them to all wear body cameras and turn them on.
23 days ago

We have men and women on the force of all colors and I see respect for all citizens.
23 days ago

Because of being pulled over with a black friend.
23 days ago

Beca
23 days ago

If it is happening within an entire system of training, throughout an entire country, lack of equity and
justice is not limited to one department nationwide.
23 days ago

My experience with the GPD is that it is a diverse force, representative of the community, and operate
professionally.
23 days ago

See answer above.
23 days ago
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i don’t know, but I hope steps to emphasize proper procedures have all been reviewed along with more
community gatherings.
23 days ago

I believe they mean well and their intent is to use good judgement but sometimes situations can become
out of control
23 days ago

Same as above
23 days ago

same answer as above
23 days ago

Anecdotal evidence says there is a disparity
23 days ago

I hope so but I have no reliable basis on which to form an opinion.
23 days ago

I think the same biases apply in the GPD as in other police departments across the country, and local
police forces tend to reflect the views of the more conservative segments of their home communities.
GPD (and the Sheriff's office even more so, even though I know they are not the subject of this survey)
seems like a very white police force, and I don't trust that we as citizens have funded substantial enough
training to help those officers learn to work through their unconscious biases. I don't blame the GPD
leadership entirely for this deficit, but rather the community's general aversion to paying for any kind of
service through our tax dollars. Good training costs money, which is hard to squeeze out of this
conservative (and yes, racially biased) community.
23 days ago

Repeat of question
23 days ago

I have not seen any instances personally of unfair treatment, so I view the department positively. Also, I
have heard positive things from neighbors
23 days ago

I hope that they do. However, I know that without adequate training and policies it would be easy for
long-standing, subconscious prejudices to create a system of unfair policing.
23 days ago

I've witnessed arrests from afar and observed a high level of professionalism from the police
23 days ago

The City of Greenville appears to have a good track record.
23 days ago

What I have heard about traffic, walking stops in affluent neighborhoods
23 days ago

From what I’ve seen.
23 days ago

I do not believe that race is a motivating factor for the majority of officers. They are simply trying to
uphold the law as they try to protect law-abiding citizens, and I do not believe officers should have to
sacrifice their own personal safety against someone who is breaking the law
23 days ago

I have no reason to believe otherwise.
23 days ago

How can they? I think some are jaded after years on the force but our country created a lot of the
problem poor people & people of color endured for centuries. I’ve witnessed GVPD officers display bias
against people of color and it’s disgusting.
23 days ago
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Same answer
23 days ago

I wish the local media would cover more activities of individual policemen helping in the community.
23 days ago

I don't have reason to believe otherwise but I have not had the opportunity to observe traffic stops,
apprehensions etc.
23 days ago

This is an old well-vetted issue that belonged to the generation before us. It's long been settled. There is
no racial disparate treatment. All are treated as individuals and either subdued or protected depending
on the individual's actions.
23 days ago

It's hard to generalize this. Have seen fair and unfair. Heard jokes passing by about using force. Been told
stories about benevolent cops. As with the nation, there's a total mix. But the bad apples ruin
communities.
23 days ago

Based off the experience I've had listening to them speak, at least the two officers I knew, they held
prejudices and weren't shy about assuming they were true.
23 days ago

Same as answer nationally.
23 days ago

In all of the recent high profile disturbances the 'victim' of police 'brutality' was violently resisting arrest.
23 days ago

I can only tell you what I see personally on the streets of downtown and that is friendly and helpful police
no matter racial/ethnic group.
23 days ago

I am caucasian so I have never had anything but professional contacts w GPD but reading the papers,
one has to wonder.
23 days ago

Shooting a mentally ill person 36 times because he is loud and holding a butcher knife is not logical or
fair to anyone
23 days ago

I have no experience to believe otherwise
23 days ago

I have few experiences with the GPD but what I have seen has been good. My experience is severely
limited though
23 days ago

I have no direct evidence on this locally.
23 days ago

I honestly can't say yes or no because I personally haven't witnessed anything "bad" by the Greenville
Police.
23 days ago

I have limited direct observation of police actions towards blacks and Latinos
23 days ago

Yes, see answer above.
23 days ago

There have been multiple cases this year of profiling and inequality with the police force.
23 days ago
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The only traffic stop I’ve been privy to, and have witnessed, have been in African American majority
neighborhoods.
23 days ago

I have witnessed the abuse of “power” within a gang mentality of a group of officers.
23 days ago

Do not always know all the facts.
23 days ago

I have not seen evidence of GPD officers racial profiling.
23 days ago

I just don't know !
23 days ago

As far as I have witnessed, they do. And I speak as a former reporter for the Greenville News who
covered police, courts and law enforcement during my tenure. No one is perfect, and there are surely
some instances of unfairness - no doubt from both sides. But I have confidence that Greenville Police are
trained and expected to treat all racial/ethnic groups fairly.
23 days ago

I believe the treatment of non-white people in Greenville is not the same as treatment of white people.
24 days ago

Based on what friends tell me, no.
24 days ago

I am unsure, but during a recent incident in my neighborhood, several neighbors stayed to monitor the
police involved to make sure the person, who was an African American man, was treated fairly and with
respect.
24 days ago

Hard for me to say. My experience was negative but not sure extent of issue. Not all the officers involved
in my incident seemed to agree with the decision to arrest me that day.
24 days ago

Although I have not personally witnessed their treatment of Inuits, I will go out on a limb and venture
....'yes.' (But really, 'all' groups? Nah...what you really mean is Black.
24 days ago

I have not seen any data on this. A study done by a third party is warranted.
24 days ago

Recently someone I know called the police on two white men in a violent fight. One white man was taken
to the hospital, neither arrested, or even asked for I.D. But, the Black Man that called the police was
asked for his I.D. and a background check was run on him with hopes of him being arrested.
24 days ago

From my casual eye, no. I work in the Village, cops do not patrol there like they do where I live. Police in
the village seem like they are always staring at the residents, police near e North Street, seem like they
are only looking for speeders.
24 days ago

I will use the village as an example. This is a place I never see a cop unless they are in their patrol car,
driving the streets. In downtown and other areas of town, police can be seen walking, riding a bike,
generally interacting with society. In this neighborhood, they are simply there to arrest the citizens if they
get out of line.
Simply put, in the decades aoast the department was a sespool of lovely humans who often broke laws
and worked against pic in the upstate. There needs to be systematic changes to the way we police or the
stigma from the corruption that placated this city will continue. It seems to be more of a rich vs poor,
then a white vs black mentality, but police are here for every citizens, even the ones breaking the law. It's
their duty to uphold their sworn oath to protect.
24 days ago
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It’s visible everyday
24 days ago

It seems that there are few incidents here. Either we’re doing well, or there is a lack of reporting. I like to
think that we’re doing well.
24 days ago

Police culture is deep rooted in discrimination, therefore I would confidently say that the department
does not treat all races and/or ethnicities with equal fairness.
24 days ago

I’ve been racially profile by them
24 days ago

GPD is no different from any other police department. It is militarized and committed to its slave catcher
history and culture. It maintains sadistic systemic daily humiliation, harassment , over charging, and fear
of police contact that causes poor health and shorter life span. #DisarmDefundDismantleAbolishPolice
#InvestInPeople The UN Human Rights Council constantly sites USA for failure to sanction law
enforcement abuse.
24 days ago

GPD is no different from any other police department. It is militarized and committed to its slave catcher
history and culture. It maintains sadistic systemic daily humiliation, harassment , and fear of police
contact that causes poor health and shorter life span. #DisarmDefundDismantleAbolishPolice
#InvestInPeople The UN Human Rights Council constantly sites USA for failure to sanction law
enforcement abuse.
24 days ago

I’m black and I’ve seen it. Greenville does a good job but there is still room for improvement
24 days ago

From my own experience, this is 100% true
24 days ago

Y’all are over policing communities of color and low income areas....
24 days ago

I am a BLACK FEMALE, Hence, I wass treated as a Woman First (Decency) and for the first time in my LIFE I
did not feel as though my RACE was a PRIORITY
24 days ago

You guys are rude in general. Just because you are police does not mean you can be rude. I was an EMT
and I saw it. I also worked with firefighters and they were way nicer. They risk their lives too, but
somehow are not rude about it.
24 days ago

The Police Department should be pro-active and transparent in demonstrating that they treat all groups
fairly -- more publicity definitely needed.
24 days ago

No, they do not. My brother was a cop for years (not in Gville), so I know they see the worst of humanity
every day and that it, understandably and sadly, colors their perception of the world. Everyone in our
community has a white friend who's done crazy stuff in their youth and not suffered any consequences
and a black friend who did every thing right and was harrassed. Also, one of my very best friends fir years
was an African-American male who I grew up with, we went everywhere together back in the 90s and
early 2000s in Gville when Gville was still a place where got odd looks and disapproving glances for
hanging out together. These prevailing attitudes still exist though I believe they have lessened. But as
recently as three years ago, when tensions over illegal immigration were as high ir higher than they are
now, my friend who is Hispanic and I were downtown having coffee and a nearby cop watched us closely
for about 15 minutes. We both had our children with us and were wearing business casual clothing, and
sitting and having coffee. We both became aware that we were being watched and left. This was in
downtown Gville. I am never. Never. Never. Treated that way unless I am with a person of color (including
my Hispanic friend).
24 days ago
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I don’t have knowledge; personally or through media of unfair treatment.
24 days ago

I have a black professional coworker who said 20 years ago that blacks are stopped because they are
black. It was hard to believe, but my coworker is trustworthy.
24 days ago

I know of nothing to the contrary
24 days ago

As much as they will allow them to. Not following orders, disrespect, and fighting the officers only
escalates issues where there are none.
24 days ago

I believe that the current leadership has made great strides in attempting to forge good relations with the
different ethnic groups in the city. It seems that way. I think that’s why Greeenville has been spared the
violence we’re seeing in other US cities.
24 days ago

In a perfect world, yes. But we don’t live in a perfect world.
24 days ago

Seeing them downtown they always are friendly and supportive to our community.
24 days ago

Same as above. I see the racist garbage. Fist bumps and laughing with Nazis, remember?
24 days ago

I am not aware of incidents of profiling, but again I do not have personal experience.
24 days ago

I think they try; But I am a white women--and an old one--and my experience is limited. I have heard
disturbing stories from black friends who have been stopped, they feel, because they are driving
expensive cars--"driving while black" but that occurred on 385, not in town.
24 days ago

I would guess no because of the general history of the entire police system, but that doesn’t mean that
all cops are bad.
24 days ago

Fortunately, we have not made national news, and I know the media would be right there if there ever
were to be an incident. Let’s keep out of the news.
24 days ago

I have never seen anything that indicates that they treat racial/ethnic groups unfairly but that doesn't
mean they don't.
24 days ago

I have seen it on many occasions. Once in Greenville a friend of mine who is a person of color was held
to the ground and searched while I, the one who was “causing trouble” was treated with respect.
24 days ago

Of course not. The boys I went to school with who became police officers were white, racist gun
enthusiasts with a 1.7 GPA. How do you think that translates to their performance now?
24 days ago

Poor communities are policed differently.
25 days ago

The only time I’ve been tailed by the police was when I was hanging out with two black male friends. We
were all acting in a play together and just grabbing some food after rehearsal. That was a wake-up call.
25 days ago
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Seeing the way the police patrol certain neighborhoods vs others is all I need to know.
25 days ago

GPD has demonstrated that it does treat all racial groups fairly. Sadly, people that are high on alcohol or
drugs get out of control very quickly and if the GPD has to restrain these people it is construed as too
forceful.
25 days ago

I think it is almost impossible to imagine that Greenville PD would be the only PD nationwide to have
avoided bias
25 days ago

I don’t have any first hand experience; only rumors of discrimination
25 days ago

I do not have greenville's data specifically, but I would highly doubt that there isn't a racial disparity in
police interactions
25 days ago

I believe they do their best to treat all people the same, but areas that are higher crime might be a reason
for more speculation from the officers than others.
25 days ago

I know officers who do not hold all races as equal value who are former/currently officers. There should
be better checks and balances on who can hold these positions and unfortunately, in the South in
particular, we have a lot of vigilante types who apply for these jobs and play out their fantacies on the
public.
25 days ago

Same answer as above.
25 days ago

its been proven
25 days ago

Greenville police is not as bad as some areas but they are still well below par
25 days ago

It depends on the situation
25 days ago

I hope so. I want to believe they do.
25 days ago

I think most officers are good people however policies, training and biases are causing different
treatment.
25 days ago

I only know what I experience and what I hear from others. And I hear from many Blacks that they do not
feel they are treated fairly.
25 days ago

My neighbors call the police to report minorities. That is unfair.
25 days ago

No evidence
25 days ago

Greenville has a fairly good history on race relations.
25 days ago

I have not seen any evidence that they do not treat people fairly. I acknowledge that I cannot know the
experience of others, but I believe it would be known if there were consistent patterns of mistreatment.
25 days ago
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Many of the officers are non-white but seem to be doing a job that deserves respect. It would not matter
the race of whomever responded to a call from what I have witnessed.
25 days ago

I only know about my contact with police. After watching tv it obvious all groups not treated right. But I
don’t know the complains here
25 days ago

Based on their general level of professionalism
25 days ago

I know a few Greenville Police officers personally. Not only are they not racially prejudiced but they would
not tolerate it with fellow officers.
25 days ago

Personal experience only
25 days ago

I haven't seen or heard of incidents in this area other than the loose zipper of the former sheriff. Very
embarrassing for the city.
25 days ago

The experience of people I know tells me the GPD have work to do.
25 days ago

Same as previous comment.
25 days ago

I have no experience or information regarding the Greenville Police treating different ethnic groups
different from white people.
25 days ago

I have no direct knowledge about this.
25 days ago

I'm a white woman therefore with my innate "privilege," I most likely will never experience any issues due
to this
25 days ago

There have been some questionable incidents such as the death of a mental health patient on Augusta
Road when family called for help. (Torres family) and other incidents. Police need deescalation training.
25 days ago

I have no reason not to believe everyone is treated fairly.
25 days ago

I don’t see the police very often!
25 days ago

No. Everyone knows everyone here especially among first responders. My concerns is that if i ever had to
call the police on a first responder it would not receive the same level of investigation, seriousness, or
treatment of the other person because of the loyalty to each instead of to the communitu
25 days ago

If you resist arrest and attack a Police Officer you are likely to get hurt. If you obey lawful orders given to
you all will be good.
25 days ago

I don’t know well enough to make that judgement call.
25 days ago

I have been involved with schools for many years. Both working in and as a parent. Even there, the SROs
(and school admin) treat/punish black/Hispanic students and white students very differently. It’s wrong.
25 days ago
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There have been many personal interactions where people of color are treated differently than white
people by the Greenville police. From something as simple as an attitude to asking a person of color (who
is a passenger, not even the driver who got pulled over for speeding) to step out of the car. When an
officer asks nicely for a white person to leave a restricted area, they threaten a person of color with jail
time. The Greenville police are not exempt from the nationwide problems of racism or police brutality.
25 days ago

I would hope so. But I can't rule out the possibility that they don't, because of the stories from minority
communities in this area that say otherwise. I've been fortunate to have positive, respectful interactions
with most police officers I've encountered in South Carolina. But I'm also white, come from privilege, and
have never been afraid that the officer I was speaking with might find a reason to pull his gun on me,
taze me, or worse.
I also see plenty of police officers in this area who regularly go 15 miles over the posted speed limit, who
tailgate other commuters while in traffic, and who don't discourage a lot of the reckless driving that's
consuming our highways, interstates, and rural roads. If they don't feel obligated to follow traffic laws or
enforce them, how do I know they won't bend the rules when they think they can get away with it?
25 days ago

See comments above to the earlier question. Same comments apply here
25 days ago

Not based on personal experience but statistical information
25 days ago

I think my above comments explain by reasoning.
25 days ago

I’ve seen it in years of my community. When my black and brown family from New York comes down and
we treat them to a night on downtown Main Street. We see the looks we see the hesitations we see the
judgements. (Not from all but more than I’m comfortable with)
26 days ago

There are always a few bad players in any business or work environment, however , painting the rest of
the industry etc with a broad brush is wrong and dangerous. There is always room for improve my ...
even new it’s the city council . New techniques are always of interest. However. The way the police are
being portrayed is WRONG. The one area I would change is creating a task force for mental health. SC is
last in mental health resources. THIS would be helpful to the community
26 days ago

Look at nicholtown/belmede very intimidating police force there but in my neighborhood it’s very
different
26 days ago

Same answer
26 days ago

What is there to explain. Their racism and sexism is off the charts.
26 days ago

I feel that law enforcement holds certain racial/ethnic groups to a lower standard.
26 days ago

Yes
26 days ago

I have seen some officers, not all, discriminate against other races and ethnic groups without cause. I
have seen friends experience discrimination that utterly changed how safe they feel in the area, purely
because of their race. I have faith that Greenville can do better, but I think more training and
more/continuous vetting would benefit us all.
26 days ago

Discrimination against people of color is still definitely happening in Greenville.
26 days ago
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My adult son works here within city limits at a plant. His supervisor went outside to eat lunch at a picnic
table. My son told me that day the police drove up the driveway and asked his co worker what he was
doing... he responded, eating lunch.. I work here.. the police left.. they were polite and professional , my
sons coworker is black.. I don’t believe they would have driven up if it were my son eating outside, as he’s
never been questioned
26 days ago

They do an AMAZING job of doing outreach with lower income kids and many other things to make sure
that relations are positive in our communities.
26 days ago

They've treated me both fairly and unfairly before so it's tough to say.
26 days ago

Accusations made about unfairness seem to be based on "feelings" instead of facts. Not saying it doesn't
happen but, believe that it's not the norm.
26 days ago

I hope that most Greenville Police treat all people fairly, but I am sure that Some Greenville Police do not.
26 days ago

I have witnessed them downtown doing otherwise.
26 days ago

They appear to be professional
26 days ago

A black citizens with mental illnesses was killed on his property. We are racially profiled.
26 days ago

Police departments are made up of different races also. No race is being picked on because of race.
Criminals arrested because of laws broken and force used based on level of resistance by the arrestee.
That will work same for and race.
26 days ago

Criminals break the law, and police respond accordingly. Police officers only know comeone may have
committed a ccrime, but initially do not know the criminal's identity. Investigation of the crime identifies
the criminal.
26 days ago

Not sure I know enough to respond
26 days ago

From my observations I would say yes.
26 days ago

No one ever wants to see themselves as the bad guy, but sometimes you have to acknowledge it without
shame or defensiveness if you ever want things to get better
26 days ago

They are very fair
26 days ago

I don’t know from personal knowledge but I have not heard they were unfairly!
26 days ago

Again I know cases where I’ve seen gvl city officers not dealing with situations that to me would be
common sense, or that could be take care of in a better situation
26 days ago

They aren't the worst police force in the US, I'll give them that.
26 days ago
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Some do. Some don’t.
26 days ago

See above - racism is systemic
26 days ago

I don’t have enough information about the specifics of the Greenville PD to make a decision either way. I
would be surprised if there wasn’t a little racial bias at least.
26 days ago

I do, see answer above.
26 days ago

Thompson for Chief
26 days ago

they’re racist
26 days ago

There are a few good Greenville Police officers.
26 days ago

N/a
26 days ago

I think more can always be done by teaching more diversity
26 days ago

I have no reason the think otherwise.
26 days ago

I have not personally seen anything but fair treatment. One must understand that if the police are
involved then some individual or group has done something that should not have been done.
26 days ago

Influence of negative people that are prejudiced
26 days ago

I have no evidence to prove otherwise
26 days ago

It’s my experience
26 days ago

I have no evidence that they are not treating Greenville citizens fairly
26 days ago

I have no evidence that our police are not treating citizens fairly
26 days ago

I have no reason to know how other ethnic groups are handled. I’m a white senior woman.
26 days ago

They treat every color the same. They only profile criminal activity regardless of color. National statistics
show that certain races commit most of the crimes. #facts
26 days ago

I almost never see a police officer patrolling in my neighborhood but as soon as I leave and go to a
neighborhood with more people of color, the patrolling is more. That in itself should tell you something.
26 days ago

Yes.
26 days ago
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I am happy to hear about the task force that is working to bring about change, but if the training and
protocols are the same as in other cities then no I do not feel minorities are treated fairly.
26 days ago

No.
26 days ago

It’s not every officer, but I have seen officer bother minorities for things that they would not even
question white people for. Things like walking down the street may be an issue.
26 days ago

Different people say different things
26 days ago

I have seen injustice happen that was racially motivated from officers.
26 days ago

I watch out police. I have never seen any of them be racial. You do the crime, you get what's coming to
ya. If you obey the officers bad things dont happen.
26 days ago

In my experience, yes. But I have a limited vantage point. And I am not part of a racial minority group, so
my lens does not reflect how persons of color may feel. I hope there is a question in this survey that
allows me to identify my responses as those of a white female.
26 days ago

I am a white, petite female...so I haven't ever been bothered by police....even when I was out late or in a
neighborhood I don't live in.
26 days ago

I have no situations that come to mind where this wasn’t true, but I am sure they exist. I have personally
seen this in Charleston and heard if it in many other areas of the state and country.
26 days ago

They have handled the recent marches and protests with restraint and professionalism.
26 days ago

I have not seen anything to the contrary. I teach in a predominantly black/hispanic neighborhood. I have
not seen or heard of any blatant wrongdoings or unfair treatment.
26 days ago

Why?
26 days ago

From what I’ve seen, yes
26 days ago

No knowledge of any issues.
26 days ago

I have not witnessed disparity myself. My perception is that the problem lies in the overall culture of
policing, not with any individual officer or department.
26 days ago

Been to many protests
26 days ago

Everything I've seen from the city police has been very professional
26 days ago
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Thus far I've had no extremely negative experiences with Greenville police so I would rate them better
than the national average possibly, definitely better than most areas in the South (I've lived and traveled
in many areas of the country). But they still aren't exempt from it. I still have witnessed things such as
minority persons or groups being "monitored" or questioned for "looking suspicious" when doing
absolutely nothing wrong or out of the ordinary.
26 days ago

Many will try to not be racist, but the institution of policing is systemically racist, so they can't help but be
complicit.
26 days ago

media and personal experiences indicate that there are some blatant racial or ethnic biases
26 days ago

On the basis of assumption all are hopeful to receive police help or advice in living conditions.
26 days ago

It is a difficult dangerous job and I hope the training and pay is such that dedicated people can feel their
risk is worth it. I do feel police officers are asked to handle some social problems stemming from
systemic racism that we need as a nation to change and not expect police officers to be able to handle or
change.
26 days ago

I am white, and grew up in a majority black & Latino neighborhood. People used to ask me to call things
in because they know I'll be treated better.
26 days ago

I believe that 99.9% of officers give the same respect that they receive.
26 days ago

I have seen how some have disdain towards people that are different from them. They do not approach
every situation properly.
26 days ago

They try but more should be done.
26 days ago

I have seen people of color treated different
26 days ago

N/a
26 days ago

In general, most of the City Police officers treat all people with a human touch. However, not the same
can be said for my sons since they were teens over 20 years ago, there was always a problem.
26 days ago

In my experience, the Greenville Police Department goes above and beyond to treat everyone fairly. I
haven't heard any reports of that not being the case. I selected, "I don't know," because my experience
could be singular.
26 days ago

Unequal representation of racial/ethnic groups, unequal punishment for crimes committed by different
racial/ethnic groups, unequal community involvement in neighborhoods
26 days ago

Again, I have personally experienced police targeting lower income and minority heavy areas, even been
pulled over myself due to a car that can be profiled as low income. You also attacked peaceful protesters
at the blm protests.
26 days ago

Again I am white. Other than the case I served on I haven’t witnessed mistreatment based on race.
26 days ago
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They don't use the phrase DWB -- Driving while black -- for no reason.
26 days ago

I'd be surprised if they did, considering the amount of good ol' southern boys on the force. I'm sure they
don't think they're racist, but I've heard an officer say they're not racist within seconds of using a racial
slur.... twice.
26 days ago

I haven't read much in the papers about this question, although I read the paper daily.
26 days ago

I would say it is very similar to my national answer.
26 days ago

I would say it is very similar to my national answer. They are told be back off black suspects even when
they are the ones in the wrong. I have spoken to many cops in many cities and they all are told the same
thing. Give the black lots of leeway. It's bullshit.
26 days ago

I think they try very hard to keep situations under control and calm.
26 days ago

My experience in mentoring young black men and observing their interactions in and out of schools in
the city of Greenville lead me to believe that black young men are not treated fairly by the Greenville
Police Department.
26 days ago

My experience is that people don’t want to be biased, and they believe themselves not to be biased but
we are. We need training to see and recognize our bias, so we can move beyond it.
26 days ago

I haven’t personally seen racial bias but I am a white female so I can’t comment fairly on how others are
treated. Everyone has racial biases and it is imperative that police officers recognize and improve their
actions based on these innate feelings and impressions.
26 days ago

Some are racially insensitive
26 days ago

While I believe that most Officers are good, there are some who push the racism envelope because they
don't understand the need for racial sensitivity
26 days ago

I have seen them treat an African American Boy Scout differently but many years ago, maybe 12~14
years.
26 days ago

Having moved to the area recently, overall, I have felt gratified with the fairness of the police department
and officers. And, all of the hopes I describe above are ways to continue to grow.
26 days ago

I’ve watched it over and over again in every ride along. GPD is a racially diverse department and they
serve a racially diverse community.
26 days ago

From what I see in the media, I see we still have an incessant number of brutal handlings of black people.
26 days ago

The is no hard evidence to suggest otherwise.
26 days ago
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26 days ago

Police historically police poor whites and racial minorities
26 days ago

To my very limited knowledge the GPD is well liked and respected and racial/ethnic bias isn't an issue,
though I'm sure there could be exceptions. And again, my knowledge is limited.
26 days ago

I witnessed a white female passed out behind the wheel of a running vehicle get let go that would not be
the case if it was a black male or female.
26 days ago

I am white, so know that. But it does seem to me that the Greenville police treat people fairly. I think, in
general, we are really nice here in Greenville, all of us.
26 days ago

I would hope so. It is probably easier to be fair in a city like Greenville which takes great pride in its ability
to include and welcome people of all backgrounds. It probably doesn't tolerate much riff-raff as in some
of the larger cities.
26 days ago

I would hope this is a yes! I do believe this and I pray for every officer to be able to.
26 days ago

I have no experience with how minorities in our community are treated.
26 days ago

Better than other cities. Unfortunately even here they don’t get the respect they deserve.
26 days ago

Traffic stops seem to always affect minorities in greater numbers. Police always seem eager to find some
excuse/reason to search people (regardless of the situation), especially so for minorities. The desire to
find and arrest for drugs is too strong.
26 days ago

I've attended BLM protests in downtown, and the cops are shouting back at African American protesters
and making. threats. What happens when I (White female) walk by the same white male officers? I get a
smile. (Also let's look at officers treatment of women while we're at it–LOOK ME IN THE EYES AND STOP
STARING AT WOMEN'S BREASTS!!)
26 days ago

I have personally heard from multiple members of the Black community about how they have been
stopped repeatedly for no particular reason by police.
26 days ago

This answer is based on the fact that I am a white female who lives in an upscale neighborhood, so,
although I have been in situations with police officers, they have been passive.
26 days ago

Having been a police officer for the GPD, I know firsthand that they are the most professional group of
officers and they truly care for everyone in the community.
26 days ago

No basis on which to answer.
26 days ago

I generally believe GPD treats people fairly, however I don't have enough data to back up that feeling at
this point. It's simply based on the lack of reporting on bad behavior, if it is happening at all.
26 days ago
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I need to see the stats to give freedback on this ?
26 days ago

Even if all your officers were unbiased, reasonable, anti-racist people, your job still makes you
responsible for punishing loitering, jaywalking, and ejecting homeless people. Those are all actions that
hit black communities harder because of the historical discrimination against them.
26 days ago

I believe we have a fair law enforcement group of officers
26 days ago

I have not seen evidence to the contrary
26 days ago

I have friends and family who are not criminals or disrespect the law that have no problems with law
enforcers and are happy to have their protection
26 days ago

Since moving to Greenville I am not aware of any instances where this has not been the case.
26 days ago

Have you looked at your officers Facebook and IG accounts where they make fun of the Black Lives
Matters movements and so on... it’s really a shame
26 days ago

Stop race baiting
26 days ago

I am a white male. I can't speak to how the officers here treat people of color.
26 days ago

I do not have enough experience or knowledge of practices by the Greenville City Police Department.
26 days ago

I haven't heard any specific anecdotes or statistics one way or another, and as a white person, I have no
personal experiences to refer to.
26 days ago

I do have a reason to believe otherwise
26 days ago

See above answer.
26 days ago

This is not due to personal experience. Merely stories from others. Also statistically speaking it’s unlikely
that the dept flawlessly handles race/diversity issues.
26 days ago

Not aware of any reason to believe otherwise
26 days ago

I have been to several protest downtown Greenville, the very first one was disappointing. You guys
immediately brought out your riot squad and your canines and they were in army uniforms and it said
nothing but intimidation and a scare tactic. And I was watching this all unfold while eating my dinner
outside.
26 days ago

See above.
26 days ago

It’s the south
26 days ago
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Iv witnessed guns drawn during traffic stops
26 days ago

I have not seen any behaviors that Would make me believe they are not fair to all groups.
26 days ago

I don't know because I am white.
26 days ago

Personal experience indicates that in general all groups are treated fairly.
26 days ago

In general yes, but there are too many bad apples in certain areas. I am not aware of a problem in
Greenville.
26 days ago

As far as I know.
26 days ago

I've heard far too many stories of discrimination and misconduct.
26 days ago

I have observed that more black/Hispanic people driving in cars are stopped by law enforcement more
frequently.
26 days ago

Probably no police department does it 100%
26 days ago

I do .
26 days ago

I do believe that they try, but some still don't know how.
26 days ago

I doubt that Greenville Police is much different from the nation as a whole.
26 days ago

I have never seen any police exhibit racial bias
26 days ago

I (a white female) have been in the car with a BIPOC and have been pulled over on numerous occasions. I
can honestly say that the way the police officers treat a BIPOC (both male and female) as opposed to a
white female are vastly different. I am treated with respect and a “how can we help you” mindset, my
friends are not treated with the same regard. They are treated automatically as criminals and with
suspicion.
26 days ago

I was searched when I honestly told them I had nothing on me they rambled through my car and even
took both my phones to try to look through them
26 days ago

Are y'all dumb enough to think that you do?
26 days ago

Yes, saw it with my own eyes and the ethnic groups treat officers with respect as well
26 days ago

I would like to think they do but I want citizen oversight and accountability
26 days ago

GVL police are the same as any other police and are not trained to remove their racial bias
26 days ago
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Everyone is treated fairly
26 days ago

There are a few rotten eggs who make the PD appear less that fair regarding treatment of minorities. I’m
not Not sure what the answers are (better training, perhaps police should not respond to certain issues,
ie mental health crises, domestic abuse situations, etc.). Who would respond?
26 days ago

I think they’re better than the county.
26 days ago

I think they do, but I think they could do better.
26 days ago

I am not aware of any issues with the GPD acting differently.
26 days ago

I’ve had no experience with either.
26 days ago

My only experience is as an upper middle class man in his late 50s.
26 days ago

Just look at the demographics of the arrest records.
26 days ago

I have no experience otherwise within my mix raced family and have not seen any statistics to the
contrary.
26 days ago

Recent BLM protests, the Mayor and City Police chief coordinated with protesters to insure their safety as
well as the safety of the public. We haven't seen the rioting and vandalism that has happened in many
other cities.
26 days ago

Yes. I have seen them talking to different groups. Some appear more defiant/belligerent than others
26 days ago

It's not up for debate whether we believe or don't believe it is happening. Look at the statistics of what
minority groups are being arrested in disproportion to the population.
27 days ago

Look at the statistics... you don't have to believe anything when there are actual statistics that can prove
minority groups are disproportionately targeting as criminals.
27 days ago

I have seen the police of this city, county and state treat people of color different than white people
27 days ago

I don't have any specific reason to think this, but I'm sure they probably don't. The men that I know that
are employed as police officers have made openly racist comments and jokes around me.
27 days ago

I believe the overwhelming majority conduct themselves fairly and professionally.
27 days ago

See how other races are often treated different for the same crime
27 days ago

there is significant racial bias against people of color
27 days ago
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I’ve had friends with personal encounters where officers were more aggressive and unfair than others
who were stopped for the same reasons.
27 days ago

From what I’ve seen yes. On my ride along I did- the officer treated everyone as equals.
27 days ago

Quit pandering to the terrorist groups like blm. If a white person committed a crime they would be
arrested. It's just that most people don't resist arrest. By the way blm is one of the most racist groups out
there.
27 days ago

Officer Haynes at Greenville County Detention Center; is just mean to inmates in general. He says
whatever he wants and cusses the inmates out. He gets away with this behavior because he is a favorite
of the superiors.
27 days ago

I think some do and some don't. Just depends on the officer and what training you provide them with
27 days ago

As a white person I have not directly witnessed any poor treatment of any racial or ethnic group in the
city. I have noticed since moving into the city the use of a SWAT team for situations that would not have
required a SWAT team in the suburbs.
27 days ago

Based on their behavior at protests, nope.
27 days ago

They don't. I've seen them dispose of Black and Brown unhoused people, heavily police Black
neighborhoods leaving wealthy white ones completely alone, and 99% of the time I see a traffic stop the
person stopped is Black.
27 days ago

My black/brown friends have had worse experiences.
27 days ago

Don't act like an idiot and you won't get treated badly. FOLLOW the rules.
27 days ago

again cops are systemically racist and so is the training
27 days ago

I have personally heard of several cases of black people being treated unfairly
27 days ago

See comment above. If Greenville Police still has qualified immunity and no accountability for their
actions, then yea they are the same as all law enforcement in the US and do not treat all people equally.
27 days ago

All cop are the same . Protect and serve each other.
27 days ago

I don't have enough experience with GPD to make an accurate assumption, but again, I don't think it's
always possible for law enforcement officers to be fair.
27 days ago

They already have plenty of laws in place to ensure they do.
27 days ago

GPD are the police, and I have no reason to believe they are in any way an exception.
27 days ago
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I believe more people of color or low income are arrested than white. This goes back to my comment on
communication, what are our racial numbers regarding arrests and convictions
27 days ago

I have friends that are black and they say they are stopped a lot
27 days ago

See above.
27 days ago

I cant speak for other races but of all the encounters I have been treated fairly
27 days ago

dont know
27 days ago

Yes
27 days ago

I have seem or heard of no inept events
27 days ago

* In general, how would you describe the tactics used by law enforcement throughout the
nation? Use your mouse or finger to adjust the slider below.
Average

Too harsh
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* In general, how would you describe the tactics used by the Greenville Police
Department? Use your mouse or finger to adjust the slider below.
Average

Too harsh

About right

f*** the police (No responses on sliders.)
9 days ago

For blacks and the poor
9 days ago

They seem on par with what they’re supposed to be doing
12 days ago

Not heard of anything which would alarm me
12 days ago

The punching in the face, shot first ask questions later, hurting people who are not a threat and the game
mentality turns the community which makes for a bad situation for everyone
12 days ago

I feel safe because of our Greenville P.D.
12 days ago

One nation....United States of America and doesn't look at all united. I believe protection is necessary for
them dealing with some or gangs but I witnessed and am victim of many shocking experiences and
should not have been in a position like that ever.
12 days ago

Not harsh enough at times and letting people walk over them because there scared of complaints and
politics.
12 days ago

I actually dont feel that the police go far enough to enforce the peace...water cannons and other tactics
should be used to stop this violence
12 days ago

I have not seen not heard of any major problems
12 days ago

I have no problem with our police department. They do an excellent job. If one is asked to stop by police,
they should.
12 days ago

I was arrested initially for DUI, was treated extremely roughly when being put into handcuffs to the point
where I was black and blue around my wrists for a week. I felt discriminated against as a woman, and no
man should be able to restrain a woman.
12 days ago

No
13 days ago

De-escalation is a must. Officers want to go home alive and do do we
13 days ago

I get the perception that police are far too committed to "winning". The huge emphasis on control, in
many instances pushed so far that the target pushes back. It looks like the police officer's ego is involved
such that he will not tolerate anything but immediate, total obedience. Sometimes this may be necessary
but it's not necessary to use a twenty pound hammer on every single nail.
13 days ago
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I only have knowledge as presented in the press. It appears that there is a massive reaction to most any
situation. Many cars with lights/sirens, many personnel. Creates spectacle of huge problem, when often
not so large. There is too much emphasis on the officer getting control...high speed chases over relatively
minor offenses, pushing too hard on some things that hardly deserve even a warning.
13 days ago

I honestly do not know.
13 days ago

I believe in force on force. I’ve always be treated with the same treatment I’ve given.
13 days ago

greenville police department gives this "protesters" too much leeway. The groups are told to go past "x"
street and instead of enforcing the order greenville pd leadership allows them to push the limits which
emboldens the protesters to continue their antics. Which further dimishes the authority of the police
officers holding the line.
13 days ago

One example is at the Academy officers are trained if a suspect is running away they are no longer a
threat to them. And if that training is not enforced running after a suspect who is no longer a threat that
officer should be reprimanded or fired
14 days ago

Don't care to respond
14 days ago

Malicious Charging, Unfair Witness Treatment, Spoliation of Evidence, Favoritism, Withholding
Exculpatory Evidence, Improper Investigations, Unwillingness to Negotiate, etc. Their Motto should be
"You're Guilty Until Proven Innocent," because that is exactly how they handle the situation. Pathetic.
14 days ago

I think that a majority of officers respond in the correct manner. However, there are some officers who
should receive remedial training on de-escalation techniques. It is those officers (or in this case an officer
I have heard about) who will put Greenville on the national news and I do not want that at all. I have
implored my husband to speak up about said officer (who I feel is a liability not only to the department,
but my husband). Many of the people he works with though are well trained and level headed.
14 days ago

We have a good balance of maintaining respect for first amendment rights while not tolerating
lawlessness such as property destruction, burning and looting
14 days ago

I believe our officers need even more funding, Brazilian Ju Jitsu should be mandatory for all officers at the
beginning of Police Academy and continued into at least 2 years after.
14 days ago

Police involved shootings appear yo be much lower than the rest of the country.
14 days ago

I have no idea what the GPD is doing during altercations.
14 days ago

Tactics are used in policing which are appropriate for the situation. Since I don’t ride along with the
Greenville police, I can’t speak to their use of tactics on a daily basis. I find the police “culture” here in
Greenville County and Greenville City as a whole, extremely positive.
14 days ago

No.experience/knowledge
14 days ago

I haven’t heard many horror stories but that doesn’t mean they aren’t there.
15 days ago
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I wish all police were even harsher. What happened to stop or I will shoot? You commit a crime you
should suffer the penalty.
15 days ago

I don’t know
15 days ago

I believe most situations resolve without incident. It's just that I know there are situations that aren't
managed properly and there is no accountability. Beyond racism, this includes sexism and other poor
treatment.
15 days ago

People do not need to worry about being hurt or even killed by law enforcement just cooperate and do
not resist. It is that simple.
15 days ago

I haven't really seen or heard of anything. Personally I think if someone is committing a crime and an
officer has to handle him/her, the criminal had best become the most polite and submissive individual, if
not and he/she tries to resist or harm the officer, I think the officer should get full discretion to respond
in whatever needed manner to put their own safety first. Don't want a bad encounter with police? Don't
break the law, it's really not too complicated.
15 days ago

N/a
15 days ago

I'm not familiar with GPD tactics compared to other departments.
15 days ago

Like I said, personal experience has been professional and I am thankful for a professional police force.
15 days ago

The tactics used always depend on the safety and threat to the officers and also the community. They
just want to do their job and get home to their families.
15 days ago

again, don't have data here
15 days ago

I have not heard complaints here like in other cities
15 days ago

Again, I have never heard bad things about police but my interactions with Greenville police is severely
limited.
15 days ago

I really don't know what tactics GPD is authorized and trained to use. I hope GPD is seeking/providing deescalation training and the City Council is pursuing alternative responders to mental health and domestic
violence 911 calls - with GPD as the backup for trained mental health/domestic violence responders.
15 days ago

In every situationI know of, Greenville police acted appropriately with appropriate tactics.
15 days ago

Not familiar with all the available tactics for each type of situation.
15 days ago

I haven’t heard of any mistreatment.
15 days ago

GPD does their job well.
15 days ago
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I do not know the tactics of the Greenville police force but would be open to community meetings about
it and developing a rapport with the Greenville police.
15 days ago

One can only hope
15 days ago

middle income and high income areas are given grace but lower income areas are not
15 days ago

Neutral.... Don't know.
15 days ago

I have no reason to believe otherwise. I obey the law. If stopped for a traffic violation I know the proper
way to respond.
15 days ago

I don’t have enough experience with the police department nor witnessed encounters with others to
answer this question
16 days ago

I think Greenville police are extremely sensitive and caring for the most part, more so than some other
parts of the country.
16 days ago

I did not understand Floyd treatment? Seemed like a cop lost it there??? I believe majority of all police are
trying their very best to follow procedure. But I have a friend who is very scared to be stopped by police.
... I think some assurances and acts of accountability / explanation could help those afraid .
16 days ago

Per my earlier comments, most of the unfortunate incidents involve officers implementing actual
(though often outdated) restraint/escalation of force training to address uncooperative, if not combative,
suspects who CHOOSE to resist arrest. We have adequate remedies to combat any improprieties via our
criminal and civil justice systems and through changes in government policy or (less likely in most of the
cities with the most problems) elections. As a law abiding citizen/tax payer I am MOST concerned with
the tactics NOT being used to quell the constant uprisings that occur with each perceived incident of
"injustice." We have had at least a couple of attempts over the past few years for such uprisings to occur
here in Greenville. False/manufactured allegations suggesting racist activity in our community that our
media allowed to fester for more than a week on both occasions, when just a bit of journalistic integrity
would have revealed the dishonesty of the allegations. Thankfully, the GPD was able to avoid the HEAVY
pressure that was exerted to "confess our community racism" and instead pointed out the falsehoods
being spread. On once occasion the community agitators DID succeed in wrongfully having their crowds
populate multiple lanes of inbound travel from I-385 near the Wellness/BILO center and the GPD
thankfully did at least quell this wrongful action fairly quickly. I cannot verify the accuracy, but I was told
at least one brave officer did lose his job due to his forceful actions in combatting that crowd. If that
officer was sacrificed rather than supported, I would not be in favor of THAT tactic. However, given the
generally appropriate actions by GPD, perhaps this WAS one of the appropriate administrative remedies I
mentioned earlier for addressing problems that DO arise. Overall though, I am thankful we have YET to
have a serious riot in Greenville and credit the GPD with their actions. As a taxpayer however, I continue
to be concerned that the same Upstate Community Agitators that GPD KNOWS cannot be fully trusted
are often granted the right to "peacefully protest" - I would guess this costs our City/Taxpayers hundreds
of thousands of dollars in extra personnel costs, increased "costs" to businesses potentially affected and I
certainly don't appreciate being re-routed around town to accommodate folks protesting about incidents
caused by corrupt/illogical local governments hundreds if not thousands of miles from our community.
16 days ago

Force is only used when compliance isn't given. The police are talking to you for a reason... to keep our
city safe. Don't act above the law and the police won't escalate their force to subdue you. They do it
protect the rest of the citizens
16 days ago

Unknown
16 days ago

Unknown.
16 days ago
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Do not know
16 days ago

I do t really know
16 days ago

I don't believe the tactics are in question as much as the equitability of when to use those tactics.
16 days ago

Unfair towards people who are working to change current unfair practices.
16 days ago

I just don't know. I don't know enough about practices here. I do believe that law enforcement too often
has to deal with things that are related to mental health. We know that this has happened terribly in
Greenville. Law enforcement officers having to deal with someone in a mental health crisis is like sending
an electrician to deal with a clogged toilet. It's not a fair job to give them.
16 days ago

Too harsh when it comes to people of color
16 days ago

Policework is difficult and requires expertise that I do not have. Nevertheless, I would think that there are
ways to neutralize suspects without lethal force. If a different imagination, more training or better
equipment is required, let us get it.
16 days ago

The police are too harsh with our black people. I don't know why they feel a need to put choke holds and
suffication hold on our black males. I have not seen them hold down and whites like that nature.

Too harsh. Why choke hold and use suffacation holds on our black males. I do not see them using such
tactics on the whites. There should be no harsh treatment or abuse to any citizen of the US. We all have
equal rights as being a free citizen in this country. I have heard of how some police in our area have been
known to abuse the power of authority and make them appear to be above the law themselves as
though they claim to have equal right. I am pleased with the tactics they have used in my area; we have
had some pretty serious incidents to happen in my area that warrant the protrolling of the area to be
stepped up and dealt with accordingly.

16 days ago

I am really afraid that if police are continually harangued about tactics, too many good men & women will
become discouraged and look elsewhere for employment. We should be all we can to encourage and be
grateful for their help. Sure tactic review should be done, but I don't see tactics as a big issue
16 days ago

Why would you shoot someone running from you in the back and claim that it was suicided or that you
feared for you life. That happened here in Greenville a few years back. Why should we, African American
loose our lives because a tail light is out our tags may have run out?
16 days ago

As stated above, there is a heavy reliance on the use of force rather that non-violent options. I also don't
understand why police aways shoot to kill.
17 days ago

Police should not be a military force. Based on the ever increasing levels of violence and wanton murder
from police, I think it’s about time we take away their guns.
17 days ago

I don’t know.
17 days ago

Not only have I been harassed but I’ve been assaulted by police and told I couldn’t do shit about it
17 days ago
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Police training and equipments appears to be military based. The public are not the enemy. They need to
have appropriate training to work with the public and not be seen as the enemy while at the same time
earning the respect of the public. Pulling out a gun should be the last...See More
17 days ago

Police training and equipments appears to be military based. The public are not the enemy. They need to
have appropriate training to work with the public and not be seen as the enemy while at the same time
earning the respect of the public. Pulling out a gun should be the last resort
17 days ago

I don't see evidence to describe their tactics. If they weren't fair, there would be more protests.
17 days ago

With a few exceptions i have been fairly treated
18 days ago

There was communication and a team approach between police, mayor, sheriff and community activists.
18 days ago

I don’t know. Greenville county is huge and we don’t know enough about how the force is used. It’s not
spoken about here. I would like to see more about what is going on.
18 days ago

Lol body slamming somebody severely intoxicated that was not trying to physically assault them, is not a
practical tactic
18 days ago

Greenville pd is not too heavy handed. They seem about right.
18 days ago

I chose this because I’m not exactly sure and don’t know enough about GCPD and their tactics.
18 days ago

As earlier stated their handling of the Cox brothers incident was very sloppy police work.
18 days ago

Based on previous experiences and encounters
18 days ago

I know of very few instances indicating poor tactics.
18 days ago

I’ve seen them cross the line a few times.
18 days ago

I am indifferent here too because I have not see or experienced such in order to make a call specific to
Greenville.
18 days ago

If you are scared of someone simply because of their race or cultural display, then you absolutely should
not be allowed to hold a weapon.
18 days ago

To catch one man in my neighborhood they had 5 cops and a dog surrounding the house and he still got
away. They locked down the ENTIRE neighborhood apparently and they still couldn’t find him. He was two
streets down. Cops are over-reactionary and ineffective at protecting the community.
18 days ago

I am very concerned about the culture of harsh tactics that has become acceptable and accepted in
police departments.
18 days ago

Stop asking every car you pull over if they have weed. The war on marijuana needs to end!
19 days ago
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Although I don’t agree with some of the tactics from the GPD, I have heard worse stories throughout
other cities that are repetitive.
19 days ago

I’ve live in Greenville all my life and law enforcement here in my experience wasn’t to bad even when I
was breaking the law and arrested
19 days ago

Only way to cut crime is to deal with Criminals to the extent of the Law, the Police or Courts should not
have to decide fairness.
19 days ago

Too many lives lost.
19 days ago

I have to assume that Greenville is no different than other departments around the nation.
19 days ago

I believe that the purpose of the Greenville Police Department or any police department in the country is
to enforce the law and protect citizens.
19 days ago

I really liked seeing Hobart Lewis walking with protestors and listening to them.
19 days ago

They lied. If I lied to a police officer I'd go to jail. Why then can they lie to me and almost cost me my son?
Why is that okay? Why are they above the laws they enforce?
19 days ago

Can't answer
19 days ago

No knowledge of city-specific treatment
19 days ago

Not sure
19 days ago

I don’t know.
19 days ago

I don't know.
19 days ago

I don't have much direct experience to know
19 days ago

I’m not sure about this.
19 days ago

I have only heard things on the news about how things were handled and feel they were handled
professionally.
19 days ago

with some exceptions, GPD has seemed to me to use appropriate tactics
19 days ago

They do a very good job with the situations they dell with . THE ABOVE QUESTION SHOULD HAVE A
RESPONSE BLOCK!!!! The Nation-----You have Good and Bad in Everything and that One Bad Egg Ruins
Everything for Everyone>>>>>>.
19 days ago

I have never seen any indication of inappropriate treatment
19 days ago
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I think who are we to judge.
19 days ago

I don't know enough about the tactics to make a judgement.
19 days ago

Fast and efficient
19 days ago

3+ cars for one traffic violation no matter how small. Removed dozens of homeless people
19 days ago

I hate to second guess an officer's decision that they had to make in the split second of an incident. I do
however feel that there could be more training around de-escalation.
19 days ago

IF A PERPETRATOR IS ON DRUGS, SOMETIMES THEY CAN'T BE CONTROLLED....FORCE IS NEEDED TO
PROTECT THE OFFICERS...AND THE PERPETRATOR HIM OR HER SELF FROM HARM IF NEEDED
19 days ago

Always courteous to me.and others I have talked to.
19 days ago

I have no knowledge.
20 days ago

I've not been witness to, not have I heard of anything out of the ordinary as far as this is concerned.
20 days ago

I don't have any personal experience with this.
20 days ago

With in reason
20 days ago

Our officers seem to be well trained and use the appropriate tactics for the situation.
20 days ago

I am not familiar with GPD's tactics specifically, besides traffic.
20 days ago

There wasn't a space to provide any comments for the use of force so I hope it is ok to put it here. I think
the use of K-9 could be a good deterrent for problems with crowd control, but I also see a lot of different
challenges with it as well. From my little understanding the dog could walk around with no aggression
that could be a visual deterrent and intimidation, just like an officer with a gun on their hip. In that way it
might be a good use of. Challenges I see are if the dog is young and doesn't respond correctly, or at all, it
may cause issues in the program or make the K-9 look bad. Training will be critical! I also question that
targeting the dog maybe difficult, if not impossible, to do in a crowd situation. Making sure they target a
specific person or people might be difficult.
20 days ago

Police is fine
20 days ago

My responses are similar to those of my comments about treatment of all races and ethnic groups.
Throughout the nation, cops have been brutal, close-minded, and cruel in the way they have handled the
recent protests in response to George Floyd and Breonna Taylor's murder and Jacob Blake's shooting.
This sadly is not a new trend: the treatment by police of the protests in response to Michael Brown's
murder was shameful. When it comes to Greenville, I have seen less thorough reporting and have been
unable to go to any recent protests due to my close family members being high risk for COVID19. Again,
my hope is that the GPD chooses to act with integrity when most police officers across the nation act out
of self-interest.
20 days ago
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I have no reason to believe that they treat people unfairly, but I have no info
20 days ago

I don't have enough info on what tactics they use but again, I haven't heard anything super negative.
20 days ago

Police who abuse their authority should be prosecuted for breaking the law.
20 days ago

They treat everyone as needed.
20 days ago

I would like to see a bit more attention paid to the growing number of homeless along the Main St area in
Greenville. This is getting a bit in-nerving as it feels like it is increasing and becoming more troubling.
Over the past year I have numerous people approach me for hand-outs. As a woman walking alone it is a
bit scary.
20 days ago

I was really proud of our officers when protests were happening in downtown Greenville. The country
was talking about riot police and other places being looted, but we managed to have peaceful protests. I
followed the news and saw the officers were treating our protesters with respect and allowing them to
vent their feelings in a non-violent manner (even if some of them were shouting and yelling). They
allowed the crowd to control their own people and anyone that may have been getting out of control
instead of jumping in with violence at the first possible sign of damage.
20 days ago

I hear too often from my black friends of being stopped for "no reason" but I can't be sure it is by
Greenville police. I want our police department training to include diversity training and to be aware that
many black residents are "scared to death" when stopped by a police officer.
20 days ago

I know there have been losses in the black community which are disproportionate to the white
community and something is wrong with that picture. I don't know the details, except that poverty and
lack of generational wealth coupled with less access to preventive health coverage have been
contributing factors. Drug abuse has certainly been a mitigating factor. I respect the officer's right to
protect themselves.
20 days ago

Officers are there to protect and serve. If people wouldn’t break laws in the first place they wouldn’t have
to deal with the consequences.
20 days ago

Unknown - we've lived here less than a year.
20 days ago

I don't know
20 days ago

I've never seen this personally, but I believe that all police departments use tactics that are too harsh and
I don't think that GPD would be any different.
20 days ago

Left in the middle because I truly do not know first-hand.
20 days ago

I have personally had a bad experience with GPD while pulling a harmless prank (and perfectly legal), but
when perception becomes reality, objectivity is difficult for the officer. I dont hold it against the Dept,
stuff happens, Im a grown up
20 days ago

Not sure have not witnessed much. My experience is more from national news.
20 days ago

Mostly appropriate
20 days ago
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Honestly, I have seen situations with the rioting where I wish the PD or national guard would have been
stronger to put out violence protesting. This comment was for national law enforcement but there was
not a space to put a comment in for that section. I have not heard of a Greenville PD situation where
enough force wasnt being used.
20 days ago

As a lay person I don’t feel I can answer this, but I wonder if police here need to be as heavily armed as
they are. I admire police forces in certain other countries who get the job done without being armed as
heavily.
20 days ago

I have no personal reference to make a judgment
20 days ago

I have not had any experience to form an opinion.
20 days ago

As I mentioned previously, I appreciate the fact that our GPD does not look "battle ready" when they
appear at public gatherings of protest that I've been involved in. They seem calm and unafraid of the
crowd, and are respectful. I believe this is due to the leadership of the city, from the mayor to the city
council to the chief of police, all of whom set the tone for how we want our city to be.
20 days ago

I have not had any experience to form an opinion.
20 days ago

Arbitrarily enforcing rules, imposing harsher penalties when officers feel annoyed/offended by citizens
and want to punish them for what GOD sees as disrespect. CITIZENS VOCALIZING THEIR RIGHTS AND
STANDING UP FOR THEM IS NOT DISRESPECT! BLIND OBEDIENCE IS NOT RESPECT.
20 days ago

I want to believe that my police department is special and wise and is learning and adapting to new and
life-giving information about best practices.
20 days ago

I do not know.
20 days ago

Greenville is not some magical exception to the rule. Policing was built on white supremacy and until it’s
COMPLETELY defunded and resources reallocated, we will not have a properly functioning department.
Look, policing is appropriate for certain things - but the reason policing is such a dangerous profession is
because of the police. And the sooner they learn that, the better.
20 days ago

Pulling guns should be a last resort. Always. I’ve seen people in handcuffs just sitting in the ground, and a
greenville cop has a gun pointed at them.. why?
20 days ago

You know the truth
20 days ago

Hard to answer this as I do not witness all tactics but I believe they do their job and they do it well. I
believe each situation is different when you encounter a criminal or a lady missing her cat. I do believe in
officers and I also realize they are humans and no human is perfect or will be and mistakes are made.
20 days ago

Too weak should be an option.
20 days ago

Its worst here because its not just law enforcement but politicians too
20 days ago

I haven’t seen as much brutality, but always am afraid the way they speak to people can be instigating.
20 days ago
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Except for officers lying to me, it is disrepectful and causes a loss of trust and questions their judgement
capabilities. For the record i am 37 white male
20 days ago

Recent management of demonstrations well measured.
20 days ago

f*** you, f*** BLM f*** whatever council came up with this biased ass bullshit survey,
fuck and
you politicians
all.
Criminals
are the problem not our police! Allow them to do their job bettercrooks
by putting
in jail and Greenville will be a
much better place. Until then f*** you.
20 days ago

Never witness anything other than what was needed to control the situation!
20 days ago

I think Greenville Police Department does a good job. However, with the great increase of people moving
to Greenville, and protesters, the department has a difficult job ahead.
20 days ago

They shoot to kill for no reason when they could use other ways
20 days ago

I believe that the people in Greenville have more respect for police than nationally. I also think we have
better race relations.
20 days ago

I have no clue
20 days ago

Overall I’m happy with Greenville Policw department but my personal families experience makes me
have a lack of trust now
20 days ago

Turn the blue lights off for the COVID response! It’s unneeded! The city council had you looking like secret
natzi police during the height of natzi Germany! Citizens understand that the council member are
ignorant.
20 days ago

Don't know enough.
20 days ago

I'm not familiar enough with GPD to answer this question fairly. But, as a whole, our nation needs reform
in the ways police officers are trained to respond to calls/emergency situations, in my opinion.
20 days ago

I believe police officers are under a tremendous amount of strain. I would not want to walk into they
situations they walk into daily. Especially with the current atmosphere.
20 days ago

I respect their authority and I have never had a problem or been mistreated.
20 days ago

Some policer officers have a softer tolerance towards white people while some officers tend to see some
Afican Americans as violent and violaters of the law . I am quite sure it is busy out in the streets but some
African Americans should not be the only suspects to crime
20 days ago

I don't know enough specifically, but I think the institution itself is broken so I believe police everywhere
are too harsh.
20 days ago

I have not seen or heard about anything that would show the tatics are harsh.
20 days ago
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No real personal experience
20 days ago

I cannot comment with experience about Greenville City but police practice generally has been
unnecessarily harsh.
20 days ago

I would have answered this question, "I don't know" if I had had the option.
21 days ago

I seldom watch the news and don't trust the reporting anyway, and none of my family have committed a
crime or been involved in a crime.
21 days ago

I’m not super familiar with Greenville Police Department
21 days ago

A few weeks ago, your office destroyed a tent city full of peaceful people. You discarded their possessions
- everything they owned in this world - without regard for their humanity or concern for where they
would go next, how they'd get there, or what they would do for shelter once they arrived since you
destroyed their belongings. Whatever happened to the police being an agency of social service and not
just punishment?
21 days ago

I honestly have no idea. I try not to watch the news to be honest. It’s all negativity and if something is
important enough, nosy or concerned people share it with me. So, I don’t get into much trouble myself. I
have family who has and I wasn’t there at the time. I think every situation I’ve ever been in the police
were trying to do the right thing! That’s what I’ve seen as a citizen.
21 days ago

I don't know how they respond "in general."
21 days ago

There can always be improvements
21 days ago

My personal experience is limited to times when I had to call them for someone behaving threatening at
work (ex-spouse once and an apparently homeless person who was sleeping on our property that
became threatening) and observing officers doing their job in the downtown area. I thought they were
well trained and effective. I have a now adult son who is autistic and had a minor run-in with the law and
the officer identified the issue and handled a situation that could have easily spooled up very well and
with sympathy.
21 days ago

I’ve never seen any prejudice with regards to ethnicity, sex, or anything else.
21 days ago

Not harsh enough
21 days ago

I’m not familiar with GPD tactics
21 days ago

Thank you for not allowing riots to break out here!!!
21 days ago

I can't respond to these two overly broad questions. Tactics for whom? its not about the general tactics
used across the entire population nationally or locally - its about how minorities are treated. that is what
this is about. these questions seemed designed to help the survey results look good.
21 days ago

Seems ok
21 days ago
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If someone has never personally encountered (not vicariously) a life or death situation, it's easy for that
person to be all critical if they're watching a 30-second video from a complicated scenario. People who
weren't present at the scene and who don't have all the facts should just shut up.
21 days ago

I’m not sure in Greenville but I do know that police departments have been historically incentivized to get
larger quantities of arrests and to handle situations by any means necessary. We should incentivize
based on Community safety and not quantity.
21 days ago

It appears that they are doing a good job
21 days ago

Right now I have not heard of a situation where a cop in Greenville have killed or hurt a stopped person
21 days ago

I, luckily, have not personally witnessed violent behavior by GVL officers, but that doesn't mean it doesn't
happen.
21 days ago

Neutral, idk
21 days ago

Again........I have been fortunate in not having been involved in, or witnessed any unpleasant situations
involving Greenville police officers. Needless to say, I am in favor of using suitably harsh tactics to enforce
the law of the land........NO DISCUSSION !!!
21 days ago

While o haven’t found GPD to be particularly violent, they are definitely one sided and not on the side of
the ones protesting against injustices.
21 days ago

Excellent
21 days ago

I haven't been witness to any events.
21 days ago

Unsure
21 days ago

GPD is slowly becoming too politically correct because council is trying to micromanage based on a
national crisis that doesn’t exist the same in Greenville.
21 days ago

I've seen escalation on multiple occasions. I believe that officer training is poor, and compensation is not
effectively where it needs to be to recruit the type of people that we need on the police force.
21 days ago

Look at the WHOLE PICTURE! I have taught each of my kids (4 of them) that when pulled over for any
reason to keep hands on wheel and be respectful. Something you don’t see lately in the news ...
21 days ago

Our country, with its current leadership, or lack thereof, is like a powder keg.
21 days ago

I think that, with the racial tension that exists today, there is always the possibility of violence.
21 days ago

Don't know
21 days ago

There is always room for improvement.
21 days ago
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You just want to lock people up
21 days ago

With the proliferation of human trafficking and drug trafficking throughout this I-85 corridor, I feel the
Greenville Police department uses correct judgment in being vigilant, not overly aggressive, and
responsible for my safety and my daughter's safety.
21 days ago

Not able to answer as I have not witnessed first hand.
21 days ago

The management and tactics of the police are the responsibility of the administration that supervise
them.
21 days ago

The use of unmarked cars for regular beat officers is an absurd practice. Also regular beat cops should
be precluded from wearing "tactical" gear. It looks stupid and creates an "military" mindset with people
that shouldn't have it.
21 days ago

I have had no contact with the Greenville Police department or heard of excessive force being used by
the city of Greenville Police.
21 days ago

No riots
22 days ago

You break the law, you pay the price. Let the officers do their job. If things get out of control, officers
should not be afraid to respond in a harsh manner. Every action has an equal and opposite reaction.
22 days ago

by "tactics," I assume that means physical tactics.
22 days ago

Again, I don't have enough experience to say otherwise.
22 days ago

Criminals, rioters, looters, disrupters need to be stopped using any means necessary
22 days ago

I think for the most part they stick to their training but I do think like officer OA mentioned before I think
a lot of them approach their job with a little too much authority in their attitudes and actions.
22 days ago

I don’t have a lot of experience, but I didn’t like how the protests were handled.
22 days ago

It seems like we have less incidents here compared to the rest of the nation.
22 days ago

I am not educated enough on the subject to make a choice.
22 days ago

Again, I have not lived here long, however, I have not heard of poor tactics used in this area
22 days ago

I understand that police are put in situations where they need to feel safe and they use their training. I
don't think they use tactics that are cruel or unjust. I think they use what they know and what they feel
will work when they need to eliminate negative situations quickly.
22 days ago
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More and more I am perceiving that law enforcement is entirely too quick to respond with lethal force -to shoot. The situation where the local officer fired through the sidelight of a resident's front door
striking the homeowner in his own home comes to mind. I believe that this is a failure in training. There
seems to be way too much emphasis on firearm response, such that officers seem to jump there way,
way too quickly. I understand an officer has to be concerned with the officer's own safety, but not to the
point of becoming a danger to the community. I think that it is happening around the country, and here
locally too.
22 days ago

Not sure
22 days ago

I appreciate the police presence without the Armageddon tactical gear. Just nice, professional police
uniforms. Approachable.
22 days ago

The GPD does an excellent job in using just the amount force necessary to deal with a situation.
22 days ago

Again, I've not witness many police interactions in Greenville. However, the use of force as witnessed via
video around the country is obviously excessive and too harsh in many instances. An unarmed person
should never been killed for simply resisting arrest.
22 days ago

In Greenville, our citizens and officers generally have a respect for each other.
22 days ago

I have no reason to question their tactics.
22 days ago

N/A... it would be unfair to answer this question because I have not experienced or seen enough of their
tactics to honestly answer this question.
22 days ago

I don't know enough to say. I am a middle-aged white female who has always been treated with respect.
22 days ago

I've not had personal encounters, but I've heard from people who were treated harshly in situations that
didn't seem to call for it.
22 days ago

This isn’t an either/or question. I know of rape cases where the police seemed to be on the side of the
rapist, and cases involving black youth where the police were too harsh. It’s about which citizens get the
benefit of the doubt in interactions with the police.
22 days ago

Police must be disarmed and defunded until they have as little power as traffic police. Until the
maximum amount of force is the issuance of citations, police will always use the tactics available to them,
force and murder.
22 days ago

I don't know the answer to this. Too harsh for routine traffic stops when a black person is pulled over.
22 days ago

I feel that police should be given their authority back.
22 days ago
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In general, I have not witnessed tactics used by GPD to say one way or another. In terms of law
enforcement throughout the nation, the continued militarization of the police and cover-up culture
within the thin blue line emboldens those who want to abuse, brutalize or otherwise mistreat anyone
they're confronting or apprehending. And as a citizen? You have zero rights. Even complying doesn't
guarantee you won't go home without a black eye. And for what? Speaking your mind? Potentially
insulting an officer? How big a man or woman must they be if they feel the need to blacken an eye or
step on a neck because they were called names? To me, that screams of mental and emotional instability
that does NOT belong on a law enforcement duty. If you want to de-escalate situations (which I've seen
zero evidence lately that police actually de-escalate instead of instigate), then citizens must have rights
and freedoms to speak their minds without retribution from the hurt feelings of individual police officers.
Nowhere in our constitution does it say I must address a police officer as "sir" or "ma'am" or bow to
them, so why are there consequences for those who choose — as a citizen of a supposedly free country
— not to? I was always taught to be nice to a police officer who pulls you over because it could be the
difference in getting a ticket and not. Why? Shouldn't the law determine that and not the officer's ego?
What if I had a bad day? Am I not entitled to my emotions if I'm going through a rough time, within
reason that doesn't threaten an officer? These things, to me, show the entire system is messed up. Police
need to EARN respect. I understand they are under a constant threat of not coming home. They're
overworked, underpaid, and spend way too much time on calls that would be better handled by mental
health or family counselors, but if the difference between me getting a ticket and not is whether or not I
address the officer as "sir" or "ma'am," then something is terribly broken. And I thank my lucky stars
every day that that's the only threat I've encountered in my life as a white man. Yet, any time I've gotten
pulled over before, I've found myself in fear of a trigger-happy officer. Again, AND I'M WHITE! Imagine
how that situation must be for our brothers and sisters of color with the history of this country and the
clear systemic acceptance of abuse and brutalization toward People of Color by police in this country. It's
wrong and it needs to change everywhere, regardless of how I'd "describe the tactics used by the
Greenville Police Department." If it's happening at any police department, it's happening here, too. So
change it.
22 days ago

They are trained to handle many situations. I have confidence in the use of tactics that are best suited for
the scenario they are dealing with.
22 days ago

In some places the police response should be stronger. I would be in favor using additional force to stop
some of the law breaking protesters.
22 days ago

I think everyone has room for improvement
22 days ago

When property gets damaged or protests turn violent officers should use any approved and escalating
tactics to stop the criminal behavior ASAP.
22 days ago

The news releases involve extreme cases, but remain disturbing in their apparently rapid escalation to
violent intervention.
22 days ago

Nationally tactics should be more harsh. Police are restricted and can't perform there job properly when
they have to walk on pins and needles to not offend. Protection of non criminals should come first. Must
use effective tactics and they cant.
22 days ago

I think all police departments have policemen who use excessive force and supervisors that permit it.
22 days ago

Given the level of escalating tensions, it seems some individuals have chips on their shoulders and
deescalation skills would be beneficial.
22 days ago

The Greenville police department was never violent with my brother unless he was giving them a hard
time. He was a big man. 6'2 and 210 lbs and could knock anyone out with a right hook. The were smart to
know when he was going to become aggressive. They never used excess force, but he mostly repected
Police officers and didn't want to give them a hard time.
22 days ago

I have seen officers being a bit harsh when dealing with the public. That is when things escalate
22 days ago
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Don’t hear of any negative treatment
22 days ago

I’m not exactly sure what the data is regarding the tactics. If journalism has taught us anything recently
that without FOIA requests the real data is much harder to determine and thus provide an accurate
answer
22 days ago

See earlier response
22 days ago

I don't know have enough personal experience to answer this question with the exception of Black
friends who are very wary around police and go out of their way to never attract the attention of police.
22 days ago

I don't know have enough personal experience to answer these with the exception of Black friends who
are very wary around police and go out of their way to never attract the attention of police.
22 days ago

I have only heard of a handful of bad situations but I’m sure there’s more.
22 days ago

Officers are only human, and they must make many quick decisions under duress with lawless criminals.
Drug dealers, drug users, alcoholics, people with weapons in the process of horrible crimes. I must
assume that force is often required to make arrests of this criminal element to protect other citizens who
are law abiding. Let’s hope we never lose that protection of our lives and property.
22 days ago

Greenville police officers show extraordinary discipline and tolerance in the face of people who are trying
to provoke them. Amazing patience. Police here take a lot of guff, yet they effectively contain and douse
violence before it starts.
22 days ago

I have not noticed improper behavior or treatment of anyone, even when provoked.
22 days ago

I gave the answer.
22 days ago

I have not noticed or heard of improper treatment or comments.
22 days ago

Not sure how to respond to this one??
22 days ago

More training is needed to involved the police and the community
22 days ago

I would say their tactics are fair and justified. From what I have witnessed personally they tend to talk
things through with people, only turning to cuffs or stronger methods when the individual will not listen
and do as they are asked or told.
22 days ago

As I have answered all the questions....I believe IN GENERAL that most ALL police officers are doing what
is fair and just in accordance with the situation they are put into by [in many, many cases] CRIMINALS. It
is the nature of their jobs. Also, as in *any* field, there are underhanded players. It is unfortunate that so
few cause such a horrible shadow to be cast on so many of our brave police force.
22 days ago

Greenville City needs to revise their force continuum to to allow officers to not have to allow the suspect
to take the situation to a point where the officer cannot go back. Force continuum should be circular and
not linear. When suspects lead often times it ends up bad quickly. 3 years ago Greenville County began
implementing Krav Maga (Israeli Defensive Tactics) . If officers learn this you will have less shootings and
less incidents of choking because they don’t know how physically control people.
22 days ago
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The Greenville Police Department has shown great restraint and sensitivity in handling protests.
22 days ago

NOT enough INFORMATION or current DATA
22 days ago

I’m unsure due to lack of awareness about specific incidents in Greenville.
22 days ago

I am unaware of the tactics other than what I’ve seen in news reports about other communities and
states. Chokehold is absurd to use if someone is saying they cannot breath. I also do not understand why
anyone would need to be shot in the back as they run away. Again, these tactics have been mentioned in
national news, not Greenville, SC
22 days ago

Why are so many black kids getting in trouble? Why are they going to into detention centers and coming
out worse? I don't know what the police department has to do with this. I just noticed that half of the
black women I know have sons who have been to jail or juvenile or other. Only a couple of the white
moms I know have had a child go to jail. Whatever we're doing isn't fair. I wish Greenville could become a
city that other cities look up to for innovation with this. Our city is so beautiful and accessible. However I
am embarrassed when other black people come to visit us here. They can feel it. The racism is heavier
here than Chattanooga TN or Denver CO. They say how can you live here?
22 days ago

I think the racist few across the nation, coupled with honest, tragic mistakes, have hurt the credibility of
all officers, and I hate that.
22 days ago

Never seen them be harsh
22 days ago

The only violence I’ve seen from GPD, with one exception, looked justified - regardless of race.
22 days ago

Police do not get enough credit for the difficult judgments they have to make each day. No one is perfect,
but I have tremendous respect for what they do.
22 days ago

There needs to be law and order. The police have a very hard job and I am afraid for them. They are
receiving so much bad press and so much hatred. I was raised to respect police officers and to listen to
them so I do. When I see bad outcomes, it’s usually bc someone didn’t follow instructions or did
something stupid.
22 days ago

I don't have enough information to make an informed decision.
22 days ago

Some do a good job in de-escalation, some are initially high strung. Some proceed with an evident level
of piety and self righteousness that just make unbiased policing impossible with them.
22 days ago

I have often thought why use lethal force when a stun gun would work
22 days ago

Oh I love how the 2 questions above only allow selecting between "too harsh" and "about right". Where is
"too lenient"? So the questions are biased, and imply that it is too harsh now, if the far right is "about
right" which should be in the middle, all you can select is to the left, which is "less harsh". Too lenient is
what we have in the current meltdown in the Dem. cities. I would of selected "too lenient".
22 days ago

I don't have a true understanding or experience with the local police so cannot comment
22 days ago
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Again, I've not seen anything improper.
22 days ago

I’m not familiar enough to answer this question.
22 days ago

I don’t really know, as I’ve only observed them a few times. Very good when I did observe them.
22 days ago

I have neither experienced or witnessed any 'tactics' since movin here in 2001; nor have I read about
anything in the news that I find to be evidence of a trend one way or the other. That alone seems
remarkable to me, and I believe is evidence that on balance, our police force is doing an excellent job.
22 days ago

I have no personal experience that either too much or too little force is being utilized in our community.
22 days ago

I have not experienced it, so can’t say
22 days ago

Continual avoidance allows me to not experience tactics first hand
22 days ago

Never viewed
22 days ago

They seem to be indifferent towards poorer communities.
22 days ago

The times I have observed the GPD, if they were engaged, they were very sensitive to whatever the
situation that confronted them may have been.
22 days ago

See above
22 days ago

I think either some officers are tainted regarding society due to seeing the worst of people at times.
Some officers are racist and automatically treat certain people poorly. Plus, when you have a racist in the
White House who applauds such behavior, it’s practiced more often.
22 days ago

Haven’t seen anything improper.
22 days ago

I do not have enough knowledge to know.
22 days ago

I don’t know a great deal about the tactics. For the most part, I think the GPD does a great job.
22 days ago

Again, I was hauled away in handcuffs for a parking violation; a charge that (even if I were guilty, which I
feel I was NOT) is less than a misdemeanor!!! How can this happen! My children were crying and very
upset, as was my poor wife.
22 days ago

The use of military training and tactics on the public is a problem. The police should have their own
training and treat the public as their customers, not an enemy.
22 days ago

I think they try very hard to handle each situation properly.
22 days ago

Standard protocol. Resisting arrest is stupid and calls for a firm response .
22 days ago
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Policing is not an easy job and preparation is needed to adequately all circumstances.
22 days ago

If the situation calls for more force, then use it, but just because you carry a badge and a gun, doesn’t
give you the right to shoot or beat people. If they are disobeying the law, and showing force, then proper
action is permitted.
22 days ago

The actions speak for themselves.
22 days ago

I have absolutely no idea because I haven't had any reason to know.
22 days ago

From what I know and have seen, the GPD has been very community-focused. During the protests this
summer, I saw them on a side street with K9 force. They were present but allowed the protestors to
engage. There was an indirect presence but one I felt was very appropriate. This is the way such issues
should be handles. A*+
22 days ago

I only work downtown, don't live there. Don't see that much interaction
22 days ago

You’re ridiculous in the way you harass Black people, especially Black children. An then you expect them
to trust you? You’ve caused your own problems, frankly. The people used to trust you. Now you’ll see how
hard it is to win back that trust
22 days ago

I do not know any police officers personally. I know they have difficult and challenging situations to deal
with and have to make decisions quickly. I support our police who are doing their best to protect the lives
in our community. However, I think there are many instances where police act too harshly and cause
deaths that possibly could be avoided. Anything to help police become more aware or educated about
mental health, racial bias, and how to diffuse a potentially dangerous individual would be a good use of
taxpayer money. I am a former teacher and I know how teachers are called upon to serve children in so
many ways other than teaching. I think we have come to expect our police to do so much more than they
are trained to do. I support more community policing and counseling for police officers. And I support
employing more social workers and counselors to help with some of the emergencies police are called on
to subdue or solve. I also support providing an avenue for police to report fellow officers who use
excessive force on citizens.
22 days ago

I have not seen anything negative
22 days ago

again ...these responses are my assumptions and hope...I want to understand the situation aside from
the race of the police officer and the perpetrator...
22 days ago

They use the techniques taught to save their lives as well as the perpetrator
22 days ago

I'm not really sure. I think thru should use force if anyone resists arrest but only if they have exhausted all
other means
22 days ago

I dont have the answer but they treat most people like crap. I think most have ego problems
22 days ago

I was very impressed with the way the officers handled most demonstrations, although I thought they
were too quick with the chemicals during the May-June protests (George Floyd).
22 days ago

I really don’t have an idea except that nothing has really made it to the news. I do wish they would not
allow protesters to carry rifles
22 days ago
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I have a higher confidence in Greenville PD because I know many of them.
22 days ago

I don't agree with a knee to the neck, but also I haven't studied in depthly on the reactions of people high
on drugs, etc. so I certainly would want officers to be protected from injury as best as possible. Our
country is struggling frankly with personal responsibility!
22 days ago

No response on the previous question is troubling. Law enforcement in certain parts of the country are
being hog tied by politicians which is stupid and a betrayal of the citizens. Mass protests are fine but
mass riots are not. If you NUKE EM the first time it will end the first time.
22 days ago

Don’t know.
22 days ago

a police brutality happens here, but probably less than in the rest of nation
22 days ago

I am not a fan of no-knock raids and don't believe in seizure of funds from suspects. I feel police should
be respected.
22 days ago

Not hard enough in some circumstances. There is no reason I have to step over homeless people with
my son to get an ice cream cone at QT this past summer. In fact, sadly I have to avoid it.
22 days ago

I have no way to measure the tactics. I believe the training is appropriate for responding to all situations.
22 days ago

I don't know
22 days ago

Greenville PD is very professional. Doing a tough job, considerate of the citizens.
22 days ago

I don't have enough information that isn't media driven to give an answer other than the above.
22 days ago

The militarization of the police has got to stop.
22 days ago

Read above answer.
22 days ago

Read answer above
22 days ago

There appears to the a presumption of deadly threat when law enforcement addresses calls in minority
neighborhoods while a presumption of no threat in majority neighborhoods.
22 days ago

My husband and I have not had that much interaction with the police.
22 days ago

Being a policeman has always been a difficult job but now so more than ever due to the disrespect
shown by younger people towards being disciplined.
22 days ago
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There are always a few bad apples in the bunch. There are some bad Greenville city officials (in my
opinion). But does that mean that ALL the members of the group (including the city officials) are bad? I
think not. We hear about brutality concerning George Floyd, etc. Not all the facts are presented in the
media, but the officers involved have already been judged. How do you think you would have reacted in
certain situations? I think the Greenville police are doing a great job. They put their life on the line for us
every single day.
22 days ago

I’m not sure but would like to learn more about this area.
22 days ago

Overall, Greenville Police officers do a great job when force has to be administered.
22 days ago

It is very hard to gauge how wide spread national police brutality actually is. Certainly I agree that it exists
and that it requires a response. I support increased police training, better salaries to attract better
applicants, and the recruitment of minorities from troubled neighborhoods to policing.
22 days ago

Don't know
22 days ago

I really haven’t observed interactions.
22 days ago

Don't read about citizens dying at GPD hands
22 days ago

Leaning toward too harsh, but at the same time, when there was a peaceful protest at the confederate
statue recently, police did not remove the counter-protesters that were there to instigate violence.
22 days ago

I am not sure. The only information I have to base this opinion off of is from the local news
22 days ago

Unfortunately there has been more than a few bad incidents with police officers
22 days ago

I don't know.
22 days ago

I happen to be in Greenville during a black lives matter rally just by coincidence in 2016. the amount of
police presence for a peaceful rally seemed completely blown out of proportion and even as a white lady
not involved in the protest they made me feel uncomfortable and unsafe
22 days ago

I don't think I know enough to answer this question accurately.
22 days ago

Answered with same response as nation wide answer. Assume Greenville uses all the same tactics.
23 days ago

This is only my perception.
23 days ago

Police officers priority should always be life and saving lives. Even if they are criminals. They need to be
trained in a way that values lives of every human being.
23 days ago

See above.
23 days ago

Since I, personally, have not had any dealings with the GPD I cannot answer this question.
23 days ago
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If everyone would do what the police ask, there would be no accusations of harsh treatment
23 days ago

I don't really know.
23 days ago

Great restraint was shown during the summer protest. Our police took a lot of abuse and responded
professionally
23 days ago

I have not heard of negative bias directly
23 days ago

Your next question about “Use of Force” does not allow for commenting and I think THAT is the problem.
Why can I not elaborate on the answer I give? I thought this was a public input survey? I chose “when a
weapon is used” because this survey question is worded in such a baiting way. “More than just their
voice” could mean anything. Is it a taser? Is it pepper spray? Is it a lethal weapon, like a gun? I chose use a
weapon, but only if that weapon is VISIBLE and is USED at the scene, not if it’s just a sneaking suspicion
or a movement that leads an officer to “believe” the person has a weapon, or the person is “acting”
suspiciously.
23 days ago

Neutral because I don’t think there is enough transparency to indicate their response to situations. I will
say, being the division that receives the highest (if not one of the highest) amount of funding, I’m
concerned with where that money is going and the lack of information publicly available.
23 days ago

In the past I’ve been on a ride along, I’ve attended a tour of the law enforcement center and Perry
correctional center, in all interactions I have encountered I believe the Greenville Police department and
its employees has all citizens best interests at heart and use the tactics they believe will keep our
community safe.
23 days ago

There have been well publicized incidents where police used lethal force to subdue (suspect shot in the
back) or fired first (no shot from suspect) or unleashed a barrage at a suspect (multiple officers fired
multiple shots). Lethal force is a dangerous tool and must be a last resort of law enforcement to protect
life.
23 days ago

I have no idea.
23 days ago

The ones I see are right but like I said I’m white
23 days ago

Do not know
23 days ago

I don't have enough knowledge to answer
23 days ago

I don't have enough knowledge to answer.
23 days ago

I don't have enough knowledge to provide an answer.
23 days ago

I really don't have enough personal experience to know about the specific tactics of the GPD.
23 days ago

I don't really know.
23 days ago

Too harsh
23 days ago
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I have not had much interaction, so this is only my best guess
23 days ago

I think the general public is growing more dangerous, so police have to use rougher tactics to deal with
people. In some, rare, cases police should restrain from shooting.
23 days ago

I
23 days ago

I don’t have enough data to comment on the above.
23 days ago

If a department uses no knock raids, then it is too harsh. It is a dangerous policy that causes impulsive
action. If the police knock down the wrong door, many times the homeowner will open fire (rightly so), as
they assume someone is breaking in. This obviously will have disastrous results for everyone involved.
Why cant you just cover the exits and announce your presence? Or sit on the location until the suspect
leaves? Unless its a terrorist, there is not a reason to perform a no knock raid. Especially for victimless
crimes such as drugs...
23 days ago

Good at protests, from what I sae
23 days ago

Without mental health & social justice workers accompany police on certain calls, how can the tactics be
good. Without constant training, how can they be good. Without more selective & extensive screening
during the hiring process, how can they be good. And a few hours a years isn’t going to get the job done.
23 days ago

I don’t know
23 days ago

By General I mean the majority of interactions.
23 days ago

If anything, they are sometimes too lenient.
23 days ago

These guys know what they're doing. They have to make split-second decisions with life-or-death
outcomes based on limited knowledge. They know every breath they take will be over-analyzed and
criticized publicly for years to come. They shouldn't have to feel as though their careers and livelihood
are in jeopardy based on one decision made in such circumstances.
23 days ago

Don’t know
23 days ago

Don’t know enough
23 days ago

See examples listed already of the Simpsonville man shot in his own home answering the door. Or the 7
officers coming out of a van with guns blazing to arrest an unarmed white man on a minor offense. Also
when they tried to take in a mentally disturbed black man at his home and ended up killing him.
23 days ago

Recent and past protests have generally been peaceful and none resulted in the crowd getting out of
control. I think these results are because the police have required force present but they do not present
themselves as menacing or threatening.
23 days ago

Again, this is from what I personally have experienced or witnessed. I understand that when someone
does not listen to commands given by an officer during a situation or they fight back with the officer
regardless of racial/ethnicity group on EITHER side, the situation can go south.
23 days ago
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I've not lived here long enough to comment.
23 days ago

Once again my exposure is very limited, thankfully.
23 days ago

The one young man that was white that recently got shot and killed had very little media coverage and
seemed to be avoidable
23 days ago

Reasonable based on past experience
23 days ago

The police are trained to save lives and put their own life on the line on a daily basis. It is not something I
am brave enough to do!
23 days ago

Again, no direct evidence of excessive force, but in general I have been impressed by local police force.
23 days ago

I think police should shoot rioters and arsonists.
23 days ago

Use of pepper spray or rubber bullets in any sitatuion can cause long lasting effects to a person's
physical and mental health.
23 days ago

Don't know
23 days ago

I’m not sure what techniques they use
23 days ago

They handle situations as they should.
23 days ago

I have never experienced anything personally too harsh but know of people who have.
23 days ago

I don't know.
23 days ago

These are hard questions to answer because you're asking us to make judgments based on news reports
and emotions heightened by the social unrest we're currently witnessing across the nation. The tactics I
learned about in the Citizens Academy seemed very reasonable and responsible.
23 days ago

Don’t really know first hand.
24 days ago

i
24 days ago

I am not familiar enough with Greenville PD tactics to have an opinion.
24 days ago

I am sure the kid-gloves are on now; what officer wants to be the recipient of a civil suit -or worse charged with a felony in doing his job?
24 days ago

I do not know enough to answer.
24 days ago
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I think my previous answers are enough.
24 days ago

We tear gassed our own citizens for peacefully protesting in the streets. That's pretty much it right there.
24 days ago

Same as above
24 days ago

I have no personal knowledge. I did feel that the incident at Tanner’s Big Orange should have been
resolved more quickly.
24 days ago

Ban unmarked police vehicles. Relying on stealth tactics won't keep our community safe. It only increases
distrust.
24 days ago

Need better training people has lost their lives because they didn’t know how to assess the situation, also
when they are to deal with a mentally ill individual the really rank poor.
24 days ago

GPD is tourist and business centered, white by definition. It is designed to intimidate and exclude Black
people, especially Black youth. De Facto segregation!
24 days ago

I have pictures of my black and blue face to prove it.
24 days ago

Greenville Police felt as if I was in the community and needed Corrected and Instructed, vs a ROBOT
(threatened and violated)Experience from other STATES
24 days ago

N/a
24 days ago

There are apparent discrepancies and inconsistencies from city to city; so there is great uncertaintly that
every Police Department may harbor tendencies towards harsh tactics that can go awry and result in
harming, even killing, innocent members of our community.
24 days ago

The police are only humans with as many flaws as the rest of us but have all the power in any given
situation. I have seen, as a white bystander, the differences between how I am treated and how my
friends if color are treated.
24 days ago

Too harsh.
24 days ago

Video taped too harsh instances observed on news/social media throughout the US. I don’t know about
Greenville.
24 days ago

Tough job done well
24 days ago

These officers are people and want to go home to their families too. Guns should only be pulled in
extreme cases.
24 days ago

I have no idea.
24 days ago

I don’t think I have enough knowledge to answer either of the above questions.
24 days ago
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Do not agree with the militarization of the police.
24 days ago

It seems we don’t have arrests that escalate to the amount of force in other parts of the country
24 days ago

The tactics should be harder and tougher for all crimes and misdemeanors.
24 days ago

I have nothing really to judge this on, except that I have never heard of any Greenville Police being too
harsh.
24 days ago

Tear gassed and blockaded by SWAT and police force in less than 8 minutes of a peaceful protest up Main
Street. I’ll let that speak for itself. How do you think those tactics are? Less than 8 minutes our 1st
amendment rights were greeted with aggression. Says it all Hobart and yeah that Greenville. Mayor Knox.
Talk about it.
24 days ago

I actually wish to respond "No Opinion" due to lack of first-hand information.
24 days ago

I have no idea about the "tactics" used by the police. I think that several of the protests downtown were
handled well.
24 days ago

Not sure. I know that they have worked on their responses to those with disabilities and mental health
challenges, so I appreciate that.
24 days ago

Appear to be on the 'softer' side.
24 days ago

I do not know. I would hope they treat everyone with compassion.
24 days ago

Trigger happy, aggressive, and prejudiced against Black people, immigrants, and lgbt+
24 days ago

Shooting an unarmed man in the back because he was running away from a TRAFFIC TICKET? He
deserved to die because he didn’t have $100 extra to pay for running a red light? Justify that on your way
to hell.
24 days ago

Alway need improvement.
25 days ago

GPD has demonstrated great restraint in many incidents involving people high on alcohol or drugs.
25 days ago

I don’t know enough to answer
25 days ago

I was disheartened to see how the police department treated protestors during the George Floyd
protests. I realize it was only a small group that would not disperse but the tactics felt unnecessarily
harmful.
25 days ago

Excessive number of police respond to calls. I observe 3-4 police cars at single events. While officers
seem to be just talking to people, then number of officers appears intimidating
25 days ago

I think the bigger worry in Greenville is how the officers or workers in the GCDC treat the inmates.
25 days ago
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It seems our departments has a lot of shootings. Our officers need de-escalation training and the
accountability of body cams for every officer. Funding shouldn't be a problem. The budget needs to be
reworked to provide adequate training and equipment when the lives of our officers and community are
on the line.
25 days ago

We need Stein oversight and legislation to protect citizens from police brutality. Police should be properly
trained to deescalate problematic situations and hells to a higher standard for use if force that common
civilians.
25 days ago

I believe that citizens should comply when an officer requests you to stop or to show your hands, etc.
Failure to listen to the officer’s commands can warrant a physical response. The key is the community
having respect for our officers and listening to their commands.
25 days ago

I don’t know how to answer because of limited knowledge of specific cases.
I know I was proud when I saw GVL mayor, sheriff and police standing with protestors and defending
their first amendment rights.
25 days ago

no evidence
25 days ago

From what I have seen, the Greenville Police have been patient and restrained in dealing with protests. I
cannot possibly know about every individual encounter with the public, but I am not aware of any
disturbing patterns.
25 days ago

Sometimes the actions of suspects may call for a harsh response.
25 days ago

The ones that get published appear to be appropriate due to the situation involving crimes and drugs.
25 days ago

Again I don’t know
25 days ago

Greenville Police appear to be professional and qualified.
25 days ago

I have seen no evidence of misconduct by the Greenville police.
25 days ago

These brave men and women run towards danger. They have split seconds to make life or death
decisions.
25 days ago

Nothing to say
25 days ago

I would assume they have controls in place.
25 days ago

Tear-gassing protests during the summer was too harsh. GPD's treatment of houseless people is too
harsh.
25 days ago

Police have extensive training and they implement it well, in general.
25 days ago

No problems that I see.
25 days ago
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There is less crime in Greenville SC than in other larger or big cities with a different mix of people.
25 days ago

I don’t know
25 days ago

Usually appropriate. Do need to monitor and weed out the few.
25 days ago

No one had to be tear gasses at the recent protests. Greenville Police Department has many instances of
officer complaints.
25 days ago

The safety of the police officer must count also.
25 days ago

Changes may need to be made. But, safety of the public and officers come first.
25 days ago

Y’all haven’t ended up on national news yet and seem to be treating protesters ok. I’d hope you continue
doing that and shoot less and just have physically fit and well trained officers who can take down a
suspect AFTER talking to them. That if there is a mental illness suspected an officer wouldn’t taze or
shoot the person but physically subdue after exhausting (more than 20 minutes) verbal attempts to help
them or calling in a medical professional.
25 days ago

Police are very easy to deal with if you are not committing any crime or have outstanding warrants.
Follow lawful orders and all will be good. Police should crush rioters! If you want to protest then you
comply with the law and do it in the daytime so it can be seen. At night you start out close to a riot and
get there very quickly.
25 days ago

I believe this response bar is unfair, there is no response allowed to answer the GPD is excellent.
25 days ago

In my experiences they haven’t been too harsh, but I don’t interact with police too often.
25 days ago

I don't know
25 days ago

Things like rubber bullets, while they are not live rounds, are dangerous and possibly fatal. Tear gas,
which is considered a war crime when used in battle, is used against citizens. Infiltrating protests and
helping to incite violence is a means of discrediting movements that you do not agree with. The
Greenville police, once again, are not exempt from the nationwide problems of police brutality and
prejudice against marginalized groups.
25 days ago

Police do what they need to do. Back the blue not the criminals!
25 days ago

When you talk about Police you can not talk about what is going on in some other state or city and
compair them to Greenville Police.. If you don't have Police in your city or town killing people then why
are you complaining about it here ?
25 days ago

yes
26 days ago

A police officer has no idea what they will walk into when they respond to a call and must make snap
decisions based on the situation. They must think of the safety of anyone around in addition to
themselves and the perpetrator. Errors will be made and continuing education for special needs persons
and just upgrading procedures are always needed. However, in general, I think most officers do their best
to try to handle situations with utmost care and concern.
26 days ago
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Unsure. BUT citizens trust in police to treat everyone with respect and certainly know the policies.
26 days ago

What I have seen they treat people with respect.
26 days ago

"About right" shows how the survey is slanted. How about "appropriate" or even "too lenient"?
26 days ago

They look for a chance to take you to the ground
26 days ago

They deal with law breakers all day who lie to them. Tough job
26 days ago

Our cops are not qualified to do their job. They need to be defended. (That doesn't mean no cops) We
must allocate funds to proper effective avenues. That's not cops with guns. Just watch the news at
anytime. Cops are out of control!
26 days ago

I would encourage the Greenville Police Department to not bend to political pressure calling for less
involvement towards certain racial/ethnic groups.
26 days ago

Fair in general
But their hands seem tied in action sometimes
26 days ago

We live in a strong God fearing community with AMAZING leadership
26 days ago

Some officers do all they can to make a difference. They train, they learn, and they listen. Others hide
behind a badge and a position of power to make themselves feel better and put others down.
26 days ago

Not a fair question without thorough statistics and knowledge of arrests. My opinion is positive, someone
else may have only seen the negative...
26 days ago

As before I think Leo's have a responsibility to be as exemplary as possible. We can't have bad cops just
like we can't have bad pilots
26 days ago

Greenville County does not deal well with people with disabilities.
26 days ago

not sure
26 days ago

Witnessed a man high on drugs come at two officers and was tased. They were very kind to him
considering he was a danger to himself and others
26 days ago

No direct knowledge, just judging by community comments.
26 days ago

I am unsure of the tactics used by the Greenville Police.
26 days ago

During the current unrest, the police have been following the "no one is above the law" mantra. This is
fairness.
26 days ago
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I do not know enough about the tactics used by the Greenville Police or the police nationwide to answer
this question.
26 days ago

It's a systemic problem, a training problem. No "good cops" or "bad cops" it is a system that pumps out
people with big egos.
26 days ago

From my limited perspective, they do a great job. Using officers on bicycles as the front line at a protest is
brilliant. Non-threatening, but effective!
26 days ago

As compared to other locations in the US, I have been pleased with Greenville’s response to protests
related to racial inequality.
26 days ago

I believe that force is used when it needs to be. I also believe in certain situations across the country that
some people have let their emotions take control of their logical responses.I also believe that if you’re
doing what you’re supposed to and following the law then there should be no reason for you to have
negative encounters. I believe the police and public safety officials are here to protect us
26 days ago

Not much seen downtown. Not much crime either
26 days ago

Seem to be using escalation only if needed. Don’t see much downtown
26 days ago

Not aware of specific cases of too harsh, which is better than many cities
26 days ago

I don’t know.
26 days ago

No first hand experience
26 days ago

I have experienced any personal dealings, only what I hear from family or on TV
26 days ago

Without doing further study, I can't respond. My suspicion is that there is not a great deal of difference
between Greenville and most of the rest of the country as I would like to see.
26 days ago

An officer once sexually assaulted my partner under the pretense of performing a search, so I'd say that's
a little harsh
26 days ago

We aren't seeing the same horror stories here like we've been seeing in other parts of the country, but
even the minor interactions I have with police here normally involve presumed guilt, so I imagine it's
much worse in other situations. It doesn't feel like we're from the same community. You wouldn't throw
tear gas at your neighbors.
26 days ago

My mother was tased by GPD because she was drunk and would not get out of her vehicle. That wasn’t
wrong. She could have skilled someone.
26 days ago

Not enough info
26 days ago

I honestly believe the tactics are too lenient in some cases, but most of the leniency stems from judicial
failure.
26 days ago
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I have read their policy and is it fair and equitable.
26 days ago

Thompson for Chief
26 days ago

N/a
26 days ago

Having lived in the city for over 5 years in the West end and have seen the police respond and interact I
would say that the tactics have been appropriate and effective all the while being fair
26 days ago

I believe the tactics are appropriate for the situation
26 days ago

Not that familiar with their actions.
26 days ago

I just do not know. If the public reports of positive interactions were at least equal to the publicity given
the negative perhaps the evaluation could be fair.
26 days ago

Watch the video of GPD during the initial BLM protest downtown. "hey, that worked" laughed an officer
after a canister is launched. Disgusting response by using police brutality against a police brutality
protest.
26 days ago

appropriate for the situation
26 days ago

I believe our police department use their best judgment to meet each situation
26 days ago

Incredibly patient!! More than most people deserve. I’ve only ever seen impressive professionalism and
kindness
26 days ago

Seems like potential racial disputes have been diffused.
26 days ago

They are fair, firm, and consistent in enforcing the law
26 days ago

They respect you.
26 days ago

I honestly do not know, but would love to find out.
26 days ago

The fact that the police department used tear gas on retreating protesters and brutalized them without
being provoked, while only days earlier they feigned solidarity with the people protesting is all I need to
know about our police department.
26 days ago

I think training for dealing with mental health patients needs to happen.
26 days ago

While I can only base my comments on my own observations, I have never seen an officer in Greenville
treat anyone with any thing other than respect. Even when we were downtown during a surprise protest
back in June, the officers were calm and did their best to protect people. As for the nation, in all of the
videos I have seen, the officers did their best with a horrible situation. Not one of the viral videos shows
officers using harsh tactics on someone who was obeying the law and complying with commands.
26 days ago
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I am not sure. I have certainly never witnessed any interactions with police officers that were worrisome.
I have only had positive interactions. I am also a white female.
26 days ago

I'm unsure as I've never been in a situation where I'm a suspect.
26 days ago

I don't really know
26 days ago

We're better than others, but a lack of public reporting and critical journalism contributes to an "optics
first" approach, not a principled equitable approach.
26 days ago

Not tuff enough!!
26 days ago

Mostly we hear all the bad in the news. It makes one insecure.
26 days ago

I don’t feel like I’m qualified to answer this question.
26 days ago

When police decide to change routes of marches on the day of, of course there will be backlash because
people are trying to peacefully protest and you are restraining their rights. The failure of Greenville police
to remove the armed militia near the Springwood monument was very scary considering the tensions, as
well as laws that make it where long rifles can’t be near a protest area.
26 days ago

I witnessed one situation where I felt the officer responded with undue force. The citizen ended up on
the ground in handcuffs with two officers on his back. I did not really understand why when the person
did not appear to be a danger to themselves or others. But it is possible there was more to the situation
than was visible to me. Either way, a less public display of positional authority would have been better.
26 days ago

Greenville Police Need to be MORE ACTIVE. Not reactive. Our Sheriff don't have lazy officers, why does
the city? Our sheriff has a night time traffic unit, and a DUI unit, why does the city not. The Sheriff has a
large K9 unit, why does our city not have a larger K9 unit with different types of dogs?
26 days ago

I don't know. I hope the Greenville Police Officers recognize that they aren't supposed to harm or kill
innocent people...they aren't even supposed abuse or kill guilty people....
26 days ago

There is room for improvement and introspection in any calling, field or profession.
26 days ago

A police officer should not have to tackle people to the ground, be cursed at, hit/spit at...and yes, there
are times where force is needed. I just think we need either more training, supervision, or consequences
for aggressive cops. I don't want to see or hear of black people being shot in the back anymore...treated
too aggressively...we need more black police officers as well.
26 days ago

I’m not sure. I would like to know if police in general could use something other than a gun. For example I
saw a video of an overweight, unfit 16 year old being shot as she approached police with a knife. I really
feel like a can of bear spray would have stopped her in her tracks.
26 days ago

Professional
26 days ago

"The nation"? Heck we will only see the bad stuff from across the country
26 days ago
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Better than national average. I think they are unbalanced and not uniform across the board. There are
some cases they are too harsh but then in some cases or for certain people, not as harsh as is
warranted.
26 days ago

You literally shot my neighbor last year. He didn't even have a gun. He was on his porch, you were in the
yard.
26 days ago

Can't say for certain about Greenville specifically, but in general policing is WAY too quick to escalate to
violence.
26 days ago

From what I know and have observed, I have seen people being treated fairly.
26 days ago

I know that only events that are sensationalized are in the news. Too often, good deeds go unnoticed.
26 days ago

I really don’t know
26 days ago

.
26 days ago

Police officers deserve respect , ongoing training and accountability to make sure those that abuse their
power are removed.
26 days ago

Either too harsh or nonexistant. Sometimes I think they don't show up unless they think they get to have
their big TV cop moment.
26 days ago

I believe that 99.9% of officers give the same respect that they receive.
26 days ago

I know that things are difficult for Greenville right now with how short staffed they are. I was told by a
retired officer that he was asked to come back to help whenever there were events in downtown
Greenville. Because of being spread thin errors will be made.
26 days ago

See below
26 days ago

Sometimes too quick to shoot for minor issuses
26 days ago

Police cannot be mental health counselors
26 days ago

The police have not responded properly in Seattle, Portland, Minneapolis, Chicago, Los Angeles and
Washington DC and New York City. Force should have been used to keep order, protect the citizens and
stop the riots.
26 days ago

I feel the GREENVILLE police are professional and use appropriate law enforcement tactics.
26 days ago

Assault on protesters, enforcing unjust laws, lack of accountability, profiling low income and minorities,
use of chemical weapons that violate geneva convention on peaceful protesters, use of lrad on peaceful
protesters and so on.
26 days ago
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I was concerned about the use of tear gas at the protest and wondered how else that could have been
handled.
26 days ago

Traffic and ticketing tactics. Sneaky, dirty, and this is why we don't believe you are one of us. This is why
we talk about you as a group which is not on our side. Your ability to ruin a life with 1 ticket or arrest, is
too much power of us. Stop making a profit off of us. Don't even say it doesn't happen, you plan budgets
around ticket rvenue.
26 days ago

I have no personal experience. but I know they've killed an unarmed man in Poe Mill.
26 days ago

I really don't know. See above.
26 days ago

Not tough enough on those that don't comply with directives.
26 days ago

I would say they are not tough enough on the real criminals.
26 days ago

I think that it's good that the city has prohibited neck restraints since 2016. I think that there is still
opportunity to improve our use of force policy.
26 days ago

I do not have enough experience with GDP to have an opinion on this.
26 days ago

I have no knowledge in which I can provide an honest answer to this question
26 days ago

Unknown
26 days ago

I don’t know
26 days ago

Too many charges pf brutality
26 days ago

Too many charges of brutality
26 days ago

Extreme disapproval of police chases.
26 days ago

Gratified to know the city had a use of force policy in effect before George Floyd was murdered.
26 days ago

GPD’s response and tactics are both swift and certain while maintaining the humanity of a person and
treating them as such regardless of their crime.
26 days ago

Based on my experience. But I haven't been arrested or resisted to any questions police officer had for
me.
26 days ago

During the recent BLM protests, rights were respected, but no damage to property was allowed.
26 days ago

The more police the better. They need to be tough on crime.
26 days ago
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The police have a very difficult job to do: split second decisions that are life threatening, with people who
don't comply. The public needs to obey instructions to avoid getting into terrible situations that no one
wants to be part of, including the police.
26 days ago

Out of hand. Gestapo level at this point
26 days ago

.
26 days ago

I am not very familiar however with many of the tactics used by the GPD.
26 days ago

I abide by the law except for an occasional speeding violation (and I usually pay a penalty), so I don't have
much personal experience. Those who don't abide by the law must accept the consequences of their
actions which is the reason we don't have chaos in our streets.
26 days ago

Police will use what they need to when their life or life of others is in jeopardy.
26 days ago

Greenville's protests were peaceful. There was no need to tear gas protesters. GPD needs to be trained in
de-escalation tactics, not increasing the tensions.
26 days ago

Not familiar enough, but from what I heard they are too harsh, even if not as bad as some places.
26 days ago

The force continuum in Greenville is the most effective and useful tool the officers have. It is by the book
both from state and constitutional guidelines.
26 days ago

I’ve seen little to suggest GPD has used unnecessary force.
26 days ago

The Stun gun is a weapon also and should only be used as part of a last tool to use on a suspect!
26 days ago

I am not familiar enough with the tactics employed by the GPD, however I believe there would be
significant coverage in the press if there was harsh force being used here. Again, this doesn't mean it
doesn't exist.
26 days ago

Again there are always exceptions but I believe our officers handle stress very well
26 days ago

You should all be lucky that Seattle, Portland, Minneapolis, and New York police officers have been
outright terrorizing and killing civilians, because it makes GPD look better by comparison. Still, shooting
tear gas into a crowd on Sat. May 30th was unacceptable.
26 days ago

There will always be bad apples but that should not be considered the population on a whole.
26 days ago

You give respect, you get respect. It’s that simple!
26 days ago

Law enforcement is about protecting and serving. Sometimes force is needed in that job. Force is nasty
ugly and shocking. But it doesn’t mean it is unjust.
26 days ago

I know too many people who have been treated unfairly here.
26 days ago
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I honestly don’t know - I wish I had more data available to me about crime rates and responses by the
GPD so I could make an informed decision in response to this question. If I listened to the local news,
social media, or comments from people I know, I would lean toward “too harsh”. But I personally haven’t
seen or experienced that.
26 days ago

Militarized
26 days ago

I have seen very little, personally or in the news, that would make me think otherwise.
26 days ago

Limited experience dictates lack of knowledge. Experiences of my acquaintances would indicate a
positive response.
26 days ago

I am not aware of problems here. But I am also not Black, so I have a limited perspective.
26 days ago

I honestly don’t know, so I will leave it in the middle.
26 days ago

No way of knowing
26 days ago

It is hard to answer this since I am not a minority. I am white, female, 71, and never committed a crime
except fora traffic violation when much younger. I am afraid of the police in general and that is sad.
26 days ago

Police response that I have seen has been appropriate
26 days ago

They are respectful
26 days ago

I don't know.
26 days ago

I haven't seen or experienced tactics used by GPD
26 days ago

no personal knowledge about specific GPD tactics
26 days ago

Considering that the city is a very condensed area with a high amount of population, GPD's use of nonlethal is to be favored by all citizens.
26 days ago

My perception is that Greenville police work hard to be fair.
26 days ago

How are you going to have “too harsh” on one side then “about right” on the other? The appropriate thing
would be “too lenient”, because that is an option too. Not to mention you cant even say “right” or
“appropriate” but rather say “about right”. Your biases are showing.
26 days ago

I mean personally don't see the need for y'all to basically be a domestic military
26 days ago

well trained, They know their job
26 days ago

I don’t know the tactics of Gville police
26 days ago
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Having a gun is a threatening tactic. Guns should be removed from the majority of police officers.
26 days ago

If you comply with what you are asked to do, you are treated fairly
26 days ago

Something is wrong with your program. The question above this one (about law enforcement
nationwide) is highlighted red but there is no place to write anything near it.
26 days ago

There has not been significant violent acts with protesters, but there have still been tactics I’m not happy
with.
If you want protesters to disperse. Act to address their concerns (this survey would need to lead toward
positive change).
26 days ago

During recent protests the GPD reacted with remarkable restraint and was able to defuse a potentially
volatile situation downtown.
26 days ago

I’ve witnessed the greenville police knock protesters down the ground, protestors that were peacefully
protesting police violence.
26 days ago

There are no communication skills. Come in too harsh and refuse to understand mental illness. They
focus too much on defense tactics than communication and mental health training.
26 days ago

Don’t have any experience.
26 days ago

Explained below.
26 days ago

Answered this question below. “I don’t know.......away from crime.”
26 days ago

I don’t know. But I do know that gangs are terrorizing our neighborhoods with little consequences. Three
neighbors have recently sold their homes and moved out of the city to get away from the crime.
26 days ago

Families should teach their children to obey commands anytime they have contact with police/law
enforcement. Most of the time, if you are nice to them, you will be treated with the utmost respect. In my
perspective, they treat you in the way you are treating and respecting them.
26 days ago

I have little experience with the tactics they use. It might be good to provide explanations on this in the
news. We typically only hear about officers that use bad judgement outside of Greenville. Also, when
harsh tactics are used, it should be explained.
26 days ago

There have many instances of officers shooting suspects, often when there are compounding mental
health factors involved. Officers need MORE training and fewer weapons.
26 days ago

Just look at the response to recent protests. Peaceful, organized, they gave the impression of caring and
listening. It works.
26 days ago

I’m not 100% sure
26 days ago

I do not know other than the death of the detained man in the van a few Years back
26 days ago
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After the line of duty death of Officer Jacobs a couple of years ago a memorial was established near the
law enforcement center. Over a period of several days I observed a significant numbers of minorities
visiting the site paying their respects.
26 days ago

Based on what I have personally witnessed, improvement is needed but this starts at the baseline of
training and setting of expectations.
26 days ago

Too lenient
26 days ago

Need more training in conflict de-escalation but in general they are doing the best they can with the
training and equipment they have.
26 days ago

Police need to be firmer. When the protests where happening at Tanners, protesters were standing on
the road/Pleasantburg Dr and blocking the driveway. They need to be in a designated area that keeps the
protesters and the non-protesters safe.
27 days ago

No opinion.
27 days ago

all non lethal methods should be used prior to a fire arm being drawn much less used.
27 days ago

Tactics police have locally are as if they all watched national news before suiting up. The only time, from
what I’ve read on the news and seen from independent videographers, protesters acted with any passion
is when they were provoked by the simple presence of riot gear. Blast a sound cannon at them? Of
course you’re gonna amp them up! Concussion grenades? The list goes on. I saw a woman was written a
ticket for a bag at a protest— I tell my kids to pick their battles— you should do the same. It kept no one
safe doing that.
27 days ago

Their job is to maintain safety, law & order. It’s a tough job and GVL PD does an excellent job.
We don’t want our besutiful downtown to roll backwards w everyday citizens feeling unsafe
27 days ago

Police policies are too harsh overall
27 days ago

police responded with tear gas to disperse a peaceful protest the first night of the blm protests
27 days ago

don't know.
27 days ago

From the times I’ve seen how Greenville acts, y’all do a good job. Such terms are lawful by awful come
into play. But I feel that if the public were to listen to the orders of the officers, a lot of this could be
avoided.
27 days ago

If you comply with police officers commands when stopped or arrested, there should be no problem.
Quit making out like only black people are singled out. The only problem today is the people RESISTED
arrest and they fought with the police. Some pulled weapons on the police. Do you expect the police to
just stand there and let themselves be tased or shot, I think not.
27 days ago

Not really knowledgable about tactics
27 days ago

I dont really know them to be able to fairly answer
27 days ago
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Police should not be geared up like it is their 3rd tour of duty in Iraq. Nor should they act like it.
27 days ago

I would guess that the tactics of the GPD reflect the tactics used broadly in our nation. It does seem like
there has been a lack of accountability in the past and that the GPD has tended to protect its own at the
expense of citizens receiving justice from police mistreatment.
27 days ago

Police shouldn't exist. Any police presence is too harsh. You're funded by tax payers and we shouldn't
stand for it.
27 days ago

I do think our community should take a look at who handles crisis management, mental health standoffs,
etc. vs. urgent calls for help, traffic management, parking, etc. Or, what are we doing to increase the
education/capability of a standard officer to handle a mental health interaction, etc.
27 days ago

27 days ago

There should be no situations involving any force whatsoever unless the police officer's life has been
explicitly threatened, their job is to protect
27 days ago

I was there when the police broke up the BLM protest that first night. Absolutely stunning. They looked
like an occupying army.
27 days ago

Most officers get the same training ,so it is taught to them.
27 days ago

The Greenville police need to be demilitarized. No police force needs SWAT gear just to handle
protestors.
27 days ago

Police should not gas or mace protestors!!!!!!!!
27 days ago

The conduct of the suspect dictates how the officer or officers need to respond.
27 days ago

I do not have enough experience with GPD to estimate, but in the experiences I have had with GPD I did
not witness any questionable actions/tactics.
27 days ago

I would have to experience that myself to judge this, media has their own agenda , so it would not be fair
for me to judge based on that
27 days ago

We have police to keep order and enforce laws in America. If community agitators and criminals obeyed
the law none of this would be necessary
27 days ago

The GPD is in no way exceptional.
27 days ago

I think they try their best
27 days ago

Michael Culbertson was a clear excessive use of force with a death squad to chase him. Also the use of
his fiancee as bait and threatening her children is a sordid tactic that shouldn't be used.
27 days ago
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27 days ago

not sure how to answer this
27 days ago

* During an arrest, when would it be appropriate for a police officer to use more than
their voice to gain control of the person they are arresting? Check all that apply.
91%

When the person uses a weapon (e.g., knife, gun)

2188 

82%

When the person physically resists (e.g., hitting, kicking, spitting)

1976 

66%

When the person tries to flee the scene

1600 

22%

When the person verbally resists

521 

2,408 Respondents

* The Greenville Police Department has never used K-9 officers (dogs) for crowd control.
Would you agree with the use of K-9s for crowd control in any of the following
circumstances? Check all that you would support.
54%

49%

47%

40%

34%

K-9s could be used to create space to allow the removal of an injured
person

K-9s could be used to protect property

K-9s could be used to encourage a crowd to disperse, ahead of the use
of pepper spray
K-9s could be used to control protest lines when officers need to
change shifts

None of the above

1304 

1184 

1129 

967 

817 

2,401 Respondents
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* The Public Safety Citizen Review Board meets regularly to hear concerns from the
public about the conduct of firefighters and police officers. Do you support the current
policy that you must be at least 30 years old to serve on the Board?

39% No

61% Yes

2,369 respondents
I don't know.
9 days ago

I think that you have to have a well-rounded grasp of adulthood and the ability to make proper decisions,
consequently an adult mindset typically only comes with age and experience. If the age were lowered it
certainly should not be anything under 25.
12 days ago

If you're old enough to vote you should be old enough to serve in boards. Young people have the most
encounters with the police and would have valuable ensight on community is a many times simple
solutions.
12 days ago

I see no reason to restrict people from 21-29 years of age. If you are old enough to vote, you should be
able to participate on the board. HOWEVER, the ages of the Board should be diverse due to maturity and
experience. Diverse opinions are valuable, and opens peoples minds to improvements that might
otherwise be missed.
12 days ago

Maturity is wise
12 days ago

21 years old
12 days ago

Look at the average age of Greenvillians. Representation is imperative for all demographics.
12 days ago

old enough to serve on the force then should be able to serve or have opinion on Board
12 days ago

minimum age should be 21, that is the age of a police officer.
12 days ago

Experience matters
12 days ago

30 is probably not old.enough for the generation of folks these days.
12 days ago

That’s ludicrous. Young Black people are targeted by police all the time. Allow them to serve on the
committee.
12 days ago
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i do not believe this generation of individuals have the knowledge to be on the board
12 days ago

Maturity
12 days ago

The board sucks.
12 days ago

Someone should be at least 40.
12 days ago

I believe that if you are able to vote in the country you should be able to serve on the board.
12 days ago

Being at least 30 is great, but I hope that it's a mix of all; types of people not just white males.
12 days ago

I would say they need to be over 40
12 days ago

If you are old enough to be charged as an adult, you deserve equal input on police practices, in the same
way that a person who can be drafted into the military deserves the right to vote.
12 days ago

I believe that a level of maturity is required to effectively serve in such a role.
13 days ago

I think the city is doing a disservice to itself by having those confines. There are great minds on the
streets and in the field, and we could allow a bit of shoulder space for a younger perspective.
13 days ago

If an individual can be stopped by police and arrested at age 18, become a firefighter and serve in the
military, then they should be able to serve on the board. What are the minimum age requirements for
other City boards?
13 days ago

All the people out in the streets causing the trouble or normally under 30 years old. They haven’t lived
enough to even know what life is about.
13 days ago

No, because there’s some dumb 30 years olds as well as there’s some intelligent non bias 18 year olds. I
think it should be a responsible, respected, non bias, detail oriented, knowledgeable, trust worthy
individual
13 days ago

The brain does not even finish developing until the 28th. Usually mid 20s. Also younger people do not
have the life experience to be able to sit in judgment of anyone. Especially someone who works in the
service industry
13 days ago

No. Follow the youth
13 days ago

Members should be selected based on qualification and experience. Someone 25 years old may well
have excellent credentials.
13 days ago

If you can vote at 18 and go to war at 18 you can certainly serve on a local board at 18.
13 days ago

Should have to be older
13 days ago
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Need to have some maturity to not over react but also need maturity to make decisions that are
responsible.
13 days ago

young ones seem to follow whatever will create more drama and draw attention to them
13 days ago

Input should be from a variety of citizens, irrespective of age.
14 days ago

Should be judged by responsibility. There are young people who qualify
14 days ago

By the age of 30 most individuals have certain life skills and certain life experience that could be
beneficial for this board
14 days ago

I don't know the reasoning behind the age limit, but it might be nice to include some younger voices.
14 days ago

You only have to be 18 to join the military and go to war.
14 days ago

If the Police Officer's that are making all of these mistakes and malicious charges and be in their midupper 20s, then the policy age should be lowered to 28 at the least.
14 days ago

Absolutely. By 30 you generally don't have a skewed view of the world, contribute to society in a career
path, possibly own property or have children. I think people 30 and older truly have a level head and
vested interest in the community.
14 days ago

Younger members are less life-experienced. Too like
14 days ago

Life experience really starts kicking in at around 30. I don't want a 21 year old kid trying to make changes.
Especially when they still live at home with Mommy and Daddy.
14 days ago

Does the police force’s presence in the community only affect people above 30? Should younger people
not have a voice?
14 days ago

I think 21 years of age would be appropriate
14 days ago

When judging the actions of others, one must first have experience in real world situations to temper a
rash judgement.
14 days ago

I believe citizens younger than 30 may be helpful in offering a (potentially) opposing point of view that
might prove helpful in communications both with the public and with first responders
14 days ago

That is an absurd requirement and that applies to all of the age restrictions that Greenville has for service
on boards. In South Carolina, you could run for either State Senate, State House, or Congress before you
could be on the police commission. That is absurd. 18 should be the requirement. A diversity of ages and
voices will only improve the board and it's recommendations.
14 days ago

A legal adult age should be appropriate enough. People bring various experiences to the table.
14 days ago
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Voting age should be acceptable.
14 days ago

Every view from every age range matters. Being only 26 myself I understand no one feeling like you have
anything worth saying. There is so much insight in the minds of the generation coming up but there is no
way to know if no one asks.
15 days ago

You need some experience
15 days ago

You have to have some world experience.
15 days ago

Did not know that. One of my children is less that 30 and she is very capable of making decisions.
15 days ago

I believe the board should represent the demographics of our community. There are plenty of young
adults that are competent leaders in our community.
15 days ago

Any adult should be able to participate
15 days ago

With age comes experience and with experience comes knowledge.
15 days ago

You only need to be 18 to serve our country at war. If we accept that as “adult” then that should be
universal.
15 days ago

I think younger people (in their 20’s at least) also need to be represented
15 days ago

Hard to say. Age and wisdom aren't always directly related. A couple younger individuals may help avoid
PR problems.
15 days ago

I don’t think it can be answered by A simple yes or no
more iis required
15 days ago

Cannot be answered with a simple yes or no
15 days ago

21 seems fair and a resident for a few yrs.
15 days ago

A qualified person should be able to serve. Perhaps a few younger persons would be beneficial.
15 days ago

I would support 25 years old and up.
15 days ago

35 Would be better.
15 days ago

You can enlist in the military at the age of 18, but you can't join the Public Safety Citizen Review Board
until you're 30? Young adults and minors often experience some degree of involvement with law
enforcement. Therefore, it would be beneficial to diversify the age group of board members to reflect the
stance of youth affected by current law enforcement tactics.
15 days ago
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Need some wisdom in that position.
15 days ago

A lot of the younger generation have only ever grown up with seeing police brutality plastered all over
the media, therefore they are a leading majority in the protests and anti-police movement. Allow
representatives from the 20-29 age group to truly see the happenings and have a say
15 days ago

I believe that there are persons younger than 30 that could have appropriate and unbiased views when
listening to these concerns.
15 days ago

I can see this being younger.
15 days ago

You need the younger generation to have a voice. They have a lot to say and we have a lot to learn from
them.
15 days ago

I haven't seen very many under 30 year olds that have enough life experience to make decisions
regarding this subject.
15 days ago

Times have changed, so must everything else!
15 days ago

As a voice for the youth and other generations, we have point of views as well. We’d like to express
opinions, host events to showcase upcoming talent and whatever else we bring the table. Our vision is as
important because whose else to take lead once the elderly generations time come?
15 days ago

There are many people who don't live to be 30 that have life experiences with public safety that could be
extremely beneficial to making our communities change and safer.
15 days ago

Maturity
15 days ago

Not sure what is so important about being 30 - even lowering to 25 would give you a population who has
been out of high school or college and potentially independent for some time; maybe lower the age but
add some criteria like 'living independently for 2+ years or personally liable for utilities, vehicle, have you
own car insurance or some other measures proving established independence where you aren't living
under parents roof and haven't had to build an understanding of why some of the rules may be in place
15 days ago

At least 30. And they need to pay taxes and receive no public support
15 days ago

Unless they are"mature" before the age of 30
15 days ago

If I knew why that age was selected I might understand better. It seems like young adult are having the
most problem with officer conduct and should probably be represented on this board. It might even help
relieve tensions.
15 days ago

younger perspective is needed
15 days ago

I think that anyone 18 and older should be heard especially since they are considered as an adult and
they are more likely to have a bad encounter with law officials. Because they are almost always miss
understood or misinterpreted.
15 days ago
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I believe it takes life experiences to be able to sit in judgement of others. Most 30 year olds and under
probably don’t have those experiences.
15 days ago

Voters/taxpayers should most likely be allowed to participate. Balance on a board or representative
board should be a goal
16 days ago

There needs to be a level of maturity, level-headedness on the CRB that is becoming less common.
Maintaining this minimum age is one way to ensure that the CRB remains a dependable, reasonable
entity.
16 days ago

It takes a long time to mature for some people. I think 30 is young enough to be seen as young by the
late teens.
16 days ago

People younger than 30 do not always make the best decisions.
16 days ago

We need the Board to represent the diversity of the City. We need to hear from the younger generation.
16 days ago

You don’t serve only people 30 or older. The perspectives of those under 30, or under 18 could be
invaluable to your board.
16 days ago

Wisdom comes with age .
16 days ago

I unfortunately understand such a concern (assuming this is true) but usually oppose such arbitrary
"policies" and would probably allow some exception based upon showing of competency/past experience
or service
16 days ago

It seems reasonable that someone as young as 21 could serve.
16 days ago

25 might acceptable but I'm okay with 30. It's proven science that the frontal lobe of the brain isn't fully
developed until 25 years of age. Ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/pmc3621648/
16 days ago

I think it should be 25 so that you can get some younger citizens involved
16 days ago

Age 21 would suffice.
16 days ago

Elected officials gain their positions one way or another through the voting public. You can vote before
the age of 30.
16 days ago

To Properies and tax payers should have a larger voice
16 days ago

only if you onlu arrest people over 30
16 days ago

If adults can vote, they should have the right to serve on this committee. !8 and above would be ideal.
16 days ago

I would lower the age to 25
16 days ago
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Seems arbitrary - is there some significance to 30? Do you have to be 30 to serve in the actual role?
16 days ago

I want to understand the point of the 30 year age minimum.
16 days ago

I had no idea that this was the policy. This makes no sense - especially since they don't actually set policy
and just listen. But even then - if young people can vote and can be accused of a crime, they should be
able to sit on this board.
16 days ago

I would support lowering to at least 21 years old in order to include feedback from younger age group as
well.
16 days ago

Need at least one person below 30.
16 days ago

This board needs to have members who have a certain level of maturity.
16 days ago

I think that you should be able to have some of our young people on the board, they get treated the
worst maybe start at 21 years old
16 days ago

I do not know how thirty was chosen, instead of 18, 21, 25, 35, or other.
16 days ago

Yes, I do agree. That is a good age for someone to serve on the Board.
By this time they should be primed for the area of expertise need to do the job effenciently .
16 days ago

A diverse group (age, race, economic, where from, how long in community) yields the best answers.
16 days ago

I think voting age should be sufficient.
16 days ago

I am not sure that age is necessarily the prerequisite for having something meaningful to add.
16 days ago

Need to be that age to be mature enough to make those type of decisions.
16 days ago

Right age for someone to have matured enough to know how to deal with people.
16 days ago

Why was the age of 30 chosen. You only have to be 18 to vote or serve in the military. Why do you have
to be 30 to serve on a review board? It seems too old and arbitrary.
17 days ago

they need all ages !! the harassment starts when we’re young
17 days ago

25 should be the age so you can connect with younger people on police issues
17 days ago

Maturity required
17 days ago

Minimum 25.
17 days ago
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I would imagine that younger people would give the Board a more current view of the times.
17 days ago

26 years old
17 days ago

Many younger sensible people have great ideas and need to be heard tonfeel inclusive
18 days ago

Many young are mature and sensible and have great ideas
18 days ago

If a person can vote at the age of 18 and be responsible as an adult for his/her actions, that person
should be allowed to serve on the Public Safety Citizen Review Board.
18 days ago

That doesn’t seem fair at all. It also encourages older members who most likely have standing
relationships with officers. That makes it hard to be impartial. If you are old enough to make choices
about the rest of your life you are old enough to to say “I don’t agree” and be taken seriously.
18 days ago

People less than thirty, though they would think and say otherwise, are rarely wise enough to serve on a
review board of anything.
18 days ago

25 is a more reasonable age
18 days ago

I guess so i don't see why not
18 days ago

I think as humans, we don't gain enough insight to make wise decisions until later in life. While I might
feel my 25 year old son would be a good candidate, I know some that are older that would not.
18 days ago

I think I’m order to reach the different generations I would like the policy to be 21 and older to join the
board only because I am 19 and I think a 30 year old wouldn’t really know how to address my peers
18 days ago

The young people are the future of this city, this country and this world. Our voices matter, not every one
of us youth are level headed and enough of an intellect for this, but some very well exceed the
expectations or requirements if any needed to be on this board.
18 days ago

More experience typically ensures better judgement
18 days ago

Age discrimination
18 days ago

This is a citizen safety review bored, reveiw current age demographic percentages of police encounters
and take in account plenty of people have interactions of all types with police before the age of 30.
18 days ago

Youth has probably been involved with police and why, if you can vote at 18, would you restrict the age to
30?
18 days ago

As long as a person is qualified there should be no age restriction
18 days ago

The older you are the wiser you get as saying goes, but then again we are always learning
18 days ago
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There must be a youth representative. Police are present around young people and teens in school
settings, aren't they? They deserve to speak on that.
18 days ago

You should have a variety of voices including young adults and youth.
18 days ago

Why would you limit people’s ability to give input and make decisions based on their age. If an 18 year
old is elected (?) to the board they were out there for a reason and should have the trust of the public.
18 days ago

I think 25 is a better age.
18 days ago

Young people should be represented on the board.
18 days ago

People are legal adults at the age of eighteen. People who are the age of eighteen are eligible to vote and
to serve in our United States of America Armed Forces. Many of the people who are practicing their
Constitutional right to peacefully protest the racism, homophobia, transphobia, prejudice, discrimination,
and bigotry in our society and on the part of police officers are under the age of thirty. The voices of our
young people need and deserve to be heard along with people who are thirty years of age and over the
age of thirty including on Greenville's Public Safety Citizen Review Board.
18 days ago

I feel it should be 25 and older.
18 days ago

The age should be changed to 21. That would give 3 years of being an adult and being able to make a
name for yourself within the community. There shouldn’t be a strict age requirement for someone who
wants to truly make change and difference within the community.
19 days ago

People younger than 30 tend to not have as much life experience to make educated decisions.
19 days ago

18+ so they can speak for the younger generation
19 days ago

The youth also play a big role throughout the community, they should be included as well.
19 days ago

Most of the people on this board are of middle age and Caucasian . These people have not lived the
same truth as someone who is struggling to come in agreement with the police. These are people who
have never been oppressed. How can someone who hasn’t dealt with the same experiences speak for
me ?
19 days ago

I do not understand the reason for limiting the age of participation when all voting adults are able to
make other decisions in our society. A complete cross section of ages may be more valuable.
19 days ago

I think a person should at least be 38 years old to serve on the Board.
19 days ago

Too many people die before 30.
19 days ago

Young people can bring fresh, new ideas to the board.
19 days ago

I think it is always good to hear from youth as well. While not mature and experienced, their voice is
valid.
19 days ago
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I think an age limit seems appropriate, but I'm not sure it should be so high. I do believe it's more
important to have diversity in other demographics (like race and income-level) represented than age.
19 days ago

Maybe will have enough life experiences by then to make a just and wiser decision
19 days ago

I believe that there should be a distribution of ages on the board. Sometimes a lot can be learned from a
younger person. Perhaps it would be worthwhile to have a responsible young person on the board
(college age or senior high schooler).
19 days ago

with age comes wisdom
19 days ago

Younger people are more emotionally, more easily swayed by others, less experienced and more
opinionated. While there are times that is a good thing, there are times when it is not. If the Board were
to require a variety of age groups, i would support one or two members being in their 20s, I also would
support an upper age limit of 70. Older people are more interested in protecting the status quo than in
making any change, positive or otherwise.
19 days ago

A citizen does not have to be at least thirty years old to have an interaction with a police officer.
19 days ago

if 21 is old enough to be a police officer, it is old enough to sit on the board. young voices/opinions are
needed to represent our community.
19 days ago

i believe that experience comes with age and age 30 would put a person with more life experiences and
maturity so they could serve better.
19 days ago

Yes and no, we know our frontal lobe (the planning/decision-making/abstract thinking part of our brain)
doesn’t finish developing until about age 25-27 so lowering the age to match that would seem more
logical
19 days ago

Younger voices should also have the right to be heard. We should encourage feedback and be receptive
of ideas, and concerns of the younger generation. Greenville has a large number of citizens under 30 so
there's really no reason why the representation of that age group should be withheld from serving on the
Board.
19 days ago

It would be helpful to hear the views of younger people who perhaps would have different/ broader
perspectives
19 days ago

It may not be the case for all, but generally people in their 20’s do not have enough life experience to
recognize both sides of issues.
19 days ago

Seems old. I would think 25 would be more appropriate.
19 days ago

Usually with age comes maturity, calm and thoughtful reaction and more life experience.
19 days ago

I am under 30 and feel I could participate effectively on this board. I don't understand the logic behind
this exclusion
19 days ago

There tends to be some wisdom and maturity that comes with age.... not always, but it allows time for life
experiences.
19 days ago
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Wisdom comes with age and experience. Wisdom is needed to evaluate such things
19 days ago

Old enough to have some perspective
19 days ago

People in their twenties could provide valuable input.
19 days ago

By age 30 most people have developed their decision-making brain center.
20 days ago

With age comes experience and hopefully knowledge.
20 days ago

There should be representation from young people.
20 days ago

You must have life experiences to understand what the police do.
20 days ago

30 sounds like a good age to have the experience and fortitude to make good decisions without emotion
being an influence.
20 days ago

No, I believe that eliminates a whole group of adults that are not represented.
20 days ago

I would not go any younger than 25 years old. Young adults are still developing and do not have the
experience. This does not mean they cannot voice their concerns.
20 days ago

Have a better grip on reality as you age
20 days ago

If someone can be drafted at 18, I think forcing them to wait 12 years before they can serve on a Public
Safety Citizen Review Board is extreme. I would argue that many people 25 years old or even 21 years old
would be able to bring new and creative insight to a board such as this.
20 days ago

It seems practical to encourage participation from younger citizens to ensure representation of all voices
in this important discussion.
20 days ago

You are dealing often with people younger than 30. Why not get their perspective?
20 days ago

I am not in favor for these guys to be on public trial though. A general review would be helpful.
20 days ago

Experience and maturity are required.
20 days ago

Age is not the most important factor (diversity - racial, gender, and socioeconomic - is) but I'm glad that
you have to be at least 30 to serve on the board.
20 days ago

I would suggest that by the time one is 30 most have left behind the anxiety of youth, thus the board is
missing an imp element of experience or peer pressure that creates many bad situations...ie: recent
deadly car accident on N Main, COVID parties, sporting events. Etc.
20 days ago
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Board members should represent the community that the police serve. It makes sense to me to have an
age limit of 21 but the most important factor isn't age but the person's level of maturity/ability to listen
and form an objective opinion.
20 days ago

Younger people than that don’t know yet.
20 days ago

People of all ages (before and after 30) can have mature opinions. Some 45 year olds act more immature
than 18 year olds. It depends on life experience.
20 days ago

I think having a 20-someone on the board would give a good perspective from an age group that has
more interactions with police. Typically, there are more crimes and misdemeanors perpetrated by that
age group.
20 days ago

30 seems arbitrary, what is the average age of people arrested in Greenville? There should be age,
gender, race representation on the Board.
20 days ago

If you are allowed to vote at 18, you should be allowed to serve n such committees. Our youth have so
much perspective to offer that tends to be closed off to other generations
20 days ago

Experience matters
20 days ago

Any citizen can have contact with police, or have a safety issue, so any citizen with sound mind should be
allowed to serve. Even minors.
20 days ago

Those at least 30 years old have had far more life experience and are likely to have a better idea of how
reality works. Those much younger (thinking of college age kids making decisions based on anecdote and
emotion) are going to have a harder time know what is fair and reasonable in the line of duty for
firefighters and police officers.
20 days ago

Young lives matter!
20 days ago

Need voices of youth - different perspective & experiences
20 days ago

I don't see why younger adults, perhaps ages 21+, could not serve on such a board. Young folks,
especially those of color, are disproportionately impacted by policing so, why should they not have a
voice on the review board? Makes sense to me.
20 days ago

I feel as though it is on a person by person basis. Look at the individuals credentials, etc, not just age.
Some people don't go through certain things in life as others therefore they cannot SPEAK, VOTE, TALK
ABOUT or anything in reference to THAT situation BUT, a younger person, say a young black male age 1825 may have a lot to bring to the table due to PERSONAL EXPERIENCES with Law enforcement.
20 days ago

No, I would love to serve at the age of 23 :)
20 days ago

30 seems like an arbitrary age. In the US we recognize adults as being 18 years old and if we're more than
happy to send them off to die in the military then their viewpoints and limited experience are just as
valuable as someone else's. I would also venture that young adults have had more and more recent
interaction with the police than older adults.
20 days ago
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I trust the judgement of those in charge on this.
20 days ago

Maturity most commonly comes with age. Look at the unfortunate outcome our nation has experienced
by lowering the voting age. Leave an age minimum, thats vital to the inherent trustworthiness of the
board
20 days ago

There should be at least the ability for one person that is younger (21+ or 25+ ) to bring concerns to the
board of younger people, maybe require stipulations- that they have to be a business owner or someone
with real world experience and knowledge.
20 days ago

Tough question.......but experience/age is more wisdom
20 days ago

I feel age 25 would be appropriate.
20 days ago

Excludes a lot of adult citizens who may have concerns about their police force. 30 is too high and implies
that, say, a 25-year-old college grad isn’t wise enough to participate in community discussion or reform.
20 days ago

I think it's important to understand and recognize that we all have a different experiences and I do think
that age plays a role in that. Many things that I was focused on when I was 19 are no longer important to
me at 31, and I think that a lot of that has to do with maturity. I do not believe in general that people
under the age of 30 have the capacity to represent the thoughts and feelings of an entire community
simply due to lack of life experience and different priorities.
20 days ago

Some younger voices can still offer good ideas.
20 days ago

Once a citizen reaches the age to vote they should be able to fully participate in government
20 days ago

The Board should span all aspects of diversity -- race, sex, age, income level, so that the Board can
consider the situation and impact of policing on all neighborhoods
20 days ago

I would be happier with a lower age, Say 25. I would also think a board that was age and ethnic diversity
would bring different views to the discussions.
20 days ago

I think the voice of younger adults should be heard. If a person is eligible to vote, they should be eligible
to be on the board.
20 days ago

I remember being in my 20s and young people think more with emotions and less objectively
20 days ago

Why 30
20 days ago

If you can vote and serve your country at 18, then you ought to be able to serve on a citizens review
board. If someone under the age of 30 can serve as an officer, then the same should apply to the review
board. More diversity is better.
20 days ago

I think younger people have a LOT more to share than we give them credit for. We MUST include youth in
how we shape our/THEIR future.
20 days ago
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I love them because they’re innovative and progressive, but younger citizens don’t have fully formed
frontal lobes - I would say 25 when the frontal lobe is fully matured is an appropriate age for levelheadedness and group thinking rather than individual thinking.
20 days ago

All generations have different experiences. At least allow people in their 20s.
20 days ago

Any tax paying citizen of legal age should be eligible to serve.
20 days ago

If your old enough can go to war, vote you can sit on a console.
20 days ago

If you can vote, you should have the opportunity to be heard
20 days ago

The citizen review board is a joke, with nobody useful on it. I encourage anybody I can to ignore anything
the group says.
20 days ago

Yes, that has given time to prove themselves.
20 days ago

Should also live in the city of Greenville for 5 years
20 days ago

I believe that with age and world experience comes a level headedness not common in younger people.
20 days ago

I dont have an opinion on this issue. However, I think younger voices deserve a chance to be involved in
the conversation. They can legally vote, and just as much to gain or lose as any other adult.
20 days ago

It’s great that such a board exists. I didn’t know about that. But I would suggest lowering the age to 21.
You could have college students, college graduates, or others who have proved responsible through
references, under 30 years old who could add a needed voice.
20 days ago

Maturity
20 days ago

I believe the age should be at least 35 to 40 years old. The more life experiences, the better. If the PSCRB
is to hold one's fate in their career, they should be unbiased and open minded to make that decision.
20 days ago

I believe this age should at least be 35 yo to 40 yo. The more life experiences, the better to have an
unbiased, open opinion if they are to hold the fate of someone's career and life in their decisions.
20 days ago

Yoy need to change it to where you can't be a fucking liberal idiot. Write that down in your fucking policy
book.
20 days ago

21 should be the also included
20 days ago

I think the person should be at least 25 years old. At this age the person is considered a young adult and
has had some experience in life to make decisions.
20 days ago

I don’t even know if you should be able to get married before 30 really so yes, I agree.
20 days ago
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Anyone 25 or older should be able to serve on the board.
20 days ago

I think younger individuals also have valuable feedback and think we could benefit from being diverse in
the ages we hear from.
20 days ago

They are established in their career and have more life experience with the public
20 days ago

children and youth interact with the police as well, sometimes resulting in the death of those youth,
therefore youth 18+ should have a voice and a source of power to impact policing
20 days ago

I do not understand the thought process behind making that rule, other than to limit participation of
young adults. As a young adult myself (25) and a taxpayer and citizen, I don't understand why my voice is
not valued.
20 days ago

I think that they need to be old enough to have a better appreciation of the community.
20 days ago

Anyone who pays taxes should be allowed to participate in local government and community.
20 days ago

Thirty is a good age because I think a person has matured enough at that age to be more discerning on
matters.
20 days ago

If there are younger employees they should be represented on the board
20 days ago

I appreciate more age groups' opinions.
20 days ago

I remember how I thought and acted in my 20s.
21 days ago

If a person is responsible enough to be tried as an adult and sentenced to death, or sent to the military
to die on the front lines, they are responsible enough to serve on a Review Board if they wish to.
Eighteen.
21 days ago

Yes. It gives some maturity one would hope to what is coming out of a person’s mouth and brain. It
doesn’t mean someone under 30 can’t speak and be heard.
21 days ago

I believe that young people from high school up should be on such review panels. They may be 30% of
our population, but they are 100% of our future.
21 days ago

As a 27 year old, I feel like I would be more than able to serve on a board and better represent the
younger crowd. Getting younger people involved may solve some problems!
21 days ago

Given age it should at least be reviewed.
21 days ago

With a younger generation being more informed and with there being such a wide spread knowledge
with the use of the internet and social media that a younger person can bring to light more issues that
might be underlying in our communities. I also think having a younger member of the board can entice
more interest more people from a wider variety people from diverse backgrounds.
21 days ago
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Yes, there has to be a certain level of experience and maturity before being able to serve on a board.
Thirty seems to be a good age.
21 days ago

persons younger than 30 should be able to sit on the board.
21 days ago

I'm 29 and not offended that 20-somethings can't be on the board. When the majority of 20-somethings
still haven't launched out of their parents' home and begun their adulthood, the rule makes sense. Now,
if the board has lots of seats, it could be good to bring in one or two people in their mid- or late-20s.
21 days ago

That age seems fair
21 days ago

I think 21 and older would be appropriate to ensure you are representing multiple generations.
21 days ago

As a general rule this is probably a good idea. People this age have had more time to mature and have
critical thinking and more mature responses.
21 days ago

Age diversity can be very productive
21 days ago

In general, I think people are more mature once they turn 30
21 days ago

Would consider as young as 25. Officers can be hired at 21 so the review board age gap shouldn’t be so
wide.
21 days ago

Young person are more likely to be stopped and treated unfairly that older persons
21 days ago

I dont see why we would bar younger citizens from having a voice on the board. That doesnt make too
much sense to me and it also seems unfair.
21 days ago

There should be a couple of Junior Board Members so that greivances held by the youth of GVL can be
properly addressed.
21 days ago

Age has no correlation with intelligence and reason
21 days ago

It's really about lifetime experience and I fully support the need for force (armed or unarmed, whatever is
most appropriate). I carried a firearm for "all" of my time in South Africa .........never used it or even
pointed it at anyone. I was combat trained however and would have used it as a last resort.
21 days ago

It entirely discounts the experiences of an entire generation.
21 days ago

Need maturity
21 days ago

these decisions need to be made by adults who have been around long enough to have seen quite a bit
and understand life.
21 days ago

people can vote at age 18
21 days ago
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I don't know as I haven't read it. I believe the mentally ill need more help from the police instead of being
treated like a criminal.
21 days ago

I think that excludes a large portion of Greenville's young population from participating civically in
something that has a direct impact on our everyday lives. I'm fine with having an age policy, but I think it
should 18 or 21. To pretend that adults under the age of 30 aren't educated enough on issues and are
'too biased' to serve on a public board is a bit disrespectful. I'm also in favor of having a diverse range of
perspectives in any situation, and I think lowering the age policy can help create that diversity.
21 days ago

MATURITY AND EXPERIENCE
21 days ago

It should be changed to meet the respective ages of the employees.
21 days ago

I know several very mature intelligent people between 24-29 years.
21 days ago

A more mature opinion relative to police performance will result in better oversight of law enforcement
21 days ago

Maturity and life experience usually enables higher levels of competence.
21 days ago

Should be 21, with a collegiate and HS representative that get on the board. Also, there needs to be
representatives from incarcerated population, current or previous that have experienced and understand
arrest.
21 days ago

I would still think they need to be mid 20’s to have had more “life experience” to make solid decisions
21 days ago

I think you could go as young as 24.
21 days ago

A qualified 21-year-old would be fine with me.
21 days ago

18 should be the age limit
21 days ago

At 30, there is a greater chance of having lived in this community for a longer period of time as a taxpaying homeowner, also a greater chance of having children or other family that would cause you to
have greater concern for the community such as schools, roads, safety, etc.
21 days ago

Needs to have wider age range on it 18 to 80 plus.
21 days ago

Younger opinions may be useful.
21 days ago

I believe anyone of legal age should be allowed to serve. It broadens the perspective of the group. They
need people from 18 to 80 plus.
21 days ago

If a person is old enough to vote or join the armed forces, then he/she should not be disqualified from
being a member of the Public Safety Citizen Review Board.
21 days ago

At the age of 30 most people have had enough life experiences to make good judgement calls.
21 days ago
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Young people are too stupid and brainwashed to be on any panel.
21 days ago

I think you could make the case for 21 years old being the minimum.
22 days ago

I feel that most aren’t mature enough until we reach the age of 30 to make decisions that may affect
many people’s lives
22 days ago

I think that younger voices 21+ could be beneficial. A well rounded board of all races and ages would be
ideal.
22 days ago

Less than 30 years old are usually clueless and their opinions are generally nearly worthless.
22 days ago

People reviewing policies should be old enough to have some life experience and understand the WHOLE
issue, to be focused on facts and not emotions. Someone fresh out of college would not have that level
of experience.
22 days ago

I'm indifferent to the age requirement.
22 days ago

If you are old enough to vote, you should be allowed to serve on a citizen review board of any type.
22 days ago

They need to be old enough to have some "skin" in the game when making their decisions.
22 days ago

How old do you have to be to be arrested?
22 days ago

I think I would lower it to about 27 or 28 to give a little bit of a younger person's perspective - but not too
young because generally they do not have an adult's perspective on life and safety - they are still
invincible.
22 days ago

Age confers experience and perspective. Because of that, I would not want a preponderance of under-30
board members.
22 days ago

I think life experience is important for a board, but individuals under 30 bring new issues to light and
allow the public safety citizen board to be prepared for future issues. If you can vote at 18 then you are a
responsible citizen in my eyes.
22 days ago

It should be changed to 21 and older
22 days ago

Voting age should be the requisite age.
22 days ago

I believe the maturity of our younger generation is not equivalent to what it has been in the past. I
believe our younger generation is highly misinformed as to what they listen to you and do not know or
see the whole picture.
22 days ago

There was not a comment section on questions re: K9 I don't know much about K9s and crowd control.
Would not want to put the K9 in the wrong situation
22 days ago
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I would agree maturity is required. There should also be a hard cap of no member of the board older
than 70.
22 days ago

In general, with age comes level headedness and wisdom. These board members must be rational and
willing to listen to all sides of an argument before making a decision.
22 days ago

18 and up
22 days ago

Grown men in their 20's are the prime perpetuators of most crime and rioting. We need to reach them
and get their help in solving the problems.
22 days ago

I do not agree with this, the board needs broader representation, that means young people need to be
involved in their voices need to be heard.
22 days ago

However, I think the majority of the board should be made up of those over 30. There should at least be
one under that age in order to bring different view points and perspective from that age demographic.
22 days ago

I see no reason that any adult age 18 or over shouldn't be allowed to serve on the Board.
22 days ago

Young adults know what they need and want for their communities. Having an age restrictions ensures
that older members with similar life experiences and view points are the only ones with an opportunity
to speak and enact positive change. It’s an agist practice and another subtle form of discrimination.
22 days ago

Persons need to be 21 years of age. Why? Because this is the legal drinking age and this age group 21
and above are more than inept to give intelligent and relevant experiences. In other words, if they are old
enough to drink and be responsible they should be able to give positive Conscientious feedback in
regards to our Police Department.
22 days ago

If someone is old enough to vote, they are old enough to hold a position on the board. The vetting and
selection process should be sufficient to determine if a young person is suitable for the board. But not
allowing anyone under the age of 30 to be on a board is very restrictive and causes an entire population
to be unheard, and with generational behaviors, traits, and characteristics changing so quickly I think
representation is important.
22 days ago

Case by case as the level of maturity and wisdom may involve a person of a younger age 22 days ago

You want people who are mature, but there are 20-somethings who would add valuable perspective and
who would be mature. These issues affect them. They need a voice.
22 days ago

30 is a good age because by that time a person has obtained some education and work experience to
give them more insight needed to be an effective board member.
22 days ago
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Are negative experiences with police officers limited to those 30-and-older? If we know through science
that the brain's frontal lobe is fully formed at the age of 25, why do we need any age minimum above 25
for someone to sit on a board that oversees conduct? At that age, you understand the difference
between right and wrong. I'd argue that many of the 18, 20, 21-year-olds I come across have a better
understanding of right and wrong than grown adults on police forces across the country, so why an
arbitrary age limit? What's the reasoning? Was it pulled out of thin air by someone or a group of
someones who made assumptions on what the age of 30 signifies? Or was there actual data that back up
that decision? There's not enough information here for me to be able to accurately answer this question,
which makes me wonder how the age of 30 became the minimum in the first place. If I can speak in
generalities, more and more and more boards and councils NEED the voices of young Americans
represented. If there's not an age maximum for a board or council and we can have as many 60something, 70-something Americans sitting on it, why are the voices of those 20-somethings silenced? If
it's a maturity issue, then again, I point to the science of the development of the frontal lobe and the fact
that maturity is sorely lacking on police forces of adults of all ages for us to need such a board. Also, is
there an age minimum on who you'll swear in and give a badge and firearm to? I don't believe there is. So
if an 18-year-old can be given a badge and a gun to enforce the law — when we KNOW that the frontal
lobe of the young man or woman won't be fully developed for another SEVEN YEARS — then why is there
a limit on who can serve to oversee them? I haven't seen the rest of the survey and I hope there's a
question about the age of officers, but if there's not, it'd be disturbing that there's a question about age
and serving on an oversight board and not one about age and the authority to shoot-to-kill.
22 days ago

The people most often affected by police violence are POC youth. They deserve the ability to hold police
accountable for their lies and abuse of power.
22 days ago

Some persons at 25 have more knowledge/better ideas than persons at 30. I think it would be better if it
were a mixed age group with some younger and some older persons. Everyone has different
experiences, observations, etc that could be helpful in making these decisions. Why is it that someone
can join the military at 18 or drink legally at 21, but can’t be on the board the help enact change in his
community until 30?
22 days ago

You have little to no experience with public situations in real life (outside of College) in your 20's.
22 days ago

Before the age of 30 I had two children, owned a multi-million dollar business, and was a contributing
member of society. Why on earth would you need to be 30 to be able to listen and make decisions?
22 days ago

Older = Wiser
22 days ago

Those under 30 don't have enough life experience to serve in such a capacity.
22 days ago

Youth have a different perspective and should be represented.
22 days ago

Wisdom associated with age is a good thing in this situation. Perhaps 75-80% of members should be over
the age of 30. Perspectives from a younger point of view are valid too.
22 days ago

Drop it to 25 so the younger generation can be represented.
22 days ago

The people younger still live in a world of someone owes them. Not all of them but a lot of them.
22 days ago

Younger persons vote, own property, are employed, and are heavily invested in confronting perceived
and real injustice. They have a great deal to contribute to the community, the necessary dialogue, and
creating viable solutions.
22 days ago
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I think it would be good to hear from the youth in the city - the youth are often not given credit for their
ideas - sometimes they say things we don't agree with but it's important for them to be heard - also lends
more credibility to the review board -says their open to new ideas
22 days ago

The are a lot of young people who are qualified to serve beneficially on the board.
22 days ago

Age allows a person to acquire wisdom from experience.
22 days ago

This means there are no fresh ideas to what young people are experiencing.
22 days ago

Unless the person has an established family and is working full time.
22 days ago

I owned a home, paid taxes, had 3 children and a Master's Degree by 30. That is ridiculous that I could
not sit on such a committee. I am stunned by that age limit.
22 days ago

You should be at least 50 years old. By this age people are less ruled by emotion and use
reason/logic/truth/experience as their guide.
22 days ago

I agree with this policy.
22 days ago

First off you never hear issues with the fire department so take them off this survey. Why is their an age
limit?
22 days ago

Anyone 21+ should be able to serve. This seems archaic.
22 days ago

25 and up is good
22 days ago

30 is arbitrary age in this circumstance that leads to less community engagement. You need young
people to give responses and participate. You can serve in the US house under the age of thirty so why
not here on a board?
22 days ago

Need all ages
22 days ago

I am 74 years old. It seems a substantial number of 30 year olds today have the maturity exhibited t0
years ago by 16 year olds
22 days ago

If you can vote, you should be able to vocalize your opinions.
22 days ago

I would not object to 21 minimum age
22 days ago

Bringing in the younger generation might help with the generation gap
22 days ago

Honesty I don't know enough about bord to make s informed decision. Buy since the legal age of an adult
is 18. Why should the age be 30.
22 days ago
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what is so magic about 30 yrs old? If you can vote you should have a voice.
22 days ago

We have very intelligent and experienced younger ones
22 days ago

Should be 21 or older
22 days ago

Younger people are too inexperienced and reactive.
22 days ago

Age 30 is too young. Until someone reaches age 35, they will still exhibit remnants of adolescence and
will not have nearly enough life experiences to make sound judgements.
22 days ago

It is important to be an adult in order to not let party-life viewpoint to affect decisions.
22 days ago

Why not 21 or older. Need them just as engaged.
22 days ago

Younger people need to be heard and help make decisions
22 days ago

By age 30 you have calmed down and matured from your youth. You start to reason more thoroughly
and can rationalize and understand more easily what people may have been thinking or doing when
reacting a certain way. 30 gives you a chance to have a little more real life world experience, not just book
smarts.
22 days ago

Agree. You need a few years of "real life" experience to be in a Board position of this type.
22 days ago

Maturity is good
22 days ago

Oversight of public safety requires a certain amount of life experience and maturity.
22 days ago

It is import to make decisions based on the mind, not the heart.
22 days ago

Better
22 days ago

Why 30? A couple seats should be reserved for developing citizens, 16-30.
22 days ago

Need mature people
22 days ago

More than 'No', I am indifferent.
22 days ago

I believe life experience is vital to service on this board.
22 days ago

I don’t like the way this question is worded BUT age is not the only indicator for appropriateness. I would
hope that by 30, people would be fairly mature but people prove me wrong every day.
22 days ago
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I think adults 21 and over should be able to serve. They are legal and present a more diverse perspective.
22 days ago

I would say at least 25 as the prefrontal cortex, a major part of brain development and critical thinking, is
usually fully mature at this age.
22 days ago

Life experiences change a person 22 days ago

You don’t have to be 30 year old to be arrested. Age diversity is just as important at ethnic diversity.
22 days ago

They should also have to do a ride along and at least 8 hours of police training
22 days ago

it would be beneficial to hear the younger adults opinion..the 18 to 29 ages
22 days ago

Yes, they need to have a certain amount of life experience and maturity. We have min. ages for officials.
22 days ago

Generally life experiences are needed before one has sound judgment.
22 days ago

I think individuals 30+ are likely to be more well established in the community.
22 days ago

Having younger people would help keep the board more in tune with what is happening in the
community
22 days ago

I don't think anyone younger has had the experience or opportunity to understand the complex job of
the police.
22 days ago

While there are certainly quite a few younger people with the maturity and wisdom to lead in this very
sensitive area, most have not yet achieved that. Certainly age is not a guarantee of that achievement
either, but it is among the least subjective correlations.
22 days ago

26
22 days ago

30 seems arbitrary.
22 days ago

Younger people need a voice, because they are an important part of our social fabric; however, they lack
the experience, maturity, patience and tolerance to truly grasp the complexity of our social issues, and
may prove too reactive to issues of the day, when a longer balanced view is needed. You can't turn an
aircraft carrier in the space of a SUV.
22 days ago

I think it should be 35 and older
22 days ago

I was still maturing in thought and action at age 26 - 27, and I assume many are likely the same.
22 days ago

Younger people tend to have an overly negative view of police
22 days ago
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Citizens have no clue and should not judge unless suchcomitteehasbeen professionally traines as law
enforcement is required to do so. There should be no board!!!
22 days ago

Need younger perspective and views
22 days ago

At least 21
22 days ago

I think someone younger than 30 can provide great insight.
22 days ago

But saying activists are not welcome is WRONG
22 days ago

People of different ages should be allowed to make sure there is a rep for all age groups.
22 days ago

The younger, more mature individuals should be included
22 days ago

If you can fight for our country you can be old enough to provide feedback.
22 days ago

30 seem too high and arbitrary.
22 days ago

Gotta have that life experience
22 days ago

One needs to have sufficient maturity to serve.
22 days ago

Anyone 18 or older should be able to participate. You need a variety of minds and some younger people
are very mature and can bring up good points or opinions as well. They are more likely to not have a
family or be married yet so they would have a better understanding of night life in Greenville and
another perspective.
22 days ago

I believe a certain level of maturity is called for in helping make key decisions, amending policies, etc.
22 days ago

I believe board members could be at least 25 years old and above.
22 days ago

Young people also need a voice as they interact with police too
22 days ago

Immaturity has no place on such a review body
22 days ago

You need to be old enough to have some life experience (and balance) before being trusted to review
long standing (and effective/working) policies. Changes should not be done based on emotions but
rather facts.
22 days ago

I feel that a younger person serving on a board, is not mature enough to make proper decisions.
22 days ago

With age comes maturity, hopefully, and more life experiences.
22 days ago
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People under the age of 30 have equal rights, can vote and participate in our military. Age should not be
a barrier for public service or to engage in support of the community.
22 days ago

Younger people need to have their voices heard.
22 days ago

I think 21 would be a better age
22 days ago

Should be that old to become employed as officers and teachers
22 days ago

I taught high school students and college students. Young people are capable and eager to serve their
communities. They should have a place at the table. If they can vote, pay taxes, serve as elected officials,
teachers, police officers, etc. why would we not want them to be part of a Public Safety Citizen Review
Board? They have valuable perspectives that are unique to their younger demographic.
22 days ago

First, I don't know how many members are on Board.
22 days ago

Young people have concerns and brains. They should be able to serve
22 days ago

How will we know the views of young people. I believe 25 years of age is appropriate.
22 days ago

They have a better understanding of life and are mature
22 days ago

There should be representation from younger people - including teenagers. Anyone that might have an
encounter with the Police should have a voice.
22 days ago

I don't think that people younger than 30 have fully developed their understanding of and ability to come
to a true logical decision w/o asking their friends or parroting what everyone else their age is saying. They
are also more likely not to have life experience to weigh out both sides of these volatile situations and
conditions.
22 days ago

life has a way of teaching you what you need to know...a person of 30 has probably had some life
experiences that bring value to the table...
22 days ago

Experience comes with age
22 days ago

There should be representation from younger people.
22 days ago

Decades of experience are needed for cooler heads to prevail. As you can see I'm not politically correct
and your feelings don't override my facts. PERIOD!
22 days ago

There should be representation from younger people.
22 days ago

There is something to be said for maturity.
22 days ago
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A young man can't even rent a car until the age of 25, right? Something to be said of maturing and
gaining wisdom rather than being ruled by emotions.
22 days ago

Need diversity
22 days ago

Having one or more younger members may help to bring a fuller understanding of the circumstances.
22 days ago

People under 30 aren’t allowed a voice??
22 days ago

People over 21 that are interested in working towards a better future should be able to be in the board.
Intelligence is more important than age.
22 days ago

If you’re old enough to vote and own property you should be able to serve
22 days ago

You need to have life experiences before you can make decisions.
22 days ago

We need engaged voices of the youth, provides an opportunity for civic involvement and diverse voices
to be heard.
22 days ago

Some younger people have maturity to help make policy. Especially as young black males are more likely
to have police contact
22 days ago

18yrs should be eligible, so long as elected.
22 days ago

I fee like mature individuals are better informed and are more logical
22 days ago

And be employed, no violent criminal record, a US Citizen and not delinquent on taxes
22 days ago

Need some life experience
22 days ago

I agree the age is appropriate
22 days ago

N/A
22 days ago

A 25 year old is often wiser than a 50 year old. It’s time for the Boomers to GTFO of office
22 days ago

If you can die for your country then you should have the privilege to speak your mind.
22 days ago

There are competent individuals over the age of consent that could add value to the Review Board.
22 days ago

Younger may have more liberal ideas.
22 days ago
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Some of the 20-somethings are still living at home with mom and dad. Some of the 30-somethings might
still be at home too, but I think the older set may have more life experiences to make more intelligent
decisions. Supposedly the brain does not mature until around age 25. My grandson is 24. Would I trust
him to make some important informed decisions? Not at this stage in his life.
22 days ago

The youth can take concerns to Board members so their voices can be heard via that pathway
22 days ago

Board members can and should solicit input from all ages, backgrounds, etc. Younger people with less
"life experience" do not need to be Board members; they can have input via Board members.
22 days ago

The age 30 rule is good. People younger than that, need more experiences about everyday life and I feel
like are not ready to make sound judgments on police policy.
22 days ago

Don’t know why age should be a factor in selection.
22 days ago

I would like to understand why this age was selected.
22 days ago

No because many police victims are much younger than that.
22 days ago

Provides a bit of experience in life to assist in evaluating people's various experiences
22 days ago

I think a measure of maturity is needed.
22 days ago

That sounds somewhat reasonable, though I'm not completely sure. I could see maybe 25 years old in
some circumstances for the right person perhaps?
22 days ago

Often people under 30 are too emotional or extreme to have rational opinions, including myself.
22 days ago

Should be 18.
22 days ago

It would be possible for the individuals on the board to seek the opinion of those younger than 30 if
necessary. They could then present these opinions to the board on behalf of the younger individuals.
22 days ago

I think anyone over the age of 26 would be fine
22 days ago

Younger people can offer a nuanced perspective. Why put an age limit on a person who can help educate
and promote a different opinion?
22 days ago

One needs to have life experiences in order to serve on a board of this nature.
22 days ago

If you can serve your country through the military at 18 that should be the legal age for everything in my
opinion
22 days ago

21 seems more appropriate
22 days ago
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If anything, younger people of all ethnic groups should have a voice on the board.
23 days ago

One would hope that a citizen would have sufficient maturity and life experience by the time they attain
the age of 30 to be able to review and fairly assess situations presented.
23 days ago

I think the input of younger people would be of value. In many cases they might have relative
interactions with the police. However, I think a degree of maturity is necessary for this board. I would
support 25 years.
23 days ago

40 might be better.
23 days ago

Young people and their voices should be considered.
23 days ago

Before judging others you need maturity and more life experiences
23 days ago

There is a significant youth population that is at the receiving end of harsh treatment from police officers.
Their voices and experiences are valuable.
23 days ago

Why is age a factor? It is important to hear the perspective from all ages, as they could be treated
differently (as made clear by this current age restriction)
23 days ago

Young people need to have input, it's their world that's being created and they should have a say in the
process.
23 days ago

Hopefully, by then people have some life experience and can communicate intelligently.
23 days ago

30 seems a little old. Maybe 22? 24? But the board should have representation from a variety of ages.
23 days ago

Life experience is vital to this type of role.
23 days ago

If young people can go to war, they can help make policy. Age helps with experience but sometimes it
also helps to have younger viewpoints.
23 days ago

We need mature responsible citizens to review any policies.
23 days ago

Good age
23 days ago

Wisdom and discernment come with age. A younger voice on the review board could be a good point of
view, but should never dominate. Look at representative Ocasio-Cortez on the national scene. Not a
reasonable voice, but one of 435.
23 days ago

Input should come from anyone who is of legal age (18), and the Board should have all generational ages
recognized.
23 days ago

Service on the board should be based on attributes of candidate.
23 days ago
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Should be older than 40
23 days ago

Get some young voices in there whose lives have personally been affected by police violence.
23 days ago

The older one grows the wiser one tends to be. Youth tends to breed activism which clouds judgement.
23 days ago

A 30 year old or more person's opinion is just as valid as someone under the age of 30.
23 days ago

Yes but allow non-voting "associate" members (age 21-30) to attend all sessions, public and private.
23 days ago

I think 18...if you’re old enough to serve in the military, you should be old enough to serve on a
community board
23 days ago

Maturity and life experience.
23 days ago

30 is arbitrary. Many of life's experiences have occurred long before this age. For instance, we had 4
children and were in our second home at this age. Have to thin kthat police encounters and amture
outlook occer long before this age.
23 days ago

People under 30 are often easily swayed by emotions rather than practicalities. I know that's a
generalization, but i was under 30 once, and i still remember it !
23 days ago

Hopefully by that age you have learned a degree of wisdom and maturity.
23 days ago

I would guess that a large number of arrests and incidents that come before the Review Board involve
younger men, and I'm guessing that a large number of officers are also in their 20s. It seems to me that it
would therefore be important specifically to have the perspective of people in the same age cohort on
the Review Board.
23 days ago

need experience in life to be able to make sound judgements not based on emotion but on fact.
23 days ago

I believe you needs some life experience to be able to do this job.
23 days ago

Burning trash
23 days ago

I believe age is a less important factor that competency. I believe there should be some sort of review
process, but if a younger person is qualified, they should be allowed to be on the board
23 days ago

Why 30? Seems arbitrary, find the most qualified people age 18 and up.
23 days ago

IMHO there are enough still-maturing 20-yr olds that moving up in age to 30+ is warranted.
23 days ago
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I’m reluctant to agree with a citizen review.My thoughts are if they haven’t been an officer they have no
business second guessing them.I also see these local especially black activists grumbling and
complaining about everything regardless of the circumstances.They now are trying to get us to consider
the reason for the arrest ie: ask the defendant why he done what he done before you charge him or her.
If it’s in their mind a good enough reason then don’t make the charge .that's a courts decision not the
officers or defendants .
23 days ago

If you are an adult at 21, you should be allowed to serve at 21. Bare minimum would be 25.
23 days ago

Age = life experience which is invaluable knowledge that you simply can’t have at a younger age. (I myself
don’t even qualify) Plus, most young people don’t do their research.
23 days ago

I think encouraging some younger leadership might be healthy, and reducing the age minimum to 25
would still ensure a base level of maturity & life experience.
23 days ago

The vast majority of 20 somethings dont know shit from apple butter and Im tired of people pretending
like they do.
23 days ago

A certain level of maturity is required for this review
23 days ago

More life experience- better decisions. Commen sense!
23 days ago

Should be the same to be a police officer! Sad that you need to have some life experience before having
over sight of policing behavior, tactics & policies but can become a cop at out of high school & be given a
gun.
23 days ago

I know some pretty intuitive 25 yr olds
23 days ago

Young people are also impacted by the police and deserve the opportunity to participate.
23 days ago

There is wisdom and perspective gained through life experiences.
23 days ago

Diversity of age groups would help provide a broader perspective of the community at large.
23 days ago

Adults under 30 probably don't have the experience of observing criminal behavior over time, or the
perspective of being responsible for their own children / elderly dependents, that enhances the
appreciation for vigorous police authority.
23 days ago

If you can serve in the military and vote u should be able to serve on the board.
23 days ago

Like any board, I think it’s good to have a mix of voices. Younger people may have important experiences
to share. Limiting it to 30 seems like the focus is on property owners or something.
23 days ago

If you are old enough to die for this country you are old enough to serve on the Board.
23 days ago

It is always good to hear from young people and get their take on things. It should be a wide variety of
ages, backgrounds, etc.
23 days ago
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People need the maturity that comes with life experience to serve in such an important role. In addition
age 30 would be a minimum time to establish a person as law abiding themselves.
23 days ago

I am a senior citizen but I think those over 21 should be represented also.
23 days ago

I’m unaware of what the current policy states
23 days ago

Any adult should be able to serve.
23 days ago

As long as they are a legal adult.
23 days ago

A few younger members could bring a different fresh perspective. Maybe allow one under 30?
23 days ago

No comment No comment
23 days ago

The officers need more training and equipment to deal with violent people. They also need the
manpower to spend time listening to the community.
23 days ago

Okay
23 days ago

I don’t know what policies have been created
23 days ago

I think persons from many age groups should be considered when creating policy.
23 days ago

I believe life experience is important in assessing the performance of others
23 days ago

I think there should be diverse representation across ALL ages groups - young to old.
23 days ago

A person needs enough life and work experiences to fully comprehend real situations
23 days ago

Maturity level appropriate for making informed decisions
23 days ago

I think you need diversity which should include age.
23 days ago

All voices and all demographics have a right to be heard.
23 days ago

I believe if you are old enough to vote then youR voice matters and you should be allowed to serve
23 days ago

That is age discrimination. You need to listen to you ger voices to understand their perspective and ideas.
I would support enforcing a limited number of you ger individuals under 30
23 days ago

I think 25 would be fine.
23 days ago
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By 30, I think people are more responsible and have experienced more of life. IMHO, the 20 somethings
seem more immature now than ever.
23 days ago

Most people over the age of30 have enough maturity and life experience to warrant input we
23 days ago

You don’t have to be 30 to vote, what why would you need to be 30 to have input in the board?
23 days ago

If you are old enough to serve as a firefighter or police officer, you are old enough to serve on a board.
23 days ago

Life experience and maturity are important and broadened with age.
23 days ago

Life experience matters in making judgments about professional conduct.
23 days ago

If you can vote, you can serve on a board.
24 days ago

It is important to include the voices of younger citizens and to promote civic engagement at all ages.
Anyone over 18 should be eligible to serve.
24 days ago

I believe that it is important to include the voices of younger citizens, and to promote civic engagement at
all ages. I think anyone over 18 should be able to serve.
24 days ago

If you can serve in the military or get loans you should be able to serve on the board.
24 days ago

They are less likely to be led and manipulated.
24 days ago

This policy discourages youth engagement in the community.
24 days ago

My son is 19 years old in the U.S. Army. He is old enough to die in the name of America. I'm not saying a
19 year old citizen should be on the board, but I do think 30 is too high.
24 days ago

Age is not an indicator of fitness for the position.
24 days ago

Everyone has an opinion, your age doesn't make you smarter or wiser. Age discrimination for this kind of
publicly funded forum should clearly be illegal, and I am guessing will probably be found to violate the
constitutional rights for those under 30 who might want to participate. Also if u validity cutting it at 30
why is there no top end number. Discrimination in a group that is supposed to be investigating
discrimination is laughable but mostly disturbing.
24 days ago

Seasoned
24 days ago

As a general rule, I think that works.
24 days ago

Should be based on community standing and/or education regardless of age.
24 days ago
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A part from the impotence of the Board, these public employees have contact with ALL ages. The Board
should be elected and reflect the community. The Board should NOT have kops or firefighters. It should
have subpeona power and a budget to hire independent experts, consultants.
24 days ago

Usually when a police department does this nothing changes. Just a PR stunt
24 days ago

Need to have exposure to different people
24 days ago

Any and all citizens should have a right to participate
24 days ago

I think there should be at least one person representing those between the ages of 18 and 30 given the
large portion of the Greenville population made up of college students and young professionals
24 days ago

WISDOM comes with Age and Experience
24 days ago

I think 25 is more reasonable.
24 days ago

There appears to be no apparent basis for a 30-year requirement. Often, younger members of our
community have valued opinions and experiences that could contribute to the review process.
24 days ago

Anyone who had a board or contact with a board of any organization knows they are filled with:
politicians, rich white people, Bob Jones grads, and people with no experience in that particular
organization or it's services. All boards should be made up of people of all walks of life within their
community. Including anyone over the age of 18. All boards should include an interview process that
does not give special importance to those with money or political connections but rather gives special
importance to those who express a sincere passion for caring for and strengthening our community.
Everyone in Gville knows that board placement is currently and likely will always be, based on politics and
money, so to put it bluntly, we have a lot of sissies on boards who've never had a hard days work or been
poor. They are disconnected with the real life issues of our community.
24 days ago

18-29 age bracket should be represented.
24 days ago

Needs a mature thought process with an experienceD mind
24 days ago

Age diversity is necessary
24 days ago

30 yrs or older. Maturity and experience would be necessary to make these decisions.
24 days ago

This seems reasonable, although there could very well be people a bit younger who are mature enough
to contribute.
24 days ago

I think if you’re of legal age to vote or drink within a community you should be eligible to take part in
serving on the PSCRB.
24 days ago

Young people are harassed the most.
24 days ago

I would support a minimum age of 25, but I do not have a strong opinion.
24 days ago
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While I would not be opposed to having a Review Board member in his or her 20s, (not a teenager), I
would want someone who has shown mature decision making as well as a commitment to the whole
community.
24 days ago

I think people under 30 can have meaningful insights and experiences that those 30 and over may not.
24 days ago

Young people today are so much more involved with social justice than people 30 and over. We have
much to learn from the next generation who are never going to tolerate or become accustomed to
witnessing the murders the older generations have horrifically tolerated for over a century.
24 days ago

I feel there are a multitude of bright, young individuals (over 18) that could give valuable input to this
Board - 30 seems a little old.
24 days ago

No.
24 days ago

Maturity is needed in adult situations.
24 days ago

Young people are targeted by police for protesting against the country’s injustices. They deserve a say.
24 days ago

I don't have a big opinion on this. If it's current policy, I certainly support it because I do think maturity &
life experience matters.
24 days ago

I think part of the issue with politics in the south over all is due to most of these boards being made up of
conservative white males over the age of 40.
25 days ago

I’m a college professor at 28. I serve on other boards. I don’t feel qualified for this board, but I am certain
I have peers who are.
25 days ago

What reason would there possibly be that someone 30 years old knows better than someone say 25
years old?
25 days ago

Beginning at age 25 would be appropriate.
25 days ago

If you can vote you are old enough to participate in all areas of local government
25 days ago

There are many people under the age 30 who are capable of contributing to this board and have
valuable experience to bring to the board.
25 days ago

Individuals over 30 are not the only people with experience nor is that representative of our community
25 days ago

18 should be the minimum age. Those who are under 30 have amazing and creating ideas and solutions
and should be able to serve their community.
25 days ago

This seems arbitrary and unnecessary
25 days ago
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I feel like 30 is the appropriate age. You need to be mostly settled and have some life experiences and
knowledge of your city and its laws.
25 days ago

not necessarily
25 days ago

If someone can serve in the military at 18, why can't they be part of a police oversight committee?
25 days ago

I feel youth kids should get opportunity
25 days ago

It gives young people no representation.
25 days ago

It should be lower. Age 25 or lower.
25 days ago

I believe that the minimum age should be 40 years old.
25 days ago

If you can vote and serve in the military, you can participate in civil government.
25 days ago

Anyone 21 or older should be allowed to serve if otherwise qualified.
25 days ago

18 to vote
25 days ago

Young folks, especially POC, are those in the news as frequently mistreated (I AM NOT STATING THAT AS
FACT, rather opinion). They should be represented.
25 days ago

Such a board calls for a certain level of maturity and life experience.
25 days ago

I think needs to have some younger. Folks drive at age 16. You don’t have population represented. Folks
serve country and vote younger.
25 days ago

Are all citizens over 30? This is obviously rhetorical but why the arbitrary age of 30? We do not need to be
30 to vote.
25 days ago

Neutral....Would need to understand the rationale of the policy.
25 days ago

If a person is old enough to vote then they should be old enough to serve on the board. Unfortunately
we have a younger generation that has grown increasingly disrespectful of any form of authority and
their views would then become public information.
25 days ago

Need maturity and life experience
25 days ago

I think the legal ages should be represented. Why is 30 the benchmark?
25 days ago

Younger citizens are subject to how GPD and GFD treat them and should be given a chance to be a part
of the process.
25 days ago
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That provides for some life experience.
25 days ago

Need mature people on the board.
25 days ago

Wisom comes with age.
25 days ago

Age should be 18 because of legal adulthood. Ages, gender, ethnic background, sexual orientation of
Review Board should reflect city population demographics, possibly weighted to reflect groups with more
police interaction.
25 days ago

18, if you can vote you should also be allowed to have a voice locally.
25 days ago

Younger people's opinions matter too but having set age demographics to exist within the group might
be a better solution.
25 days ago

Need mature adults.
25 days ago

Why was the arbitrary number of thirty chosen? If a person can vote at 18 and has the qualifications, they
should be allowed to be on the board. This is a citizen review board. It should reflect more of the
population. I encourage young people who are concerned with making this world a better place.
25 days ago

Need some life experience
25 days ago

25 maybe more reasonable. Can serve US House of Reps at 25
25 days ago

The legal age to vote is 18. If you are voting in this state on laws you should be able to serve. If age is a
factor in discrimination or distrust then it won’t be heard or represented properly. This seems like a
blatant attempt to not change the status quo by not including 12 years of legal adults when the younger
generation is the one speaking out the most.
25 days ago

The legal age to vote is 18. If you are voting in this state on laws you should be able to serve. If age is a
factor in discrimination or distrust then it won’t be heard or represented properly.
25 days ago

You need to be old enough to have a brain. Few 20 somethings do, we were all young once.
25 days ago

Unless there’s a requirement for graduate and doctorate level education in sociological studies, I see
nothing against someone educated that’s younger. It’s not like we magically know more at 30 than at 29.
25 days ago

18 is the age to vote and go to jail as an adult. 18 year olds ahould have a right to be represented on a
police board.
25 days ago

I feel that 30 is too high and excludes the younger population. A number like 25 would be more
acceptable for the younger population to be involved without making the age limit too low.
25 days ago

I think 25 is a good age as the younger generation needs to be represented as well.
25 days ago
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If you can vote at 18, you should be able to represent others in the government.
25 days ago

The young folks in this country think they know everything. Gain some wisdom with age before YU start
trying to take over the world. Spare the rod/spoil the child is what’s happened to us as a country
25 days ago

If you are going to put an age limit, then I think you should also require that person to have lived in the
city for half of their age.. in this case 15 years.
25 days ago

How does that make sense? At 18 you’re able to join the military and drive a tank, but not help change
policing policies in your community? Also, a good number of officers themselves wouldn’t be able to
become board members with that age requirement.
26 days ago

How does that make sense? At 18 you’re able to join the military and drive a tank, but not give input on
policing? Also, a good number of officers themselves wouldn’t be able to join these meetings with that
age standard.
26 days ago

Maturity in making these decisions is huge. Most people under 30 ( and some at 30) do not have the
maturity and experience to make decisions clearly and run on emotion. A 30 year old should have
experience and the maturity to respond to the concerns of the public.
26 days ago

When you are younger than 30 you do not have enough life experience to really begin to have
appropriate perspective
26 days ago

Some life experience is important.
26 days ago

Anybody should have a voice and opportunity to change things it seems like a way to keep the “good ole
boy system” that sc seems to love and do nothing about the hurting community that lyes underneath the
poverty line
26 days ago

Or older
26 days ago

I don't think it's fair and proportionate to the community (especially of voting age) that you're required to
be at least 30 years old... It's assuming that a 25 year old's ideas are less valuable. Maybe the restriction
is based on time lived in the community, length of time in a professional occupation.... I don't know. I'm
sure the age restriction's intent is for more seasoned and experienced board members, but I think age
isn't a great measurable for that.
26 days ago

I don't think it's fair and proportionate to the community (especially of voting age) that you're required to
be at least 30 years old... It's assuming that a 25 year old's ideas are less valuable.
26 days ago

No need to explain my answer. Better yet, explain why 30 is some sort of magic number.
26 days ago

I feel that a person of this age is generally more experienced and mature enough to better evaluate
concerns that a younger officer might yet have knowledge of.
26 days ago

30 seems like a random age. If you can drive, vote, serve your country, buy property, ect., why not serve
in this capacity? Are there no other qualifiers to serve?
26 days ago

Yes
26 days ago
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If you are old enough to be charged as an adult in your community, why should you not also be able to
work to make policy changes and serve on a board in your community? If a young adult wants to make a
difference and serve, they should be allowed to.
26 days ago

If people under the age of 30 are able to be affected by the conduct of police officers and firefighters,
why are they not be able to be represented on the board...
26 days ago

You don't have to be 30 years old to be brutalized by the police, so you shouldn't have to be 30 years old
to hold them accountable
26 days ago

Seems about right I guess
26 days ago

The young people seem to be the ones protesting and needing to be heard. Perhaps this would be a
better use of their time by serving on a board
26 days ago

Don’t understand this policy. Police and firefighters are serving all citizens
26 days ago

There are numerous citizens in our community younger than 30 years of age who are involved and quite
capable of serving on this board.
26 days ago

I feel 30 years old is appropriate because most people by that age have experienced some situations that
would give them perspective, and they are hopefully mature enough to make good decisions
26 days ago

Maturity and life experience are the best teachers.
26 days ago

I believe that some maturity is necessary to gain perspective on relationships and interactions between
people.
26 days ago

You need life and professional experience to review sensitive topics. Many people base decisions on
emotion, instead of facts.
26 days ago

There is a lot of wisdom that people gain between their 20s and 30s. I want the board filled with wisdom
from all kinds of diverse peoples!
26 days ago

Age 25 with some qualifications (like living in the area for a certain amount of time, etc) would be old
enough in my book, as long as there is a range of ages on the Board.
26 days ago

Why would a younger person (able to serve our country and vote) not be accepted?
26 days ago

Check
26 days ago

30 seems arbitrary. Younger people are interact with the police.
26 days ago

Age and experience allow a person to develop wisdom. I think the minimum age should be 40.
26 days ago
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It does depend on an individual though, there are a FEW younger people that have enough knowledge to
be a good asset to a board. Could give a board a fresh perspective. Many board people come from a
certain social status and haven't lived under the same circumstances as people therefore don't have the
same types of concerns.
26 days ago

I don't have strong feelings related to an absolute age cutoff, but hopefully by age 30 a person has
developed better judgment in evaluating what they hear.
26 days ago

I have lived a long life and throughout my life my opinion has changed many times. Mostly due to
becoming wiser and seeing the big picture. While young I only wanted change and now I understand the
reasons for wanting that change and if it was rebellious or actually caring for humans and their safety.
26 days ago

Police officers don't just police adults over the age of 30. This sounds like an effort to exclude a particular
demographic.
26 days ago

I think you need to be an active part of the community.. not in college to serve
26 days ago

Seems like younger people naturally have more interaction with law enforcement, so their input could be
valuable.
26 days ago

The best way to get input is to allow a diverse background and when you put restrictions like this in you
discourage younger adults from being able to have an input on what’s going on with their police force
26 days ago

If you can be cop at 18 you should be able to have input on the police at 18.
26 days ago

Time for young voices to be heard
26 days ago

should be older. I know some 30yr olds that don't know their head from a hole in the ground.
26 days ago

Not allowing people who are legally adults is clearly an age bias. If they can be treated as adults in the
criminal justice system, they should absolutely be able to serve on a review board that deals with aspects
of that system.
26 days ago

Absolutely bizarre.
26 days ago

The US president has to be 35. It would make sense that all other committees should follow a similar
protocol.
26 days ago

That’s an appropriate age.
26 days ago

Thompson for Chief
26 days ago

A person should be chosen based on qualifications, not age.
26 days ago

The age requirement is a good one to ensure some real life experience is brought to the Board. Though I
also feel that board members should have to spend time on Police patrols to see what is really
happening. Perhaps some training to know how officers are trained also.
26 days ago
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Why set such an arbitrary age? This sounds like someone over 30 mistakenly assuming that they’re
smarter than any number of people under 30, which is incredibly stupid. People over 30 are just as
capable of being morons as anyone else. Have you seen these dumb assholes react to being told to wear
a mask during a pandemic? Morons.
26 days ago

There should be a higher level of maturity and experience with this age group.
26 days ago

I can go to war and sacrifice my life at age 18 so I should be able to serve on a board at age 18.
26 days ago

It might be useful to hear from a few younger adults
26 days ago

Allow for more diversity and new ideas
26 days ago

Age without wisdom and knowledge is worse than youth with intelligence and desire to listen to both
sides.
26 days ago

Age does not equal experience when it comes to police interactions. You could be 40 and have only
interacted with the police 1x, or 22 and interacted with them a dozen times. Just as diversity in race is
important on the board, so is age.
26 days ago

There needs to be adults in the room. making the age 30 at least attempts to do that
26 days ago

Maturity, experience, and objectivity are necessary in a role such as this. I think the age limit is
appropriate.
26 days ago

What percentage of arrests are made within specific age groups? Surely ages 20-29 may have valuable
input. Selection must have criteria beyond age.
26 days ago

What is the reason for excluding younger people?
26 days ago

What a ridiculous policy. Do people under the age of 30 interact with the police?
26 days ago

I also think it would be helpful for younger people to sit in on meetings to learn how things work and
how there are always 2 sides to every story.
26 days ago

Without a doubt. You need life experience to have a way of understanding the nuances of the many
situations under discussion. Frankly, 30 is barely old enough. Younger citizens can share their thoughts,
but they don’t belong on the Board
26 days ago

They need to be mature not some young whipper snappers
26 days ago

Persons eligible to vote should be included.
26 days ago

Eligible voters should be able to serve.
26 days ago

You need life experience to judge.2
26 days ago
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Many of the concerns raised are by people in their 20s.
26 days ago

Anyone young than 30 really doesn't have any life experience
26 days ago

I don't see why younger adults cannot participate.
26 days ago

The entire structure of the PSCRB needs restructuring, and should be led by the community, not by
appointed figures (friends) of the department.
26 days ago

And more information should be made available to the public about this board and who is on it. This is
the first time I know of this board.
26 days ago

Also, I don't think the Citizen Review Board is more than window dressing
26 days ago

youth must be represented, just as with all demographic groups
26 days ago

Community members ages 18-29 should have input as well. Their experiences could provide valuable
insight.
26 days ago

More chance of the person having experience with fire fighters and police officers
26 days ago

I would hope that younger people could have more input in the community.
26 days ago

I don't believe the younger generation have enough experience to competently advise on government
practices.
26 days ago

People over 30 do not speak for those 18-29. Millennials are legally adults and have the right to have
their voices heard. A reasonable age barrier is 21, as everyone who is a legal adult can be on the council.
26 days ago

In respoonse to your last quesatin about k9. They used them K9 dogs at the last protest, a tall white
officer had his dog out, city officer. In the past I have seen city officers with there dogs on main street,
and in the community with crowds I seen them. The city also allows the county k9 dogs to come in the
city and do crowds, on main street. If the city lets the county k9 dogs do it, them why would the city dogs
not do it. But I understand a resent change in the k9, they don't have a full time unit, and supervisors like
the county does. Maybe that is something that needs to be looked into. Also the city as I understand has
those dogs that bite. They don't have dogs to find missing people, children or elderly people. They call
the sheriff for help. Why don't the city have those dogs too?
26 days ago

I'm not sure why an adult 18 years or older can't be on the Board. It is my understanding that the Board
doesn't actually oversee , audit or review anything. Seems to just be a PR stunt.
26 days ago

If a citizen has the right to vote, they have the right to have their voice heard on a review board. Many
officers are younger than 30-why shouldn’t the board have members of similar ages?
26 days ago

Under age 30 could certainly be tapped or Volunteer as advisors for input. But the wisdom from life
experience gained by age 30 is a wise and appropriate minimum age requirement.
26 days ago

Most people negatively impacted by police are below thirty. If one is old enough to vote or go to war....
26 days ago
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Under age 30 could certainly be tapped or volunteer for input but the maturity and life experience that
comes with age 30 is a wise and appropriate minimum age standard
26 days ago

I think younger than 30 could certainly volunteer in advisory roles but I think the maturity and life
experience that arrives around age 30 is a wise and appropriate minimum.
26 days ago

In general a person with a little life experience is able to garner the respect of others and be effective in
contributing to discussions and decisions that affect the larger population.
26 days ago

Maturity level must be there.
26 days ago

Why?
26 days ago

Level of maturity needed.
26 days ago

If you are old enough to vote in the Sheriff, you should be old enough to serve on the board.
26 days ago

Experience is everything.
26 days ago

20 or 25 may be a more appropriate age, as many activists are younger.
26 days ago

I believe a more appropriate age would be something closer to 25+
26 days ago

At least 30. And preferably they would've lived in more than one state or at least traveled outside of the
state
26 days ago

I feel like that's limiting/excluding some potentially well suited and qualified younger individuals. If there
must be a minimum age I think 25 would be more reasonable. But I think if someone is an adult and hast
the necessary qualifications, age shouldn't be a determining factor. There are extremely successful
people in business and law still in their twenties.
26 days ago

21 should be appropriate
26 days ago

Young people, both activists and folks in the community, have valuable input on policing.
26 days ago

Young people are often the target of profiling. Young people, specifically young black men NEED a seat at
that table
26 days ago

I think any adult over age of 22 should be able to be on board.
26 days ago

21
26 days ago

Lower the age to 24. We need more young people that represent the REAL Greenville.
26 days ago
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Those in their mid twenties could offer a view that may be missing. And there must be diversity and
those from all economic strata.
26 days ago

as become more knowledgble with practical application either by one,s education or life experience
around age 30.
26 days ago

I'm not concerned with age as much as I am internal bias.
26 days ago

18 to go to war
18 is constantly an adult. Can't have it both ways
26 days ago

Life experience is needed before one is competent to lead others.
26 days ago

You need someone from every generation to be able to explain where that generation is coming from. 18
years may not have all the experience in the world but they are not idiots. The gab between 18 & 30 year
olds is large. You will miss helping a lot of people if you limit yourself like that. People at 60 may not
understand people at 30 and 30 may not understand those at 18, so why not have someone
representing it.
26 days ago

Citizens of all ages should be represented to promote diversity.
26 days ago

I believe that if you are old enough to vote (18+), the Public Safety Citizen Review Board should have
some sort of representation for citizens in a similar age range.
26 days ago

If someone younger than 30 wants to serve on the board, he/she/they should be able to do so.
26 days ago

The moment a person is an adult they should be able to. Do you not feel that 18 year olds can serve on
the board while simultaneously feeling they can be trained and sent overseas to fight and kill by the
military?
26 days ago

If you can serve in the military and vote at age 18 and drink and smoke at age 21, we should have some
input from 20 somethings.
26 days ago

By restricting the review board to people 30+, this absolutely limits the capabilities and perspective of the
Citizen Review Board. I suggest 21 or 25+.
26 days ago

I think some younger voices would benefit Greenville significantly.
26 days ago

I think it should be 25.
26 days ago

I would say the age requirement should be 25. Not sure why we would want to keep twentysomethings
off the board.
26 days ago

18+
26 days ago

If you're old enough to be charged with a chrime, you should be old enough to serve on the board.
26 days ago
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Young people have a different perspective and can add to the conversation. It would be good to have
maybe 10-20% young people.
26 days ago

Well, maybe younger if intelligent and mature, but not under 21.
26 days ago

My assumption is that 30 is an age at which one would be more mature and more interested in the
whole around them. If this assumption is incorrect, then any age could work.
26 days ago

I'm not sure why the age of 30 was chosen, but I feel if someone is old enough to work/pay taxes/vote in
a community, then they are old enough to serve on a board and provide their perspective (if they so
choose).
26 days ago

But I would support meeting a level of maturity and/or community responsibility as much as a target age.
I don’t want outlaws or people disrespectful of other people and property making determinations about
first responders.
26 days ago

Membership could be based on demonstrated maturity in other community engagement. A 28 yr. old
may be more mature than a close minded 40 yr. old.
26 days ago

There are mature and responsible people in their 20’s. If you want their vote they should be able to sit on
a board.
26 days ago

The younger generation (including myself) lacks the mental capacity to fully comprehend issues that our
community is dealing with. Having the age limit ensures that those joining the council will be level
headed.
26 days ago

A little maturity is a good idea.
26 days ago

I am 28 and I feel I have more than enough experience to give insightful viewpoints to the board.
26 days ago

You ought to have some life experiences to serve on this very important board. This includes being
involved in difficult situations yourself, not just sheltered at home or at a university. You should have to
earn your way onto this board.
26 days ago

change the age to 25
26 days ago

At least 25
26 days ago

There are younger members of the community that are capable and well-versed who are committed to
serving on Boards. Their voices are just as important despite their biological age.
26 days ago

I feel like considering the opinion of anyone younger than 25 to 30 in this day and age is useless, that age
group doesn't know anything about real life and typically doesn't contribute anything useful to society so
their opinions don't count
26 days ago

I think it should be 18+, especially if a young adult comes from a family that has been affected by police
violence early in their life. Their insights are valuable and putting trust and value into their experiences
will help build a stronger community
26 days ago
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I believe that a high level of maturity is needed for this position. Age doesn't insure maturity but should
help.
26 days ago

It seems it would be very beneficial to have at least a few younger people represented on that Board.
26 days ago

I think maturity and some experience in the world helps in the decision-making of another's conduct,
especially for public servants.
26 days ago

I disagree with the premise of a citizens review board - these are not chaired by people with the best
interests of the overall community. They are filled with activists with the intent of demonizing law
enforcement.
26 days ago

I would say 21, but maybe there is a better reason the age should be 30 that I’m not aware of.
26 days ago

All citizens deserve a voice.
26 days ago

No, while we need diversity of race, sex, religion, etc.. we need diversity of ages represented.
26 days ago

It really seems arbitrary, but also the person should be under 50 years old too. Old people in retirement
communities are too far out of touch. Each community and race needs to be represented, proportional
to the demographics of our city.
26 days ago

25
26 days ago

Young people of color are disproportionally the subject of police violence so it seems that those most
affected by these issues should be allowed to sit on the board.
26 days ago

Young people are lending voices to these debates all over the country and they can be innovative. Also, I
think the board should mirror those who are under attack.
26 days ago

Experience matters!
26 days ago

experience counts!
26 days ago

With age comes experience.
26 days ago

30 years old is an arbitrary age. When you can vote at 18 and drink at 21, why is this board limited to 30
years old minimum?
26 days ago

I think a minimum age of 25 is appropriate.
26 days ago

Unnecessary and arbitrary rule. Or, to paraphrase my aunt: I can serve my country and die at 18 years
old, but I can't serve on a public committee?
26 days ago
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As someone who is in her early 30’s I believe many young adults below the age of 30 have an important,
well informed perspective that should be held to the same level of scrutiny but also respected as much
as the perspective of older adults.
26 days ago

First of all this board should have nothing to do with fire fighters. Anyone who is policed, including
people under thirty, should be able to serve on the board.
26 days ago

With age comes a certain maturity that many younger folks don’t have and calmer heads make the best
decisions
26 days ago

And I don’t necessarily believe that you need to have a law background, put someone on there that has
been in trouble with the law and made something of themselves!! Someone who truly knows what it feels
like to be treated like a “criminal” ! I was arrested at 20 for a DUI and I’ll never forget how Greenville
County handled me and the experience I went through, but those are life lessons! You can’t just make
decisions about things without going through them!
26 days ago

We were all young and dumb. I bet most of us would slap ourselves for the dumb stuff we did when we
were in our 20’s
26 days ago

People in their 20s don't usually make the most rational decisions.
26 days ago

If you can vote or serve in the Military you should be able to serve on the Board.
26 days ago

If you can vote, and show competency and knowledge, you should be given the opportunity to be on the
board. All voices should be heard in order to unify. Generational differences and cohort difference can be
avoided when there is a wider representation on the board.
26 days ago

I also believe that you should not have a criminal record to be on the board, in addition to the age
requirement
26 days ago

I don't see why the perspectives of any age groups should be excluded.
26 days ago

There are certainly people who are in their 20s who are educated and informed about current issues,
politics, and the full picture of how law enforcement plays a part in our society. I can speak for myself
that I would not have been a good candidate for this in my 20s based on lack of life experience.
26 days ago

I think it would be good to include some younger adults.
26 days ago

I can vote at 18, consume alcohol at 21 why do I have to be 30 to serve on the board?
26 days ago

People are considered adults at 18 years old. Ignoring the views of those 18-29 is senseless.
26 days ago

If I can enlist to risk my life at 18 for the country, I should be able to serve on a board that discusses my
safety as a citizen in Greenville.
26 days ago

young people's voices should be heard
26 days ago

Life experience
26 days ago
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The minimum age for serving on the review board should be the same minimum age for employment as
a police officer or firefighter.
26 days ago

I would think anyone over
26 days ago

I would think anyone over 21 should be allowed to serve
26 days ago

Maturity is a factor on such a board.
26 days ago

There should be at least one youth representative, age 18 to 21, and one age 21 to 30, from communities
that have more interactions with police.
26 days ago

Why 30? Why not 18, 21, or 25?
26 days ago

Blatant ageism.
26 days ago

All people are subject to being policed, so all people should be able to serve on the board. I would prefer
ages to be balanced 18+
26 days ago

We have many people under 30 years that are concerned and worried about the actions of the police. It
would be a good thing for them to have a voice, but also to gain a better understanding of law
enforcement and what it entails. It would also help them to establish ongoing relationships with
firefighters and police officers.
26 days ago

If a person is old enough to vote, then their opinion matters.
26 days ago

That is a tuff one since everyone needs a voice.
26 days ago

30 seems like an arbitrary age.
26 days ago

I think a level of life experience is needed that comes with maturity
26 days ago

Need maturity and balance.
26 days ago

Over 40
26 days ago

Life experience is a necessity when it comes to making important decisions, but age and experience do
not always align perfectly.
26 days ago

The age range should be more diverse since our police force is there to serve and protect everyone. Have
individuals from each generation, starting at age 18.
26 days ago

No, diversity means not only race and gender but also age, among other attributes. Young people are
affected by police. I think you would even want to have their opinion and understanding of the
challenges. Why exclude those who are affected? Makes absolutely no sense.
26 days ago
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Perhaps a seat or two designated for folks under 30 would be appropriate.
26 days ago

I'm over 30 but I think allowing for those 21 and over makes sense.
26 days ago

I believe a person over 30 has the requisite life experience to participate and vote on the board, however
the potential arbitrary nature of the age "30", raises some constitutional concerns for me.
26 days ago

Ages 25+ would suffice.
26 days ago

It seems to me that any person 21 or over should be able to serve.
26 days ago

Younger then 30 individuals are affected by police, and serve as the voices of the community. Open lines
ot communication need to be had with them.
26 days ago

No reason 21+ can't serve on it
26 days ago

Young opinions may give another perspective to help open people eyes
26 days ago

Should not be about age, but rather should be about maturity level. A diverse range of ages provides a
well rounded group perspective
26 days ago

If you're old enough to fight in the military, you should be old enough to have a voice.
26 days ago

If you are old enough to be drafted in the military, you should be a old enough to serve on the board
26 days ago

The older a person is, hopefully they have a better handle on life.
26 days ago

That is a silly policy.
26 days ago

Mature judgement is important, but not necessarily age related. I think input from mature young people
could be very helpful.
26 days ago

If you can interact with officers and vote, you should have input. Limiting it by age completely eliminates
a significant group of the population.
26 days ago

Why is this even a policy! Any adult (18+) should be able to voice their opinion and make decisions. Are
you going to require a certain education level or IQ as well? What make 30 years old so special?
26 days ago

The board does not care about concerns, they care about generating money. It is time to lower limits and
give younger individuals who are more open-minded. These individuals should have a college degree,
preferably a masters degree, because education is important.
26 days ago

I think we should have input from people of all ages. This will work to improve understand on both sides.
26 days ago

Common sense over politics
26 days ago
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It’s important to get input from a diverse group of people. This includes diversity of age, race and
genders as well as socioeconomic diversity.
26 days ago

Maturity matters, life experience matters. The human brain is not fully developed in most people until
age 28.
26 days ago

Frontal lobe development in males extends into the 20s. Also, life experience plays a part, but as long as
the police and firefighters are under 30, then the board should allow for members to be younger than
30.
26 days ago

You don’t need to be 30 to have an opinion. I think the age should be 21
26 days ago

I fully support the policy of 30 yrs old to serve on the board as an active member to vote/enact
change/support/oppose. However, I also believe the board needs inclusion ranging from 18-30 year olds
as advisory members that can listen, ask questions and participate but may not actually be able to vote
on any decisions. The educational side of this board should be empowering to the community for active
engagement.
26 days ago

It should be the same as the voting age
26 days ago

No one who has not been around long enough to have life humble them some should sit on a board for
anything.
26 days ago

People younger than 30 deal with firefighters and police officers too. Why cant they have a say
26 days ago

Age does not equate to life experience.
26 days ago

Maybe it would be good to offer the opportunity to 21+ year olds, since they seem to be more involved
with the protests.
26 days ago

Life experience and maturity are essential to promoting unbiased opinions.
27 days ago

If you can vote, you should have a voice
27 days ago

We need a wide range of perspectives, including younger people
27 days ago

If you are old enough to vote or serve in military you should also be eligible for this. It could bring an
important point of view.
27 days ago

If you can go into the military at 18, vote at 18 can be arrested by the cops as a minor you should be able
to be on the board.
27 days ago

anyone above 18
27 days ago

It’s like y’all want to radicalize the youth here? If you are old enough to be tried as an adult you should be
old enough to participate in a review board.
27 days ago
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Having a teen or wp something rep. Would be more inclusive
27 days ago

Maturity and life experience is needed to fairly evaluate concerns.
27 days ago

The younger generation does not have the knowledge to make decisions like that. The younger society
today, not all, but most are all about what can you gimme. My kids (21 and 19) go to Bob Jones University
and they have been taught better. A lot of the students there act better than most society kids today,
most are raised in church.
27 days ago

I think having some younger members of the community would be more insightful. I’m 27, and I enjoy
being able to provide input.
27 days ago

People who can legally vote and serve in the army should have their voices heard when it comes to
community policing.
27 days ago

I'm 26 and I don't feel like I've had enough experience to be knowledgable on these things to the point
where I make policies
27 days ago

I would lower the age to 25.
27 days ago

This is an ageist policy.
27 days ago

People under the age of 30 are victims of police violence too. This is nothing but a move to push
progressives out
27 days ago

Come on, these people aren't US Senators...
27 days ago

People younger than that get shot by police
27 days ago

If we want to understand all perspectives, those younger than 30 should have a seat at the table. Their
point of view may not come across as mature as others, or they may bring insightful ideas to the group.
But we won't hear either if they are not included.
27 days ago

Adult age is 18. If there are competent and qualified adults under the age of 30, we ought to pick the best
for the job.
27 days ago

I believe people under the age of 30 have opinions that should be heard as well
27 days ago

These days 30 is not mature enough. 40 years old would be better.
27 days ago

Firefighters are cool and good. Btw the police should never use force during an arrest, that wasn’t a
choice you gave. The police shouldn’t exist.
27 days ago

While I am not 30 myself, I believe that maturity comes with time and experience and our city needs
common sense and level-headedness to make decisions, not the rash, politically motivated tantrums of a
socialite.
27 days ago
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You need a better age range of experiences to justly conduct oversight.
27 days ago

That’s absolutely ridiculous. Is there an age limit on who is affected by law enforcement? No. Then there
shouldn’t be one for the review board.
27 days ago

If you're old enough to vote and serve in the military, you're old enough to serve on the board.
27 days ago

Should be older with more life experiences
27 days ago

The most egregious actions against those in our family have been against those under 30. They work, pay
taxes, pay college tuition, car insurance, VOTE, volunteer. They are important members of our
community and should be allowed a Voice.
27 days ago

You should not have a criminal record. A board of any citizens that have no training in the fire or police
department has no perspective of what the laws or policies these employees have to work/live by.
Therefore any comments they may have are irrelevant.
27 days ago

Board full of corrupt rich white men. Those on board need COLLEGE degrees about law enforcement and
keep current with education credits as things change with time.
27 days ago

It’s arbitrary.
27 days ago

There are both younger and older people who can contribute great information age whould not be a
prerequist
27 days ago

Our community is plural and made of a lot of persons younger than that so they need to be represented
27 days ago

People of all ages are impacted by these policies and should be afforded a voice to help steer the
conversation.
27 days ago

If you can vote you should be eligible.
27 days ago

Board members should reflect the community they oversee.
27 days ago

Younger people need to grow up before they can be on a board of any type
27 days ago

Life experience
27 days ago

i would not want someone younger
27 days ago

It should be 45. There are way to many mentally and emotionally immature 30 year old people.
27 days ago

Meh
27 days ago

Need maturity appropriate to the job
27 days ago
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* What type of training/activities do you think would enhance the relationship between
the Greenville Police Department and the community? Please rank your answers by
clicking on the most important factor, then the next, etc., so they appear in order of
importance.
86%

De-escalation techniques

Rank: 2.23

2012 

84%

Mental health training

Rank: 2.89

1968 

76%

Anti-bias coaching

Rank: 3.82

1780 

75%

Regular strategy sessions with community leaders

Rank: 4.04

1757 

70%

Expanded community policing efforts

Rank: 4.16

1632 

70%

Increase in police officer participation in youth activities

Rank: 4.44

1628 

69%

Additional neighborhood patrols

Rank: 4.51

1603 

25%

Other

Rank: 5.94

579 

2,340 Respondents
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* State law does not require law enforcement agencies to release body-worn camera
footage to the public except in limited circumstances. Do you think law enforcement
agencies should be required to release body-worn camera footage to the public upon
request?

35% No

65% Yes

2,340 respondents
Don't know
9 days ago

Damn Right. They don't want us to see so they can continue to lie about what really happened.
9 days ago

I think this should only be released if court ordered. That being said you don’t know the entire situation
unless you are physically there. Cameras yes do provide a sense of clarity but cameras are also
somewhat subjective so you really have no idea what the officer could be saying with facial expressions
and not words
12 days ago

TRANSPARENCY = TRUST. Not wanting to release camera footage to the public is suspicious and means
they may have not followed policy and will get caught. We must hold our officers accountable for their
actions as well. If we really want to be better as a police department, we have to prove the police are
doing their jobs, and therefore the offenders MUST be held accountable for their actions and stop this BS
of “Black Lives Matter” because it should be “ALL LIVES MATTER”. The police should do their jobs and the
people in our society must follow the law or face the consequences. Keep race out of everything. DON’T
JUST TALK THE TALK!!!! IT IS TIME FOR EVERYONE TO WALK THE WALK!!! This means EVERYONE.
TRANSPARENCY = TRUST
12 days ago

If there's nothing to hide there's nothing to hide and could potentially be a good teaching tool for both
the police and the public on procedures and policies and proper ways to handle situations
12 days ago

Should be used only for legal proceedings and with written consent of the officer and his attorney
12 days ago

It would help the community
12 days ago

It will control the problem a little sooner
12 days ago

Unless in court to conviction of criminals
12 days ago

Absolutely! Accountability is imperative. No hiding anymore - it’s 2020 and technology has caught the bad
cops many times - but not enough.
12 days ago

only if the case has been adjudicated and or if legal representation agrees that it will not hurt the case.
12 days ago
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if public is doubtful it will make them aware that law enforcement did nothing wrong unless high profile
case is involved and should remain confidential burnout at law enforcement expenses or life or their
family threatened.
now
* Every patrol officer with the Greenville Police Department has a body-worn camera and is required to
use it to record official police actions and calls for service. They need protection from others like we
deserve.
12 days ago

if public is doubtful it will make them aware that law enforcement did nothing wrong unless high profile
case is involved and should remain confidential burnout at law enforcement expenses or lifr.
12 days ago

Privacy to the public and court related issues. But dash cameras could be released! Can we explain why
officers don’t have dash cameras? Body cameras do not capture everything and a back up camera would
be great. Many cases are lost and not taken to court due to lack of video from different angles. The body
cameras often are not pointed in the right direction or even powered on because a dash camera comes
on automatically but a body camera has to be powered on manually.
12 days ago

None of the cities that are burning right now would be had they released all the info. Mainly the 20
minutes before Mr floyd's death
12 days ago

They are public employees who work for the public.
12 days ago

they should not release while or if an investigation is going on...
12 days ago

Transparency
12 days ago

Police should be held accountable for their actions due to the nature of their job and therefore the public
should have ready access to the information should it be requested.
12 days ago

I say this because, in recent past, release of footage would have squashed false narratives which were
repeated by media outlets when camera footage could have answered questions and de-escalated public
unrest.
13 days ago

Yes, but not for anything. There is the potential for abuse of this request and the department shouldn't
be spending their time on this. There should be a list of conditions where release of footage is allowed to
be requested. Anything outside this would require additional approval/ justification.
13 days ago

only if the investigation is completed or the case has been heard in court should the footage be released
to the public.
13 days ago

To clear up confusion in the public, yes
13 days ago

People have a tendency to turn the tapes around to use against a cop when they don’t even realize the
pressure they are under. It seems the general public is against the police regardless of what they do. I am
thankful and proud of every person that puts their life on the line to protect us. In my opinion they are
under paid for all the stress that is put upon them.
13 days ago

I believe in trust but verify. Undoctored film would verify the incident.
13 days ago
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I think that should be used as evidence in cases, only released if a judge allows. You should not have free
reign on that. What if someone was arrested in their neighbor wanted to see it. I do think the family of
someone in the situation, or that person themselves, should be able to view it but again in this situation
and judge can make that determination.
13 days ago

We need complete transparency
13 days ago

Absolutely
13 days ago

yes with limitations, I do not believe individual law enforcement person's should be held personally liable
(ie law suits) however, transparency is important
13 days ago

Too many instinces of what appears to be a cover up. Need to release promptly to promote trust and
transparancy.
13 days ago

It’s a publicly funded entity that is “for the protection of the public“. That demands full transparency. We
are the public and we have a right to know.
13 days ago

Keeps everyone honest.
13 days ago

Some footage is hard to watch and some families do not want to admit that their family member did
something wrong.
13 days ago

may actually help the case as long as they did nothing wrong it shouldn't matter
13 days ago

To ensure that the public is informed of what happened from the officer or deputies Viewpoint and to
make sure that officers or deputies are held accountable should any unfortunate incident should arise
14 days ago

If they did nothing wrong and acted with professionalism, then what would be the issue in releasing the
footage? Unless...it is in an attempt to hide how they truly handle themselves and the Unprofessionalism
that comes with it.
14 days ago

I think no matter what happens on body cam footage even if it is well within policy police would be
subject to scrutiny. Furthermore, we as police families don't need one more reason to have a target on
our backs.
14 days ago

Only after any potential investigation and not in circumstances where it may interfere with an officer
receiving a fair trial.
14 days ago

This should be a tightly controlled process however. Videos are easily selectively edited and used to
manipulate. Permission to release video footage should only be granted in rare circumstances and under
the direction of a judge.
14 days ago

If anything though, Law Enforcement needs to control the narrative. Especially with how anti cop "social
media" always plays judge, jury and executioner. The story is destroyed before the agency and the law
enforcement officer can even defend themselves.
14 days ago

This should absolutely be public access. If they are here to protect and serve the people, then the people
should be able to hold them accountable.
14 days ago
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proof of what happened from a police officers perspective
14 days ago

Body camera footage may be used for prosecution. Not all details of a crime are released upon arrest of
an individual. However, the footage may be released if the information could be used to defuse a protest
or riot situation in order to clear up misinformation.
14 days ago

My answer lies somewhere in the middle. I do not believe that all footage should be made public. I do
believe that the "limited circumstances" should be greatly expanded. And I also believe that there should
be a body that reviews and agency's determination about whether the footage falls within one of the
limited circumstances. Too often, law enforcement agencies claim video footage doesn't fall within the
limited circumstances that require its release.
14 days ago

There is an issue with power, race, control, dishonesty, etc. in the country, which, I assume, extends to
the state of SC. Any tool that can be used for the purposes of checks and balances could only be a
positive if, in fact, everyone is behaving lawfully and ethically.
14 days ago

Should release to support an alleged charge either for the prosecution or defense. Shouldn't be available
unless a specific reason is considered necessary.
14 days ago

Cameras never tell the entire story. I don’t want our police leadership spending 100% of their time
defending themselves on social media and in the mainstream media.
14 days ago

Yes because there is 3 sides to every story. Yours, theirs and the truth. I think it’s cause that the police are
allowed to investigate themselves because as I said before you guys stuck together. It’s too much grey
area. Right should be right and wrong should be wrong get rid of the in between.
15 days ago

The Public cannot understand the details and is also biased.
15 days ago

Only by the chain of command and other law enforcement departments for evaluation.
15 days ago

Transparency is key to building trusting relationships.
15 days ago

That should be determined by the DA.
15 days ago

If there's an investigation of some sort - but not all body camera video all the time to anyone.
15 days ago

Transparency.
If you feel you should hide something, it’s because you shouldn’t have done it.
15 days ago

What have they got to hide? Body cam footage should 100% be available upon request. Otherwise it’s a
fake guise of accountability.
15 days ago

Yes, but only to medical professionals, lawyers, insurance companies, and individuals involved, with a
legal agreement what the limited footage could be used for
15 days ago

Helps in transparency
15 days ago

X
15 days ago
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That would be penned on the circumstances and and if it would Hurt an investigation
15 days ago

Unless it can jeopardize the investigation.
15 days ago

Request with special circumstances as approved by police and community leaders when deemed
necessary. Transparency shows that the police have nothing to hide.
15 days ago

It really depends on the situation, but I would expect most situations shouldn't need the public's
involvement and it puts an unhealthy expectation on both the officers and citizens they encounter. If
someone tries to make personal accusations against the police, the officers should be allowed to have
the video shown as defense of their character and if the officer is in the wrong, the citizen should have
the right to show the video to defend their character too. But the general public shouldn't get to judge an
officer or citizen who are possibly having a bad day/making a mistake. There needs to be respect of
privacy with these interractions. If public accusations follow and at least one side of the event consents,
then reveal the footage, but these encounters on video shouldn't be turned into tabloids.
15 days ago

What do u have to hide?
15 days ago

would lead to scum-bags looking for an opportunity to make a mountain out of a mole hill.
15 days ago

Not the public but definitely to pertinent other agencies
15 days ago

Many interactions contain very personal information and events.
15 days ago

Keeps them honest. We are all tempted, and no one is perfect. But it's easier to act perfect when you
know you will be watched.
15 days ago

Nothing to hide release it
15 days ago

If there is an active investigation sometimes there is a delay in the release of the body cam and the
agency needs to have time to make decisions about the conduct of the officer/s, but yes the footage
should be released within a matter of days.
15 days ago

If you haven't done anything wrong, what is there to hide? Accountability is key to initiating change.
15 days ago

Because some people twist things and are not trained to see what really happened.
15 days ago

This is a tricky one and I’m not quite sure that I agree yes or no. I think it would hopefully keep officers
more honest knowing that if an incident occurred that the public would see it. I also think that wouldn’t
stop some people. But maybe citizens would cause more trouble to get officers in challenging situations
in order to hurt them/their reputation? I honestly don’t know.
15 days ago

only if it is court-ordered - releasing data without vetting it... I think that is a dangerous precedent
15 days ago

It seems to show if there is violence or not during an arrest
15 days ago

I think there are too many loud voices already. Armchair judges only confuse the issues
15 days ago
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Yes b/c what would be the evidence behind pointless killings? How else would know what really
happened besides word of mouth? There has to be some sort of understanding that our lives are
valuable, we strive to create foundations and leave things for generations. Not every time we go out it’s a
fearful situation where we can lose our lives by just getting off work or celebrating our birthdays etc. We
have to know the truth!
15 days ago

But with controls over requests
15 days ago

This is a difficult question ot answer - Yes or No. On the Yes side there seems to be a over-riding
beneficial effect that may inhibit unlawful citizen or poice behavior. However, on the No side it seems to
me is some expectation of privacy and judicial protection of both police and citizen legal rights.
15 days ago

we have too much editing for emotional response in this country as it is and if a camera is blocked or
someone only saw part of an interaction, they would not have the whole story so it would be too risky
IMO
15 days ago

I think that the advantages of releasing the footage outweighs the disadvantages. But, it needs to be
controlled. Too often it is released without context or supporting videos which raises tensions.
Consequently, they can refute some edited cell phone clip that is inflaming the community. If you don't
release, the cries of "coverup!" we resound.
15 days ago

It can protect the officer as well as get to the truth of what occurred should an incident be questioned.
15 days ago

To me it is almost like, guilty until proven innocent!
15 days ago

Not covering something up.
15 days ago

If you don't have anything to hide them this makes all the difference in the world.
15 days ago

Accountability
15 days ago

I think you have to take it case by case but if the video can help everyone to come to a peaceful
conclusion then yes. But sometimes even videos can be misleading!
15 days ago

Release when needed to show justifications for actions. Release as deemed necessary by department
depending on timeline and investigation of situation. Not the medias/publics business until timing
appropriate depending on case, court, investigation/facts etc.
16 days ago

There should be a process to prevent video releases without some oversight as public is not always
capable of understanding event that lead to altercations and release could potentially inflame the
situation. News outlets are always looking for exclusives and dramatization of events could happen
unnecessarily. At times the instigator is presented as victim without a vetting.
16 days ago

I think it should be for limited circumstances. Not everyone needs to see everything because they really
won't understand everything they see. You have to be in the moment to really understand and have a
feel for the situation.
16 days ago

Transparency
16 days ago
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Unless necessary to offset cell phone videos
16 days ago

This would go a long way to show a level of transparency to increase trust and accountability with the
community
16 days ago

There should be nothing to hide. It may even explain to people why they have to use force at times
16 days ago

The truth is always valuable for both sides.
16 days ago

Again, I think generally that MORE transparency is best and eventual FOIA release SHOULD exist for all,
but DO understand that exceptions may be appropriate for ongoing investigations/cases
16 days ago

Police work isn't always pretty. They are dealing with criminals. Sometimes that requires going to their
level to even the playing field
16 days ago

Not if it would violate the privacy of innocent people or children.
16 days ago

Ultimately, they should if it doesn't interfere with the investigation.
16 days ago

Transparency
16 days ago

All major publicly owned and government agencies have publicly available meeting minutes, recorded
meetings, live streamed meetings, etc. we should hold our law enforcement to the same standard when
on duty.
16 days ago

Better way to tell the story
16 days ago

why not----if police do right no problem,
16 days ago

When an incident occurs and there is footage I think that it needs to be investigated by SLED and the
local solicitor first. As soon as that is complete a report should be filed on the incident, if charges are filed
then an arrest made. I would only release video once the matter has been independently investigated
and due process for all has been observed.
16 days ago

'The public' is too broad. There needs to be certain identified situations where the footage is potentially
released, but to have the public have access to any and all seems too much.
16 days ago

Police officers provide a public service.
16 days ago

Only on the description of the law enforcement agency. If releasing the footage interferes, hinders or
prolongs investigation, then no, but clearly the immediate release of body can footage of certain, resent,
well publicized situations may we'll have prevented the deliberately orcistrated extremely violent
escalation by the main stream media and two domestic terrorist organizations
16 days ago

Most DEFINITELY! Police have the advantage. they can turn the camera off and on when they choose.
They also don’t have to turn in footage. What’s the point in wear the cameras if your not going to allow
the use of it In court ? Oh because they edit out the part where they are being corrupt or too harmful??
16 days ago
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There should be rules for release
16 days ago

The body camera footage might embarass or otherwise harm citizens who interact with police. That is, it
might invade the privacy of people who interact with police and make them reluctant to call the police.
16 days ago

Yes, I do because some things maybe manipulate in various ways through the various avenues of
techniogy. Any time there is anything going on that could come under question; the body cam should be
on immediately.
Given up for review under request immediately to get the best conclusion as what "really happened"
during what ever the crime is / was.
16 days ago

Yes, but at the appropriate time. It can't be released to the public too soon such that in compromises any
inquiry or judgement (police leadership or judicial) involving the parties. We can't have "trails" happen in
the court of public opinion.
16 days ago

There could still be stipulations, but it shouldn't be difficult to obtain if you are the person, family
member, or lawyer of the person taped.
16 days ago

If they didn’t do anything wrong, there shouldn’t be anything to hide. I think it should still be controlled &
not just anyone can see it just to see it, only immediate family involved maybe.
16 days ago

If they don't have film footage to prove their side of the story them I suggest that they are definitely
trying to hide something really bad that THEY HAVE DONE, not the victim.
16 days ago

I think footage should be available to the public in all circumstances. The pubic is paying for everything
the GPD does and should have access.
17 days ago

I think every shift should be publicized the minute the officer clocks out. These lowlifes think they can do
whatever they want under color of law and its gotten too far out of hand to keep pretending it’s not an
issue. Knowing their every action will be public would go a long way in curbing the criminal behavior of
the police force.
17 days ago

Yes, but with judge’s approval
17 days ago

If an event occurred in a public place, and the police (along with everyone) had the right to record it, why
would the Police hide the video footage?
17 days ago

Should hv nothing to hide. There should be a website you can look at a officer and see what he’s doing. If
they have nowhere to hide, and everything is transparent , all this nonsense will stop
17 days ago

Because if they did the cop that harassed me would have been fired
17 days ago

If the footage were show in a timely fashion it could possible stop a lot of the protests.
17 days ago

I don't believe all body-worn camera footage should be released to the general public , but I do think it
should be released to an oversight or advisory committee that includes members outside of the police
departments.
18 days ago

It only works if they turn them on.
18 days ago
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Body camera tells the whole story. Not just what the officers say.
18 days ago

To be honest, I say yes off the cuff, just because it seems like the more people can see of what happens
in any encounter, the less likely they are to protest what they perceive to be true. I know there may be
safety issues that prevent that.
18 days ago

WHAT IS THE DANG POINT OF A BODY CAM IF ITS POSSIBLE TO PICK AND CHOOSE WHEN TO RELEASE
THE FOOTAGE??
18 days ago

Unless the people in the video approves i guess
18 days ago

I'm torn on this one. Privacy concerns for victims of crimes bother me but if something happens, why not
get it out there?
18 days ago

Just so the officer can have a paper trail and to avoid confusion, also it could help protect citizens and the
police in situations
18 days ago

Absolutely.
18 days ago

Of course that depends on who is requesting it and for what reasons. Releasing it to news outlets where
a biased “spin” could be applied would likely do more harm than good.
18 days ago

I don’t think anyone can respond in a perfect manner. I think the dept and officer would somehow always
be at fault at least in the public eye.
18 days ago

Accountability beyond shadow of doubt
18 days ago

Police should not police themselves. They should be transparent.
18 days ago

Only if requested by someone involved in the situation.
18 days ago

See below response
18 days ago

Not always as it stirs the pot.
18 days ago

It helps both way
18 days ago

Why release it when requested when it should simply be kept in a public database where anyone can
access it at anytime with identities protected. And if they turn their cameras off that is destruction of
evidence.
18 days ago

I say yes in the same way when a plane goes down the black box is always reviewed to
know/understand/take next steps/learn etc.
18 days ago

As long as officers are doing their jobs the right way, they should have nothing to hide. If so, this would
prove officers innocence based on the actions of criminals.
18 days ago
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Police have lied or told half truths for decades. It holds people accountable. Why is there a downside to
this?
18 days ago

It usually causes outrage. Not needed.
18 days ago

I don't think the general public is skilled or trained to critique situations that they have no real experience
in.
18 days ago

Due to the abuse of power by law enforcement agencies nationwide, it is necessary for law enforcement
agencies to provide body-worn camera footage when called-upon. The body-camera systems were put in
use due to the abuse of power on the part of law enforcement officers.
18 days ago

There need to be 100% transparency.
18 days ago

There should be a valid reason with a court subpeona in order to release the footage. Body cameras
should be used by the police department to protect the officer as much as they protect the city citizens.
19 days ago

Officers can be very rude/ hostile they should be able to act professionally a
19 days ago

If procedures are conducted accurately then it should not be a problem upon request. What is there to
hide?
19 days ago

If the officers did their job right then what do they have to hide ?
19 days ago

If the police are confident in their procedure and actions in a situation, they should not be afraid of the
camera footage becoming public. If they are using improper techniques, then they will be resistant to
releasing video. The cameras should confirm that the situation was handled correctly.
19 days ago

It would depend on the circumstance.
19 days ago

How else would they be held accountable for what really happened? Body-worn camera footage can both
help confirm that the officer followed protocol but also show evidence when protocol isn’t followed. It
seems dubious to try to keep that inaccessible.
19 days ago

If they knew it could be released at anytime they might act like it.
19 days ago

I also think supervisors should periodically review footage randomly and coach officers for improvement.
19 days ago

It just helps create trust and keep everyone honest.
19 days ago

That way if there is any wrong doing it won’t be covered up by either party
19 days ago

Release is important for openers and trust, especially from minority communities. If release would
compromise investigation of a major crime or endanger a ongoing policing operation, release could be
delayed, but only in very special circumstances
19 days ago
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It would depend on who was requesting. City officials yes, news media no unless very controversial.
19 days ago

such a policy would violate the rights of everyone involved. Better would be that the footage is
mandatorily preserved and stored and made available by court order. If you make it available to
anyone,the way our culture is going, you may as well just put a website up and let everyone see what
every policeman sees all the time. I prefer everyone to maintain a certain amount of privacy and respect.
19 days ago

And all footage should be immediately available to the public
19 days ago

the police work for the community. nothing that they do should be hidden from the community they
serve; this invites abuse.
19 days ago

Absolutely yes! This is the bare minimum of being held accountable on the job.
19 days ago

It would resolve accusations of all involved and establish the actual facts in the situation. Additional trust
would be established.
19 days ago

TMI
19 days ago

It would seem to validate actions taken
19 days ago

Yes, why not?
19 days ago

Why not?
19 days ago

When legally feasible and doesn’t encroach on privacy rights. Nobody constrains phone videos being
released
19 days ago

I think it should not have to be requested. It should just be released.
19 days ago

this is hard. I don't know the right answer
19 days ago

Yes when there is an incident in question. The more transparency that the police show, the more trust
the public will have in them.
19 days ago

It needs to be reviewed.
19 days ago

THE CAMERA NEVER LIES
19 days ago

Privacy of all involved must be respected. If not, everything turns into an episode of the terrible tv show
“Cops”.
19 days ago

Transparency
19 days ago

they should have nothing to hide
19 days ago
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The cameras can provide important information.
19 days ago

As long as it goes through the necessary channels. I don't necessarily need to see it.
20 days ago

Why would you not? Only reason is to hide improper procedure.
20 days ago

No
20 days ago

Body cams can be used for good or bad. Unless a video is shown in full and all other videos are included
they can sometimes not show what really happened or lead up to the situation.
20 days ago

This would help to dispel controversies of who did what and when.
20 days ago

This should be public information and not just when the case has media attention.
20 days ago

The footage could be graphic in nature and without the story how what is happening in the situation it
can make things worse. Plus, the families involved may not want that for public consumption as well.
Also, releasing it too early may impact any investigation that is occurring.
20 days ago

Since taxpayers pay police salaries and pay for the body cameras themselves, I believe that we should
have the right to view them and transparency.
20 days ago

Because it may only show a limited small screen view of the situation
20 days ago

Not needed
20 days ago

Police are government employees who work for and are paid by the citizens. Unless it is putting someone
at clear and immediate risk, there is no reason the public should not be able to review the job that is
being done for us. If the officer has nothing to hide, why would the footage not be released?
20 days ago

100% agree. True transparency is the best (and really only acceptable) way to conduct such important
business.
20 days ago

Why wouldn’t you want the truth to be known
20 days ago

I mean why not it protects the cop and it protects that person
20 days ago

Doesn’t provide enough information about the situation or what led up to it.
20 days ago

While I don't think it's necessary in most cases, the law officers should always be abiding by the law so
there's nothing to hide right??
20 days ago

I say yes as I hope it would keep the media from speculating or making false accusations
20 days ago

If the public wants to see it, then it only looks more suspicious if you hide it.
20 days ago
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It’s 2020. Tech is there
20 days ago

I may answer differently if I understood the current law.
20 days ago

Family members, and legal representatives need access if there is doubt.
20 days ago

100% YES. WHAT IS THE POINT IF NOT?
20 days ago

In my opinion the vast majority of officers are the good guys. I believe in transparency but this would be
a witch hunt. Totally unnecessary use of time and resources unless a certain case deems it necessary
20 days ago

It would depend on who was requesting and why. They should not be required to release everything
every time someone asks as this could compromise the safety of the officer in question, officers in the
same area, and the person in confrontation with the officer. Only in limited circumstances should they be
required to provide footage.
20 days ago

It is a public job. The public has a right to know how it's being done.
20 days ago

If body cameras are meant to increase transparency and accountability, then it makes sense to me that
the footage from them be able to be released to the public. Otherwise what is it honestly for?
20 days ago

Always in good faith that what they are saying happened did in fact happen. The camera doesn't lie.
20 days ago

My answer is my explanation.
20 days ago

People will twist out of proportion and take out of context like we've seen
20 days ago

It is unbelievable that this law was ever put in place. The police are acting on our behalf and their actions
should be subject to review by the public. There is no reason that was public employees do in public in
performance of their duties should be kept private to protect them.
20 days ago

I think having evidence of events could help public opinion of the PD. If people think they are being
treated unfairly then the body cameras could help confirm that the situation was treated properly and in
most circumstances exonerate the PD
20 days ago

As a matter of a legal Dispute, yes. But look at the disaster that has been for other cities recently. People
want to see what they want, videos dont answer questions, they breed conjecture and embolden
emotional reactions in people who dont understand the situation
20 days ago

Up to the court primarily
20 days ago

Police need to be accountable and it’s especially important now to be transparent with information when
trust in the police is very low in certain populations.
20 days ago

Difficult question to answer definitively, but in general I don't see a reason why it should not be available.
Assuming that the officer was following protocol (regardless of if the public things the protocol is right or
wrong), I don't think there should be an issue releasing it.
20 days ago
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Absolutely. If you are not doing anything wrong no reason to not want to wear a camera, because it also
can be helpful to officers to confirm they were following protocol.
20 days ago

As an agent of the City, all actions when representing government should be documented and reviewable
by the public
20 days ago

With a serious caveat. The family of any non-police personnel should be permitted to object.
20 days ago

People know the footage exists. By not releasing it you just enhance the believe that there is something
to hide which is worse than people misinterpreting what the camera captured
20 days ago

The public is paying for these cameras and has a right to see its results. If the patrol officer is acting
appropriately, there should be no concern. And if the patrol officer is not acting appropriately, the public
has a right to know and there should be accountability for inappropriate actions by that patrol officer.
This is the way public trust is developed in a community.
20 days ago

Not required but I do think it would help in many circumstances
20 days ago

Full disclosure without compromising safety and reputation of people
20 days ago

Court order is needed for everything else, why not for this?
20 days ago

That would have helped me in several.instances where police stopped me FOR NO REASON. I was
HARASSED by GPD and no way to prove it bc they wouldnt release the body cam footage.
20 days ago

I think footage should be released to interested persons, but not on an automatic basis. I think it should
be available to anyone who asks, but it should be used for investigation and research or comfort, not
entertainment.
20 days ago

It might not protect others’ privacy in certain situations, so it should be case by case
20 days ago

This is really a yes/no. Depends on the case and who is involved. Should and legal authorities see camera
activity if needed. Yes. Does the broad public always need to see it. No
20 days ago

Yes, I don’t understand why there should not be total and complete transparency. In many cases, I’m
sure, seeing the COMPLETE video could even protect the police from having the community jump to the
wrong conclusion.
20 days ago

Accountability is the point.
20 days ago

Follow state guidelines first
20 days ago

No, not to the public but if it is immediate family requesting yes that should be able to view. The media
ABSOLUTELY NOT.
20 days ago

Footage should be released to the parties involved and to the public only with consent of victims and
their families when appropriate and in the public’s best interest.
20 days ago
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This is why officers feel they are above the law, also they work for the people and the people should have
access to hold them accountable and to prevent corruption and cover ups
20 days ago

Only unless reasonably necessary.
20 days ago

Why should they give info that could help criminals by watching the body cams to see how police operate
20 days ago

We couldn’t see a video of ourselves multiple times. It was a disgrace on the department.
20 days ago

I believe that bodycam footage can be edited by the public to fit a narrative that a specific person wants
to tell. And most people will not research to get a whole story, they'll just go with the narrative that fits
what they want to believe.
20 days ago

I think that body cams should be mandated for ALL interactions. They should not be allowed to PICK AND
CHOOSE when they turn them on and off. That's criminal in my opinion, and erodes community trust.
20 days ago

I dont they they should be forced to release body cam footage if they do not want to - the problem is
general public will think some force is excessive without truly knowing the entire situation, whereas law
enforcement are trained in all types of situations & how to handle situations that the general public have
no concept of.
20 days ago

Absolutely, if there is a reason for it.
20 days ago

The truth needs to be known whether the officer is right or wrong
20 days ago

There are times this should be managed more carefully.
20 days ago

Yes, should be part of the Freedom of Information Act.
20 days ago

None of your fucking business.
20 days ago

I believe the Police Department should only release footage if necessary In court cases or certain
circumstances.
20 days ago

too much information from footage may be escalated the wrong way
20 days ago

Only in circumstances where there is a great doubt about what happened and to get the truth.
20 days ago

Upon request
20 days ago

Absolutely! We paid for them with our tax dollars and we should be able to see the footage. Police
officers are human like the rest of us and they could lie also.
20 days ago

It could become a circus, if current state of affairs is an indicator.
20 days ago
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I think that they should only be required to release the footage when there is a need for justification and
ordered by a judge. There is too much room for error and a chance that it would be released to the
media without explanation.
20 days ago

Too easy to use against them by taking clips out of context.
20 days ago

After an appropriate time but always in full context.
20 days ago

Many times even camera footage can be misinterpreted. A lot of times no one knows what led up to the
incident. i think people can twist what really happened. I think we must be careful in showing the
footage.
20 days ago

Many people work in environments where they are recorded all day, and that footage may be reviewed if
any wrongdoing is suspected. The police are publically funded and should be accountable to the public
20 days ago

The more open the better understanding
20 days ago

Or at LEAST, videos should be monitored by a citizens advisory panel representative. The CAP should also
have authority to demand accountability and appropriate consequences for bad/violent behavior by
police employees.
20 days ago

Without full knowledge of what each of these choices entails a clear choice of order is difficult.
20 days ago

There is no discussion here about what "the public" is searching for. I believe this decision should stay
with "the powers that be" inside the department, then if necessary, the request for footage can go
through the court system.
21 days ago

Privacy concerns
21 days ago

They work for us and should be accountable to us, period. If they are unwilling, they need to find new
jobs.
21 days ago

No. The purpose of it isn’t for the public to be the judge or we would be paid to do so. If it’s ordere by a
judge then yes. The court should have full freedom of possession of this if there is any doubt the officer
has done wrong
21 days ago

Trust is the most important currency in law enforcement. Therefore, we are all safer when the actual
events are viewable. Since all encounters now seem to be recorded by citizens, the body camera footage
is more important than ever.
21 days ago

Allowing the public to view body cam without oversight will just cause more division. Too many people
believe that the offender has more rights than the officer. The offender has the right to comply. The
officer has the right to go home to his family!
21 days ago

In some cases yes, but not in very case, it would be insane to have to release it for a route traffic stop just
for a ticket offense.
21 days ago

We need evidence
21 days ago
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I think it should not have to be required for them to release the footage, but for accountability, it should
not be absolutely difficult for it to be released either. This is a difficult question to answer because there
is a human on each side and both can err. The footage can be a protection not only for the citizen, but
also for the police officer. Those "limited circumstances" should be defined.
21 days ago

The public is a bunch of fools who think they know how to handle a situation they’ve never been in
21 days ago

accountability is a priority
21 days ago

This way it will hopefully show that officers are doing the RIGHT thing!
21 days ago

This is a hard one. We want people with power to be held accountable. It also seems a little invasive for
the public to be able to demand all their footage.
21 days ago

In instances where there is reported abuse or misconduct. Not as a general rule.
21 days ago

I think there are times that we don't need to know everything. Of course if there are extenuating
circumstances, it could be helpful but I don't think it should be a requirement.
21 days ago

You should have nothing to hide
21 days ago

It seems suspicious if they do not. We all gain from transparency. And if trust is the issue, this is one way
to improve it.
21 days ago

Strongly believe that body worn camera footage should be available upon request as part of the Access
to Information Act.
21 days ago

Unfortunately, the public often, does not not understand or accept areas of police control, particularly in
regard to the use of physical force. Camera footage therefore can be misunderstood, therefore counter
productive.
21 days ago

Police business
21 days ago

Body camera footage should be independently reviewed by a 3rd party auditor.
21 days ago

other officials or judges should be able to view if there was a crime but, not unless necessary should the
public view.
21 days ago

why not?
21 days ago

I believe there is a perception that in not releasing the footage you are "hiding" something even though it
is the law.
21 days ago

The public wants transparency. If there's nothing to hide, there should be no issue in releasing footage to
the public upon request.
21 days ago
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TRANSPARENCY
21 days ago

IF NOTHING TO HIDE, OTHER THAN WHERE THE INVESTIGATION OR RIGHTS OF THOSE INVOLVED ARE
CONCERN...IT SHOULD BE RELEASED
21 days ago

Would you not also have to get approval from the citizens in the video footage? How are they protected if
it is released?
21 days ago

Accountability and truth!
21 days ago

I think video should be uploaded to the internet at the end of every shift, including in car video and the
corresponding phone call and dispatch recordings.
21 days ago

I feel this would answer questions that would arise without knowledge of the whole scenario.
21 days ago

This answer is based on the belief that our police force will act responsibly and fairly in all situations and
this should create no problems for more transparency
21 days ago

Except under carefully described and well thought out circumstances.
21 days ago

The only reason to hide it is to hide something right? It's used to vindicate false claims against police all
the time. Should also be used for accountability.
21 days ago

We should be asking as a nation for the body cam footage of the Ariane McCree case in Chester county
21 days ago

Total transparency is the key.
21 days ago

There are privacy concerns that need to be respected.
21 days ago

Law enforcement should release body worn camera footage because the public should know how law
enforcement is treating citizens who pay their salaries and provide for the equipment needed to do their
jobs.
21 days ago

Footage should absolutely be released. It's absurd that the police decide if they should release they're
own footage.
21 days ago

It depends on the circumstance and the level of violence. It should be seen by an outside board to
determine if there were any wrongdoing and then appropriate measures taken. But to show all body cam
footage would be to insight violence if the footage of the entire incident is not able to be viewed
22 days ago

Transparency is critical, and could serve as a deterrent for police violence.
22 days ago

Absolutely! As I understand it, we pay for these things through taxes and we should be able to review
footage.
22 days ago

I believe this helps with accountability & to get a better view of how a situation may have played out.
22 days ago
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No - this could lead to privacy concerns - if anyone can request video footage, stalkers or protection from
abuse recipients could request it to see into home of victim if police are called.
22 days ago

Accountability.
22 days ago

If you don't it just seems like you're hiding something.
22 days ago

Not when any information would be open to the public that could would disclose, how information, any
tactics, or how evidence is obtained or would jeopardize any officer.
22 days ago

The taxpayers paid for these cameras that are to protect the police as well as the public. Footage should
not be used conveniently to hide wrongdoing.
22 days ago

If needed, and requested by authorities.
22 days ago

I think our police behave professionally, and the releasing the footage would generally be to their benefit.
22 days ago

It may be appropriate to charge a reasonable fee to prevent law enforcement from being overwhelmed
economically and time-wise with a surfeit of "busy-work" requests.
22 days ago

There's no profession where everything you do is recorded. Police have some rights to privacy. I think a
list of circumstances is acceptable.
22 days ago

Only when absolutely necessary
22 days ago

While I think that there can be circumstances when such video sharing should be limited, it should be
subject to judicial scrutiny. The standard should be openness, as with all public servants.
22 days ago

I feel that body cam footage can show only parts of what really happened and can also not show the
whole picture. I feel our police are under such scrutiny that they will stop becoming police officers and
they will be so afraid of losing their job or going to jail that they will not enforce anything and our country
will literally be in chaos.
22 days ago

Typically, video footage of an incident (usually heavily edited), is used to support a political narrative.
Footage should only be released when appropriate context and facts can be provided with it.
22 days ago

The general public hardly ever knows what led up to a confrontation and seldom see footage of the
whole event. I trust the chief to have the right people in place to make the judgement in most cases. on
the most violent, a full investigation should take place
22 days ago

Seems to be a great way for accountability
22 days ago

The camera does not record the stress of the situation, and seldom shows what led up to the escalation
of the problem.
22 days ago

Not sure that as a citizen ... I do not have enough info to make this call
22 days ago
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We need more transparency, what’s the point of body cam video if you don’t have access to it?
22 days ago

It's important to have full transparency. The police (like many other occupations) are technically
employed by the citizens/taxpayers. It's difficult to establish trust between the police and the citizens
without full accountability and transparency.
22 days ago

I used to think they should until I understood better that it could prematurely affect the outcome of an
investigation.
22 days ago

If you’re not spike anything wrong, why hide it?
22 days ago

I don't think a universal yes or no is appropriate. It would depend on the circumstances.
22 days ago

When one knows the camera is on... there response should improve because of the evidence it provides.
22 days ago

I would say what any LEO would say to me - If you have nothing to hide, then show the footage
22 days ago

A court should determine this
22 days ago

Secrecy only hurts good cops.
22 days ago

If I have to go into a Walmart and be subject to literally hundreds of cameras as a shopper and its
employees have to be subject to hundreds of cameras by simply working in a Walmart, how on earth can
we for one moment think that police officers — with the roles they've been entrusted with, the lives they
affect, the responsibility of wearing a badge, and the threat to their and other lives — don't need to wear
cameras and then make that footage freely available to the public? It's outrageous. Why is this group of
people more protected from scrutiny based on camera footage than the people who work in a
department store?
22 days ago

How is this even a question? The police are not a secret police, they are a public service accountable to
the public. All body camera footage should be property of the public as soon as it is recorded.
22 days ago

Upon request, yes. Because there is a reason that it is being requested. It should be someone’s job to
review all body cam footage even if a complaint is not made. And officers should not be allowed to turn
them off.
22 days ago

If law enforcement actions are not questionable, then the release of footage would prove there is
nothing being hidden and the actions were justified. However, releasing on public request seems to
open. There should be an administrative fee involved, otherwise the demand for footage would never
cease and the backlog would continue to grow. If anyone in the public can request footage at no cost,
then the demand will be excessive.
22 days ago

I think it depends on the circumstance.
22 days ago

May answer is not so cut and dry. Many people today like to twist the truth, so all footage could be
revived by an accountable board of citizens and in time and after review be released.
22 days ago

No, not until the case has gone to trial, as the footage could be edited for a particular agenda and
political gain.
22 days ago
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Why not?
22 days ago

I say yes with some reservations.
22 days ago

Only if it doesn’t jeopardize the investigation
22 days ago

There are things in place to where these type of camera get reviewed, let them be reviewed first, might
be too graphic for most to handle.
22 days ago

This footage can offer valuable insights to police officers and their supervisors. Release to the public
should follow administrative review and approval by governing agencies: local law enforcement, SLED,
and Federal authorities.
22 days ago

Yes, if it's in a court of law.
22 days ago

often times body camera footage does not show the whole situation or the media outlet manipulates it
to make the situation worse than it is
22 days ago

The police wearing the cameras need to know that the videos will be seen and the public deserves to see
the evidence of what happened.
22 days ago

When legal restrictions warrent it's fare to withhold footage during an investigation
22 days ago

What are police forces hiding
22 days ago

However, it should be noted body camera footage, when clipped and taken out of context can tell a very
different story than what actually happened
22 days ago

I say yes, but i'm not real sure. The public doesn't understand what the police go through everyday. Its
easy to sit back and judge. On the other hand, there is always a bad apple somewhere. I think officers
know the bad apples. It would be good if the officers could report the bad officers and think of it as right
thing to do.
22 days ago

In todays times, the public is going to be videoing everything and cameras on the streets catch a lot as
well. The police should be more transparent and open. The secretiveness creates distrust. If you are
acting appropriately, why would you need to hide that?
22 days ago

Privacy for the person being arrested should be top priority
22 days ago

Sometimes these videos cause bad reactions from the public without their full understanding of what or
why something was taking place.
22 days ago

Why not- keep it transparent. But there must be a process to go through to get it. I suggest a fee as well
to cover the expense of the staff that will have to be hired to fulfill this new department.
22 days ago

Explain why this is the case. What is the concern?
22 days ago
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Should be in the public domain
22 days ago

May hurt the case
22 days ago

If it takes a FOIA request to obtain the footage why ha e it at all?
22 days ago

The truth is telling
22 days ago

I think the police should be transparent and should have nothing to worry about by showing their body
cam footage, but I’m also okay if that law doesn’t get passed.
22 days ago

There should be a formal process to request it.
22 days ago

Be transparent
22 days ago

Yes if the footage is part of evidence in a situation in determining weather police brutality/force was
used.
22 days ago

I think this practice creates accountability between both parties - the public and law enforcement. While I
support law enforcement I believe it's fair to say that people make mistakes or that there are bad actors
and this would help to shine a light on both.
22 days ago

I think the camera footage should be reviewed internally and used as a training tool for officers to learn
how better to handle a given situation.
22 days ago

Delay release of body cam footage until both prosecution and defense present all of their admissible
evidence in court, giving media the full range of evidence on which a trial's outcome will be based.
22 days ago

If there is nothing to hide why not
22 days ago

Some footage may compromise a witness. I think that all footage should be available in an organized
manner using the proper protocols. I do think that footage requests that shows questionable behavior of
police would not be easy to obtain.
22 days ago

What’s there to hide??? The transparency is key
22 days ago

I believe if it is part of an ongoing investigation it should remain private as it could actually do harm to a
case by releasing information about suspects. Also when people see the footage it assumes the person
was guilty because law enforcement was there when there has been no trial. Leading to the growing
problem of guilty until proven innocent.
22 days ago

Body cameras will protect both parties involved
22 days ago

Not EVERY single thing needs to be public knowledge!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 days ago

Transparency is always good.
22 days ago
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Unrestricted release of this footage could become a privacy issue.
22 days ago

If anyone could demand release of footage the effort required by the Police to comply would be too time
consuming and detrimental to morale. Eventually, the concern about the potential of demand to see
footage would slow reaction time in life/death situations.
22 days ago

It is far more supportive to the police officer than a bystander’s cell phone footage that is used for media
headlines.
22 days ago

transparency
22 days ago

I think other entities such as universities and non-profits should be allowed to analyze police footage to
track data that may not be a priority to the police, but may be useful to citizens.
22 days ago

I think video footage has been mis-used and sensationalized. We don't need to see everything. Leave it to
investigators and courtrooms and keep it off the TV and Internet.
22 days ago

Only as part of the case with all the facts. Never before the investigation is done. People jump to soon to
conclusions. Which is bad for everyone.
22 days ago

Quickly releasing raw footage, highlighting the pros and cons and holding officers to a higher standard
than ordinary citizens is important. Being a police officer is a difficult and stressful job. Accountability to a
higher standard should not be surprising to police officers.
22 days ago

Every encounter does not need to be public.
22 days ago

Not without a valid reason. Part of the turmoil as a country is a result of video that has been released
without context or explanation. The public doesn’t need this information and lawyers can obtain through
evidentiary laws. General public should not have access just bc they request it.
22 days ago

May produce more integrity and accountability.
22 days ago

It is a part of an investigation just as their reports or case files and should be subject to FOIA request
22 days ago

The cakera does not tellrhe whole story
22 days ago

Why not?
22 days ago

Absolutely, if they do nothing wrong, why are they hiding footage?
22 days ago

Only in court cases, to the defense. No need to stir up people on the TV like we have now, with one sided
videos that only show part of the story. Cases are for courts to decide after hearing all the evidence, not
the mob.
22 days ago

This is a yes and no question. In some cases no they shouldn’t. But in most cases yes they should. But
they need to do their investigation before it’s seen by the public.
22 days ago
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I don't think the general population should necessarily have access but any individuals who have been
unfairly treated or where the footage would provide evidence regarding the harmed individual should
have access to it.
22 days ago

media is likely to misinterpret based on bias.
22 days ago

Transparency fosters trust and confidence.
22 days ago

No, unless there's no witnesses -and the facts aren't clear, or there are too many witnesses each with a
different story.
22 days ago

Camera footage privacy has everything to do with those being filmed, not the one filming. Footage ought
to absolutely be given to anyone requesting who either is recorded in the footage or has
residential/commercial rights to the property on which the film was recorded.
22 days ago

Transparency is the key to trust.
22 days ago

I believe independent oversight is a good policy. An extra-judicial advisory group that can be objective
and earn the trust of the community should have real-time transparency, and should be in a position to
make recommendations to the city leadership on when such public disclosures should be made and
when. Because of the due-process considerations, these can be sensitive decisions and need mature and
thoughtful decisions that take the communities best interests in mind.
22 days ago

Transparency inspires confidence
22 days ago

A procedure and authorization of need must be established. Not every upset person who calls and ask
you email to them.
No open public forum access needed.
22 days ago

I think the media should be required to show all the footage if they show it at all. Not edit what they want
to show and not show the reason why police acted like they did.
22 days ago

For their own protection and clarity - not public publishing.
22 days ago

Body cameras footage need to be released quicker to show community they are acting above board.
They must remember that they are to serve and protect community and demonstrate complete trust.
22 days ago

Only criminals don't want to be recorded
22 days ago

Camera footage should only be released after an incident is investigated. Cameras are a great tool but
the footage may not show all the details of the incident.
22 days ago

It would show the public there is nothing inappropriate going on.
22 days ago

It would help if police video would be released to the public but I understand releasing it could possibly
interfere in a case.
22 days ago

With valid reasoning.
22 days ago
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Not until all the facts have been sorted out. Cameras can lie.
22 days ago

There should be a justified need, otherwise itncan simply be misused by the media
22 days ago

The general public is not trained properly to be able to review the footage in proper context. You also
don’t want the footage to be broadcast on social media
22 days ago

In my view, too much subterfuge is used by some (certainly not all) police or Sheriff's Dept. officers. I
have already seen multiple cases where a lengthy process forced release of body cam footage, which
footage proved the officer was lying.
22 days ago

If the officer isn't doing anything wrong then the footage will support that and if they aren't trying to
cover or hide something up. The public would be more willing to believe what someone is saying if there
is evidence or footage that can support what is being said.
22 days ago

This keeps everyone honest.
22 days ago

public should see both good and bad on a regular basis - even having a TV program showing the good
and bad
22 days ago

If anyone can request it, there could be privacy violations and such. Say an officer is called to a home for
whatever reason (even a bogus one) then some other random person (ex-girlfriend/boyfriend, pedophile,
stalker) could request the footage and view inside the targets home/apartment.
22 days ago

In a proper situation, and with legitimate reason I feel the footage should be released. Maybe it would
prove to show people in certain situations how stupid they were acting.
22 days ago

But not to cause a trial to be affected.
22 days ago

There is a process to follow when investigating crimes/events and the early release of videos might
hamper that.
22 days ago

Why not. If their response is legit, it would only back them up
22 days ago

Much of this is based on the situation although as a general rule, I am most supportive of transparency.
Hiding information seems to always have negative consequences.
22 days ago

If you’re not doing anything wrong, there’s no reason to keep this footage private.
22 days ago

I think transparency in law enforcement is most important at this time in our society. We need to build
trust among all parties. I see it as a way to show all the good things police are doing and also learning
what transpires when police stop someone for violating the law.
22 days ago

I think there should be legitimate reasons, which may or may not require legal representation. It depends
22 days ago

What are you trying to hide?
22 days ago
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These should be used to hold persons involved in a situation responsible, but releasing to the public and
media should not be the norm. Snippets are used by the media to fit their views.
22 days ago

Nothing should be hidden plus it might prove rumors incorrect
22 days ago

No excuses on why they wouldn’t have to
22 days ago

Pulic does not know all the facts re situation. Only what is in front of camera
22 days ago

video information can help explain what can happen in the middle of an event...the problem is when the
whole video is not given to the public...selective portions of the video can harm...thus continuous video is
more helpful
22 days ago

Depends on the situation.
22 days ago

Body cameras limit officer discretion. They almost guarantee police action if an infraction occurs. We
should limit their use for disciplinary action so that officers are more likely to look for solutions to an
encounter other than an arrest or ticket.
22 days ago

Just like government says about surveillance, if you're not doing anything wrong then what's the problem.
22 days ago

Still an approved request of the police chief...related to an incident and while also protecting some of the
officers' privacy.
22 days ago

Transparency
22 days ago

Transparency is an effective defense
22 days ago

But only after the initial investigation is completed.
22 days ago

Short videos never tell the full story.
22 days ago

I think it could protect police from false allegations.
22 days ago

I think it’s an invasion of privacy when police have contact with an individual and someone else can
request that footage
22 days ago

I do not think camera usage needs to be increased
22 days ago

I do not feel that every arrest warrants release of footage
22 days ago

It is a good method of checks & balances.
22 days ago

Even the police are not above the law, plus it can possibly countermand cellphone footage.
22 days ago
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The public has the right to know. Period.
22 days ago

I believe that the release of body-worn camera footage in instances of fatalities, multiple officer
shootings, and generally, to clarify facts that is contested. I do believe in the right of private citizens to be
protected by withholding the footage in instances where they might be unjustly compromised by the
footage, but there is a higher level of accountability for professional officers that are hired because of
their expertise and restraint as a result of training.
22 days ago

It should be released for evidence of the situation, especially when disputed by family.
22 days ago

I think releasing body-worn camera footage upon request would end up being a witch hunt. With the
climate of our society at present, people seem to be looking for every little thing they can find to
condemn the police. Our society is also lawsuit-happy. There are times when a lawsuit is justified, but it
frequently seems if someone perceives they have been wronged (and not only by the police), their
response is: "I'M GONNA SUE!"
22 days ago

Lets not jump to conclusions too early. Waiting for all of the information before rushing to judgement is
always a good thing.
22 days ago

Images without context tends to create unnecessary and unjustified conflicts. We do not more verdicts in
the "courts of public opinion" as these have proven to be wildly inaccurate and inflammatory.
22 days ago

Police officer go through training at the state's police academy in Columbia. The average citizen has not
had this type of police training. Since all police are trained, police personnel should view the body camera
footage first. Also SLED should view the body camera footage in certain situations. I think the limited
circumstances should stand.
22 days ago

Okay with being released but at the appropriate time, not just automatically when someone requests.
22 days ago

People should be held accountable, and video should be shown when officers are breaking the laws
which they swore to uphold. Trust needs to be built with the community.
22 days ago

Transparency and accountability to the community is essential for pro- active policing
22 days ago

Usually I'd say yes, but there may be extremely sensitive or graphic cases that shouldn't be released on
first request.
22 days ago

It would increase trust in the police. The only reason to not release is because you want to hide
something.
22 days ago

This could cover a wide range of activities caught on camera including minors, people who are victims of
domestic abuse/violence, undocumented immigrants among others and the release of a video just
because it was requested by the public could cause further danger or cause future harm to be done by
those who viewed the footage. After it has been released there is limited control that the police
department or the accused/ victim has over what happens with that footage.
22 days ago

It helps the officer and the public relationship. If the situation required increased restraint and response
but the officer and the public should be aware. This would help with police/civilian understanding.
22 days ago

If police departments don't release footage, then it can appear that there is or may be something the
department is trying to hide
22 days ago
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Increase transparency
22 days ago

Yes but not until it has been reviewed by an investigational board
22 days ago

Our tax dollars pay their salaries we should be able to have access to the footage so that we can keep
them accountable
22 days ago

Transparency builds Trust.
22 days ago

There is a feeling that the police have something to hide if they won't be transparent with camera
footage. The lack of trust of the police by the black community now requires this, in my opinion.
22 days ago

Yes, BUT... I don't think body camera footage should be released on just any request, and perhaps the
Citizen Review Board should have a say. There needs to be some control or it would get out of hand.
23 days ago

Should only be released if charges are to be filed. Treat the same as any other evidence. Goes both ways.
Can't release if favors police or if does not favor police. If do one, do both.
23 days ago

Privacy protection should apply to the citizens involved but this could help hold officers accountable.
23 days ago

this protects the privacy of all involved parties and in cases where the court needs to make a decision
prior to release.
23 days ago

They also shouldn't be able to turn it off. If they turn it off they should face immediate repercussions.
There should be nothing to hide and no reason to hide.
23 days ago

Release on a need to know basis.
23 days ago

Because it could be valuable evidence in a trial or where parties do not agree; video footage would
eliminate this.
23 days ago

Not having transparency breeds mistrust
23 days ago

We paid for those cameras, we pay the salaries, that footage is the people's footage and we have every
right to see it when we request it. People who have nothing to hide, hide nothing.
23 days ago

Depends on info to be released, not to endanger lives
23 days ago

A judge should make the decision on the release of police footage when requested by the public
23 days ago

This makes it all more transparent. Keeps honest people honest.
23 days ago

To protect the privacy of citizens any video should only be released with a judges order
23 days ago

Only when related to the incident...
23 days ago
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There should be nothing to hide.
23 days ago

But I do think a period of time for review by the agency/oversight committee is needed before release to
the public.
23 days ago

I believe the Police Chief should always have opportunity to know what is going on before releasing;
however, it should be released within 24-hours.
23 days ago

It will help to drive situational accountability with the public. The reality is there are lots of bad actors out
there, gangs and such. We need to do everything we can to show that for the most part, law
enforcements acts with integrity, often in very challenging and dangerous situations.
23 days ago

If they are worn the public will demand access. However, certain parties will usually only what portion
benefits their political argument or bias.
23 days ago

yes if there was any interaction with a member of the public
23 days ago

Depends on the criteria of “limited circumstances”
23 days ago

Having cameras and not releasing only makes people more suspicious. In cases where iPhones show
another situation from what the officiial line is, people get suspicious, and credibiiity suffers. One bad
apple can ruin a whole team of great police.
23 days ago

a huge data dump of police cam video would just be a treasure trove for those looking to file law suits for
fun and profit.
23 days ago

Should not be required but rather suggested when questioned.
23 days ago

Even the knowledge of a recording of interactions that could become public will likely have the effect of
making an officer think twice about his/her actions in a given situation. That brake could be a critical
means of helping situations from boiling over too quickly.
23 days ago

Right to see for accountability
23 days ago

The police are more than ordinary citizens and are asked to do more than an ordinary citizen. No one is
in the particular situation the officer and the perp are in except those particular people. The camera can
be useful if the court needs to review for evidence but the average person does not need to be privy to
that. This camera footage is not an instagram or Facebook feed for everyone to weigh in on.
23 days ago

Yes, but depending on who the request is from. I don't believe the public as a whole should be able to
demand it, but if it is channeled through community leaders, and they request it, I think it should be
released
23 days ago

In all cases, transparency is best.
23 days ago

I have seen very positive data on the outcomes for both civilian and officer safety when this policy is in
effect.
23 days ago
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Make sure the footage shows the entire situation, not just the end result.
23 days ago

I believe they need to be released at the proper time, not at the urgence of family or attorneys. This is
considered evidence and should be treated as such.
23 days ago

Absolutely this is a must. Why would the police keep this from the public? The police are public servants,
not a secretive society designed to protect themselves and the state. Refusing to release bodycam
footage is a tremendous red flag and suggests corruption and or foul play.
23 days ago

Wear it, do not hide it.
23 days ago

Request should be honored if made for a legal reason/for leagal examination, not just any time a civilian
or newspaper requests accesss
23 days ago

camera does not tell the whole situation and can lead to wrong comclusions. Investigation must be
completed in a timely manner first.
23 days ago

It’s been demonstrated over centuries that police can be just as corrupt as the communities they police
so they should be held to the same standards & consequences. Body cameras tell the whole, true story &
the only reason not to share would be because there is something to hide.
23 days ago

They are e public service
23 days ago

Whenever possible and as part of a proper investigation of the incident. It may take time to interview
others, gather facts, etc. to provide a fuller context.
23 days ago

While the footage can be helpful, it often only provides a brief snapshot of the situation and could
therefore be misinterpreted.
23 days ago

No other profession has the threat of world-wide criticism by video of every move, under stress, with
limited knowledge, and without the benefit of hind-sight. This adds unnecessary pressure to the role.
Train them well and let them do their jobs. It's up to us to stay out of trouble; we know the rules.
23 days ago

It should be release along with the fact finding investigation. Not a stand along to let people be mis-led
are draw their own conclusions
23 days ago

Should be public record; freedom of information
23 days ago

Police should be the role models and should be held accountable as such. Should always act as if they
are being watched and demonstrating how to police correctly. It's about integrity.
23 days ago

Always be transparent. There are cameras in a bank not just for the public but the workers. Nothing
wrong with keeping things on the up and up
23 days ago

Why should the tax payers pay for something if we don't get to see the footage. Why record anything if
it's going to stay a secret. Bottom line is police across the nation need MORE transparency not less!
23 days ago
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This would allow routine abuse of the videos either for nuance reasons or for salacious use of the
footage.
23 days ago

None of us were there at that moment of interaction and just to watch/listen still does not give a viewer
the full picture of what’s going on around them. With more frequent mental health evaluations, quite
possibly an issue that has manifested over time will be discovered and that officer can be provided
counseling, training or removal BEFORE he/she encounters a situation where the manifested illness
explodes.
23 days ago

If they are following the law and proper protocol, releasing these videos should never be an issue.
23 days ago

How else can we hold them accountable for their actions?
23 days ago

Yes, when it will not endanger someone. It keeps the police honest.
23 days ago

it may control the biased reporting by the media
23 days ago

it should go through the courts and the judicial system
23 days ago

Only when requested by legal personnel
23 days ago

See comments
23 days ago

It is important to see the officers whole view and keep everyone honest. Like the example of the man in
Simpsonville who was shot through a window in his house the officer lies about what happened. But it
really goes both ways because most of the time the public will only see a small clip of a citizens cell
phone footage that which doesn’t tell the whole story. The body cams really tell the whole story
23 days ago

It's out of context and abused
23 days ago

For police protection, proof of proper action taken.
23 days ago

Should have nothing to hide
23 days ago

With the majority of the general public having cameras on their phones, the law enforcement footage is
only part of the full picture.
23 days ago

Only necessary un limited circumstances
23 days ago

yes.....body cams should be AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY upon Request
23 days ago

Public police force paid for by tax dollars should provide information when requested.
23 days ago

I believe this request should be reviewed by committee consisting of public and police
23 days ago
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There are a lot of things that can happen on camera that the public doesn't need to see, either b/c of
privacy issues or b/c they just won't understand.
23 days ago

I think it should be made available, maybe not YouTube, but access should be given after the
investigation has finished with that part of the evidence.
23 days ago

I say no because we have people and media that misconstrue the footage and become judge and jury
before the criminal is even charged. People have denied the truth after seeing it with their own eyes.
23 days ago

Maybe after charges or no charges
23 days ago

It depends
23 days ago

Only if all footage of situation is made available
23 days ago

The public lacks context
23 days ago

Only when approved by a judge.
23 days ago

I think the trend should be toward as much transparency as possible in these overwrought times.
23 days ago

Yes after review for appropriateness.
24 days ago

Absolutely! Transparency is key to gaining and maintaing trust within the community.
24 days ago

It shouldn't be upon request, it Shou be easily accessible. If a cop is scared of the repercussions of their
actions while in uniform they shouldn't be a cop. It comes with danger, it shouldn't be the civilians job to
remain calm and collected in a stressful situation when the cop has access to training. It's pure
negligence that cops are called for non violent crimes. The IRS can imprison thieves, psychiatric wards
can deal with mentally ill folks, the DEA can handle drug issues. Y'all handle the rapists and murders and
stay in your lane of PROTECTING AND SERVING us, the people, your employers.
24 days ago

If they have nothing to hide - why not? Also, the tax payer pays for this equipment.
24 days ago

I have no idea. Body cam footage has yet to curtail police brutality.
24 days ago

My son at 17 years old was in two traffic accidents in which the other drivers were white. One driver
struck his vehicle while he was waiting to get into traffic. The other accident someone made an illegal
turn from the center lane into the turning lane that he was already in. No camera footage was allowed to
be viewed nor was an adult notified. But the officers in both cases ruled in favor of the white drivers.
24 days ago

Transparency builds trust. Trust is sorely lacking right now.
24 days ago

I know Greenville city and county does this fairly regularly, but it should me madated that every officer
involved shooting and high speed chase be available within 10 days of the incident. This is 2020 and
citizens demand action, they will get it, or they will take it. The police agencies that stand on the wrong
side of history will be lost to the relics of our racist past.
24 days ago
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What are they trying to hide
Their police brutality
24 days ago

Freedom of information. Unfortunately, we need oversight.
24 days ago

Releasing the body camera footage is only providing part of the information in a situation. It only
escalates tension in an already heated situation
24 days ago

Catch a lot they hide if they was released to the public
24 days ago

Unedited raw footing from start to finish should be avalible to citizens who pay for their jobs
24 days ago

It’s important for the public to understand the dangers all police encounter in all events
24 days ago

Absolutely. Every officer should be watched to ensure bias, unfair treatment, and best practices are being
followed by every officer.
24 days ago

More accountability isn't a bad thing
24 days ago

Body-worn cameras can be the Police's best defense if they behave and perform according to
departmental regulations. The public is using private videos and devices to record Police misconduct
because they don't trust the Police to provide body-worn camera footage.
24 days ago

Body-worn cameras can be the Police's best defense if they behave and perform according to
departmental regulations. The public is using private videos and devices to record Police misconduct
because they don't trust the Police to provide body-worn camera footage.
24 days ago

With a badge and no witnesses, you can literally do anything to anybody and if that person has no
money, there is no recourse for them. The power is completely one-sided and needs oversight.
24 days ago

This law needs to be changed. It only protects bad officers, not the people they’re supposed to serve and
‘protect.’
24 days ago

I said yes only because it shows transparency. I think issues should be investigated and the officers
involved should be able to explain their actions at the same time the footage is shown. They are being
treated guilty until proven innocent. Also, the actions of the suspects that escalate the encounters should
be pointed out. People need to take responsibility for their actions in resisting arrest.
24 days ago

Depends on context and sensitivities
24 days ago

Cameras do not always show the complete picture of all that is happening. Multiple angles, distant views,
are necessary to know the true nature of what is happening. The officers camera is only showing what is
in view of the camera.
24 days ago

Does the FBI release all footage. People will twist anything
24 days ago

In some cases this may be necessary; however, I can see where it may be inadvisable because of the
need to protect criminal proceedings from bias.
24 days ago
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Absolutely
24 days ago

Within reason
24 days ago

I think releasing it to the public can cause unrest like what is happening now. I think it should be released
to the people/attorney’s involved. Maybe later to the public.
24 days ago

Always should be released every abd any time Freedom of information tax payers pay for that for our
protection way more than for yours promise
24 days ago

I do not have a strong opinion.
24 days ago

Sometimes yes sometimes no-it depends on the situation.
24 days ago

I don't actually care. Please abolish the police.
24 days ago

I don't quite see what the point of body cameras is if the photos are not going to be shown. I do think
that doing so might lessen any tendency to use too much force.
24 days ago

This would increase awareness and responsibility from the individual officer and the department as a
whole.
24 days ago

I don’t know
24 days ago

I think there should be reasonable guidelines for releasing body-worn camera footage, especially if an
incident is working its way through the court system.
24 days ago

Why not? If trained well, there should be nothing to hide.
24 days ago

I feel at times interactions with Police and the public should not be published - although at times it is a
good thing to see what really happened (George Floyd - not a Police body-worn camera but iPhone critical information that needed to be shared with the public)
24 days ago

Yes. Always.
24 days ago

Absolutely.
24 days ago

Yes. There shouldn’t be anything to hide and if they won’t release tapes it makes me feel they are hiding
the truth.
25 days ago

100%. That accountability would do so, so much for the public trust in our law enforcement. The opacity
of concealing that information makes it seem like there’s something to hide.
25 days ago

Police work for us. We need to know that they are doing their jobs appropriately and hold them
accountable.
25 days ago
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The body cam is public property used by a public employed person in a legal public activity.
25 days ago

Accountability is key
25 days ago

Absolutely. Police are here to protect and serve. They must be able to protect themselves and be held
accountable should something go wrong. We the people should be able to know we’re safe, and that
means knowing what happens in the event of controversial (or any type) of situation.
25 days ago

Transparency is fundamental for any form of trust
25 days ago

Clearly by releasing body camera videos, it will hold the officers to the high standards of protocol that the
citizens of Greeville demand. It would also help to clear these officers if their tactics are in question. At
this point, it would be better than a bystander taking a video of only parts of a incident and releasing it to
the public for interpretation. Transparency is best. Educating and reminding the public of the laws more
often so that everyone knows the "why's" is also a good idea. In example, "If you break this law, then this
repercussion will happen".
25 days ago

If there is nothing to hide, then why hide it? Whether we like it or not, there's a court of public opinion.
When you withhold evidence, there is only speculation left. It doesn't bode well.
25 days ago

Depends on if active case or not.
25 days ago

Wayyy too much recently has come out and police departments have no qualms about covering up for
their “brothers”. It’s always convenient when a body camera is turned off is right before a cop allegedly
does something horrible.
25 days ago

I have no concept of why this is even a question. Police souls never be able to hide footage.
25 days ago

Only in a case where it is needed due to circumstances to show facts that will not be shown in other
forms of public video
25 days ago

Police are there to protect and serve and they work for the community.
25 days ago

I think body cameras will answer a lot of questions. Was the suspect a victim or an agitator? Did the
suspect comply to officer’s commands or was he/she hostile?
25 days ago

The greater the transparency, the greater the trust.
25 days ago

But the whole video not just a snippet like the media does
25 days ago

within 5 business days so all relevant footage can be gathered from other sources present
25 days ago

Absolutely
25 days ago

Transparency is important when provided in context
25 days ago
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It should be released "immediately" to those involved with any incident. THOSE involved should
determine if it should be released to the public.
25 days ago

Let that come at the discretion the judicial system.
25 days ago

There needs to be some threshold of need to avoid nuisance requests that would interfere with the
responsibilities of law enforcement.
25 days ago

If you have nothing to hide why wont you just let me search?
25 days ago

I think should be prof of what occurred.
25 days ago

Where warranted, yes. However, there needs to be some level of responsibility to ensure it isn’t
manipulated to create a mass emotional response
25 days ago

But only AFTER any investigations are completed. Do not release anything before.
25 days ago

Allow the appropriate authorities as well as the judicial system way the evidence as observed in the
videos. Recent events have proven that the selected use of videos can be detrimental to the truth.
25 days ago

Current county sheriff release policies make sense for release
25 days ago

I think it is a legal responsibility to whom it is released too.
25 days ago

All record kept by police should be available to the public unless they are part of an ongoing
investigation.
25 days ago

Unless it would compromise tactics that could be used by others to learn how to thwart the Police in the
future.
25 days ago

Not needed by the news media.
25 days ago

The body cameras do not lie, but must be turned on!
25 days ago

In general I think yes, but if all videos are available, it could get out of hand with requests or fueling
rumor mills/disparaging reputations and other negative consequences for those who may appear on
video.
25 days ago

Because some officers have given innacurate reports in our state
25 days ago

Each case is different. For those that are released, there should be an explanation of what was
happening before the video and after the video ends.
25 days ago

The point of these cameras is documentaion and accountability. If theyare only released in certain
circumstances, the whole purpose is defeated.
25 days ago
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There has to be a level of trust in our police.
25 days ago

Only in the case where there is significant property damage, severe injury or death.
25 days ago

Not sure what 'limited circumstances' means at the moment. My POV is that the footage should be
released anytime there is an allegation of excessive force or racial bias, or specific wrong-doing by the
law enforcement agency.
25 days ago

No due to sensitive information about persons involved during medically related problems. This includes,
but is not limited to date of birth, social security numbers, addresses and full names of persons involved.
25 days ago

I do not think they should BE REQUIRED to do that, although I do see the benefit of them doing that to
keep good relations with the public and to defend the officers from massive amounts of people thinking
negatively about them when they have done no wrong! It's a different world out there right now and
sometimes you have to defend yourselves when no one else has your back!
25 days ago

Yes. It’s not there for secrets. It’s there to protect the community and the officer. If it’s being withheld it is
because something is happening that shouldn’t be.
25 days ago

Sometimes things need to be withheld to protect witnesses or so that criminals don't know everything
the Police have. I am sure there are also other reasons.
25 days ago

I see no good reason not to.
25 days ago

I see no reason not to.
25 days ago

In order to gain the trust of the public and for full transparency, body cameras should turned on for
every interaction and footage should be released upon request, even if this means blurring the face of
the citizen (not the officer, who should be made known in the case of any wrongdoing). Law-enforcement
agencies, if they have no fear that their officers have done anything wrong, should happily release bodycam footage to the public in order to speak for their own innocence.
25 days ago

In most circumstances, yes.
25 days ago

I do not think that body-worn camera footage should be released till after a trial, unless someone is
killed, and then it must be approved by Chief of Police or a Judge or after an investigation by SLED is
complete
25 days ago

This ensures that police officers can be held accountable.
25 days ago

Absolutely not. Can I watch my boss while he or she works? No!! So let police work with Body Cameras. If
there is a situation where information needs to be released, then let the Attorney General, Police Chief,
etc decide
25 days ago

I say yes but I do think there has to be some considerations before releasing to the public; violence level
etc
25 days ago
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It depends on the situation. The body camera may only show a portion of the scene, while the officer is
aware of all his surroundings. It could hurt the officers reputation if the footage is taken out of context or
clipped to show only what the public wants others to see.
25 days ago

If someone knows they’re being watched, they’re less likely to do something wrong. This applies to
everyone, from children on up to government officials. Police officers, if they’re intending to protect and
serve their community, should be held responsible for their actions and given oversight BY that
community.
Plus, not releasing body cam footage is basically an implicit acknowledgment that something was done
wrong. Not good for PR.
26 days ago

No due to privacy issues.
26 days ago

While body cam footage is essential to get a clearer picture of an incident, I don't think the department
needs to get bogged down by requests for every arrest or incident. However, in incidents where the
situation is unclear, body cam footage may help give a clearer picture of the incident on an as needed
basis.
26 days ago

I answered yes but with exception. If the release of information would exacerbate the situation rather
than provide context then no.
26 days ago

There should be nothing to hide. Inspect what you expect should apply to this. If I have questions that
could be answered by body cam I should have complete access to it. How did we have live pd but can’t
see normal body cam footage?
26 days ago

Public forms their opinion without facts.
26 days ago

I believe video footage is useful for departmental observation & training of patrol forces and internal
investigations.
26 days ago

Why wouldn't they? Only a guilty person wouldn't want everyone to see what they did and said. It seems
like another tactic by the cops to hide behind that ridiculous thin blue line.
26 days ago

This one's tough. I could see that if forced to release footage, a high % of suspects may claim innocence
and unfair treatment. Could add expense and time to an already burdened system.
26 days ago

I don't feel releasing body cam footage is necessary in all cases.
26 days ago

They should never fear or QUESTION their training
26 days ago

It is for officers' protection as well as the public and could go a long way towards helping restore faith in
law enforcement officers as a whole if it was known these are accessible.
26 days ago

As police officers are public officials, the general public should have access to the recordings of said
officials while on duty and employed by the public.
26 days ago

As a senior level FOIA analyst for the Federal Government (DHS) I don’t see why most of this footage
wouldn’t be able to be made public. Protection of PII and Law enforcement procedures may be
necessary, but using these exemptions to cover up police brutality isn’t acceptable.
26 days ago
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Accountability
26 days ago

As long as it is through a controlled process. Much like a court order.
26 days ago

A missing
26 days ago

This would be the best way to create transparency. Release all video in it's entirety in incidents of public
concern.
26 days ago

I’m not sure that this is a simple yes/no answer. I think it depends on the circumstances.
26 days ago

Unfortunately, even when camera footage is released, the public seems to see what they want to see and
often it still isn't enough footage to give the full picture. It only complicates things for the police
department.
26 days ago

Best way to learn the facts and stop speculation.
26 days ago

Body cameras are the best evidence in questionable situations and should absolutely be made available.
26 days ago

ACCOUNTABILITY should not be up for question here
26 days ago

I think too many people would abuse and manipulate, potentially using for personal gain or attacks.
26 days ago

We don't need to scrutinize every action of every police. So easy to pick apart all the 1% of wrong doings
and never recognize the 99% done right. How many interactions have not resulted with an incident this
year?
26 days ago

Yes, unless it's part of an active investigation. It needs to be released in context of all the gathered
evidence. I. E. If there are more angles available from different sources, that might be important. I
wouldn't want body cam footage to be forced to be released immediately after an incident.
26 days ago

Because in situations where it could disrupt the privacy of the person that they are there working with.
For example in cases of children or domestic violence.
26 days ago

Yet, documentation of circumstances must be included. What the eye sees most times does not
accurately reveal the facts.
26 days ago

This is a tricky question. I see both side to this. The department should be transparent. At the same time,
people, when passionate about situations can be bias. Someone needs to see them outside of the dept.
so the public feels they are not being tampered with, spliced altered etc. "Fair trials" seem to be hit and
miss simply due to how laws are written. Often folks are seen as guilty until proven innocent...
26 days ago

Release should only occur as a result of a court case, then only upon approval by a judge.
26 days ago

In most circumstances, yes; but there's a balance needed between transparency and people's right to
privacy--thinking especially of cases when no violence was involved.
26 days ago
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Citizens pay for the officer's equipment and should be able to view the footage of the cameras as well as
traffic cams at any time. Victims interviews should not be released.
26 days ago

Assuming the camera wasn't turned off at the time
26 days ago

Only special special court mandated request
26 days ago

Yes, it would foster transparency and leave nothing to question.
26 days ago

With high profile situations in the community the city should release said footage with minor alterations
to protect victims and witnesses identify
26 days ago

Further more any officer who turns off their body cam before an incident should face consequences.
26 days ago

This is ridiculous that this is even a question. They work to protect and serve us. If that is questionable
we have a right to know. People say "if they weren't guilty then they would have run," yet here we are
asking if body cam footage should be released when it is suspected of brutality.
26 days ago

This is a difficult answer because I can see circumstances where the people in footage, or the relatives
thereof, would not want footage released. However, I’m leaning towards yes due to the issue of a lack of
accountability for police.
26 days ago

Cases in court can be compromised if video footage is widely spread in the media
26 days ago

I think all bodycam footage should be available to the public, to include all persons names that are
involved in any incident. I believe this would prove beneficial in giving the public and idea of what the
officers have to deal with everyday.
26 days ago

Thompson for Chief
26 days ago

If every other job requires security camera footage that can be accessed at any time, why shouldn’t cops?
They literally have guns. They’re the people we need to watch the most.
26 days ago

It should be publicly available after all court proceedings are done. Only if there is a large public bck lash
caused by misinformation should it be released sooner.
26 days ago

It gives better understanding of the circumstances.
26 days ago

They should be accessible to the public under certain conditions.
26 days ago

I doubt the public is aware of the above. I doubt the public is aware of circumstances leading up to the
camera footage of the immediate situation nor do I think the officers have an opportunity to answer
public criticism. Officer Training in responding to criticism might promote improvement of public
perception if this is not already in place.
26 days ago

N/a
26 days ago
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the footage is evidence in a crime and should be protected and be able to be shown to a jury/judge
without a biased public or press distorting the scenario
26 days ago

I think that often the body camera videos are cut at “convenient” parts by the media. If the entire video is
not shown in the media, no one gets a clear picture of what happened
26 days ago

Too much room for misinterpretation if public could see
26 days ago

if actions are appropriate, should be no reason not to.
26 days ago

The only reason anyone would want to keep body cam footage from being released is if they had
something to hide.
26 days ago

If the officers are following protocol everything should be kosher, right?
26 days ago

If I were the victim of a crime, I would want the investigation to be completed before witnesses have
been given information that could change their story
26 days ago

I agree with the current policy.
26 days ago

Some scenes are too gruesome for the public to see.
26 days ago

Only when necessary. I am sure they have some calls that require privacy for the caller.
26 days ago

Unless there is a clear misunderstanding of an escalated situation. If there is any question about the
situation at hand then the footage should be turned over to supervisors, but not required to be released
to the general public.
26 days ago

But only following established protocols.
26 days ago

We need accountability. It’s that simple.
26 days ago

The public is too dumb and lead my sheep to really know what they are looking at.
26 days ago

In the case of Breonna Taylor, almost all of the police officers did not have body cameras except for one,
in which there has not been video yet recovered from the tragic killing. Too many times have the body
cameras been turned off, “not working”, etc during a police killing of unarmed black civilians. Let us see
the footage so that we can see what happened.
26 days ago

Accountability
26 days ago

This is a tough one - however given the current climate I think there should be rules around when to
release the footage. Releasing it should be part of an overall communication strategy as things may be
taken out of context or people requesting it may not understand police training or proper procedures.
26 days ago

Yes, because otherwise the body-worn camera is of no use to the public.
26 days ago
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Absolutely. It should be public data, unless it is sensitive information.
26 days ago

Releasing body-cam footage protects everyone
26 days ago

transparency is more important than protecting institutions and policies
26 days ago

If you want to build trust transparency is necessary.
26 days ago

More information to the people is always good for the people
26 days ago

How our officers respond and act in situations should be public knowledge. If the officer hasn’t
committed a crime or done wrong, then why should they be afriad to release footage?
26 days ago

Due to court, cases, and privacy no. Not body cameras. Maybe Dash cameras, but the city dont have
dash cameras that capture events? Would you want ppl to see the inside of your house, your in
underwear etc. These body cameras catch alot of private stuff.
26 days ago

They are public servants and work they do is part of public record.
26 days ago

I think it should be subject to FOIA requests.
26 days ago

Do you have something to hide? Video protects everyone involved.
26 days ago

Our current legal system can make fair determinations without the public weighing in on every detail.
26 days ago

I think given the present climate, transparency is very important.
26 days ago

I think footage should only be released in matters of the court. We must trust the police to do their job
and be responsible to do their jobs the way they were trained. Body cameras bring an element of
micromanaging that is not healthy for any employee.
26 days ago

Yes
26 days ago

Early release may compromise investigation. Time is needed to investigate all sides equally and fairly.
26 days ago

Court of law yes
General public no
26 days ago

GPD has enough to do right now. In some cases, footage should be released, but not all.
26 days ago

Most of the time, yes, but I know there are circumstances it would not be appropriate to release footage
26 days ago

The better solution is for trust to be reestablished between police and citizens, then body cameras would
not be necessary. In the current climate, footage should be made available as soon as possible.
26 days ago
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I think it depends on the situation
26 days ago

BC footage doesn't tell the whole story. Releasing it too soon is a mistake or it's used to prevent a
possible escalation. It must be released with context
26 days ago

Why would they not if they are law abiding? It is a public service job and there should be nothing to hide.
26 days ago

The police are the public servants responsible for using violence to enforce laws. Anyone who's job
involves the potential for violence on behalf of a governing body should have their use of violence heavily
scrutinized.
26 days ago

Body cameras serve an important purpose. No one — not even police officers — can provide a 100%
unbiased recap of their response to a particular event. But a bodycam is an unbiased, objective
“recorder” of events. It needs to be considered THE essential tool of effective, proper law enforcement
efforts.
26 days ago

Accountability is key and it would show how and why police officers acted In a certain way. If my feelings
are correct and officers are doing their jobs correctly that would be shown more often than not.
26 days ago

it may not be safe from the view of individual ability to prevail under such circumanstances
26 days ago

If you're not doing anything wrong, you should have nothing to hide. There are protocols to follow, and I
want to know there is video proof that they have been followed without question every time.
26 days ago

Police are to protect and serve the public. That does not include wiping the public's snotty noses.
26 days ago

Every officer always love to tell public"if you have nothing to hide, then"
Well Same applies to public servants!
26 days ago

This is for everyone's safety. If they do their job's properly then what is the problem?
26 days ago

Police should be transparent so the community will have more trust.
26 days ago

By the media, yes. If there is legal restrictions as to how this footage can be used and how the footage
can be used once it is obtained is concerns that I have before I can answer this questions.
26 days ago

If a law enforcement agency is asked to release body-worn camera footage, I think they should be
required to do so unless said footage is extremely graphic. I believe that citizens should have the right to
see and hear a situation unfold in order to form a opinion on how it was handled by fellow citizens and
law enforcement officers. I also believe that camera footage could provide learning opportunities for
citizens and law enforcement officers.
26 days ago

Police do not hold themselves accountable. You are directly comparable to terrorist or fascist groups as
you use violence, extortion and kidnapping to stifle dissent against you and you are immune to being
held accountable for your crimes. You, sled, your unions (that the working class isn't even able to have in
this state) and the justice system can not be trusted to determine if you have committed wrongdoing. It
has been proven all throughout the history all the way to current times that justice will not be served to
police and the ruling class, even the wealthy, unless there is public outcry.
26 days ago
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If we want transparency, we should have access to the camera footage.
26 days ago

Transparency
26 days ago

This type of footage should be available as a public record subject to redaction / editing for any
applicable exemptions, etc (officer safety, deceased person, etc). The onus should be on anyone
requesting this type of record to pay for the agency's time / manpower spent downloading, reviewing,
and applying these applicable exemptions.
26 days ago

I think the reason is obvious.
26 days ago

Recordings are meant for review at trial. Should only be released after court proceedings. Too many
innocent officers being found guilty in the media!!
26 days ago

Because the only people to view video footage are the investigators. After reviewing the footage & getting
the true event with charges against the suspect. Then maybe show public.
26 days ago

It is only used by the criminals and press against law enforcement.
26 days ago

If there is a complaint, that is sometimes a good idea. Depends on the situation.
26 days ago

Never understood why you wouldn't want to, it makes you look like you are hiding something.
26 days ago

Transparency
26 days ago

Transparency in public service is of high value to me.
26 days ago

It's a public service to protect the public, not wanting the public to view the video, reeks of guilt on the
police dept. side.
26 days ago

If the circumstances warrant public knowledge.
26 days ago

It is too easy to draw inaccurate conclusions from footage that is one piece of a larger scenario. Too
much armchair quarterbacking.
26 days ago

Emphatic yes.
26 days ago

For most of situations, yes, release; but con not make a blanket policy for all cases.
26 days ago

Holding it for any longer then 2 or 3 days makes it appear as if there is a cover up.
26 days ago

What do you have to hide? Or get rid of them and give that money to the crappy education system.
26 days ago

I don’t think it should be released upon request unless the situation and investigation of the case
necessitates it.
26 days ago
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I don't believe that would be a good use of time and resources to store, release all of the footage.
26 days ago

Yes, if there is real reason for it.
26 days ago

When there is an issue, the camera should help determine what has happened.
26 days ago

It’s accountability for the officers.
26 days ago

I actually have mixed feelings on this one, but generally speaking, the police need to be able to do their
jobs as necessary at any given moment, without the fear of someone picking apart their decisions as a
Monday-morning quarterback.
26 days ago

Law enforcement officers need to be held accountable for routine citizen arrests and confrontations to
the hierarchy (which also needs to be held accountable) within their departments. It is dangerous and
not the job of regular citizens to "try" law enforcement through public "opinion".
26 days ago

Footage should be saved and viewed by a jury so that a fair trial can be given for all concerned.
26 days ago

The police should be accountable to the public
26 days ago

Don't think general public should have unlimited access to the videos but certainly any personally
involved person and their lawyers should have access. There are too many privacy issues involved for all
to be available without foi requests.
26 days ago

If there is nothing to hide then the footage should be released to the public.
26 days ago

Yes, unless it puts a current investigation in jeopardy.
26 days ago

If request justified.
26 days ago

I don’t understand why this would ever be an issue. If the officer was at fault this will settle the issue, if
not it should exonerate him/her.
26 days ago

This may help the community’s trust in officers and make sure everyone is behaving correctly.
26 days ago

I like the current state law.
26 days ago

At the appropriate time, when it does not impact an active investigation.
26 days ago

Absolutely! Given the poor behavior of GPD offices in the past I don't think you can expect to earn the
community's trust by keeping the footage hidden. Transparency = Trust
26 days ago

They tend to get edited by the media to push the liberal agenda
26 days ago
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From being a crime victim, I don't think its necessary or right to release the police investigation or
conversations that happen. The court of public opinion is not where my case or their case should be
judged. Especially by reporters or the public who may put their own spin on why we as citizens or the
police may have done something in the midst of a crisis, the worst day of our lives, or a moment that
should be private.
Also what about the officer going to the bathroom, talking to their spouse onna break, or venting about
the last stressful call to a co-worker.
26 days ago

Only when the time is appropriate
26 days ago

If the police truly exist to protect the public, they should be happy to release all footage to the people
they protect.
26 days ago

What is the point if there is no public accountability?
26 days ago

The citizens have no idea what they are looking at. They have no concept of the process flow or the
sliding scale of force escalation. Video should only be released during a press conference where
members of the department are explaining the situation, in detail, and backing up the officers actions
with policy and case law.
26 days ago

THEY WORK FOR THE TO SERVE AND PROTECT THE PUBLIC!
26 days ago

What is on video is the truth from that camera angle/perspective. It is not private nor should it be.
26 days ago

Hell, put it up on Twitch.TV so we can livestream it
26 days ago

Cameras tell the truth, but the whole recorded session must be shown or it’s no difference than a sorry
news video that’s edited to tell a false narrative
26 days ago

Footage is manipulated to fit a particular narrative.
26 days ago

But only after the appropriate agencies have had time to properly analyze the video
26 days ago

Sometimes that evidence needs to remain secure for court purposes and to keep a trial fair
26 days ago

Always, Always!!!!
26 days ago

Body cam footage would have helped my case if it had been made available. Police accountability and
transparency is crucial.
26 days ago

I believe the law is in place to protect the confidentiality of the footage and those involved. I agree the
footage should only be released in limited circumstances and during major/controversial incidents
26 days ago

If the officers are properly trained and properly implementing the law, they should never have anything
to hide. These are public servants, and their work should be public knowledge.
26 days ago

All footage should be public and possibly monitored by a third party organization to reduce any camera
issues, officer misusage, etc.
26 days ago
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Hopefully, it would help to clarify some of those events when there was an altercation.
26 days ago

it can be requested soo this doesn't really matter
26 days ago

Those records belong to The People; government Agencies are just the custodians of those records.
26 days ago

It’s are right to see what’s going on. And it holds the police officers accountable. Not to mention my hard
earned taxed dollars pay for them.
26 days ago

In almost every instance, the release of body cam footage proves that officers were in the right rather
than the criminal. I think the footage should be released as quickly as possible so the media doesn't have
time to create their own narrative before the facts are released.
26 days ago

if im on camera all the time at work why shouldn't they
26 days ago

But it should be easier to get the camera footage in a timely manner under a wider variety of
circumstances.
26 days ago

Openness constitutes a willingness to enhance positive interactions.
26 days ago

They work for the public
26 days ago

Officers should be immediately accused of premeditated crime when they cover up their badge numbers
and/or body cameras.
26 days ago

In my mind, this would provide more transparency for the officers in all situations, not just controversial
arrests.
26 days ago

This would ensure more accountability
26 days ago

Even big-box stores don't release video footage without a warrant from a Judge. We will release it to the
police, but that is it.
26 days ago

Transparency is important to trust
26 days ago

Keeps everyone honest.
26 days ago

Should be handled on a case by case basis
26 days ago

Only when in a public place and when it does not interfere with an active criminal or internal
investigation.
26 days ago

Body cams keep people accountable. If the police are to serve the public but refuse to release their body
can footage, can they even be considered public servants?
26 days ago
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Truthful weapon
26 days ago

If people were more level headed I would say yes but people seem to have forgotten that police officers
are human too and they are put in situations that most of us never want to experience.
26 days ago

If the police are doing their jobs correctly, there should be nothing to hide.
26 days ago

OBVIOUSLY
26 days ago

But I would be interested in a proposal to allow the citizen review board, or more likely a municipal judge,
to view the footage, similar to in-camera review, to determine if releases the footage is in the public
interest. Perhaps the citizen review board could petition to have the footage reviewed by a judge to make
such a determination
26 days ago

I do think that video gives explanations to situations but the time when agencies release the footage
shouldn't be up to the prosecution or the public. An investigation still is required for due process.
26 days ago

i think camera footage is one piece of evidence. It needs to be taken in context of other evidence from
witnesses and physical evidence.
26 days ago

Body camera footage as much for police protection as community. Never should be released until
investigation complete
26 days ago

And it should be done as quickly as possible to avoid unwarranted public reactions based often times on
false impressions or outright lies by social instigators.
26 days ago

The public needs to be involved with holding its officers accountable. Because police are an organization
that takes care of itself first, it will see nothing wrong.
26 days ago

Increased accountability
26 days ago

I think teachers, Drs and nurses should wear them
26 days ago

Accountability people
26 days ago

If there is a question about how an event was handled
26 days ago

Police should WANT transparency
26 days ago

Upon request of the civilian/their family
26 days ago

I believe that after a case is decided/closed, the footage should be made available. I also think that if
public opinion is seeing an event one way (anti-police) and body cam footage can show that the officer
acted properly, it could definitely de-escelate the situation, and therefore be released.
26 days ago
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Our tax dollars go toward this service. Why should the results of these funds be kept from us if we want
to see it.
26 days ago

Seems to be the only way for true transparency
26 days ago

I think many situations should be shielded from the public. The public's right to view police
interactions/confrontations should be balanced against a person's expectation of privacy. State law
should reflect this. Allowing general requests for video are not a good idea.
26 days ago

There should be some level of limitations to keep costs down for frivolous requests, but if an officer or
citizen is injured or a defendant can benefit from release of camera footage it should be made available.
26 days ago

Yes, they need to be held accountable. There is a huge problem, especially at Greenville County
Detention Center, with superiors picking favorites and allowing officers to break policy. This negative
cycle needs to stop. Another great example of this is at the Greenville County Detention Center. Officers,
such as Haynes and Taylor, are verbally abusive towards the inmates and they frequently cuss at them.
This is not allowed but the LTs refuse to do anything because these two officers are the favorites on the
shift. This is on every shift. This needs to stop and needs to be brought to light.
26 days ago

Yes because it would provide all unanswered questions about a situation.
26 days ago

I need to know more about the negatives.
26 days ago

When the time to release the body cam footage is appropriate, then it should be released. I am not sure
if it would make the public better or worse for seeing what actually happened - it doesn't seem to help at
the present time.
26 days ago

You work for the people if there’s some thing on the tapes you don’t want the public to see, you shouldn’t
have done it.
26 days ago

Transparency is key, otherwise people draw their own negative conclusions.
26 days ago

If there isn’t anything to hide the public should be able to view it
26 days ago

Unless there is a legitimate reason for withholding for a limited period of time
26 days ago

Releasing evidence or general information outside the full context is often more harmful than good.
26 days ago

Let’s not turn body cam footage into social media reality show please.
26 days ago

It seems shady that a FOIA request wouldn't get you a copy of the video
26 days ago

The citizens in the video should have some say in the release
26 days ago

Would promote transparency.
27 days ago
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transparency and accountability are key to build trust at this point.
27 days ago

They should not be allowed to shield and protect their own who break the law
27 days ago

Restricted circumstances is the appropriate amount.
27 days ago

The police work for us.
27 days ago

Why should they have anything to hide?
27 days ago

they should make it all publicly avaliable, they should also make sure they have them and they work. In
my situation there was no body cam
27 days ago

What is wrong with more accountability?
27 days ago

I didn't realize this was not required.
27 days ago

Under only very limited circumstances. The current law protects the release request process from abuse
27 days ago

The media is so twisted now, that they will cut the footage to show only their narrative. They no longer
care about the truth.
27 days ago

I think having it released to the public provides a big effect in transparency, even if it’s not required by
law. I do feel that some of the sensitive situations should be handled differently any cases involving
under 18 year olds, deaths, etc., should be handled by a case by case basis.
27 days ago

It would help protect the officer if they can prove they didn't do anything wrong by showing evidence
27 days ago

We need the accountability. Our officers need that accountability.
27 days ago

Duh.
27 days ago

What's the point of body cameras if they're not public record? The police are holding themselves
accountable? Absolutely not. The public should be the people holding the police accountable.
27 days ago

Yes, it's a simple way to allow pubic checks-balances on the department.
27 days ago

Of course
27 days ago

It will create protection for everyone involved and I imagine make the Officer consider his actions.
27 days ago

The purpose of the camera is to objectively capture what happens. If the police are following the correct
guidelines in particular situations, the camera footage should only support them and reinforce the
message with the community. If there are officers who are doing things that are not compliant, the
community has the right to know this.
27 days ago
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It's a public institution. The public needs proper oversight for the institution it funds and creates.
27 days ago

no option to turn cameras off
27 days ago

Again, this is irrelevant. There is no way to tame or reform or improve the police. They must be
abolished. Nothing short of that is worth caring about.
27 days ago

More often than not, body cams will exonerate officers.
27 days ago

if used properly it can validate one or both parties involved
27 days ago

Yes because the police lie more often than not and having the camera footage would prove whether or
not the situation unfolded as the police say in their reports
27 days ago

If police aren't doing anything wrong, they shouldn't have anything to hide.
27 days ago

Body camera footage should be available to the public. Media outlets should be required to air the full
recording.
27 days ago

So this is really a comment that addresses the previous training question. In my opinion. Police, just do
your job. Stop picking and choosing. Stop being "friends" and thinking you can change peoples behavior
by.... for example working with youth. Youth need to figure it out for themselves. They break the law,
arrest them. You are not trained counselors, you are not neighborhood buddies. The lines are blurred.
Command respect by applying the law equally to ALL.
27 days ago

The state law is fine.
27 days ago

Immediate release can be damaging to an investigation. Police matters are police matters and don’t have
to be made public immediately. Once the investigation has been concluded, then the BWC footage
should become subject to FOIA.
27 days ago

Cops hide evidence against themselves.
27 days ago

Everyone must be held accountable for their actions.
27 days ago

Should follow the Freedom of Information Act FOIA
27 days ago

When you don't release video public thinks you are hiding something. If your officers did everything right
why not release
27 days ago

Trial*
27 days ago

Trail by the public is destroying our justice system.
27 days ago

It’s intended to help with accountability. Denying public access to something intended to help build trust
with the public is counter-intuitive.
27 days ago
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Just because the law doesn't require it doesn't mean you can't share it.
27 days ago

Depends on the situation
27 days ago

It is evidence in a crime.
27 days ago

I think it taints the investigation. No video should be released until an investigation is complete. Its better
to have correct answers than to be tried in the court of public opinion
27 days ago

i think we have the right to see
27 days ago

Yes, but not if there is still an active investigation. Unless it could potentially help the investigation.
27 days ago

Public tends to make the footage say things to their own liking rather than what actually happened. It
should be left up to professionals to determine facts and/or use in a courtroom.
27 days ago

What you mean. I didnt know that. Better release that footage up9n request. Only criminals should worry
about that
27 days ago
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* Every patrol officer with the Greenville Police Department has a body-worn camera and
is required to use it to record official police actions and calls for service. Do you support
broader use of body-worn cameras as a tool to enhance accountability?

18% No

82% Yes
2,338 respondents
Don't know
9 days ago

They should have to show the video it's to protect us against them they are violent, abusive,
aggressive,
andverbal
they
will plant things on you to make them right. f*** the police.
9 days ago

The public should not be privy to personal conversation, actions and/or ongoing case information with
the understand that questionable actions and conversation could be released to public if found to be
unbecoming of an officer, committing a crime, questionable characteristics and/or endangering any
person.
12 days ago

If you work at a bank, there’s a camera on you all day.... if you work at a gas station, there’s a camera on
you all day.... if you work in a retail store, there’s a camera on you all day.... this really shouldn’t be that
much different. Considering police officers have the ability to send people to jail for years at a time I
would consider it important. Or better yet, just put cameras up all over the county/city, I’m sure that
would alleviate a lot of issues as well.
12 days ago

Absolutely! TRANSPARENCY = TRUST. And everyone should be held accountable for their actions, whether
it be our police or a citizen. And don’t bring race into anything!!
12 days ago

Privacy issues
12 days ago

Absolutely!
12 days ago

All police officers regardless of rank and plain clothes officers should be required to wear them when
they are out in the field working. In the office working - no.
12 days ago

if public is doubtful it will make them aware that law enforcement did nothing wrong unless high profile
case is involved and should remain confidential burnout at law enforcement expenses or life threatening
by public.
12 days ago
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Currently supervisors above Sgt do not have cameras. Lts and captains work off duty jobs, take
complaints, go to calls like normal oofficers and what they do and say and not recorded? Why. Officers
working off duty jobs and bars and downtown, detectives etc no cameras, why not? Narcotics officers
making stops and search warrants no cameras why not? No dash cameras why not? The county and
highway patrol have both in car cameras and body camera. Why does the city not have them. I think
everyone should we’re a camera. They need to purchase more cameras and less toys, bicycles, swat, guns
etc. There supervisors need to be held to a higher standard and where cameras. Many everts have
happened where the supervisor need a camera and did not have one. I counted 5 supervisors involved in
last nights protest, no camera. Explain?
12 days ago

I'm not going to wear a bwc and have it on record when I use the bathroom. I don't expect gpd to either.
12 days ago

This is a band-aid.
12 days ago

there is no reason to record the officers entire shift
12 days ago

Again Transparency
12 days ago

I believe that all police should wear a body camera while on duty.
12 days ago

Mainly to protect our officers, not the people breaking the law (no sympathy AT ALL for those idiots!)
13 days ago

As long as officers are doing their jobs to the best of their ability, body cameras should serve to protect
them against false accusations.
13 days ago

I have not seen a body worn camera on every officer. I have never seen high ranking or plain clothes
officers/detectives or some officers working events wearing a camera.
13 days ago

And to enhance the officer’s protection
13 days ago

That would be a hard question to answer. I think it should be based upon each individual case
13 days ago

Save or shed light
13 days ago

I think it’s accountability not only for the bad apples of the group but it can also save our shed light on
the situation when a police officer is wrongly accused of something
13 days ago

I think transparency is important, but not to be used in lawsuit against an individual (employee)
13 days ago

Everyone is only as accountable as they are held to be by higher authorities – also in this case the public.
Policies surrounding the use of body cameras and release of footage again must meet criteria related to
both equity and transparency.
13 days ago

Anyone is only as accountable as they are held to be. Certainly body cameras can improve accountability
if they are combined with the concepts of transparency and equity.
13 days ago

To protect the officer or deputy during Duty and to ensure that the necessary information is correct
14 days ago
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Absolutely. Body Cams are a necessity in today's world. Without them, Officers can literally do whatever
they want.
14 days ago

What is meant by broader accountability? What is of interest outside of police business?
14 days ago

They should be held 100% accountable for what they do to the people they are paid to protect and serve.
14 days ago

Again, will help in proving what actually happened
14 days ago

If the only time the camera is recording is during public interactions, then "teaching moments" of events
recorded in the car during surveilance or patrols can not be monitored, as in the discussion between two
officers patrolling together.
14 days ago

I'm not really sure what is meant by "broader use of body-worn cameras", so that needs to be further
defined, but if it enhances accountability on all parties involved I think it's potentially a very good idea.
14 days ago

Define accountability. For their safety and training purposes.?
14 days ago

Sounds like a very good tool
14 days ago

Yes but again if they are investigated by other police officers then is there truly accountability?
15 days ago

Police should feel free to perform as the situation permits without worry about how it looks to novice
criminal justice citizens.
15 days ago

But it seems like the current rules for when they use them are fairly extensive.
15 days ago

Transparency
15 days ago

Yes I do
15 days ago

Transparency yes
15 days ago

I feel they are used appropriately right now.
15 days ago

If they wear one already then why would it need to be expanded?
15 days ago

To enhance "accountability", no. To help provide officers with evidence of their interractions for their
defense, as their open option if they choose it, yes.
15 days ago

N/a
15 days ago

leadership should decide what's reasonable and cost-effective
15 days ago
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Accountability to the law is what creates order. We cannot believe anyone to be perfect, therefore we
must expect temptation and dishonesty as part of the human condition. Cameras help to equalize that.
15 days ago

I think they should only be used to record official business.
15 days ago

Why should law enforcement be able to record citizens for accountability purposes when they are not
required to release their body-cam footage to the public? I would only agree to a broader use of bodyworn cameras if law enforcement were held to the same standards.
15 days ago

Think what they do is fine. If people are committing a crime they have caused the force that many times
have to be used.
15 days ago

If you hire trustworthy officers there should be no need for broader 24/7 monitoring of their every move
or every word spoken.
15 days ago

Absolutely. I think it is a wonderful tool used for accountability, even just with each other.
15 days ago

i think it is good accountability - shouldn't be released at whim though
15 days ago

The police need it more for their protection than the other way around.
15 days ago

Not sure Police should have to second guess their every action, I think it puts them in even more danger.
The more info the public has the more criticism there is.
15 days ago

Every man is responsible for his own actions
15 days ago

For the protection of the officers
15 days ago

I think we should be able to trust the people that we place in these positions of authority.
15 days ago

Yes, for example, in situations where a junior police officer believes a senior police officer is out of
line/breaking the law/using unauthorized tactics all police officers should be trained to use their cameras
to record their misgivings for subsequent review by a citizen/police review board.
15 days ago

don't see what the risk in that would be
15 days ago

What we have is enough.
15 days ago

YES!!
15 days ago

Not only accountability but for the officers safety and protection as well. Maybe if people knew they were
being recorded they would obey better.
15 days ago
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Yes when official business. If officer isn't doing wrong and acting within policy and procedures there
should be nothing to hide and provide reasons for making decisions. Outside of direction contact with
public or "official business" should not be questioned as to accountability or what they are doing every
second of their day. That's what a supervisor is for and getting the right people on the job.
16 days ago

Judgement of human beings under stress or in fear of repercussions could lead to miss use of cams.
16 days ago

I don't know what it means to make it broader. How much more do you need that using it to record office
police actions?
16 days ago

Transparency and trust
16 days ago

Car cameras may help to see the whole picture
16 days ago

Truth seeking . Picture is with 1000 words .
16 days ago

I have championed this for decades as a useful tool for ALL - the officers usually benefit. Cost is another
matter however. More importantly, I believe audio/visual documentation of every questioning by
investigators SHOULD exist - this would be LESS expensive or prone to tech issues - am aware of TOO
many allegations of wrongdoing by clients with regard to their questioning by investigators, often
involving the use of alleged polygraph exams.
16 days ago

Existing requirements are fine.
16 days ago

.
16 days ago

absolutely--for perps to
16 days ago

No one needs or should be subjected to surveillance for their entire work day.
16 days ago

Why would someone oppose accountability - I would bet it works in an officers favor more than against.
16 days ago

Accountability and transparency is good for all stakeholders.
16 days ago

I don't understand - what would "broader support of body-worn cameras" be? Like other city officials?
16 days ago

Most DEFINITELY! Police have the advantage. they can turn the camera off and on when they choose.
They also don’t have to turn in footage. What’s the point in wear the cameras if your not going to allow
the use of it In court ? Oh because they edit out the part where they are being corrupt or too harmful?? If
they aren’t accountable why are they police officers?! We need to weed out the good officers from the
bad.
16 days ago

In the current political environment, body cameras explain police behavior to the public and are most
probably helpful to the mission of the police and the City goverment.
16 days ago
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Body cameras don't capture the full scene, are too easily concealed and thus are limited in value. We can
do MUCH BETTER. Every patrol car should have a drone(s) with 360 degree cameras (perhaps mounted
on the roof, maybe multiple). And every time an officer leaves the vehicle the drone deploys and records
the entire scene from above, controlled and monitored by central operators. These drones can also be
used to follow a fleeing suspect (on foot or vehicle) without endangering the officers, suspects or
bystanders. Suspects will know they can't escape the drone. Its just a matter of time before they are
apprehended when they stop fleeing. Multiple drones can be deployed if needed. Everyone (people and
officers) will know that the situation is accurately recorded by an impartial source to be reviewed later if
needed. The video should be available to everyone involved. It protects everyone involved to have this
awareness.
16 days ago

Yes because it makes thing easier to view and come to an honest conclusion as what happened during a
particular situation or incident. Turn on anytime suspious activities or to prove why it was necessary to
use such force and restraining holds or choke hold on a person what exactly lead up to this type of force
being necessary.
16 days ago

Otherwise what are they for? To help prove a perpetrator guilty but not to exonerate them? Who decides
what should be released?
16 days ago

Absolutely! Keeps the FACTS straight.
16 days ago

I do, at this point I think that we have been shown how policemen can not be trusted and they do lie and
fabricate the facts.
16 days ago

See above.
17 days ago

The camera should not stop recording until the officer clocks out.
17 days ago

Police should act with more responsibility, and citizens should act with more responsibility knowing
cameras are on both parties.
17 days ago

Transparency is key for breeding public trust
17 days ago

Not everybody is honest when filling out report forms.
18 days ago

But only if they turn them on! There need to be more consequences for not having footage. There should
be NO excuse. Have extra batteries. Have dispatch ask if they are functioning at every point of public
contact. No excuses.
18 days ago

It’s a must .
18 days ago

If every citizen has to be held to an accountable standard, police are included in that and should be held
to a higher standard
18 days ago

A picture is worth a thousand words.
18 days ago

See above
18 days ago

Again, transparency is major for the community trust of the police.
18 days ago
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They make mistakes and then they will lie to cover for those mistakes. Those cameras keep them
accountable.
18 days ago

I’d say yes and no, yes if they can do so efficiently. They already have to wear so much equipment and
have to perform their duties at 100% legal capacity. It would be a lot better to be able to fully cover
themselves of any accusations and cover any mistreated civilian. This would decrease any or even all bad
situations that get the wrong perspective making anyone look bad and would be more difficult to twist
the truth on any platform.
18 days ago

Like I said it helps both way.
18 days ago

Body cameras should be required but it should also be noted that body camera footage still has not
protected people who have been murdered by police. it has been destroyed and "lost" the issue are
police and the only way to hold them truly accountable is to defund them.
18 days ago

if an officer would not want to do this, there is more to find out about this officer
18 days ago

Obviously video storage and battery life is a concern but if they could stay on constantly that would be
great. We seen several instances where a camera “turned off” in a tusle.
18 days ago

Greenville Police Department officers wear and use body-worn cameras due to the unprofessional
conduct by many police officers. Broader use of body-worn cameras includes the public being able to
view any and all instances of police misconduct.
18 days ago

Every officer should have a body camera on during every shift that they CAN NOT turn off!
19 days ago

If you have nothing to hide it shouldn't matter.
19 days ago

Not only does the cameras keep the departments accountable, it can also be used throughout the
department to help improve police work. It’s helps more then it hurts
19 days ago

Maybe this will discourage them from being so aggressive and instigating the situation
19 days ago

As long as the Police do not have to release footage except in Limited Circumstance than yes, great
Training tool, investigative and protection for the officers.
19 days ago

This should be common sense
19 days ago

I also think that the camera footage should be used to prosecute criminals when the footage shows that
the person had no respect for law enforcement in the situation. Footage should hold police and public
accountable in the same situation.
19 days ago

The more cameras, the better.
19 days ago

Every other citizen of the United States is held accountable for what cameras catch them doing
19 days ago

I think regular reviews of camera footage done randomly with coaching will help officers improve and
help weed out problem people.
19 days ago
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I mean, as a minimum, but I don't believe this can be pursued as the primary or only reform
19 days ago

Cameras should always be on to protect both sides
19 days ago

If officers are required to use the body camera in the event of official police actions, I am not sure how
else this would apply. I do believe that cameras are necessary for accountability and public confidence. If
the police are acting properly, a camera record would be an important way to protect the police and
demonstrate the appropriateness of their actions.
19 days ago

I think this can also help show that a police officer who has been accused of wrongdoing could prove
otherwise if film is available.
19 days ago

There really is no place in this survey for general comments,so i will put mine here. I recently witnessed
an arrest by two Greenville Police Officers. They arrested a man in the car ahead of me in traffic at a stop
light. The two officers were white, the man ahead of me was black. The Police pulled up to the right of his
car at the stop. They looked the car over and apparently decided that he was their man. Their lights went
on, they got out of the car, guns in hand, pointed them at the man, who got out of the car, was
immediately put down on the ground and cuffed. The man did not put up a fight, and was not damaged
or harassed in any way. It was the single most professional thing i have seen in decades. it all took about
10 seconds from the time they stopped their vehicle to the time the man was cuffed. I was seriously
impressed by how well those officers did their job. I know things don't always go off that smoothly, but i
am glad that what i got to see was a high level of professionalism.
19 days ago

To be honest, i don't like this question. I think it may be a good idea for all officers to wear the camera
but just as much to protect the reputation of the officer as the public.
19 days ago

If officers are doing the right thing there is nothing to hide from the public
19 days ago

more transparency is better for both police officers and the community they serve
19 days ago

Protection for the police as well as the person with whom they are interacting.
19 days ago

Again, to support actions taken
19 days ago

Within budget and not encroaching privacy issueslegal
19 days ago

To get more details of a situation.
19 days ago

HONEST, PEOPLE SHOULD BE HIRED TO FILL POSITIONS, NOT JUST A FRIEND OF A FRIEND....GETS IN.
19 days ago

If they are worn during all interactions with the public, that should be enough. Policemen should have
privacy in their routine interactions with coworkers and such. They shouldn’t have to be u dear a
microscope at all times.
19 days ago

Greater protection for police and person accused
19 days ago

I'm not sure what other uses would be utilized.
19 days ago
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The current policy seems correct.
20 days ago

I have to n know what you mean by broader use. If they have to have it on during interaction on all calls
etc...when else would you need to have it.
20 days ago

Yes. Too many times videos by third parties are used.
20 days ago

This sounds like a witch hunt question. How about to enhance the good that officers do.
20 days ago

Yes, but I am not sure what could be more broad than the current policy of EVERY officer using body
cameras. Who else would there be than EVERY officer?
20 days ago

If they are not conducting official police action and calls for service then why do they need to have their
every move recorded? That would be a technological nightmare to have to keep up with and sort out I
would think. Also, what other professor requires them to have to be videotaped when they are not on
official duty or service for their job?
20 days ago

Doesn’t show the whole story and small pieces of the video are often used out of context
20 days ago

It is incredibly difficult to trust police officers in the current climate. We are not asking for every detail of
someone's personal life, but more thorough vetting and recording of cops while they are in uniform and
working will only serve to make everyone feel more comfortable around cops as well as improve their
reputation by providing video evidence of them behaving fairly and with integrity.
20 days ago

Not needed
20 days ago

Most of the footage seems kind of useless really. I imagine most interactions are normal and uneventful.
It costs money to store and sort all that data.
20 days ago

See above
20 days ago

Present policy is adequate.
20 days ago

Can't spin a story when you have video. Will also help the public to realize that the GPD does their job
right and by the book.
20 days ago

We need to protect our frontline police
20 days ago

Why not
20 days ago

I don't know what is meant by "a broader as a tool to enhance accountability." Generally speaking, I
believe body cameras can help both the police and the perpetrator because they can clarify what
happened.
20 days ago

If the officer elects to broader use it could lead to more understanding of the role they play in our
community. They are underappreciated in their role as first responders, for instance, and countless hours
working with the homeless population.
20 days ago
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Everyone needs to be held accountable
20 days ago

I think it’s in everybody’s best interest
20 days ago

We should be able to trust our officers enough to be accountable without proof. This is why extensive
background checks are done before they are hired and training is done at the police academy.
20 days ago

Somehow they always seem to be "broken" when footage is needed. Maybe include body cam
maintenance in the budget.
20 days ago

I support the level of use currently used, mostly for the officers safety
20 days ago

Accountability is necessary for the role he plays in wearing that badge
20 days ago

While I don't think body cameras are the be-all, end-all (the research shows they aren't), I still think they
could be ONE very important tool in the toolbox of increasing transparency and accountability. They can
be PART of driving real change.
20 days ago

There should also be harsh penalties for not using those cameras or interfering in their use.
20 days ago

Accountability on one hand, and proof for the doubters on the other - I think body cameras are a good
idea.
20 days ago

Fine line. You can’t make your officers so terrified that they become ineffectual. They need clear
boundaries and the authority to operate within those boundaries
20 days ago

Ok....
20 days ago

I applaud the current use of body cams but I just worry when I hear about cases nationally where police
have turned off the body cam at a key moment and get away with it. I’d be curious to know what the
consequences are if an officer decides (s)he is going to turn off the cam for an encounter. As a citizen,
that’s scary to think an officer could just turn off the cam.
20 days ago

I think people behave differently when they know that they are being watched, and unfortunately in
some cases, that is necessary. What I think is worth mentioning is how our GPD officers put their lives at
risk to keep us safe, and I feel as though if our officers have body cams on at all times and the footage is
accessible to anyone, our officers might be put in a dangerous situation and scared to react in certain
ways due to how it could be perceived on the body cam footage. What I fear from body cam footage
being accessible is that officers might end up getting hurt our end up in very unsafe situations because
they're scared of being accused of acting/reacting inappropriately with a dangerous criminal.
20 days ago

Camera should always be on other than lunch and other official breaks.
20 days ago

See response above.
20 days ago

Not so much for accountability but I would have answered yes for protection
20 days ago
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This is ridiculous, body cameras have been proven not to prevent police brutality, the cops just turn them
off. How about more accountability for cops?
20 days ago

Maybe. If every police officer has one and it is always on, when/why else would we need more?
20 days ago

Yes and no. Who would be the judge and jury? We must remember LEO are making split second
decisions face to face in the moment and are human. They can be used for training for sure and
disciplinary only if taking all things into account
20 days ago

They need to be ON at all times and pointed TOWARD the action unless bumped out of a struggle.
Officers need to be charged and placed on leave WITHOUT pay for violating those rules.
20 days ago

If you will actually use proper accountability techniques and not to use it against the officer because of
MEDIA HYPE OR PRESSURE
20 days ago

Cameras could be used in interactions with the public in certain non-emergency situations.
20 days ago

Give access to the public immediately with questions
20 days ago

This is a stupid question, the citizens group isn’t made up of the right mix of people
20 days ago

Yes.
20 days ago

I think that bodycam footage is a good tool for a review committee to use to either confirm that the
officer is in the right or show that their actions are wrong.
20 days ago

I dont necessarily think cops should have to wear body cams to enhance accountability, my hope would
be that more body cam footage will help officers protect themselves from being wrongly accused of
racism, excessive force, etc. There is a reason that law enforcement are involved or there to begin with,
its because someone is doing something they shouldn't be, law enforcement are not just randomly going
up law abiding citizens & trying to arrest them or having to use force on someone that is just minding
their own business
20 days ago

If they're required, how did I overhear two Greenville officers discussing how they turn the cameras off in
certain circumstances. Are there loopholes in this form of accountability??
20 days ago

Helps reinforce transparency.
20 days ago

Less on accountability, and more on the people they interact with so that their actions can be seen in the
event of legal ramifications.
20 days ago

Body cameras are great! It helps police gather evidence against the criminals. They are needed now to
protect the police from horrible people like you who accuse them wrongfully
20 days ago

The body worn camera should be efficient!
20 days ago

body cams are a means to keep them honest
20 days ago
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If this body-worn camera is used, this should be enough .
20 days ago

Yes. Everyone needs accountability. Especially the police in a public service platform should be held to a
higher standard.
20 days ago

Current status is sufficient
20 days ago

Official police actions and calls for service is sufficient. Anything additional is invasive and inappropriate.
20 days ago

More video surveillance in problem areas
20 days ago

This helps to protect the policeman as well as keeping him or her accountable.
20 days ago

Body cameras are great, as long as the footage can be monitored by CAP or the public. I wish it weren't
so, but policing the police employees its long overdue. It's absolutely sickening that some police
employees use their position and work supplies/weapons, bad policy and dogs to murder, beat, maul
flesh and steal from people.
20 days ago

The more visible the actions, the better understanding
20 days ago

The circumstance leading up to "Official police action" is important and should be recorded
20 days ago

They would assist and clarify situations being disputed.
21 days ago

Accountability is key to keeping police under control. The next step would be following through - make
sure that bad cops are fired.
21 days ago

Although I’m not sure I understand this. If they’re worn during arrests or interactions, is this asking if I
think they should be worn for what? Something more than that? Sorry, I’m confused on this one. It can be
good accountability on all ends to have them wear one, but sounds like that’s already being done? If not,
it should be done, yes. Upping the use of them is probably more of an accountability and safety to the
officers than anything. I feel more happens to officers than to the general public on average. So, I would
think it’s a help vs hinderance to up the usage of cameras. I don’t really know.
21 days ago

I think if the cop on the street has to wear a body camera, then the supervisors and above should in
order to document appropriate follow up to incidents.
21 days ago

But ONLY if the officers feel that they have support to DO THEIR JOB. Otherwise, officers may question
their right to use of force and get shot. Which I don’t know for sure, but feel this could have been the
case in Ofc. Hendrix tragic murder.
21 days ago

Evidence and protection
21 days ago

I think we are in the age of constant coverage and there should be official recording of actions of police
and others. No different than us having driver cams in our work vehicles. It keeps everyone on their toes
and allows an innocent to prove their actions were correct.
21 days ago

yes
21 days ago
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We need to see correct action!
21 days ago

What broader use are you talking about? Isn't official police actions and calls for service broad enough?
21 days ago

I think the usage you are doing now is sufficient.
21 days ago

Not clear why they would they need it when not on official duties
21 days ago

I think that it would benefit the officers to have an official recording of what went down, that way nobody
can falsely accuse them of wrongdoing.
21 days ago

Do not understand context of broader use referred to in the question.
21 days ago

It holds that person accountable for his or her actions
21 days ago

Police officers should be held accountable for all actions.
21 days ago

Broader use is unnecessary and counter oproductive
21 days ago

It’s a tool
21 days ago

I think/hope these cameras support the police , not the other way around.
21 days ago

Greatly so, body cameras protect both police and citizens. Police should be held accountable for their
actions as citizens are.
21 days ago

accountability
21 days ago

This level seems appropriate. I'm not sure what situations beyond official action and calls of service
would apply.
21 days ago

I am not sure how increased use beyond responses to official calls would increase accountability. It
sounds like a lot of wasted resources better spent in other areas.
21 days ago

Accountability and truth in situations
21 days ago

These officers can’t constantly have big brother micromanaging them.
21 days ago

This also protects the police officer
21 days ago

This policy sounds sufficient
21 days ago
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YES, Yes and YES! Accountability for all (citizen and officer)!!! Ability to determine circumstance quickly
and settle post encounter issues
21 days ago

Not only are body-worn cameras important for accountability, but also for training and safety of the
officers.
21 days ago

Broader use of body-worn cameras would protect police and citizens. As well as hold police accountable.
21 days ago

Cameras keep everyone accountable.
21 days ago

I do not wish to spy on people, however when a person is employed by the government to serve and
protect they should expect and understand that just because the uphold the law doesn't mean they are
above it. Broader use would definitely enhance accountability it would also deter those who want to use
the position of Law Enforcement as an avenue of brutality against another human being.
22 days ago

Not sure what you mean by "broader use" - The officers should have privacy to use the restroom and
such, and should use them when they are doing their official duties - which it sounds like they are already
doing (per above requirement).
22 days ago

It should protect the officer as well.
22 days ago

If they are already recording all police actions and calls for service, what broader use would there be for
the cameras?
22 days ago

I do not comprehend any reason for "broader use." What broader use is suggested here?
22 days ago

This question is too broad in itself. Without knowing the specific types of scenarios or boundaries, there
is no need for use other than calls to service.
22 days ago

Should a circumstance arise that requires review of a video, it should be available.
22 days ago

The GPD has not demonstrated that this is necessary.
22 days ago

They must be observed in real time by experienced mental health experts to guide officers in
deescalation if it involves mentally ill people. Observed by superior officers if it involves situations where
the officer’s response could get out of control.
22 days ago

The camera does not record the stress of the situation, and seldom shows what led up to the escalation
of the problem.
22 days ago

Explained in previous question.
22 days ago

Yes. The only police officers this would hurt are the officers that use excessive force when not needed.
Officers that do their job correctly should not be worried.
22 days ago
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For one, I want to know what the word "official" means and does not mean. When are there unofficial
police actions and calls for service and why are they not required to record those? Again, a Walmart
employee is subject to more scrutiny than people who can legally take others' lives. There's something
extremely wrong and backward about that. And if there were so many "good cops" and so "few bad
apples," then the vast majority of cops would not only support but would fight to see broader use of
body-worn cameras to enhance accountability! If you're a cop doing things by the book and to the letter,
what do you have to fear by having your camera on at all times? Cops shouldn't even be able to control
whether their camera is running or not. For one, it leaves too much open to human error. In the heat of a
moment, for a cop to have to press record on a camera puts their lives at risk. Secondly, if a cop doesn't
want to turn it on, they won't and they'll claim a technical error. If a Walmart employee cannot turn on
and off the cameras in a store, then police officers should not be able to control their own cameras.
Along with wider use of body cameras, cars should be equipped with many more cameras to provide 360
degrees of angles. It's 2020. We have this technology. Maybe spend the money here instead of
purchasing tanks and other weapons of war to police the community.
22 days ago

I have no issue with camera usage for accountability.
22 days ago

Body cam footage protects both me and the officer. Not every body cam will have great footage, but the
footage should help everyone gain insights into events that transpired.
22 days ago

No, I support defunding the police. That means firing them all.
22 days ago

Broader use, if it helps defend the police from trial by media.
22 days ago

Accountability for the public. When someone resists arrest or tries to "act" abused the camera can show
their belligerence.
22 days ago

I think it would help police officers, I just at wish people that are causing the riots and unrest would really
watch and see the resiting of arrest before casting blame on these officers.
22 days ago

Accountability!
22 days ago

More is better.
22 days ago

Shows whether or not law enforcement personnel are performing as trained. If not, showed that
additional training is needed.
22 days ago

They are already using the cameras to record their policy actions actions and call. I think that pretty much
covers all that needs to be recorded during any activity the police is engaged with citizens.
22 days ago

Within the crowd of protesters.
22 days ago

If I was an officer in todays world, I would insist on a camera so I could prove I behaved appropriately.
Again, if you have nothing to hide, why would you care about having to wear a camera.
22 days ago

Privacy. We don’t want to nit pick at our law enforcement, bad for morale.
22 days ago

Seems like a good idea
22 days ago
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If every patrol officer has one, how can you increase usage?
22 days ago

Why are there cases of cameras being turned off? First signal something is being hidden.
22 days ago

This is a good tool to ensure accountability for actions, but also to justify whether the actions taken by
the officer were warranted.
22 days ago

Based on the expression of the policy - the stated policy seems adequate if followed with serious
repercussions for non compliance
22 days ago

I'm not sure what else there is to use a body camera for but if it creates accountability and trust between
these parties I think that's a positive.
22 days ago

Not to enhance police accountability as such, but rather to have proof of the officer’s actions and those
of the criminal as well. Perhaps the general public should try some enhanced accountability!
22 days ago

Recordings on body cams should begin when an officer first steps into his or her vehicle and run
continuously. And end when he or she steps out the car at the end of a shift. "On" and "off" controlled by
central monitoring at HQ, so the officer doesn't have to remember to turn on the body cam in the middle
of an incident.
22 days ago

I think the above usage protocols are sufficient if consistently used.
22 days ago

Should be rolling at all Times in uniform
22 days ago

It should be on anytime the officers are interacting with anyone in the community. Perhaps showing the
world some more of the positive things our officers do on a daily basis that nobody ever hears about.
22 days ago

Same as begore
22 days ago

Transparency is good
22 days ago

Official actions and calls for service seem to be adequate use of cameras. What else would they use them
for?
22 days ago

If EVERY patrol officer is required to wear a body cam how do you expand on that.
22 days ago

Every officer should have a body cam this day and age for their protection. Everyone civilian has a
camera in their hand and can manipulate what they want to show on the internet so for every officers
protection they need this. Also, it gives another view if some kind of incident were to happen.
22 days ago

Accountability goes both ways. People not complying with the law and officers not complying with
department policy should both be held accountable.
22 days ago

Police need to record wider and better to show a fullness in what actually happens. Some are recording
things only partially in attempts to show a certain picture that may not be truth.
22 days ago
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I bet it's a pain in the butt to keep track of, but it does seem to help mitigate irrational and inappropriate
behavior.
22 days ago

I believe body cams have the power to protect both the officer and the civilian, or reveal who was in the
wrong.
22 days ago

Everything I say can and will be used against me in a court of law. That should be a two way street.
22 days ago

For the protection of all. So many people are trying to antagonize the police so not only to monitor for
behaviors but also to protect them from other nonsense.
22 days ago

Otherwise an abuse of power is imminent
22 days ago

When someone is watching, you are more apt to do what it is right - not egregiously bend the rules. It is
the only way to be sure the truth, not their truth or your truth, is told.
22 days ago

Probably be helpful
22 days ago

Cameras lie. as i was taught, believe half of what you see
22 days ago

not really sure when else they should wear the camera, guess I should have said no or uncertain
22 days ago

I think it’s not a bad idea, but more from the side that it would protect the officer. A bad cop being held
more accountable is always good, but my guess is they could figure out a way around a camera - you
can’t require it to ALWAYS be on without totally violating the officer’s personal privacy.
22 days ago

Cameras enhance accountability and protect everyone involved in an interaction.
22 days ago

If they are used to record all official police actions and calls for service when else would they need to
record their actions to enhance accountability?
22 days ago

Surveillance is a touch subject. In general I support it, but your question is too broad and I can't agree to
something so ill-defined.
22 days ago

For their own protection and to enhance accountability OF THE PUBLIC.
22 days ago

Clarity is critical for police to gain public trust.
22 days ago

It would demonstrate complete adherence to Federal and state laws are being followed.
22 days ago

Need to build trust. Police who investigate themselves finding themselves not guilty no matter what.
22 days ago

Officers who may be prone to inappropriate behavior would be less likely to act that way knowing it
would be seen.
22 days ago
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To protect the police and individuals.
22 days ago

It also protects the officer in theory
22 days ago

I would change the verbage "Required" to mandatory. If the officer is wearing it during any and all police
actions or calls for service then further support should not be necessary. This keeps everyone involved
honest and CLEAR on every matter.
22 days ago

The term/verbage "Required" maybe should be changed to "mandatory". If the officers use the camera
during police actions and calls for all services...it protects them and the public for any scrutiny. Nothing
to hide...keeping it CLEAR to all involved.
22 days ago

See above answer.
22 days ago

I’m not sure what broader use would entail. Without specifics, I would not support this.
22 days ago

not sure what you mean by "broader use". Should the cameras always be on? No, officers should be
allowed to go to the restroom privately. Should they be on when an officer is performing his/her job? Yes,
that supports accountability, but it sounds like that is already in place.
22 days ago

the more evidence the better. The response to any event should be faster in the release of the full body
camera recordings
22 days ago

I feel if the officer is on duty, they should be watched to show their conduct and prove they are doing
their job and not messing around, sleeping on the job, meeting up with friends, etc.
22 days ago

It can be a positive tool for the officer as well as the public.
22 days ago

Facts !
22 days ago

Just depends. I wish examples had been provided. How do you operationalize "broader use"? All the time
while on shift and parole? That seems like a little overkill. We must have trust in our law enforcement
22 days ago

As I said earlier, we need to build trust right now. Transparency is important.
22 days ago

The more accountability, the better
22 days ago

A complete recording of a situation can be invaluable in understanding what happened.
22 days ago

Nothing should be hidden plus at times it would disprove false rumors
22 days ago

video can be helpful in validating the truth...
22 days ago

As a safe guard for the police. I do think there are "bad" police but believe most of them serve for the
good
22 days ago
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Accountability for the suspect as well.
22 days ago

Actually, I would really like to answer I don't know, because other uses are not coming to mind right now.
I do think the public has a right to see these videos.
22 days ago

Do you really want the camera on in the car, when they are eating, or using the restroom? The officer
should be required to turn the camera on anytime they receive a call or encounter a member of the
public.
22 days ago

No brainer.
22 days ago

Goodness, we all deserve some privacy on the job! They are not children needing constant monitoring.
22 days ago

Depends on what "official police actions" are--that term could be construed too narrowly.
22 days ago

I don’t know. The defined areas seem sufficient
22 days ago

Professional accountability, but not widespread release to the community
22 days ago

Short videos released to the public do not tell the full story and they lead to uninformed public bias
before full evidence is presented.
22 days ago

Yes, I am worried about police reputation as well. Cameras could protect reputation
22 days ago

I believe the police are accountable now. Body cameras have cut down on the amount of complaints and
allegations against them
22 days ago

Big brother watching helps keep us all more accountable. We behave different in the light than the dark
22 days ago

No
22 days ago

See above comment.
22 days ago

Police lie. They are people too.
22 days ago

It would be used for accountability on the part of the police officer AND the person(s) the police officer is
having interaction with, to record how the person(s) responds (respond) to the officer. Both ways.
22 days ago

It is more accurate than random piecemeal video from a bystanders camera
22 days ago

As noted above, I support it assuming the video images are properly controlled; "office accountability"
does not mean "surveillance" by an ill-informed and often biased public
22 days ago

This is a tool that can protect the officer from unjust criticism and one that can show when an officer has
possibly violated stated procedures .
22 days ago
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They should be turned on at all times and all stops. It helps to build trust with the community.
22 days ago

self-explanatory. We should always try for maximum accountability.
22 days ago

To keep officers safe as well
22 days ago

I support this ONLY as an internal training tool. The accountability has to be within the police
department, assuming the internal affairs of the department are fair.
22 days ago

A C C O U N T A B I L I T Y!!!
22 days ago

I dont' know enough about it to give a good response.
22 days ago

Because it will also protect the officer when complaints are false.
22 days ago

If an officer waits until they are acting in an official duty the context of what was caught on camera could
be skewed
22 days ago

These should be randomly reviewed every 24-hrs to enhance officer training, recognition, and
disciplinary action.
22 days ago

I'm not sure what more they could be required to do beyond what they are already required to do.
Maybe I'm missing something here.
22 days ago

There are too many cases where body cameras are turned off by the officer. This should never be
allowed.
22 days ago

Not sure what is meant by “a tool to enhance accountability” if officers are required to wear body cams to
record official police actions and calls for service, what more can be asked of them? It becomes the
judgement of the chain of command in discretion as to whether to release footage.
23 days ago

The present use seems to be sufficient.
23 days ago

Of they have them and taxes payers have paid for that, they should be used.
23 days ago

Depending upon what type of broaded use you are referring to
23 days ago

Yes, accountability!
23 days ago

Good tool to counter the media bias against police
23 days ago

technology provides the ability to monitor the behavior of the police, and the citizen. I would guess in
99/100 situations the footage confirms the police behavior was justified
23 days ago
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If no one is doing anything wrong, then why should they be afraid to have body cameras recording? Use
them as much as possible.
23 days ago

It seems that official police actions covers everything doesn't it?
23 days ago

If every officer is wearing a camera how can you expand this?
23 days ago

If they want it; I don’t feel it necessary
23 days ago

Events escalate. Cameras don't lie. Context is everything.
23 days ago

I need to understand the circumstances In which they would be used in order to really answer this
question.
23 days ago

Yes
23 days ago

If we have the equipment why not use it.
23 days ago

Same response as above.
23 days ago

Obviously the camera can be your friend or your foe
23 days ago

This would prevent the bad apple
23 days ago

The cameras should protect both the public and the LEOs by providing evidence of the truth
23 days ago

Good move
23 days ago

Could have them in vehicles as well to record a chase.
23 days ago

Good policy
23 days ago

As long as there are strict rules about turning it off or intentionally blocking it
23 days ago

I was not aware of this policy, but I am very glad to hear it!
23 days ago

To avoid criticism and false reports
23 days ago

I fail to see how this would be a problem.
23 days ago

I think it would help all around.
23 days ago
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I think it would help all the way around.
23 days ago

but please see previous comment as far as civilian access to this footage
23 days ago

will just create more opportunity to second guess police decisions which often have to be made in a split
second and under difficult circumstances.
23 days ago

Only if the footage can be accessible by the public. What’s the point if we can’t see it? How does that
make the community feel safer that you’re trying to serve & protect?
23 days ago

Yes
23 days ago

I am not sure what you mean by broader use. That phrase needs more definition.
23 days ago

No, only if the police department feels it would enhance their own safety and training. I don't see a
benefit personally but would support them if they decided to voluntarily.
23 days ago

Not as a tool to enhance accountability but as a tool to view the perspective of the officer.
23 days ago

Not really sure what “broader sense” you are looking for.
23 days ago

Body cameras will also encourage suspects who are not drug crazed to behave properly.
23 days ago

It also protects the officer from false accusations.
23 days ago

Honestly I support this in hopes it helps police. Often what’s shown are bystanders videos but NOT
SHOWN are what may have lead up to the NEED for physically restraining a problem person.
23 days ago

To as also protect the officers themselves
23 days ago

See comments
23 days ago

Yes
23 days ago

Not necessary
23 days ago

See previous answer. Public safety organizations should be held accountable for their actions.
23 days ago

I would need more information. What does broader mean if they are recording during police actions.
23 days ago

I think Greenville has been an early adopter of useful technology. One item I would like to see added if it
hasn’t already would be a 360 car cam so that if a body camera were to fall off or be blocked due to a
scuffle a second video is available. It’s not an end all measurement but could be useful... also, I believe
that a shoulder mounted light bar could be useful for traffic officers, especially at night and adverse
weather conditions.
23 days ago
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Yes. Accountability to protect the officers.
23 days ago

I believe that the body cameras should be recording at all times and footage backed up at the LEC. This
would hold the officers and citizens both accountable when discrepancies about events arise. It would
keep both parties honest.
23 days ago

An officer is more likely to go by the rules if they can be watched.
23 days ago

To protect the officer from false allegations
23 days ago

Again, the times call for as much transparency as possible.
23 days ago

When interacting with the public on police business, the camera should be on to protect the police and
the public.
24 days ago

Yes, in conjunction with other methods, including de-escalation.
24 days ago

I also support more penalties for failure to use camera. "battery died" "forgot to turn it on" and stuff like
that shouldn't happen.
24 days ago

Not so worried about 'accountability' as a method to protects their rears.
24 days ago

However, there does not appear to be much accountability occurring in general.
24 days ago

Many end up not having them on or turning them on in the middle of the scene
24 days ago

There should be greater accountability period.
24 days ago

I will start to trust police officers when they start to be trustworthy. Their jobs should be a transparent as
possible. If they are following the rules, what could they possibly have to fear.
24 days ago

Too many sitting in restaurants
24 days ago

Not at this point in Greenville.
24 days ago

Compulsory turn on for every contact with a person
24 days ago

Can’t argue with footage
24 days ago

Accountability not just for police actions but especially for proof when dealing with citizens who are
under the influence of drugs, alcohol or violently endangering citizens or the police
24 days ago

First it protects the officer in regards to his or her oath and it eliminates Fact from fixtion
24 days ago
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See comments above.
24 days ago

Unfortunately a few (or many) bad officers ruined it for all. Accountability is needed for ongoing
protection of rights and to help rebuild trust.
24 days ago

I'm not sure what broader use means. If that means they would record every minute of the day, I vote no.
24 days ago

Unclear as to what broader use would mean
24 days ago

Your body camera footage should be documentation of everything you do. It should be available upon
request. It is essentially a legal document.
24 days ago

Yes for all concerned including the suspect. Put cameras on the cars at different angles. Add cameras to
the street lights, etc. Store fronts, etc. Tired of dishonest, criminal minded people NOT accepting
responsibility for their own actions. Enough is enough.
24 days ago

It seems that body cam footage can serve to protect both the officer wearing it and the person being
confronted or arrested by the officer.
24 days ago

Absolutely
24 days ago

Unsure. Think it is at a good level already, but is it at the officer’s discretion, or can a member of the
public ask that the recorder be turned on?
24 days ago

I think it would protect the officer from false claims.
24 days ago

Should always be on cameras worn on body and vehicle. Any moving or covering should be illegal and
cause for dismissal and punishment
24 days ago

Cops will find a way to exploit and terrorize as long as they exist. Abolish police. Abolish body cameras.
24 days ago

If every patrol officer wears one what is the "broader use"?
24 days ago

It serves everyone involved. It can protect the officer and the citizen from being wrongly accused.
24 days ago

If an Police officer is doing something he/she does not want recorded then I have a problem with that.
24 days ago

I don't see it as accountability for the officer, but rather protection for the officer. Today's hostile
media/political environment assumes that the officer is in the wrong, not the other way around.
24 days ago

The cameras should always be worn, on, and the public can have access to these tapes upon request.
25 days ago

Yes, and I think there should be severe consequences for officers who forget (or ‘forget’) to turn theirs on.
25 days ago

The body cam is public property used by a public employed person in a legal public activity.
25 days ago
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Only if the footage is released without being tampered with.
25 days ago

See above on my last response.
25 days ago

Why don't highway patrol have cameras? They have dash cams but not body cams. We lose court cases
that cost money due to them walking out of frame. In national incidents we have seen where police turn
their cameras off - it's quite alarming. That shouldn't be an option. Too much power for the one holding
the power.
25 days ago

Body cameras should make me feel safer but they don't because I don't know if they will be properly
used or if the footage could even be obtained.
25 days ago

I think body cameras are also good to protect officer’s who have acted appropriately.
25 days ago

If nothing else, it could give a fuller picture than the phone photos that others are taking and posting on
line.
25 days ago

But not as a tool for additional prosecutions.
25 days ago

Current practices seem sufficient and funding could make greater gains elsewhere
25 days ago

The truth, not opinions, is important. There are way too many situations where witnesses "know"
untruths. I'm neither suggesting malice nor intentional errors, rather that people see what they expect to
see.
25 days ago

If, as you say, all officers already must record their actions and calls for service, why would there need to
be broader use of cameras? It again seems it would create a bureaucratic nuisance for no purpose.
25 days ago

The truth is there and could be excellent learning tool review see what when right and what could be
improved.
25 days ago

Not sure.
25 days ago

Not sure
25 days ago

I wrote a paper in college advocating for body worn cameras to be turned on from beginning to end of
shift. I understand the difficulties that would be had with that logistically but I am confident that
Greenville could solve these issues.
25 days ago

There are times when they are wearing their uniform while not on any official police business. If the
officer is on duty then the camera could be rolling except for the obvious private personal moments.
25 days ago

As appropriate for context and clarity of situation
25 days ago

It will protect the police from making the wrong action.
25 days ago
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While body-worn cameras don't decrease police abusing authority, they do capture proof that it happens.
25 days ago

Let them do their job without everyone looking over their shoulder.
25 days ago

He said - she said will be eliminated
25 days ago

BWC’s shouldn’t be thought of as a tool to enhance accountability, but as a tool to accurately document
crimes, crime scenes, and conversations with suspects and victims.
25 days ago

This is useful in protecting the public but also defending the officer in showing what really happened.
25 days ago

If it does not apply to me. I don't need to see it.
25 days ago

If the public has access to these videos.
25 days ago

Again, where is the trust?
25 days ago

Yes, it aids in accountability, but I feel it is equally if not more important to have that undisputable record
of events to protect the officers from accusers!
25 days ago

Every on duty police officer should be recording their actions for the entirety of their day if they interact
with others. This is to ensure that there are not secret agreements, vendettas, etc
25 days ago

For the most part, these cameras have served to protect Police from lies from criminals.
25 days ago

Video doesn’t lie, people do. It’ll protect officers from malicious and baseless lawsuits, and protect
citizens from police brutality and bullying.
25 days ago

I believe the patrol officers should wear cameras, I don't think investigations should wear cameras it may
hinder the investigation. (People may not feel comfortable talking about someone else if they know they
are being recorded.
25 days ago

I am only saying NO - because I do not know what you mean by "Broader Use"
25 days ago

As long as they work and don't mysteriously "malfunction," get covered up, or turned off.
25 days ago

Again, fine to record everything. But the whole world doesn’t need to see everything. We just all need to
mind our own business!!!!
25 days ago

Should have some way to activate camera or continuously record when officer cannot/don’t want to
25 days ago

Think how much simpler the Jacob Blake situation would have been with body cams. Absolutely worth
taxpayer investment.
26 days ago

For both the protection of both the officer and person(s) being investigated.
26 days ago
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State law is for a reason.
26 days ago

I see it that the body cameras protect the officer against the public in most cases.
26 days ago

It’s should cause suspicion for them not to have them on.
26 days ago

Not for public "broadcast" of enforcement actions, but in communicating to the public about types of
encounters that are part of "keeping the peace" in law enforcement/
26 days ago

We should be able to see and hear everything our tax funded employees do. Especially when we allow
them to carry and gun and badge. An honest cop would want the same thing.
26 days ago

Broader use of body cam footage will help to protect both citizens and law enforcement when it comes
down to a discrepancy in police action.
26 days ago

Body worn cameras protect the police, too, from people who may try to misrepresent a situation.
26 days ago

Yes!
26 days ago

If you are acting responsibly then trust the footage of the camera to exonerate any officer that may end
up being in trouble, just like we must trust officers to make the right decision. If officers are doing
everything properly as they claim, then I don’t see what the issue is with increased recording? It would
only be additional evidence supporting them?
26 days ago

Accountability
26 days ago

A missing recording should be treated as destruction of evidence, and any case that involves a missing
recording should be thrown out
26 days ago

People act differently when on video and being held accountable. You do and I do. Officers too
26 days ago

I'm on the fence with this one - I support broader use as a tool to enhance accountability AND to protect
the officers
26 days ago

Protects the officer from people filming incidents and not getting the whole story.
26 days ago

Could be used to protect all involved party's and to limit litigation.
26 days ago

If they are wearing a camera and following protocol then there is proof that the officer did his best and
can prove that he/she carried out their duties appropriately. It can also give additional perspective in an
event where public cameras, cell phones, have been used and perhaps only show a limited/edited view.
26 days ago

Another tool to present facts.
26 days ago

Body cameras recording the interactions between police and citizen are a protection for both when
questions arise concerning responsibility and blame.
26 days ago
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Official police actions should be enough. If it’s not official police business, I assume its them as regular
citizens, off duty or getting a meal during their shift, etc. I don’t wear a camera day to day as a citizen
going about my business.
26 days ago

With a penalty to the officer if camera is not activated
26 days ago

Again, including the verbal/written ........ as stated above. There is always more to the story!
26 days ago

Not most important thing to do
26 days ago

Way down the priority list
26 days ago

Would put this down the priority list.
26 days ago

Can be used for court if needed. Otherwise can become a distraction.
26 days ago

Body cameras also protect the officers.
26 days ago

EVERYTHING they do should be considered official when on duty. I could also see this as a problem in the
wrong officers hands being used for "other" reasons.
26 days ago

A balance is required between accountability and freedom to perform a sworn duty
26 days ago

I'm not sure of what other circumstances it would be appropriate, and why, but I'm open to learning
about other places when it would be useful.
26 days ago

You never know who is watching and how quickly an incident can get twisted. CYA for the officer.
26 days ago

I feel constantly watched by police. In one way or another, we need to be on the same level to establish
trust or equitable power dynamics
26 days ago

Usually they seem to be in the police officers favor
26 days ago

I think the use of the cameras also lets criminals know that they won’t be able to manipulate the courts.
Fosters a calmer interaction hopefully.
26 days ago

Full on all the time
26 days ago

I support broader use, to hold the public accountable. These officer are not the problem, it’s the
community that is broken.
26 days ago

Thompson for Chief
26 days ago

When ever there is an official interaction with the general public. But also there needs to be times when
officers can relax between calls.
26 days ago
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f*** you. We know they turn those things off when they want to stay out of trouble.
26 days ago

Your stupid question just said that their policy requires them to use it. How can they use it more than
their policy already requires.
26 days ago

Experienced Police officers with cameras but they were not on. Policy should be that at any time that an
officer is engaged with any citizens during duty, the body camera should be on.
26 days ago

I don’t know
26 days ago

N/a
26 days ago

Allows for more visuals at a scene
26 days ago

I think this can protect our police officers from false accusations.
26 days ago

I don't understand what this question means
26 days ago

Not broader, just use in ALL encounters. Don’t need to waste the data on personal conversation with
family and friends
26 days ago

Transparency is critical to public trust.
26 days ago

They should be aided for calls. Give the officers Some privacy
26 days ago

More importantly to protect the police officer.
26 days ago

Police actions and calls are the only accountability needed.
26 days ago

I really don't know what this question is asking.
26 days ago

Turning off cameras during police incidents should never be allowed whatsoever.
26 days ago

For the safety of the police officer as well as that of the public
26 days ago

Body cams should be 100%
26 days ago

It should be used anytime an officer engages with a member of the community.
26 days ago

More information on a case is never a bad thing
26 days ago
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I see officers all the time without cameras in uniform. I was explained that detectives dont get cameras
and others that dont work patrol. If you are in uniform working you need a camera no matter what.
There policy says so, and supervisors, LTs, Captains are out working, doing what there policy says you
have to have one, but they dont, they turn them in. I would put dash cameras in the cars because the
body camera dont capture like it needs to in the cars and angels, look at the county case the other week.
The dash cam caught the deputy in a lie about using force, not the body camera. The uses of several
drones they have could also record events that the tax money just bought one it was like 5ok. Policy
needs to be updated, and enforced with the cameras.
26 days ago

It will only help if real consequences are handed down to any and all officers found in violation of
departmental policy or those who violated ethical standards.
26 days ago

Now we know what was going on with many police officers when there were no cell phones...some of the
footage is totally shocking. Let's have transparency and get rid of the bad seeds...some of them have
seniority, so others stay silent. We have to change this.
26 days ago

Not really their accountability but rather that of people who would purposely escalate a situation and
then cry that they are a victim.
26 days ago

Why?
26 days ago

I think this protects the officers as well as the public.
26 days ago

Same clarification as above.
26 days ago

I absolutely think cameras should always be utilized by the police, footage reviewed, and officers held
accountable for their good & bad actions
26 days ago

If it helps make the work of the police officers easier, then I am for it.
26 days ago

With today's technology we have access to this so why not use it. Why risk faulty deductions or reports
when you have video recording available? Unless you have something to hide.
26 days ago

I believe that turning off a body camera for any reason should be a fireable offense.
26 days ago

My real answer is “unsure” because the survey question doesn’t provide examples what enhanced
accountability means.
26 days ago

It should work in the officer’s favor to show they are doing their job.
26 days ago

in case of evidence needed, otherwise to take necessary precaution not to expose such photographic
evidence.
26 days ago

As a tool to enhance the public's accountability, not the officer's.
26 days ago

Not necessarily accountability, but as defense for the officer.
26 days ago

Do it understand what broader use means
26 days ago
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In every evaluation that each officer should get (as a wellness check and making sure they are doing
things right) they should use their video as a tool to better themselves.
26 days ago

Police do not hold themselves accountable. You are directly comparable to terrorist or fascist groups as
you use violence, extortion and kidnapping to stifle dissent against you and you are immune to being
held accountable for your crimes. You, sled, your unions (that the working class isn't even able to have in
this state) and the justice system can not be trusted to determine if you have committed wrongdoing. It
has been proven all throughout the history all the way to current times that justice will not be served to
police and the ruling class, even the wealthy, unless there is public outcry.
26 days ago

While this is good in theory, there are larger issues with data storage, record retention, and agency time /
effort in making this type of record available to the public.
26 days ago

Again, the reason is obvious.
26 days ago

You just never know while being off duty & in uniform when you will be called on or come across them to
help.
26 days ago

Transparency
26 days ago

And they should be monitored and receive corrective action if they turn their cameras off.
26 days ago

It's important to keep all law enforcement honest, there's too much corruption as it is.
26 days ago

It seems that body-worm cameras serve a two fold solution, one for the officer and one for the person(s)
in an incident.
26 days ago

Although I don’t think citizens need to have immediate and unschooled access ti the footage, I do think
cameras both help officers remember they are being” watched” as well as helping review the situation
after the fact.
26 days ago

Emphatic yes.
26 days ago

The Accountability is for both sides.
26 days ago

Officers with aggressive behavior could be corrected much faster
26 days ago

Sounds like they are already wearing them enough.
26 days ago

The more evidence a police officer has of his/her actions, the safer (s)he will be when gray areas emerge.
You can bet everyone else will be recording incidents on their phones, so officers need the same
protection.
26 days ago

Again, the mixed feelings come into play, but if there was a camera on all the time that could be reviewed
by experts, when needed (not the public), that might be OK.
26 days ago
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I would support it more for the officers' safety than accountability. After watching how these "peaceful
protesters" instigate trouble and antagonize people and then try turn it around to blame THEIR violence
on other people, I wouldn't trust a damn word they say over a cop
26 days ago

I guess so. I just would hate to see too much reliance on them. I understand their importance and feel
like they are just one tool we should use.
26 days ago

Openness and transparency.
26 days ago

This question is too open ended for a simple yes/no answer.
26 days ago

See above.
26 days ago

More times than not they have proved the police response appropriately
26 days ago

The ability to cut sound off while using BWC should not be allowed.
26 days ago

No, if you mean recording all the time. They should be able to take a break, eat, use the bathroom, talk to
a co-worker or friend, without big brother.
Public face to face interactions on calls are appropriate.
26 days ago

How much broader do you need to be? Outside of a camera crew following them the entire shift, the
cameras are working as intended.
26 days ago

ALSO INSTALL A GPS AND A TIME STAMP ON THE CAMERAS WITH NIGHT VISION!
26 days ago

Body worn cameras should be on during any encounter with a citizen or during the entirety of a call for
service. They should not be turned off, muted, or otherwise disabled at any point until the matter is
resolved.
26 days ago

Absolutely and the video should be made available upon request.
26 days ago

If they’re already being used, how could their use be broadened?
26 days ago

More access to the footage would be nice. But body-worn cameras aren't the ultimate answer.
26 days ago

It seems a lot of people have animosity to the police and the cameras tell the whole story, good or bad.
26 days ago

You are sworn in to protect and serve!!! You are held to a higher standard, period! When you are on the
job, whatever you do is subject to review!!! By everyone who you protect and serve!
26 days ago

Furthermore, police should not be carrying weapons or using force on people.
26 days ago

Within the department. Not for public viewing.
26 days ago
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My answer of yes is based on protecting the police officers first
26 days ago

I think it goes well beyond accountability. I also say release footage of the public mistreating officers.
People need to see both sides of the coin.
26 days ago

Once again, accountability and transparency are all too important.
26 days ago

Not sure what it meant by the term ‘broader’, but I believe that every police encounter should be
recorded; this also protects the officer and citizens and allows for full transparency.
26 days ago

To provide better transparency.
26 days ago

They have been proven to make a difference.
26 days ago

See response above.
26 days ago

This would also help officers from being unfairly accused of inappropriate actions.
26 days ago

You have to be careful with video footage you share with the public. You have to remember that what I
think is proper Escalation of Force or procedure, other people will disagree.
26 days ago

So folks know what happened.
26 days ago

Cameras don’t lie
26 days ago

Body cams should not be turned off for ANY interaction.
26 days ago

body camera are useful tools to help keep officers and public accountable for their actions. By itself it is
not sufficient, but taken as part of a larger pool of evidence, it is important.
26 days ago

Consequences should be given to officers who have excuses why it wasn't turned on, video should be
saved, and should also be used for training with the public involved.
26 days ago

Again- better accountability!
26 days ago

their job is hard enough, have you gone on a ride along? I invite you to do so
26 days ago

If they’re on the clock they should be recorded
26 days ago

Yes
26 days ago

Cameras provide transparency
26 days ago
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Absolutely!
26 days ago

Absolutely
26 days ago

The question is too vague. What additional use is being requested?
26 days ago

100%.
26 days ago

Cameras in addition to discouraging unprofessional conduct on the part of the police has also been
beneficial in assisting officers wrongfully accused of misconduct.
26 days ago

Accountability & enforcement of wearing body-worn cameras is what needs to be reviewed and
addressed by a multi-disciplinary board. If camera's are not on or not utilized properly, the ramifications
of this inaction needs to be addressed.
26 days ago

How would you like it if a camera was monitoring you every second of every day on the job. We need well
trained and supported police officers, with appropriate use of cameras during interactions to document
criminal activity and potential, but rare, police abuse.
26 days ago

To increase accountability of the public. It is needed to protect the officers not the public
26 days ago

A body camera protect both officer and civilian from exaggerated or false accounts of an incident.
26 days ago

Situations can escalate unexpectedly and quickly.
26 days ago

they should be required for it to be on the entire time they are on duty. It would help to know the mood,
mindset, etc of an officer prior to interacting with any member of the community.
27 days ago

Current amount is sufficient. Big Brother does not need to watch every second...if so, that's the wrong
hire.
27 days ago

if they turn it off the officer should be reprimanded if not terminated
27 days ago

Video doesn't always show the whole truth but it helps
27 days ago

I don’t believe the police have anything to hide, so why not? It might protect them from unfair
accusations from a suspect or perpetrator
27 days ago

If it would actually be used the right way. Like I said the news media is so twisted they only show what will
fit their agenda, regardless the truth.
27 days ago

I like knowing body cams are being used. I can’t recall if they start automatically, but having it where the
officers don’t have to worry about turning them on, having them turned on automatically if they draw a
taser or weapon would be good.
27 days ago

This is for the safety of the officer just as much as it is the individual that is in question.
27 days ago
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See answer above
27 days ago

But that accountability MUST extend to HR and the courtroom.
27 days ago

The camera should be on from clock-in to clock-out. There should not be a way to turn these on/off.
27 days ago

I am sure it makes officers feel that they are being micromanaged. They have to remember that they are
empowered in ways that the rest of us are not - they are legally authorized to give direction / correct
behaviors, and they legally carry weapons at all times. A greater accountability comes with that
empowerment.
27 days ago

Don’t waste my tax money on cameras that will mysteriously “malfunction” the second before the police
start gunning people down
27 days ago

Accountability is key, as is community support.
27 days ago

I also support getting rid of qualified immunity and reducing the funding of the police department and
putting it into the community instead.
27 days ago

what do they have to hide?
27 days ago

Body cameras should never be turned off, and if they are turned off during their shift should be
punishable
27 days ago

We had a family member get a ticket for 44 miles per hour in a 30. because known speed trap, all in car
watched speedometer, it never went above 32. after speaking with mayor I learned that they had
equipment on their car and body camera that would show everything about that stop. Guess what, after
requesting rule 5, it us not openable, not even by a Cyber Security expert. So then we got and email from
the police chief that said they were willing to change speeding ticket which was complete BS to a a noise
ordinance violation. That way it would not be reported as traffic violation. CORRUPTION at its finest.
27 days ago

If they are required to use for official police action what else would they use it for?
Also since a comment box was not included to the training section, how about more training for officers
to defend themselves better with their hands? Obviously criminals want to fight officers and with poor
training officers have two options. Taser or gun. Wouldn’t it be better to train defend techniques?
27 days ago

Officers still have right to a certain level of expectation of privacy. Not to mention the cost of storage for a
continuously ran camera.
27 days ago

All officers should have body cameras to capture entire incidents.
27 days ago

*it would depend on what “broader” means. If it means every officer has one, then yes. Cameras protect
officers and show they did the right thing more often then not. We the amount of officers we have the
amount of side jobs in the city any of them could encounter something that would need to be captured
on camera.
27 days ago

Video is a tool show good and bad behavior on both parties
27 days ago

It keeps every ok ne honest
27 days ago
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It has been proven that body camera policies now are sufficient. There has to be trust people take an
oath and should be held accountable but to have a camera on all the time may make officers hesitate to
worry if the camera is on before taking action and could cause injury.
27 days ago

i feel it would help
27 days ago

Use of cameras takes away speculation. Facts are facts.
27 days ago

I support it less for accountability for the officers and more for evidence against those that have been
arrested or that have had encounters with officers. People lie about their encounters with law
enforcement officers way too often.
27 days ago

but it needs to be allowed to be used to show suspects actions too.
27 days ago

Yupp
27 days ago

* Currently, 13% of all Greenville Police Department officers are part of a racial or ethnic
minority, while 33% of Greenville's population is diverse. Is it important to you that the
composition of the Greenville Police Department reflect the racial and ethnic diversity of
the community?
55% Yes
33% No
12% I don't know

2,314 respondents
This question assumes racism. It should not matter, and to require any sort of quota is racist.
6 days ago

Everyone is equal.
9 days ago

More personal contact of a diverse ethic is an opportunity knowledge and tolerance from within. This
could promote better work ethics, transparency and Community relations.
12 days ago

Good diversity would tend to reassure citizens of representation, but strict quotas are not important,
Good training and presence and interaction with communities help create comfort and trust.
12 days ago

Diversity is great. HOWEVER, we should be hiring based on abilities and not only on race. Attempts
should be made to recruit good people with diverse backgrounds and races. But if you have two people
applying for the job to be a police officer, be colorblind and choose the person who will be the better
officer. This is more important to the community than race.
12 days ago
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The Greenville Police Department actively recruits minority applicants, attending job fairs
and seeking out recent college graduates and veterans. Do you have any suggestions for
ways to recruit officers who are members of an ethnic minority group?
Racist to recruit based on color!
6 days ago

Officers should be recruited on the content of their character and the ability to do the job, not the color
of their skin.
7 days ago

No
9 days ago

If you are not able to know that God created everyone the same stay home. People are stupid and you
can not fix stupid.
9 days ago

no comment
9 days ago

* What might prevent a young person from becoming a police officer? Check all that
apply.
67%

Fear for safety

1560 

65%

Salary concerns

1497 

61%

Negative personal experience with police

1411 

56%

Stigma in community

1304 

45%

Physical or mental requirements of the job

1038 

10%

Other

242 

2,313 Respondents

* What is your age?
0% Under 18
25% 18 to 34
38% 35 to 54

37% 55+
2,303 respondents
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* What is your race/ethnicity?
76% White
13% Prefer not to answer
6% Black or African-American
6% Others

2,303 respondents

* What is your gender?
54% Female
40% Male
6% Prefer not to answer
0% Other

2,302 respondents

* Are there school-age children in your household?

32% Yes

68% No

2,299 respondents
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* What is your zip code?
24% Other
16% 29607
15% 29601
15% Prefer not to answer
14% 29605
14% 29609
4% 29611

2,295 respondents

* How long have you lived in the City of Greenville?
30% 15+ years
24% I live outside the city limits but I work,
dine, shop or worship in the city.
20% 6 to 15 years
14% 2 to 5 years
6% I live outside the city limits.
5% Less than 2 years

2,298 respondents
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